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ABSTRACT 
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distribution, and interpretation of zero anaphora (ZA) in 

Chinese conversational discourse. It explores three major 

questions: (1) what factors account for the occurrence of ZA, 

and the nonoccurrence of ZA in potential positions; (2) 

whether there are differences in occurrence and nonoccurrence 

by genre and style; and (3) what linguistic research 

approaches are most appropriate for the analysis of ZA in 

Chinese. 

The database consists of complete dialogues from the two-

hour Chinese film, Li, Shuang-shuana. and an uninterrupted 

one-hour recording of spontaneous conversations among three 

adult Chinese speakers. The analysis employs a taxonomy 

adapted from Halliday and Hasan (1976), and Givon's (1989) 

discourse measures, and involves investigation of linguistic 

(syntactic and semantic) and extralinguistic (social and 

cultural) variables, and linear versus hierarchical discourse 

structure. Difference levels between the scripted and 

spontaneous conversations were assessed using independent t-

tests and chi-square tests. 

The study revealed the following major findings. First, 

knowledge sources, linguistic and/or extralinguistic, that 

were shared by the conversational participants formed the 

basis for the occurrence of ZA; in the absence of adequate 
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shared knowledge, ZA could potentially be used to attract 

attention by inviting clarification questions from addressees. 

Second, overt referents in positions of potential ZA had the 

function of enhancing referent saliency by specific means 

including rhetorical, interactional, and stylistic devices. 

Third, there were great differences between conversational 

data from this study and narrative discourse from prior 

research in the proportion of syntactically shifted ZA and in 

referential distance. Fourth, referent continuity was not 

subject to linear factors in hierarchical discourse structure. 

There was a statistically significant difference between 

the planned and unplanned conversations in: (1) clause type 

and discourse context in terms of event boundary, role, and 

person; and (2) referential distance, potential interference, 

and referential persistence. 

The overall results of the study revealed the highly 

variable nature of the ZA phenomenon in Chinese, which 

suggests the need for multiple perspectives in the analysis of 

ZA in typologically similar languages, and questions the 

adequacy of the Government and Binding Theory account of Empty 

Categories as a universal explanation for ZA. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Backqrovmd 

Natural languages both vary and at the same time share 

some properties with regard to ways and forms of expression. 

The relation between individuality and uniformity is a focal 

problem throughout the history of study and research on human 

languages. A major goal of both traditional and modern 

grammars is to provide an inductive summary of a systematic 

and yet complex human phenomenon. The difference between 

approaches may be that traditional studies focus on the 

different levels of rules and exceptions within a language or 

a language group, whereas more modern approaches attempt to 

bring all natural languages under the same umbrella and 

account for rules they all share in terms of principles, and 

variations in terms of a limited set of parameters. The 

investigation of nonovertly expressed noun phrases (NPs) or 

zero anaphors (ZAs) for universal uniformity and varied 

distribution across languages represents one area of 

grammatical study which has received considerable attention in 

recent years. 

The ZA phenomenon has been studied from a variety of 

approaches. Early studies in the Government and Binding (GB) 

tradition focused on a few Romance languages with the 
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assumption that principles by definition reflect pre-existent 

lang^viSyS cspscxty across the human species, and thus can be 

reasonably conceived to have universal explanatory power if 

they hold for one natural language. This assumption is 

explicitly stated in Chomsky (1975): 

...[the foregoing] discussion has been restricted 
to English, a serious limitation. Nevertheless, I 
have not hesitated to suggest that the principles 
that appear to have explanatory power for English 
are principles of universal grammar ... On the 
assumption of uniformity of language capacity 
across the species, if a general principle is 
confirmed empirically for a given language and if, 
furthermore, there is reason to believe that it is 
not learned (and surely not taught) , then it is 
proper to postulate that the principle belongs to 
universal grammar, as part of 'pre-existent' 
knowledge that makes learning possible, (p. 118) 

The study of the ZA phenomenon, however, cannot provide 

adequate explanation if restricted to the investigation of 

only one or a few Romance languages, not just because it is 

acknowledged to be a parametric phenomenon exhibiting cross-

linguistic variation, but also because there is a group of 

Asian languages including Chinese, Japanese, and Korean which 

possess some ZA-related features not to be found in the 

Romance language family. A second limitation of early GB 

studies is that they limited their scope of investigation to 

sentence-level syntactic processes, which raises further 

questions about their universal applicability. One important 

characteristic of the Asian group of languages is that they 

are more discoursally-oriented, and many linguistic phenomena 
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have to be explained via more discoursal and pragmatic means. 

The purpose o£ this dissertation is to investigate from 

multiple analytic perspectives the occurrence/nonoccurrence, 

distribution, and interpretation of nonovertly expressed NPs 

(or ZAs) in Chinese conversational discourse. 

1.2 Definition and Scope 

The ZA phenomenon, within Chomsky's standard theory, is 

studied under the term prodrop, which is defined as the 

parameter that "determines whether the subject of a clause can 

be suppressed" (1988, p. 64). The definition and scope of ZA 

which has been adopted for the present study differs from this 

definition in two ways. 

First, Chomsky distinguishes between pro, which occurs in 

the finite subject position of clauses, and PRO, which occurs 

in the ungoverned subject position of nonfinite clauses; pro 

is parametrically distributed in languages and thus the target 

of investigation for prodrop phenomena within this theory, 

while PRO is universally obligatorily null. This distinction 

is problematic for studies of Chinese, because Chinese does 

not have a verb-subject/object agreement system and has only 

finite clauses (a review of the arguments presented for this 

position can be found in Chapter 2). 

Second, there is a group of empty categories (ECs) in 

Chinese which are not identifiable with any of the four types. 
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outlined in Chomsky's (1981, 1982b) EC typology (Y. Huang, 

1994/ . In an effort to find a solution to this problem in 

specifying the scope of his study on reference introduction 

and tracking in Chinese, Chen (1986) distinguishes two types 

of ZA--pragmatically controlled and syntactic null elements 

respectively--by a test of replacement judgement. A ZA which 

"may be replaced by a nominal or pronominal expression that 

refers to the same referent in the context at hand but not 

necessarily of the same form as the antecedent" (p. ill) is 

defined as the pragmatically controlled ZA. Otherwise the ZA 

belongs to the syntactically controlled category and is ruled 

out from his investigation. 

Because formally a zero anaphor (ZA) is related to other 

syntactically present but phonologically null NPs and to other 

forms of anaphora which are nonovertly or overtly encoded, and 

because semantically its interpretation is referentially 

dependent, study and investigation of the phenomenon has been 

allied with related phenomena under more general titles such 

as prodrop, ECs, anaphora, and reference 

(assignment/introduction, maintenance/tracking) in Chinese. 

The present study takes all of these definitions and problems 

into account in identifying the scope of ZA covered in this 

research to include those fitting the following conditions: 

1. They are textually occurring zero anaphors. 

2. They can be replaced by overt pronominal forms 
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including personal and demonstrative pronouns. 

J. iXxG-i-j- J_OXAWO lliciy XJC: XIX OIXC UiiC J-UXXOWXiiy 

syntactic positions: subject, object (direct, indirect, and 

ba+obi) . possessive, and pre-ziii. 

4. They may occur in all major types of clauses including 

the declarative, the interrogative, and thes imperative. 

Another departure in scope from traditional studies is 

the inclusion of condition 5: 

5. Their interpretation may depend on either linguistic 

and/or extralinguistic content textually or nontextually 

available to the language users involved in contexts of 

language use. 

This condition extends the scope of ZA analysis beyond 

sentence-level phenomena to discourse features and 

extralinguistic information. 

Extension of the scope for analysis of ZA in the present 

study includes adaptation of the discourse context and role 

categorization of Halliday and Hasan (19 76) and application of 

Givon's (1983a, 1985, 1989) measures of reference 

accessibility and predictability, as well as the more 

syntactically-oriented research of C.-T. J. Huang (e.g., 

1989), Y. Huang (1994), L. Xu (1986), and others. These are 

reviewed in Chapter 2. 

Finally, and importantly, the present study extends the 

traditional scope of ZA analysis to investigate why ZA 
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sometimes does not occur in contexts where it is possible. 

This j-ssxiG IS cruicxsl for a holistic and adecju^^ts 

understanding of the phenomenon. 

1.3 Research Questions and Issues 

The following research questions, which are of a 

descriptive nature, are addressed in the present study: 

1. What factors account for the occurrence of zero 

anaphora in Chinese? Two sub-questions addressed in this issue 

are: (1) How is ZA possible in Chinese in the absence of 

explicit linguistic referential identification?; and (2) To 

what extent are ZA phenomena in Chinese similar to or 

different from ZA phenomena which have been described in other 

languages? 

2. What accounts for the nonoccurrence of ZA (i.e., the 

occurrence of overt anaphors) in potential positions? 

3 . Are there differences in occurrence/nonoccurrence by-

genre and style? 

In addition, the following theoretical and methodological 

questions are considered in the review of related literature, 

the conduct of the study, and the interpretation of findings: 

4. What linguistic research approaches are most 

appropriate for the analysis of ZA in Chinese? Three sub-

questions addressed in the issue are: (l) To what extent can 

a sentence-level analysis account for the occurrence of ZA in 
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Chinese?; (2) What are the merits of hierarchical versus 

scc^<-isntj.al analy^sis?; and (3) To what extent are procedures 

used for analysis of other langxiages appropriate for analysis 

of Chinese? 

1.4 Potential Significance 

The primary potential significance of the present work is 

in extending the scope of phenomena to be considered under 

zero anaphora in an effort to explain its occurrence (and 

nonoccurrence) as an integrated whole. 

Other potential significance of the present work is in 

expanding contexts under consideration to extralinguistic as 

well as linguistic contexts; in analyzing a different genre 

(i.e., conversation), and in applying multiple research 

perspectives to the phenomena. 

The general organization of the dissertation is as 

follows: Chapter 2 is a review of literature which covers 

relevant research on zero anaphora phenomena which have been 

investigated under such labels as prodrop or null subject 

parameter, ECs, anaphora, null elements, and reference 

(introduction and tracking; assignment and maintenance). The 

present review focuses on those issues with reference to 

Chinese. Chapter 3 describes the methods used in this study, 

including procedures for coding and analysis. Chapter 4 
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presents and discusses the findings. Chapter 5 interprets the 

major findings and discusses their theoretical implications. 
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

2.1 Introduction 

This review will survey studies which are related to the 

ZA or null NP phenomenon as a typological universal, beginning 

with those that focus primarily on languages other than 

Chinese (especially Romance languages), and going on to 

literature that focuses on the Chinese language. The first 

group of studies to be reviewed is syntactically oriented at 

the sentence level, and the latter group is more discoursally 

and pragmatically oriented. Research in Japanese will be 

included. This review will also cover some studies and 

theoretical models which are not primarily concerned with ZA 

phenomena, but have applicational value to the study of ZA 

because of their methodology. These include the functional 

approach as represented by Halliday and Hasan's (1976) 

cohesion model, Foley and Van Valin's (1984) participant 

identification theory, and Givon's quantificational model 

(1983a, 1985, 1989) for discourse analysis. 

2 .2 The Two Conceptualizations of AGR and the Identification 

Mechanism 

"In our search for linguistic universals, we are reminded 

that a typology is really a description of strategies for 
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accomplishing the same communicative goals" (Li & Thompson 

p* 485) . 0ns — fs3.t\i2rs h3.s titis 

extensive attention of linguists is the varied use of overt 

versus nonovert arguments across languages. This phenomenon in 

generative grammar has been formulated as the Prodrop 

Parameter or the Null Subject Parameter (see Perlmutter, 1971; 

Chomsky, 1981; Chomsky & Lasnik, 1977; Jaeggli, 1982; 

Taraldsen, 1978b, among many others). 

Prodrop is parametrically distributed; in other words, it 

is not equally allowed across all natural languages, and it is 

systematically constrained in its occurrence or lack of it. 

Two focal questions of concern to many linguists with regard 

to the possibility of prodrop are how prodrop is formally 

licensed and how its content is recovered. One theory that has 

attracted the attention of researchers involves looking at the 

clustering of features within a language that might be 

correlated with the distribution and interpretation of 

prodrop. A very important explanation proposed for the 

possibility of prodrop in a language is related to the notion 

of inflectional morphology/. Two different versions of 

morphological agreement definitions are found in linguistic 

conceptualizations--the traditional and the revised versions. 

The traditional definition looks at the inflectional 

morphology in terms of a potentially very rich system of 

agreement in person, number, and tense (mood), which is 
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capable of recovering the content of a dropped element 

(Taraldsenf iSTSa/ Chouislcy, xS82]3) . The conset^^*^^^ 

prediction is that prodrop is possible where the agreement 

system is rich enough to recover the content of the null 

element. The recoverability theory provides plausible 

explanations about such prodrop languages as Italian and 

Spanish, which have a rich system of verb-subject agreement, 

and non-prodrop languages such as English and French, for 

which the agreement marking on a verb is too meager to 

identify the content of a suppressed subject. 

This notion of agreement and richness, however, is 

deficient in at least two respects. First, the explanation is 

implausible when applied to a language like Chinese, which 

exhibits very frequent ZAs and yet is completely lacking in 

tense and agreement morphology. Similarly, Irish allows 

thematic subjects to remain phonologically null when the verb 

is synthetic despite the fact that Irish is not rich in its 

system of person-number marking for verbs. Second, it cannot 

explain why a language like German, for example, does not 

allow thematic null subjects (while permitting expletive 

subject to be null) though its verbs are inflected for person, 

number, and tense. 

Jaeggli and Safir (198 9) have proposed a revised 

conception of agreement formulated in terms of a Morphological 

Uniformity Hypothesis (MUG), as described and defined below: 
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Null Subject Parameter 

Mull subjects are permitted in all and only languages 
with morphologically uniform inflectional paradigms, (p. 
29) 

Morphological Uniformity 

An inflectional paradigm P in a language L is 
morphologically uniform if and only if P has either only 
underived inflectional forms or only derived inflectional 
forms, (p. 30) 

This account predicts correctly for Italian and Chinese 

type prodrop languages: both groups are uniform; the former 

have derived forms throughout the paradigm, and the latter 

have no derived forms at all. It also provides a correct 

prediction for English type non-prodrop languages, which are 

not consistent in terms of morphological unifomnity because 

they have a mixture of derived and underived forms in the 

paradigm. This analysis, however, does not apply to some other 

languages such as the mainland Scandinavian languages (e.g., 

Danish, Norwegian and Swedish), which are morphologically 

uniform and yet in which we do not find any prodrop. 

To account for this problem, Gaeggli and Safir refine 

their hypothesis so that the relation between morphological 

uniformity and the occurrence of prodrop becomes one of one

way implication, i.e., a language that allows prodrop has a 

morphologically uniform paradigm. With such an amendment, the 

hypothesis still fails to predict prodrop languages such as 

Old French (see Adams, 1987), which does not have a 

morphologically uniform paradigm and yet allows prodrop to 
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some degree. The exceptions cited above provide evidence that 

iiiwJ.^A.xwa.w^ J.wciu. LXXX^ J. v^J. IIIJ. u.y J_ o X1X&LIJ. J_ X XOllU UVJ ^dCJLVC^ Ct& Ct 

necessary licensing condition for prodrop. 

2.3 Tvpolocfv and Analysis Within the Government and Binding 

Framework 

In modern linguistic theory, zero anaphora (ZA) has been 

an important issue because some aspects of it may reflect 

underlying principles of innate Universal Grammar, which is 

presumed to be a biologically determined human endowment 

(Chomsky, 1981, 1982a, 1982b, 1986, 1988, 1991). Prodrop, as 

a subset of ZA, has been widely discussed together with the 

phenomena of ZA in general. Research on ZA from a GB 

perspective is based on Chomsky's typology of empty categories 

(see 2.3.1); the studies focus mainly on Romance languages. 

C.-T. J. Huang (1982, 1984, 1987, 1989) is among the 

first to have investigated the characteristics of ZA in 

Chinese within the Government and Binding theory. His analysis 

has been questioned in works by L. J. Xu (1986) , L. J. Xu and 

Langendoen (1985), and Y. Huang (1992, 1994), to name only a 

few. These linguists challenge the GB typology of empty 

categories with counterexamples from Chinese, and claim that 

this typology cannot be appropriately identified in Chinese; 

thus, analysis of mechanisms derived within such a theory does 

not apply to Chinese and languages which are typologically 
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similar, such as Japanese (see Hinds, 1974a, 1974b, 1978) and 

^0'7q^ 

In what follows, I will first summarize Chomsky's and 

Huang's classifications of ECs, respectively. Then, I will 

present Huang's analysis of Chinese ECs. Finally, I will 

provide some important critiques raised by Chinese linguists 

against the GB typology of ECs as well as the analysis framed 

from that perspective. 

2.3.1 Chomsky^s Tvpoloov of Empty Categories 

ECs in GB refer to phonologically null and syntactically 

present nominal expressions. They are classified into four 

types by Chomsky (1981; 1982b) around two abstract features--

anaphor and pronominal--together with a syntactic domain of 

containment. An EC with the anaphor feature must be bound or 

coreferential with another element within a syntactic domain, 

and an EC with the pronominal feature must be free or unbound 

in that syntactic domain, although it may be referentially 

dependent. With the two features, four types of ECs are 

defined accordingly: 

Chomsky's Tvpolocrv of ECs: 

1. NP-trace [+ anaphor, - pronominal] 
2. pro [- anaphor, + pronominal] 
3. PRO [+ anaphor, + pronominal] 
4. variable [- anaphor, - pronominal] 

NP-trace: The girl seems t to be happy. 

pro (Chinese) : Nei4 tianl pro xi3 ge zao3, nei4 ge fang2 



tnen2 mei2 guanl. 

The ether day tccJc a bath, and the door 
was not closed. 

The other day [I] took a bath, and the 
door was not closed. 

PRO: Mary wants PRO to go with us. 

variable: Who does Mary like t? 

The syntactic positing of referential empty categories is 

a requirement of the Projection Principle. 

The Projection Principle 

Lexical properties must be projected onto all levels of 
syntactic representation. 

According to this principle, the predicate syntactic 

structure is determined by the lexical information within the 

predicate: that is, how many and what types of arguments it 

takes. The positing of semantically empty expletive ECs as 

exhibited in English is required by the Extended Projection 

Principle. 

The Extended Projection Principle 

Every sentence must have a subject. 

Of the four types of ECs, NP-trace and variable are also 

subject to the Empty Category Principle (ECP). 

The Empty Category Principle 

Traces must be properly governed. 

PRO does not obey this principle; instead, it is subject 

to the PRO theorem. 
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The PRO Theorem 

PRO must be ungcvemed. 

It is this PRO theorem that raises the most controversies 

about the differentiability between pro and PRO in Chinese, 

which we will see in 2.3.3. 

NP-trace, pro, and variable are subject to binding 

conditions according to Chomsky, whereas PRO obeys separate 

principles of the control theory. 

Binding Conditions 

A. An anaphor is bound in a local domain. 
B. A pronominal is free in a local domain. 
C. An rreferential]-expression is free. 

2.3.2 C.-T. J. Huang's Typology and Analysis of Empty 

Categories in Chinese 

In theories from a syntactic perspective on Chinese ECs 

within the GB framework, C.-T. J. Huang's (1982, 1984, 1987, 

198 9) studies are the most influential. His theory has three 

prominent proposals which have also become the foci of 

criticism from other linguists (e.g., L. J. Xu, 1986; L. J. Xu 

& Langendoen, 1985; Y. Huang, 1992, 1994, among the most 

important). The first is his adaptation and revision of 

Chomsky's typology of ECs for Chinese; the second is his 

Generalized Control Theory to account for pro/PRO 

interpretation and reference; and the third is his zero topic 

parameter of language typology. In what follows, I will 
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summarize the content of his analyses regarding these three 

In his 1982 approach, Huang uses Chomsky's (1981, 1982b) 

quadrant classification of ECs, that is, a null element is 

either an A-bound variable or an A-bound NP-trace if it is in 

the object position involving local movement as in passives, 

and a PRO or pro if it is in the subject position with an 

independent e-role (p. 354) . His (1984, 1989) later works, 

taking their departure from his 1982 analysis, propose that 

pro and PRO be collapsed into a single pronominal category. 

According to this proposal, pro and PRO in Chinese are similar 

in three important ways. First, pro may be subject to control, 

as in (2.1) (from Huang, 1989, pp. 192-193): 

(2.1) Zhangl Sanl kul de [pro hen3 shangl xinl]. 

Zhangsanj cry [till] proj very sad 
Zhangsan, cried till [hej] got very sad. 

Second, pro may also be free, 

(2.2) Zhangl Sanl shuol [pro hen3 xi3 huanl Li3 Si4]. 

Zhangsanj say prOj/j very like Lisi 
Zhangsanj said [that] [hej/j] liked Lisi. 

Third, pro, just as PRO, may only occur in subject position. 

Another similarity between pro and PRO is that both occur in 

the absence of agreement (Agr)--a system that Chinese does not 

have. According to his proposal, pro and PRO are reduced to a 

single type with pro and PRO merely two variants: 
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Huang's Tvpoloov of ECs: 

1. np-totscs ["t" anaphoir, — fionominaxj 
2. pro/PRO [- Anaphor, + Pronominal] 
3. variable [- Anaphor, - Pronominal]: 

C.-T. J. Huang also proposes in this version of his 

theoiry that the distribution and reference of pro/PRO is 

constrained by what he calls the Generalized Control Rule 

(GCR, 1984), which is modified in Huang (1989). Both the 1984 

and 198 9 GCR versions are presented below: 

Huang's 1984 Generalized Control Rule (GCR) 

Coindex an empty pronominal with the closest nominal 
element, (p. 552) 

A nominal element here refers to either an NP or Agr. 

Huang defines closest thusly: 

A is closer to B than C is if A c-commands B but C 
does not c-command B. For two nodes A and C, both 
of which c-command B, A is closer to B than C is if 
A but not C occurs within the same clause as B, or 
if A is separated from B by fewer clause boundaries 
than C is. (pp. 552-553) 

Huang's 1989 Generalized Control Rule (GCR) 

An empty Pronominal is controlled in its control 
domain (if it has one). 

a. a is the lowest S or NP that contains (i) jS, or (ii) 
the minimal maximal category containing 6 (henceforth, 
MMC(/?) ) . 
b. a contains a SUBJECT accessible to |0. (p. 193) 

(Basically, SUBJECT = AGR where present, an NP subject 
otheirwise. a is accessible to /? iff or is in the c-command 
domain of (3 and the assignment to a of the index of 0 
would not violate the i-within-i condition. 

*[ai- • -bi- . .] 

C.-T. J. Huang (1984) also attempts to account for cross-
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langxiage variation in terms of the possibility of allowing ECs 

in the objset position. Ke adopts Ross's (1952) idea of 

extending McLuhan's (1964) media division to language 

classification based on the degree of explicitness in the 

encoding of anaphora. According to this system, the medium is 

divided into hot, medium, and cool depending on the audience 

participation in the communication. For instance, the medium 

is 'cool' if it involves a lot of audience participation 

(e.g., telephone). Analogously, languages such as Chinese, 

Korean, and Japanese, are classified as 'cool' languages 

because they allow great freedom in using zero anaphora, and 

understanding the meaning in communication requires a lot of 

effort on the part of the hearer or reader. English is on the 

'hot' end of this scale, since anaphora is mostly overtly 

encoded in the language. Huang makes use of a variable 

analysis to account for the difference among languages in 

terms of null element in object position. 

Null objects have always been a challenging topic in 

anaphora studies within the standard theory. A zero element in 

the object position cannot be a trace because it does not have 

an antecedent; it is not a variable since there is no visible 

operator; it is not a PRO because it is in a governed 

position; and it cannot be a pro because it is not "locally 

construed with a 'strong' agreement" (Rizzi, 1986, p. 502). 

In his discussion of zero object, Huang (1984) does not 
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make use of a pro analysis for zero object due to his 

obser^/ation that such an approach would cause a tension 

between the binding Condition B (Chomsky, 1981), which states 

that a pronominal should be free in a local domain, and his 

(Huang, 1984) GCR, where pro/PRO was coindexed with the 

closest nominal element (NP or Agr) (p. 552) . He therefore 

proposes a variable analysis. 

Huang (1982, 1984) observes a subject-object asymmetry in 

Chinese null elements and maintains that "only the subject but 

not the object may be bound by the matrix subject" (1984, p. 

541), as illustrated in (2.3) and (2.4) (from Huang, 1984, p. 

538) : 

(2.3) Zhangl Sanlj xil wang4 [e; ke3 yi3 kan4 j ian4 Li3 
Si4] . 

Zhangsanj hoped [that] [hej] can see Lisi. 

(2.4) *Zhangl Sanlj xil wang4 [Li3 Si4 ke3 yi3 kan4 jian4 
si] 

*Zhangsanj hoped that Lisi could see [himj . 

Therefore, he argues that there is no object pro in any 

language. Languages differ in the ability to allow a topic-

bound variable in the comment object position. Huang makes use 

of movement as a mechanism in his zero topic analysis, where 

the object first moves to the topic position, and then is 

deleted. He cites three supporting sources for his zero topic 

parameter: Tsao's (1977) discourse-oriented versus sentence-

oriented parameter; Li and Thompson's (1976) topic-prominence 
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theory; and Yang's (1983) observation that anaphora in 

disccurse-orisntsd languages might be discoursally bound. 

Huang's (1984) analysis leads him to a proposal for 

typologizing languages on two distinct parameters. "One 

parameter distinguishes zero-topic from non-zero-topic 

languages, and the other distinguishes pro-drop from non-pro-

drop languages. The possibility of allowing a variable bound 

to the zero topic is reduced to a more general parameter that 

distinguishes discourse-oriented from sentence-oriented 

languages" (p. 564). 

Huang's (1982, 1984, 1989) analysis is supported by other 

linguists working within the same GB framework. Hasegawa 

(1984-1985), for example, claims that Japanese ECs "conform 

with Chomsky's (1981, 1982b) functional determination approach 

to ECs" (p. 327). He observes that the so-called subject-

object asymmetry described in Huang also exists in Japanese, 

and that the zero variable theory applies to null elements in 

the object position. 

Cole (1987) does not agree with Huang's zero variable 

analysis, which claims that object null elements can only be 

variables but not pronominals. Cole proposes that all natural 

languages be classified into four groups with regard to the 

zero object: "those not allowing null objects, those allowing 

only null variable objects, those allowing only null 

pronominal objects, and those allowing both null variable and 
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null pronominal objects" (p. 611) . Cole argues that Huang 

(1384) is wrong in the claim that the FRO and pro can be 

universally collapsed into one null pronominal category. 

However, Cole confirms the plausibility of Huang's GCR, 

provided it be "parameterized with regard to whether it 

applies to both PRO and pro or whether it is restricted to PRO 

alone" (p. 611). 

2.3.3 Key Controversies in the Syntactic Analysis 

Following C.-T. J. Huang (1984), a number of other 

linguists (e.g., L. J. Xu & Langendoen, 1985; L. J. Xu, 1986; 

and Y. Huang, 1992, 1994) take an alternative approach in 

discussing the issue. In contrast to Huang (1984), these 

linguists put forth some very challenging claims against 

syntactic differentiability of the Chinese ECs, suggesting 

they may only be pragmatically differentiated. In addition, 

they provide counter examples which falsify some of Huang's 

(1982, 1984, 1989) proposals including the zero variable 

hypothesis and the GCR. 

2.3.3.1 L. J. Xu and Langendoen's Free Empty Category 

Analysis 

L. J. Xu and Langendoen (1985) and L. J. Xu (1986) do not 

agree with C.-T. J. Huang's (1982, 1984) approach to ECs in 

Chinese. Xu (1986) observes that in languages such as Chinese, 
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Korean, and Japanese, there is a group of "nonovert proforms" 

which cannot be identified as any of the four ECs as describeQ 

in Chomsky (1981, 1982b). 

Huang's (1982, 1984) topic-bound variable analysis starts 

from the justification of the subject-object asymmetry in 

Chinese, so that the possibility for a null object in the 

embedded clause to be coreferential with the matrix subject 

(i.e., the possibility for the null object to be a pro) is 

excluded. Xu and Langendoen (1985) and Xu (1986), however, 

provide counter-examples in which both the subject and the 

object null element in the embedded clause may be 

coreferential with the matrix subject as illustrated in (2.5) 

and (2.S) (from Xu, 1986, pp. 18-19): 

(2.5) Lis Xiao3 JieSj zhao3 bu4 zhao2 [e; ke3 yi3 jia4 ej 
de] nan2 ren2j. 

Miss Lij can't find any manj [whomj] [she;] can marry. 

(2.6) Li3 Xiao3 JieSj zhao3 bu4 zhao2 [ej ken3 qu3 ej de] 
nan2 ren2j. 

Miss Lij can't find any manj [whoj] will marry [herj] . 

In example (2.5), the empty subject is a pronominal 

coreferential with the matrix subject and the empty object is 

a variable bound by the relative head; in example (2.6), 

conversely, the empty object is a pronominal coreferential 

with the matrix subject and the empty subject is a variable 

bound by the relative head. 

Xu (198 6) puts forth three counterarguments against 
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Huang's topic-bound variable analysis in Chinese. He points 

out three sxtuatxons where the niilx exerriexit cannot oe analyzed 

as a variable bound by the topic: (1) the relation between the 

zero object and the coreferential topic may violate the Strong 

Crossover Condition fomnulated by Postal (1971) which was used 

as a diagnostic for variable binding; (2) the topic can 

simultaneously be coreferential with more than one distinct 

gap, a violation of Koopman and Sportiche's (1982) Bijection 

Principle (cited below); and (3) the null subject or object 

and the coreferential topic may violate the island constraint 

and therefore not be subject to Subjacency. These three 

situations are illustrated in (2.7) to (2.9) (from Xu, 1986, 

pp. 77-80) : 

(2.7) Johnj, talj shuol ni3 bu4 ken3 bangl zu4 ej. 

John;, he; say you not will help e; 
John, he said that you would not help [him]. 

(2.8) Zhe4 ben3 shulj [j zai [^p [$ wo3 du2 e; de] shi2 hou] 
tal ji3 j ingl du2 guo4 ej le. ] 

This bookj, at the time when I was reading [itj he 
had already read [itj] . 

(2.9) Zhe4 ben3 shulj wo3 mei2 jian4 guo4 yi2 ge [^p 
neng2 du2 dong3 e; de] ren2] . 

This bookj, I haven't met anyone who can understand 
[it;] . 

Koopman and Sportiche's Biiection Principle (1982, pp. 
145-147) 

A variable is locally bound by one and only one A-
position. 
An A-position locally binds one and only one variable. 
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Xu (1986) provides further examples to illustrate that 

this group of null elements is not iderxtifiable with NP-Trace, 

or PRO, as illustrated in (2.10) and (2.11): 

(2.10) Question: Zhe4 tao4 cha2 ju4 bei4 John da3 po4 le 
liang3 ge beil zi ma? 

Were the two cups of this tea set broken 
by John? 

Answer: Bu4, zhe4 tao4 cha2 ju4 bei4 wo3 da3 po4 
le ej. 

No, (of) this tea set [two cups] were 
broken by me. 

(2.11) Johnj jue2 ding4 ejyj ming2 tianl dong4 shenl. 

John decided [he/we/others] to leave tomorrow. 

Xu (1986) argues that this group of null elements is not 

identifiable with pro because they "can freely pick up its 

antecedent from any position within the sentence or from the 

context and that the antecedent-gap relation is not limited by 

constraints such as the Strong Crossover Condition, the 

Bijection Principle, and the Subjacency Condition" (p. 84), 

and yet they are not locally determined. 

Because of the free characteristics of this group of null 

elements described above in terms of referentiality, Xu (1986) 

defines them as Free Empty Category (FEC). 

In accord with Li and Thompson (1979), Xu (1986) 

maintains that the discourse topic, once established, may 

serve as the referent for the anaphoric elements nonovertly 

encoded in a chain of succeeding sentences with the same 
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discourse topic. He also argues that a null element may refer 

to something outside the disccurse (i.e., nontextual). In that 

case, the null slot is a result of discourse rather than 

syntactic deletion, implying that ECs in the Chinese type of 

languages are not "inherently but contextually defined" (p. 

90) . 

Xu and Langendoen (1985) look at the topic construction 

in Chinese, and claim a different relation between the comment 

zero object and the topic. Contrary to Huang (1984), they 

argue that it is an antecedent-proform, or what they call a 

'binding' relation rather than the topic bound variable 

relation proposed by Huang. Their claim is based on the fact 

that Chinese does not have "lexical complementizers without 

semantic content" (as does English) , and thus the language 

does not allow WH-Movement or COMP-to-COMP movement. They 

argue that the topic variable account, which is based on a 

movement rationale, does not hold for Chinese. Xu and 

Langendoen's (1985) andXu's (1986) analyses are a theoretical 

and empirical challenge to Huang's (1982, 1984) typology of 

ECs in Chinese, as well as to his object variable analysis. 

2.3.3.2 Y. Huanq^s Criticme 

Another important critique of C.-T. J. Huang (1982, 1984, 

1987, 1989) came much later from Y. Huang (1992, 1994) . Y. 

Huang (1994) , in support of Xu and Langendoen (1985) and Xu 
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(1986), claims that 

.... object-zero anaphors in Chinese could be 
argued to be not only variables, but also empty 
pronouns (but not pros), and even empty anaphors in 
the sense of GB. Such a position--object-zero 
anaphors could fit simultaneously in with more than 
one type of EC--would in turn undermine the very 
core of the other GB approach of interpretation of 
ECs, namely the inherent approach which assumes 
that the different properties of ECs are inherently 
defined, (p. 51) 

In an even stronger argument, Y. Huang (1992, 1994) 

questions the existence of ECs in Chinese as defined in 

Chomsky's (1981, 1982b) typology of ECs or in the revised 

typology in C.-T. J. Huang (1984). He argues that there is no 

PRO in Chinese because PRO must be in an ungoverned position, 

or the subject position in a non-finite clause. Chinese, 

however, does not have such clauses, since there is no 

systematic way to distinguish finiteness from non-finiteness 

either syntactically or morphologically in the language. 

Neither the tense or agreement test (George & Kornfilt 1981) 

nor C.-T. J. Huang's Aux[iliary] and aspect test can apply to 

Chinese in this regard. Chinese only has finite sentences. 

Similarly, Y. Huang (1994) claims that there is no pro in 

Chinese because the local identification of pro remains 

problematic, and, 

.... at least some of the zero anaphors that were 
taken by C.-T. J. Huang to be pros were distinct 
both syntactically and semantically from overt 
pronouns, and therefore this class of zero anaphor 
as a whole does not equate easily with pro .... (p. 
44) . 
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Such syntactic and semantic differences are presented in 

(2.12) and (2.13) (from Y. Kuang, 1559, citing L. J. Xu, 

1986) : 

(2.12) Mei3 ge ren2i xil wang4 0 neng2 xing4 fu2. 

Everybody-, wishes that (I/you/hej/j/we/they ...) can 
be happy. 

(2.13) Mei3 ge ren2i xil wang4 talj neng2 xing4 fu2 . 

Everybodyj wishes that hej/we/they . . .) can be happy. 

Y. Huang points out that the zero anaphor in (2.12) but 

not the overtly expressed pronoun in (2.13) "can admit of a 

quantifier-variable interpretation" (p. 43). 

Y. Huang argues against C.-T. J. Huang's (1984) empty-

topic or object variable hypothesis. Theoretically a variable 

must be A-bound by either an operator in Comp (or Spec of CP) 

or by the trace of such an operator, which in C.-T. J. Huang's 

proposal is an empty topic. In order to justify the legitimate 

status of such an empty topic in Chinese, C.-T. J. Huang 

suggests, in line with Cole (1987) and others, that Infl in 

Chinese is lexical rather than functional and can thus 

properly govern the topic position of the clause containing 

it. As a consequence, the topic position is governed and Case-

marked in the same way the subject position is. Topics can be 

base-generated without violating the Case Filter. Y. Huang 

points out that such a hypothesis is not plausible for several 

reasons. First, empty topic in Chinese is a discourse 

phenomenon. The possibility for a topic to be empty depends on 
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the presence of its chain-initial topic rather than on being 

constrained by Infl of the clause that follows. Second, topic 

is defined and generally accepted as the most salient element 

in a sentence or discourse (Chafe, 1976). Assuming the 

existence of empty topic in the chain-initial position thus 

seems very odd. Third, assuming the existence of the empty 

topic in this position will result in some unwanted 

consequences. First, the empty topic does not fit in Chomsky's 

inventory of ECs. It cannot be a PRO because it is governed 

and Case-marked; it cannot be an NP-trace since it has no 

antecedent; it cannot be a pro, either, since it is not 

locally identified. The only possibility is that it is a 

variable; however, this does not explain how it is locally A-

bound successively by an infinite number of empty topics in 

the chain. Second, the hypothesis may lead to violation of the 

'one null operator per Comp (or Spec of CP) condition' which 

stipulates that a null operator is moved to Comp (or Spec of 

CP) and cannot co-occur with other (overt or null) operators 

(e.g., Rizzi, 1986) as presented in (2.14): 

(2.14) 0 kan4 jian4 0 le. 

(I/you/he/we/they ...) saw (me/myself/you/ 
yourself/him/himself/her/herself/us/ 
ourselves/you/yourselves/them/themselves ...). 
[j Oi Oj [s 01 kan4 j ian4 0,] ] 

With regard to object-zero anaphors, Y. Huang argues that 

they are not syntactically differentiable. Under Chomsky's 

functional approach, an EC is defined in terms of the 
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following principle (Chomsky, 1981, p. 33 0): 

Chomsky's Principle of Functional Interpretation ECs: 

(a) An EC is a Pronominal iff it is free or locally-
bound by an element with an independent 0-role, and 
a non-Pronominal otherwise. 

(b) A non-Pronominal EC is an Anaphor J.ff it is locally 
A-bound, and variable if locally A-bound. 

Following this approach, the object-zero anaphor in 

(2.14) and (2.15) (from Y. Huang, 1989, p. 51) can be argued 

to be "not only variables (provided that the yet-to-be-

identified A-binder is to be discovered) , but also empty 

pronouns (but not pros), and even empty anaphors in the sense 

of GB, thus seeming to form a syntactically undifferentiated 

class" (Y. Huang, 1994, p. 57). 

(2.15) Xiao3 Ming2 gao4 su4 Xiao3 Hua2 mal ma yao4 ma4 0 
le. 

Xiaoming, tells Xiaohuaj that Mum will scold (him,/,) . 

Y. Huang argues that such an analysis causes object-zero 

anaphors to fit simultaneously with more than one type of EC. 

This may undermine the very core of the GB approach to EC 

interpretation which assumes that the different properties of 

ECs are inherently defined. 

Finally, Y. Huang maintains that there is a class of ZA 

in Chinese "that cannot be classified with any of the four 

'standard' types of EC identified by Chomsky" (1994, p. 57) 

which is exemplified in (2.16) (from Y. Huang, 1989, p. 38) : 

(2.16) Wang2 Xianl Shengl, shuol 0 wan3 shang4 lai2. 
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Mr. Wang, says that (I/you/hei;2/^®/y°^/they/one ...) 
will come this evening. 

The zero anaphor here cannot be a PRO, because it is 

governed and Case-marked; it cannot be an NP-trace, because it 

can exist without an antecedent; it cannot be a pro, because 

it is not locally identified; and it cannot be a variable, 

because it can be locally A-bound. 

In conclusion, Y. Huang (1992, 1994) argues that 

Chomsky's (1981, 1982b) typology of ECs does not apply to 

languages such as Chinese, and that C.-T. J. Huang's (1982, 

1984, 1987, 1989) theory on Chinese ECs (including the revised 

typology, the empty topic analysis, and the GCR principle) 

does not hold for Chinese. The reason why this should be the 

case according to his belief is that "Syntax and pragmatics 

are interconnected to determine many of the processes of 

anaphora that are thought to fall within the province of 

grammar" (Y. Huang, 1994, p. xiii). In other words, a purely 

syntactically-oriented approach alone is deficient in 

attempting to explain zero anaphora, which is not only a 

syntactic, but also a discourse and pragmatic phenomenon of 

human language. 

2.4 Chinese Zero Anaphora in Discourse and Pragmatic 

Approaches 

As presented above, neither the recoverability theory nor 

the morphological uniformity approach, nor the syntactic 
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analysis as represented by C.-T. J. Huang within GB theory can 

SA.WISRIA.C^^X^J--U J A.*»^N^WVAAI.«-. ^WJ_ IXCTJ-J- C-LCINDIU ^XIDIVJIUDICT CTCIUSS 

languages. The Chinese type of language, which allows full 

freedom for zero anaphora encoding yet does not have a rich 

inflectional system nor devices for local differentiation 

between finiteness versus nonfiniteness, appears to require 

investigation from perspectives which extend beyond syntax. To 

account for ECs in Chinese, many linguists (Li & Thompson, 

1979, 1981; Chen, 1984, 1986; Zheng, 1988; Y. Huang, 1992, 

1994, to name only a few) use a discourse and pragmatic 

oriented approach. One common view shared by all the 

researchers and linguists reviewed in this section is that 

sentence-level investigation is too restricted. Anaphora is 

essentially a discourse phenomenon, constrained by discoursal, 

pragmatic, and cultural contexts of communication, and by the 

world knowledge of the participants. Li and Thompson (1979), 

for example, state that the interpretation of ZA is an 

inferencing process based on the discoursal context and 

knowledge shared by both the speaker and the hearer. 

Similarly, Chen (1984) points out that syntactic information 

alone is inadequate for analysis of the use of ZA: 

It is impossible to explain the use of zero 
anaphora in isolation from the context that 
provides the relevant semantic, pragmatic, as well 
as syntactic information which combine together to 
determine the anaphora choice.... language 
mechanisms are best understood in the perspective 
of the actual situation in which the language is 
used. (p. 33) 
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Y. Huang (19 94) holds that syntax and pragmatics are two 

complementary/ modules of grammar, and their interaction varies 

typologically. Therefore, he asserts that in some languages, 

pragmatics plays a more important role: 

. . . the contribution of pragmatics to anaphora is 
much more fundamental than has been commonly 
believed, even at the very heart of intrasentential 
anaphora. Syntax and pragmatics are interconnected 
to determine many of the processes of anaphora that 
are thought to fall within the province, (p. xiii) 

the extent to which syntax and pragmatics 
interact varies typologically. There seems to exist 
a class of language (such as Chinese, Japanese and 
Korean) where pragmatics appears to play a central 
role which in familiar European languages (such as 
English, French and German) is alleged to be played 
by grammar, (p. xiv) 

Chinese is also revealed to be a highly discourse- and 

pragmatics-oriented language in studies of meaning ambiguity 

in both conversational and written communication. One question 

that concerns linguists (Lu, 1984; S. Y. Xu, 1985) with regard 

to meaning discrepancy is, given that the linguistic encoding 

of meaning contains potentially more than one interpretation, 

how the reader or the hearer understands the meaning intended 

by the addresser. The question is in close analogue with the 

central question in the study of ZA in terms of reference 

recoverability. Consequently, mechanisms found for resolving 

meaning ambiguities have important implications for research 

on ZA. Two such studies worth mentioning here include those of 

Lu (1984) and S. Y. Xu (1985). 

Lu (1984) taxonomizes ambiguities according to their 
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causes. According to Lu's (1984) observation, ambiguities in 

>-.rA^i.xSS5 luA^ k..a. c.v^ V-^J. uWw v^ClLlOCa : V-L / UXIC 

structure may be divided into parts in more than one way; and 

(2) the structure contains some multi-meaning element. Cause 

(1) may be further divided into ambiguities resulting from 

structure division at different sites and those caused by the 

multiple possible syntactic relations between the divided 

parts in the structure, as illustrated in (2.17) (from Lu, 

1984, p. 321) : 

(2.17) wo3 men sanl ge yil zu3 
we three one group 

a. wo3 men | sanl ge yil zu3 
b. wo3 men sanl ge j yil zu3 

The different structure division sites in this sentence 

as marked by | result in the meanings 'we are in groups of 

three' for sentence (2.17a), and 'the three of us are in one 

group' for (2.17b). 

(2.18) Zhao4 da4 jie3 xia4 fang4 dao4 cunl zi li3 lai2 bu2 
guo4 ji3 tianl. 

It was only a few days since Sister Zhao was 
transferred to the village, 

a. ..., xu3 duol ren2 e; hai2 bu2 ren4 de2. 
..., many people she still did not know. 

b. ..., xu3 duol ren2 hai2 bu2 ren4 de2 e;. 
. . . , many people still did not know her. 

This sentence contains a ZA, which could be in either of 

two positions. It could be either the subject in the preverbal 

position with preposed topicalized object as in (2.18a), 
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resulting in the meaning 'Sister Zhao was assigned to the 

village only for a few days, and many people she cioesn't know 

yet', or the object following the verb as in {2.18b), meaning 

'Sister Zhao was assigned to the village only for a few days, 

many people don't know her yet'. 

Cause (2) also consists of two subcases: ambiguities 

caused by a polysemic element which may or may not lead to 

different structure relations, as in (2.19) and (2.20) (from 

Lu, 1984, citing Chao, 1959) ; 

(2.19) Tal shi4 qu4 nian2 shengl de hai2 zi. 

a. She gave birth to the child only last year. 
b. She was a child born only last year. 

In (2.19a), shi4 ... ^ is an emphatic expression, 

similar in function to the English cleft, 'It was only last 

year she gave birth to the child', whereas in (2.19b), shi4 

means 'be' and ̂  ends a relative construction with 'child' as 

the head. 

(2.20) Tal ming2 nian2 cai2 sanl sui4. 

a. He will be only three years old next year. 
b. He won't be three years old until next year. 

Cai2 in (2.20a) indicates the quantitative concept of 

age, and in (2.20b) it refers to time duration. The surface 

form of the two expressions, however, does not differ. 

S. Y. Xu (1985) differentiates Chinese ambiguities 

between syntactic and situational ambiguity. The former refers 

to the ambiguity caused by the possibility for a structure to 
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be divided at different syntactic sites, which is equivalent 

to (1/ in Lu's taxonomy illustrated above. Syntactic 

ambiguities may also result from structures whose component 

parts hold potentially different relationships, a counterpart 

to Lu's type (2). S. Y. Xu's situational ambiguity category, 

however, does not involve constituent relations or semantic 

content. Instead, he focuses on ambiguities which may be 

caused by pragmatic or socio-linguisitic factors such as 

differences between an addresser and an addressee in terms of 

age, cultural and educational background, or mental state in 

the communication setting. 

Lu (1984) has proposed four general ways by which people 

may resolve ambiguities in communication. They are: (1) 

phonology; (2) context; (3) situation factors (e.g., 

participants/setting/time); and (4) common knowledge and 

experience shared by the participants. Phonology applies only 

in the oral channel of communication, whereas the other three 

may work for both writing and speaking situations. 

The research on ambiguity in Chinese has provided very-

insightful observations on the discourse-oriented aspects of 

the language. Ambiguity may be resolved through mainly 

discoursal and situational clues, as well as the shared 

knowledge of both participants in communication. All of these 

in turn, should also provide potential keys to the 

recoverability of ZA in the language. Such studies of 
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ambiguity in Chinese, however, are about the interpretation of 

rTisaning in general, and not on ZA in particular. More focused 

studies are needed to explore the interpretation and 

distribution of ZA in its own right. 

In what follows, I will present some representative 

research on Chinese ZA mainly involving discourse- and 

pragmatics-oriented perspectives. 

2.4.1 Zheng's Topic Continuity Structure Model 

Given that the ZA "does not convey any information as to 

its identity" (Chen, 1986, p. 159), one natural question asked 

by many linguists who are interested in ECs in Chinese is how 

the reader or the hearer is able to identify the reference of 

the zero anaphor. One account of zero reference recoverability 

comes from Zheng's (1988) Communicative-based Chinese 

Discourse Grammar. Zheng has proposed a "discourse topic 

continuity structure" as the basic unit for discourse studies 

of the language, where 'topic continuity' refers to a series 

of semantically related sentences. This discourse unit 

consists of the discourse topic (DT) and the discourse comment 

(DC) ; the latter in turn may hierarchically embrace other DT 

and DC structures as illustrated in his example in (2.21) 

where TC stands for topic continuity:' 

'The example is from Zheng (1988, p. 431) . In the English 
translation, however, I put the elements originally dropped 
from the Chinese sentences in a pair of square brackets. I 
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(2.21) 
Pinal Lao3 Shil, dai4 wo3 menj qu4 j iaol you2, 

r*V -» f- ^ ^ c? Ti v-> * *- 4 ̂  ClCLs^xxC.^ i u.wwiv i-xOj WA.X dxx wui.ua.xi^ / 

•DC Sj^j zou3 guol yil shanl you4 yil shanl, 
[wej^j] walked past one another mountain, 

DC ej^j k;an4 dao4 xu3 duol ye3 hual. 
[wej^j] saw a lot of wild flowers. 

TC DT Hual(. wo3| zui4 xi3 huanl zi3 
sel de. 
Of all the flowers,., I, liked 
the purple ones best of all, 

e|j dao4 chu4 doul shi4, 
[theyij] were every where, 

e, kan4 de gaol xing4 ji2 le. 
[I,] was so happy to see 
[them] . 

Tianl kuai4 heil ej^j cai2 hui2 jial. 
It was almost dark when 
back home. 

[we] started to go 

Here Zheng (1988) distinguishes between sentence subject 

and topic on the one hand, and discourse topic on the other. 

The sentence subject and topic, as used in many language 

studies (e.g., Li & Thompson, 1981; Tsao, 1979; Huang, 1982), 

are sentence-based units established by subject-predicate 

structures. The discourse topic relates to meaning across 

sentence boundaries. Zheng maintains that grammatical study 

should be conducted at the level of discourse. 

With regard to zero reference recoverability, Zheng 

also underline the referents in the original Chinese example. 
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(1988) maintains that in typical Chinese discourse, the 

S-» ^ V> Q r—• 4— "> o I— O •»-* ^TV» ^ ^ ^ V» /-» T>T« - « J «w «w «— s_/ ^ ju/x^ -i. O J- C.. OXi. Wlil^ ^ i^X 1C U-XIO !>» X XO 

established; the content of these subjects may be recovered 

from DT. 

One inference we may possibly make from this explanation 

is that the establishment of the DT is the sufficient 

condition for zero encoding of that referent. Even Zheng 

(1988) realizes that the account is far from adequate, 

however, because the example given above exhibits only one way 

elements may be dropped and content be recovered in discourse. 

In additional examples in (2.22) and (2.23) (from Zheng, 1988, 

p. 437) , the interpretation of the null elements cannot be 

explained by the topic continuity structure model: 

(2.22) Lao3 Zhanglj shengl le ge er2 zij, ej tianl tianl kul 
nao4 . 

Old Zhang; had a new-born sonj, [hej] cried every day. 

(2.23) Lao3 Zhanglj shengl le ge er2 zij, ej cianl tianl 
xuan4 yao4. 

Old Zhang; had a new-born sonj, [hej] showed off 
around every day. 

Zheng (1988) explains that the zero reference recovering 

activity by the hearer is not one of structurally-based 

inference, but one that depends on semantic connections within 

discourse. Zheng maintains that discourse constraints on 

sentence structure are more an influence of semantic structure 

than of syntactic pairing. In (2.21) of topic continuity 

structure, for example, the null subject e; ̂ j should be 
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coindexed conjointly with both the subject Pinal Lao3 Shilj. 

and the object wo3 menj in the preceding sentence. He argues 

that the nature of topic continuity structure, though reliant 

on the concept of semantic interrelation in discourse, is 

essentially composed of hierarchical sentence structure in 

discourse rather than semantic structure. Such a model cannot 

go beyond the confine of intuitive judgement in dealing with 

semantic phenomena such as null element reference 

recoverability (pp. 437-438). 

2.4.2 Hinds' Paragraph-Segment Model 

Hinds (1974a; 1974b; 1978) is another linguist whose 

explanation and interpretation of zero anaphora relies on 

discourse organization structure. 

Hinds (1978) investigates the conditions under which ZA 

is used in Japanese, using a casual interview situation which 

falls between spontaneous speech and nonspontaneous forms of 

language. The approach is addressee-oriented, looking at the 

strategies an addressee employs to identify the reference of 

ZA. Observations of three such strategies are described. The 

first is related to some specific sentence structures where 

the subject is always invariable and thus is readily 

recognized without being overtly expressed. The second 

strategy is via means of information (e.g., humility. 
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honorification, etc.") encoded in certain verb forms in the 

language. Illustrations include the three different forms 

(itta, mairimasita, irassvaimasita) of the verb meaning 

'went' . Whereas itta may have a rather wide range of possible 

subjects of the first, second, or the third person, 

mairimasita indicates the subject to be either the speaker or 

someone from the speaker's ingroup, and irassvaimasita 

indicates its subject to be someone other than the speaker or 

someone from the speaker's ingroup. Another example given by 

Hinds is the verb 'give' in different forms. Ageru is used 

when the speaker is not the recipient or the indirect object, 

kereru instead always has the speaker as the indirect object, 

kudasaru in addition to denoting the speaker as the indirect 

object also indicates that the subject holds a higher social 

status than that of kureru. 

Explanation of the third type of strategy for recovering 

zero reference in Japanese is based on the discourse 

organization structure proposed in Hinds (1984a, 1984b, 1978), 

which consists of the paragraph, the segment, and the detail. 

A paragraph is defined as "a connected series of sentences, or 

sentence fragments, all of which are related to the same 

topic" (Hinds, 1978, p. 154). Paragraph boundaries are drawn 

at the change of a referent, an event or a scene. A paragraph 

•Hinds (1978) refers to Harada (1976) and Hinds (1976) 
for details about certain verb forms indicating features such 
as humility, honorification etc. in Japanese. 
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in turn, consists of segments "whose function is to develop 

the topic in a limited number of ways" in nonspontaneous 

discourse (e.g., written materials), or "to offer different 

perspectives on the topic" (Hinds, 1978, p. 155) in 

spontaneous speech (e.g., casual conversation). Under each 

segment, there may be details which "are the specific 

developments of each segment" (p. 156). 

Hinds (1978) argues that use of the third strategy is 

constrained by the discoursal organization structure described 

above. He proposes that zero anaphora encoding may be employed 

by the addresser at all three levels of discourse--paragraph, 

segment, and detail--if the addresser assumes the topic at 

each level is known by the addressee. The interpretation of 

zero anaphora on the part of the addressee proceeds from 

smaller to larger units: 

When a speaker assumes a paragraph topic. segment 
topic. or detail topic to be known by the 
addressee, zero anaphora may be used to refer to 
it. In order to interpret these instances of zero 
anaphora, the addressee first assumes an instance 
of zero anaphora refers to the detail topic. If 
this is impossible, the addressee assumes it refers 
to the segment topic. If this is impossible, the 
addressee assumes it refers to the paragraph topic. 
(p. 164) 

Hinds (1978) thus suggests that in general, zero anaphora 

in Japanese discourse is constrained by (1) the discourse 

registry entry, and (2) the status as being the topic at 

paragraph, segment, or the detail discourse structure level. 

If a concept is presupposed in some form in discourse and 
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occurs as a topic at the paragraph, segment, or detail level, 

the concept then may meet che necessary conditions to be 

encoded in ZA. 

Hinds (1978) also maintains that overt encoding may be 

selected even if all conditions for zero anaphora are met for 

one of two reasons: (1) as a stalling or confirming device; 

and (2) as an emphatic device. 

2.4.3 Tai's Two-Level Analysis 

Hinds' (1974a, 1974b, 1978) discourse structure of 

paragraph, segment, and detail is adopted by Tai (1978), who 

examines conditions under which anaphora is used in Chinese at 

both the sentence and the discourse level. 

At the sentence level, Tai (1978) looks at the relative 

syntactic positions (subject, object, genitive) of zero 

anaphora and its antecedent in different sentence 

constructions (coordinate or subordinate), categorizing them 

accordingly as: (1) subject-subject coreference; (2) subject-

object coreference; (3) object-subject coreference; (4) 

object-object coreference; and (5) possessive position. He 

makes some very strong claims about the constraints on zero 

anaphora distribution under each of these categories: 

(1) If the coreferential elements are both subjects, ZA 

will be preferred to overt pronominal anaphora in 

subordinately conjoined sentences, whereas in coordinately 
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conjoined sentences, either overt or zero anaphora may be 

selected depending on the degree the core£erential elements 

are semantically linked.^ The stronger the link between them, 

the more likely ZA encoding will be preferable. But NP 

repetition in this case is not acceptable. 

(2) In either coordinately or subordinately conjoined 

sentences, ZA is not permissible if the antecedent and its 

coreferential element respectively are in the following 

positions and if the referents are human: subject and object, 

object and subject, object and object. ZA, however, is 

permissible in the second position of subject-object and 

object-object pairs provided the referents involved are 

nonhuman. Zero anaphor is also permissible in the second 

position of object-subject structure if there is no pause 

between the two clauses containing the pair, if the object is 

indefinite, and if the two clauses are logically equivalent to 

relative clauses as presented in (2.24) (from Tai, 1978, pp. 

291-292). 

(2.24) Lao3 Zhanglj qu3 le yil ge nu3 ren2j, ej hen3 hui4 
2UO4 fan4. 

^"Semantic link" here is a rather vague notion. Tai 
(1978) says that the semantic denominator in Xiao3 Mei3 iiel 
le hunl, shenl le lianQ3 ge hai2 zi 'Xiao Mei got married and 
bore two children', is much clearer than that in Lao3 Zhangl 
zuo2 tianl lai2 kan4 wo3, dai4 le vil ben3 za2 zhi4 aei3 wo3 
'Lao Zhang came to visit me yesterday and brought me a 
magazine'. He does not, however, explain why. According to the 
examples, he is probably referring to the semantic relation 
between the predicate verbs in the coordinately conjoined 
clauses. 
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Lao Zhang married a woman, (she) cooks very well. 

LiSoS Zhanglj <ju3 le yj-1 ge cj hen3 hui4 zuo4 £an4 de 
nu3 ren2j. 

Lao Zhang married a woman, (who) cooks very well. 

(3) If the antecedent is in the possessive case, ZA is 

permissible only when it is coreferential with the head but 

not the possessive noun. 

(4) Contrary to the condition when there is a human 

referent, identity deletion of a nonhuman referent is 

permissible only in the coreferential object NP position. 

According to Tai's claims, Chinese zero anaphora with a 

human referent occurs only when both the antecedent and its 

coreferential element are subjects. 

Because of the observation that "while anaphora ambiguity 

is sometimes allowed on the sentence level, it is always 

avoided on the discourse level" (Tai, 1978, p. 305), Tai 

further examines anaphora at the discourse level, using Hind's 

(1974a, 1974b, 1978) paragraph-segment-detail discourse 

structure. Tai (1978) proposes: (1) within a paragraph, ZA may 

be used across segment boundaries provided both the zero 

anaphor and its antecedent are (a) in the subject positions; 

(b) in adjacent segments; and (c) both segments have the same 

description (e.g., both describe the same kind of action) ; and 

(2) ZA does not apply across paragraph boundaries even if they 

satisfy other subject-subject position and coreferential 

conditions. 
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At both the sentence and the discourse level, Tai (1978) 

erexamples to iiis own constjTo-int cGnciitzxons, 

that is, zero anaphor involving possessive NP antecedent used 

in object positions; and zero anaphor used in object position 

involving indefinite NP reference. Based on the above 

observations, Tai concludes "The condition holds true at both 

levels that identity deletion is permissible generally only 

when both the antecedent and the coreferential NP are 

subjects" (1978, p. 332). 

Tai's claim about the subject-subject identity deletion 

appears to be too strong and is contradicted in the present 

study as well as in other research (e.g., Li Sc. Thompson, 1979; 

Chen, 1984, 1986) discussed latter in this chapter. 

Another claim Tai (1978) makes concerns what Halliday and 

Hasan (1976) call cataphoric reference. He argues that the 

overt referent cannot follow the coreferential zero anaphor in 

Chinese. Counterexamples are found in relative and adverbial 

clause constructions, as in (2.25) and (2.26) (from Tai, 1978, 

p. 286) : 

(2.25) Zuo2 tianl e lai2 kan4 wo3 de nei4 ge nan2 hai2 zi 
shi4 wo3 di4 di. 

Yesterday e come see me that boy is my brother 

The boy who came to see me yesterday was my 
brother. 

(2.26) e yil jin4 le menr2, Lao2 Zhangl jiu4 ba3 yil fu2 
tuol le. 

Once enter door, Lao Zhang then take off the coat 
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Right after entering the room, Lao Zhang took off 
his coat. 

Tai (1978) claims that in (2.25) which contains the 

relative clause, the rule of relative clause preposing is 

applied after the rule of deletion. Similarly, he maintains 

that in (2.26), which contains the adverbial clause sentence, 

the adverbial preposing rule is applied after identity-

deletion and pronominalization. 

Tai's claim about the nonexistence of cataphoric referent 

in Chinese discourse cannot be well supported by the above 

explanation. With respect to the relative clause case, even if 

the rule of relative clause preposing is applied after the 

rule of deletion, the relative clause is still base-generated 

to the left of the head, and, thus, exhibits cataphoric 

reference. The explanation of the adverbial clause case is 

contradicted by the example itself, because another possible 

version of the sentence removes the overt Lao Zhang, and fills 

the adverbial subject with an overt form. Based on Tai's 

explanation, this second version still contains cataphoric 

reference even if the first does not. 

2.4.4 Li and Thompson's Clause Conioinabilitv Analysis 

A different perspective on Chinese empty categories 

presents claims that the multiple linguistic and 

extralinguistic means available in discourse trigger the use 

of the zero anaphor and enhance the interpretation of the 
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information encoded by the null element. One study from this 

perspective is Li and Thompson's (1379) investigation of the 

use of third person pronouns and third person zero anaphora in 

Chinese narrative discourse. In their study, zero pronoun is 

regarded as the normal mode of NP anaphora and refers "to the 

'hole' where an NP is understood and would not have to be 

present in the fully specified version of the sentence" (p. 

312). In other words, Li and Thompson claim that, given the 

availability of information on the 'empty' slot somewhere, 

there is no need to encode the information explicitly in overt 

forms. In addition, they argue that zero anaphora may "occur 

in any grammatical slot on the basis of coreferentiality with 

an antecedent" which may be available textually "in any 

grammatical slot, at some distance, or not even present" (p. 

320). The interpretation of ZA in Chinese discourse is thus 

conceived of as an inferencing process based on the pragmatic 

information available in the discourse or context and the 

world knowledge of the reader or hearer. It is by no means a 

clear-cut judgement on a right-and-wrong or 

grammatical/ungrammatical scale. 

Li and Thompson (1979) conducted an experiment to examine 

native Chinese speakers' judgements about appropriate use of 

ZA, using three texts taken from excerpts of literature 

written in Chinese characters with all pronouns removed, and 

punctuated at clause divisions only with commas. No blank 
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spaces were left in the texts so that no sign of pronouns 

Wiij-oii iidva j«;c:di xxx uxxcs oxx^xixax v^wuxQ uc uxcKw^cQ. . xXliCC ^xv^upa 

of Chinese native speakers were asked to fill in a pronoun 

wherever they thought it should occur. Out of a total of 3 8 

positions where a pronoun could occur in the three texts, a 

majority of the respondents agreed on only three; less than 

ten percent of the respondents agreed that a pronoun should 

occur in 28 of the 38 potential positions. They concluded that 

(1) in Chinese discourse zero anaphora but not pronominal 

anaphora is the norm; and (2) there is a great deal of 

variability in Chinese native speaker judgements about where 

pronouns should be used. 

Li and Thompson also investigated clause sequence in 

discourse with regard to the occurrence of zero anaphora as 

compared to pronominal anaphora, and concluded that the degree 

to which clauses are connected or interrelated is a 

determining factor. This connection relationship between 

clauses is called conioinability: defined as "Two successive 

clauses are 'conjoinable' if the speaker/writer perceives them 

to share enough to warrant being presented to the 

hearer/reader together as one grammatical unit rather than 

separately as two independent units" (p. 330). Three factors 

are identified that may affect conjoinability: (1) switching 

between background and foreground information (cf. Hinds' 

(1974a, 1974b, 1978) factors affecting paragraph division); 
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( 2 )  use of adverbial expressions (e.g., time phrases) or 

contiaStive morphenies (e.g. , however, but) ; and (3) switch 

between turns. 

As with information available from discourse and world 

knowledge, the identification and role of conjoinability in 

influencing the occurrence of zero anaphora for Li and 

Thompson are not absolute phenomena. The judgement of clause 

conjoinability on the part of a given speaker at a given time 

"depends on the syntactic and semantic properties of those 

clauses, as well as on the speaker's interpretation of events 

in the world and of the material in the discourse of which the 

clauses in question are a part" (1979, p. 330). 

Li and Thompson (1981) maintain that the availability of 

the identification of ZA content does not necessarily induce 

the use of ZA encoding. When both overt and zero anaphora are 

possible, highlighting is identified as a determining factor 

for the choice of PA over ZA encoding. 

2.4.5 Chen's Analysis 

In line with Li and Thompson (1979), Chen (1984, 1986) 

considers inter-clausal conjoinability a very important factor 

affecting the possibility for zero anaphora. The database in 

his 1984 study consists of Chinese written texts included 

wholly or partially in the Appendices under five story titles. 

Chen argues that the occurrence of ZA is determined by the 
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addresser's assumption about the possibility for the addressee 

to identify the reference. He thus suggests predictability and 

negligibility as the necessary conditions for ZA. The 

predictability condition (PC) is defined as "the ease of 

predicting the identification of the referent in the context" 

(1984, p. 3). Based on three theories, he proposes three 

conditions or parameters for assessing predictability level. 

The theories are Givon's (1979, 1983) topic accessibility 

theory, Li and Thompson's (1979, 1981) conjoinability theory, 

and Keenan and Comrie's (1977) hierarchy in terms of relative 

clause formation. The proposed parameters are described in 

terms of (1) availability versus unavailability of competing 

nouns (whether any noun in context would be a competing 

candidate for the referent) ; (2) low versus high 

conjoinability level of a clause with the preceding clause; 

and (3) low versus high in the accessibility hierarchy. 

Chen claims that zero anaphora may be selected when no 

nouns are present in competition as the referent, when the 

conjoinability is high, and when the anaphor referent stands 

high in the accessibility hierarchy. This judgment is based on 

a combination of the speaker's knowledge of the sentence 

semantic and syntactic elements, pragmatic knowledge, and 

overall world knowledge. Chen also argues that recognition of 

the anaphoric content follows a checking process of 

subcategorization features and selection conditions on 
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anaphora against the overtly expressed referent. 

The nsgliyxt>ixity condxtion (NO refers to degree o£ 

need for a referent to be explicitly mentioned. The less need 

for it to be mentioned, the more likely the zero encoding form 

will be preferred. Chen also proposes three parameters for 

assessing negligibility: (1) specific versus non-specific and 

generic reference; (2) position in main versus subordinate 

clauses; and (3) animate versus inanimate reference. The first 

two parameters are proposed based on characteristics of the 

Chinese language, whereas the third parameter is proposed on 

the basis of Comrie's (1981) animacy hierarchy. Chen (1984) 

claims that anaphora with nonspecific or generic reference is 

high on the negligibility scale. Given that the subject of a 

main clause and the subject of the subordinate clause have the 

same referent, the latter is higher on the negligibility scale 

than the former; inanimate reference is higher on the 

negligibility scale than animate reference, because the latter 

tends to attract more attention than the former (cf. Comrie, 

1981). ZA is more likely to be used when the referent stands 

high on the three measures of negligibility. 

Chen maintains that the proposed parameters are 

independently motivated and are checked separately in 

discourse. There is no covariance of value held among them 

necessarily. A noun may have a high value on one parameter and 

a low value on another. The selection of anaphora types 
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depends on the combination of values assigned by each of the 

pajrametejrs. In this sense, the antitheses of PC and NC are 

rendered as a continuum rather than as a clear cut scale. 

Chen proposes the PC and NC conditions and parameters and 

then tests them on his data. Although the focus of his study 

is choice of anaphoric forms for encoding third person in 

Chinese narrative discourse and no statistical information is 

reported, some of the proposed parameters are very relevant to 

the present study. In particular, the notions of 

predictability and negligibility can be applied to the 

investigation of the distribution and interpretation of ZA in 

Chinese conversational discourse. 

Chen's (1984) study is strongly addresser-oriented; the 

choice of ZA is the outcome of a parameter-checking process 

based on the addresser's linguistic and extralinguistic 

knowledge. His later study (Chen, 1986) extends the 

investigation to a much wider scope covering both the 

reference introduction and tracking phases of discourse, and 

including all three major types of anaphoric forms: noun 

anaphora (NA), pronominal anaphora (PA), and ZA. The database 

for the later study includes twenty story retellings in 

response to film stimuli, several stories by the famous 

Chinese writer Lao She, and a few stories published in Chinese 

newspapers and magazines. Only the 20 "Pear Stories" are 

subjected to statistical analysis, whereas the rest of the 
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data provides illustrative examples. Information about the 

Pear Storxes xn terms of their lengths is not provided, nor 

are the stories included as appendices. However, the total 

number of ZAs identified in the Pear Stories (515 or 516, as 

reported inconsistently in different tables) is available. 

Chen (1986) argues that ZA may be chosen for referent 

encoding provided its identification can be established 

through linguistic or extralinguistic information available in 

the discourse. He maintains that the choice of ZA over PA and 

NA is attributed to one of two discourse-pragmatic factors: 

(1) high continuity of the referent; and (2) low 

noteworthiness of the referent. These two notions are 

analogous to those expressed in terins of PC and NC, 

respectively, in his 1984 study. Analysis in his (1986) later 

study, however, is more discourse- and pragmatics- oriented. 

He examines discourse structure in terms of not only linear 

sequence but also hierarchical organization. He also discusses 

discoursal locations as factors affecting continuity of space, 

time, event, or world that coincide with saliency of referent. 

Chen (1986) argues that anaphoric selection is related to 

the referent continuity which may be put in numerical terms by 

using Givon's (1983a) three text-based quantification 

measures: that is, referential distance (RD), potential 

interference (PI) , and topic persistence (TP) (discussed 

below). Chen's findings with respect to RD, measured in terms 
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of the number of intervening clauses between the zero anaphor 

and xts antecedent, are reported in Table 2.1:'' 

Table 2.1 

Referential Distance of ZA (from Chen, 1986. p. 119) 

No. of intervening clauses 0 1 2-3 4-5 6-10 10-20 20+ 

ZA -- 473 35 1 3 1 2 

93% 7% 

Chen (1986) explains that a source of PI in his study-

must meet the following three conditions (p. 122): 

1. It occurs between the anaphora and its antecedent 
in the preceding discourse. 

2. It is not ruled out as a candidate for the 
reference of the anaphora by the selectional 
features of the predicate and the arguments 
involved. 

3. It assumes a non-zero form. A referent in ZA is not 
considered to be interfering even if it fulfills 
the first two conditions. 

Results from this measure is as follows: 

••The total number of ZAs (515) in this table does not 
exactly agree with that reported in Table 4:4 (Chen, 1986, p. 
123), which is 516. The percentage information of ZAs at one 
clause distance is not correctly reported, either, which 
should be 92%. 
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Table 2.2 

ZA and Nurnbci" of Foucntial Iixterferiiicf ReferenLs (front Chen, 
1986. p. 123) 

Number of potential interfering referents 0 1 2-4 5+ 

ZA 473 41 2 

TP is not measured in teinns of the uninterrupted 

recurrence of the anaphora as defined in Givon (1983), but 

rather "in terms of the number of subsequent clauses after the 

anaphor in which the referent continues an uninterrupted 

presence as a semantic argument of the clause" (Chen, 1986, p. 

126). The obtained value for ZA from this measure is 2.47 in 

Chen's study. 

Although Chen (1986) agrees with Givon that the RD and PI 

are two important factors affecting anaphora selection, he 

argues at the same time that they are not the most 

fundamental. These two values reflect only the measure of 

linear discourse, and Chen believes they hold only if applied 

along with consideration of hierarchical discourse structure. 

This last point is in accord with Zheng's (1988) viewpoint 

about the hierarchical nature of topic continuity in discourse 

structure, and contrary to Hinds' (1974a, 1974b, 1978) 

paragraph-segment model of discourse structure which is argued 

by Zheng to be linear in nature (see discussions in Sections 
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2.4.1 and 2.4.2). 
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differently with regard to the syntactic position of their 

antecedent. The first is called maintained reference subject, 

where both the null element and its referent are the subjects 

of two adjacent clauses. The other type is called switched 

reference subject^ (cf. Tai's (1978) subject-subject, and 

object-subject analysis in Section 2.4.3), where the 

coreferential NP is in the object position of the clause 

preceding the clause which contains the null element in 

subject position. The latter type, Chen claims, is more often 

used in writing than in oral conversation. He argues that the 

use of ZA in the switched reference subject case is affected 

by two factors: lexical incompatibility (where the selectional 

restriction of the predicate excludes the subject from being 

the referent); the parallelism of syntactic configurations 

(where the referent and ZA are in parallel position with two 

possible antecedents in the preceding discourse; and the two 

pairs of coreferential relations concern the same topic). 

Chen argues that paragraph division usually marks breaks 

in theme or topic. Paragraph-initial position is thus low in 

noteworthiness. The continuity level of sentence-initial 

position depends on whether or not the referent encoded in 

^What Chen (1986) refers to as maintained reference ZA 
and switched reference ZA are temed syntactically maintained 
ZA and syntactically switched ZA, respectively, in this study. 
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that position is separated from the preceding sentence through 

involvement with separate referent, separate schemata, or 

separate goals. All these discourse-related factors affect the 

choice of anaphoric forms. 

With regard to the possibility for cataphoric ZA, Chen 

(1986) argues that the relative sequence of the adjunct and 

the nuclear clause under the same relational predicate is the 

determining factor (cf. Tai, 1978): 

1. adjunct + nuclear: allows both anaphoric and 
cataphoric ZA 

2. nuclear + adjunct: allows anaphoric but not 
cataphoric ZA 

Chen's argument contradicts Tai's (1978) claim that 

cataphoric reference does not exist in Chinese discourse. 

According to Tai, coreferential relation involved in 

adjunct+nuclear clauses where the null element is contained in 

the adjunct clause is not cataphoric in nature because the 

adverbial preposing rule is applied after identity deletion. 

This explanation is contradictory. As pointed out by Chen, in 

the adjunct+nuclear clause sequence, both anaphoric and 

cataphoric ZAs are possible. Chen's account for Chinese 

cataphoric reference, however, is not adequate. Cataphoric 

reference relationship occurring within clause boundaries 

observed in the data of the present study, for example, is not 

accounted for in his analysis. 

Based on Chen's (1984, 1986) observation and analysis, ZA 
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assignment and maintenance thus are constrained by multiple 

factors, including the linguistic and extralinguistic 

information available to the participants, and the linguistic 

and extralinguistic knowledge of the participants. He 

concludes: 

The high continuity of the referent to its 
antecedent in the preceding discourse as displayed 
through the linear closeness at the same 
hierarchical level of discourse coupled with other 
integrating principles such as involvement with a 
single schema and/or with a single goal with the 
clause containing its antecedent is a contributing 
factor to the choice of ZA. (1986, p. 179) 

2.5 F\inctional Approaches to Discourse Analvsis on 

Coreference 

The reference phenomenon has also been widely accounted 

for in functional approaches to discourse analysis (e.g., 

Halliday & Hasan, 1976; Foley and Van Valin, 1984), and in the 

text-based quantification measures for reference 

predictability/accessibility which are found in Givon {1983a, 

1985, 1989). These theoretical models and accounts have 

provided very useful analytic tools for research on reference 

assignment and interpretation in discourse. 

2.5.1 Halliday and Hasan^s Theory of Cohesion 

Halliday and Hasan's (1976) model for analyzing cohesion 

is functional in nature. In this framework, language is looked 

at as consisting of texts defined as semantic units in use. 
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Syntactically defined conceptions such as clause and sentence 

are no more than the form in which the meaning is encoded or 

realized. The text-internal unity of meaning is expressed by 

concepts such as texture, derived from cohesively related 

items in the text, and the tie, which more specifically stands 

for one single pair of such cohesive items. Texts are studied 

in terms of their cohesive properties via examination of the 

number and types of ties. 

Halliday and Hasan draw a clear line between the concepts 

of cohesion and linguistic structure. They firmly believe that 

the nature of cohesive relations in a text is not 

syntactically constrained: 

Cohesion is a semantic relation between an element 
in the text and some other element that is crucial 
to the interpretation of it. This other element is 
also to be found in the text; but its location in 
the text is in no way determined by the grammatical 
structure. The two elements, the presupposing and 
the presupposed, may be structurally related to 
each other, or they may not; it makes no difference 
to the meaning of the cohesive relation. (1976, p. 
8 )  

Halliday and Hasan maintain that the role of syntactic 

analysis in the study of cohesion is useful only when the 

study involves "identity of referent, which under certain 

conditions must be signalled by a reference item", and is 

restricted to only the circumstances "when the two items, the 

presupposing and the presupposed, happened to occur within the 

same sentence" (p.9). 

One important type of cohesive relation accounted for in 
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this model is reference. where the interpretation of one item 

depends on reference to another item in discourse. Three 

general patterns of such a relation are described as follows: 

1. The norm: where the presupposed item is overtly-

expressed in the immediately preceding sentence, defined as 

anaphora. 

2 . Departure 1: where the presupposed item is overtly-

expressed in a more remote preceding (also anaphora) or in a 

succeeding sentence, the latter defined as cataphora. 

3. Departure 2: where the presupposed item is not 

textually expressed, defined as exophora or situation 

reference. 

Only patterns (1) and (2) , put in the endophoric 

category, are cohesive in the sense that both the presupposed 

and presupposing elements are textually bound. Endophoric 

reference is treated as the norm. Pattern (3) embodies a 

reference relation between a situationally existing entity or 

context and a textually expressed element, the former being 

the key to the interpretation of the latter: 

Exophoric reference contributes to the CREATION of 
text, in that it links the language with the 
context of situation; but it does not contribute to 
the INTEGRATION of one passage with another so that 
the two together form part of the SAME text. Hence 
it does not contribute directly to cohesion as we 
have defined it. (1976, p. 37) 

However, both endophoric and exophoric reference are 

common in one aspect: that is, what is referred to should be 
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identified in terms of the shared presuppositions constraining 

the discourse. 

Halliday and Hasan's theory is based on English, which is 

typologically a [-prodrop] language and exhibits mainly 

overtly expressed reference relations in terms of argument 

positions. However, several of their basic concepts provide a 

good framework for studying the prodrop phenomenon in many 

languages such as Chinese, particularly because of the wide 

range of reference phenomena they take into account. 

Cataphoric reference, for example, is rarely touched upon in 

other models, and exophoric reference is typically omitted 

from studies of grammar as beyond the scope of syntactically-

oriented, sentence-level analysis. 

Halliday and Hasan's taxonomy of reference is 

trinitarian, consisting of personal. demonstrative. and 

comparative. Personal refers to reference by means of person 

categories, including both the noun and the adjective forms of 

personal pronouns (see Table 2.3, adapted from 1976, p. 37). 

Demonstrative reference is defined by a proximate distance 

concept which in lexical forms includes this/that/these/those, 

here/there, now/then, and the. Comparative reference refers to 

indirect reference by means of lexical similarity. It is 

personal reference and some demonstrative reference 

(this/that/these/those) which may occur in argument positions, 

and are thus relevant and interesting to the study of the ZA 
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phenomenon. 

Table 2.3 

Personal Reference 

Semantic Category 
Existential Possessive 

Person Noun(Pronouns) Determiner 

speaker(only) I me mine my 

addressee(s), with/without 

other person(s) you yours your 

speaker and other person(s) we us ours our 

other person, male he him his his 

other person, female she her hers her 

other persons; objects they them theirs their 

object; passage of text it [its] its 

generalized person one one's 

Halliday and Hasan further categorize all of the 

reference items according to their function or role in 

specifying what they refer to in the speech context, both 

textual and situational. Categorization makes use of 

dichotomies as human versus nonhuman, singular versus plural, 

female versus male, and specific versus generic, as presented 

below (adapted from 1976, p. 43): 
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rspeech roles — 

person — 

i^peaker-

•^.ddressee (s) 

••other roles-

specific-

rsingular-

[-speaker only [I] 

speaker plus [we] 

[you] 

(•male [he] 
rhumanJ 

••female [she] 

Lnonhuman 

plural 

^generalized human 

[it] 

[they] 

[one] 

Speech roles here include the addresser/speaker (plus 

others if we is used) and the addressee/hearer, whereas other 

roles include the third person singular/plural, 

human/nonhuman, and specific/generic. 

This taxonomy has applied a traditionally recognized 

classification of person, gender, and number, and at the same 

time puts personal reference into the speech situation. It may 

very well apply to a discourse-oriented analysis of ZA, in 

spite of the fact that it was developed in relation to 

English. In the present study, I make a distinction between 

third person in the speech setting and third person absent 

from the speech setting. The former is assigned a speech role 

by the addresser as audience, and the latter is categorized 

under other roles. 
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2.5.2 Foley and Van Valines Reference Maintenance Svafcems 

Foley and Van Valin (19S4) have proposed four syscems 

that languages have evolved to indicate reference relations of 

nominal arguments in discourse. They are respectively: (1) the 

switch-function system; (2) the switch-reference system; (3) 

the gender system; and (4) the inference system. The first 

system is a more syntactically-oriented signaling system, 

where the subject is the central structural position in 

combination with voice oppositions to indicate 

coreferentiality in discourse. The second and the third 

systems are morphology-oriented, where coreferential relation 

is denoted by the verbal morphology and the overt 

morphological coding of NP classifications, respectively. 

Foley and Van Valin have provided detailed descriptions of the 

mechanisms of the first three systems, but for some reason 

leave the fourth system unexpounded. They point out that the 

fourth system is "exemplified by the languages of Southeast 

and East Asia, such as Thai or Japanese" (p. 324), and that 

this group of languages lacks all the other three systems. 

That is to say, syntactic and morphological means of reference 

assignment and maintenance are not available in this group of 

languages, to which Chinese also belongs. This group of 

languages is characterized by abundant use of zero anaphora. 

Foley and Van Valin do suggest that participant identification 

in the fourth system depends on a wide variety of variables 
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found in sociolinguistic patterns, individual knowledge and 

interpretation, and cultural values and knowledge. The 

function of inference based on such multi-variables is 

described as being raised to a 'fine art'. Characteristics of 

reference assignment and identification in their groups may be 

due partially to "the high value the cultures in which these 

languages are spoken place upon indirectness and ambiguity in 

speaking" (p. 324). This aspect of discourse NP argument 

reference where cultural value plays an important role has not 

yet been investigated in any of the previous anaphora studies, 

but is worthy of further investigation. 

2.5.3 Givon's Model for Discourse Analysis; An Analytic 

Tool 

Givon (1983a, 1985, 1989) proposes a text-based 

quantitative scale to measure referential predictability which 

I am adapting for the present study. In his model, referential 

continuity is equal to the accessibility/ predictability of 

reference to the hearer or reader. 

Givon identifies the following four factors that might 

affect referential predictability or accessibility: 

(a) Referential distance from the previous mention in 
the discourse; 

(b) referential complexity of the preceding discourse 
context; 

(c) 'redundant' semantic information from inside the 
clause itself; 
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(d) 'redundant' thematic information from the preceding 
discourse (p. 215). 

The first two, termed referential distance (RD) and 

potential interference (PI) respectively, are quantifiable and 

can be measured in the preceding discourse. In addition to RD 

and PI, another obvious factor that can be measured in the 

following discourse is termed topic persistence (TP). RD is 

defined as "the number of clauses (or elapsed time) from the 

last occurrence in the preceding discourse"; PI is "the number 

of semantically compatible referents within the preceding 

three clauses"; and TP is defined as "the number of 

recurrences of the referent in the subsequent ten clauses" (p. 

216) . 

These measurements are applicable in several important 

ways in the present study of ZA in Chinese discourse. First, 

they may allow description of the characteristics of ZA 

encoding in numerical terms. Second, the measures have been 

used in previous studies of Chinese (Chen, 1986) and other 

languages (see Givon, 1983a, 1983b, 1989; Cooreman, 1982; 

Cooreman et al. , 1984; Rude, 1985, among many others), 

facilitating comparative studies within and across languages. 

2.6 Conclusion 

Zero anaphora phenomena, under such varied headings as 

prodrop, nominal anaphora, ECs, reference assignment and 

maintenance, have been widely studied from a variety of 
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theoretical approaches: syntactic, discoursal and pragmatic, 
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approaches include the conditions or constraints on the 

possible assignment of ZA, and its interpretation. 

Both traditional and revised conceptions of morphological 

agreement are successful in accounting for ZA phenomena in 

only a subset of languages and lack universal force. 

Recoverability theory (Taraldsen, 1978b; Chomsky, 1981; 

1982b), for example, though making plausible predictions for 

[+prodrop] languages which have a rich system of verb-subject 

agreement (such as Italian and Spanish) and [-prodrop] 

languages which do not have such a rich agreement system (such 

as English and French), fails to account for languages like 

Chinese, which exhibit a full range of freedom for prodrop and 

yet completely lack a morphologically-marked tense and 

agreement system. 

While the revised conception of agreement formulated in 

terms of the Morphological Uniformity Hypothesis (Jaeggli & 

Safir, 1989) provides a great improvement with its prediction 

for prodrop encompassing Chinese-type languages which do not 

have a rich-agreement system, the theory still does not 

achieve universal predictive power. Old French, for example, 

does not have a morphologically uniform paradigm and yet 

exhibits prodrop to some degree (Adams, 1987). An additional 

shortcoming is that the Morphological Uniformity Hypothesis is 
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not concerned with the interpretation dimension of the prodrop 

pirGncrnGns.. 

An alternative approach taken by C.-T. J. Huang (1982, 

1984, 1987, 1989) within the Government and Binding framework 

investigates the licensing conditions of ECs and their 

coindexation with their antecedents via principles formulated 

in terms of the Projection Principle, Binding Conditions, and 

Control Theory. The Projection Principle requires the 

obligatory syntactic argument slots. Binding Conditions 

postulate some syntactic confinement for pro-antecedent 

coreference. Control Theory entails constraints on ungoverned 

position ECs defined as PRO (Chomsky 1981, 1982b). This line 

of research in Chinese has received very intense criticism 

focusing on the EC typology in Chinese. Given that the 

syntactic differentiation between finite versus nonfinite 

clauses in Chinese remains unsolved, how pro and PRO are 

locally licensed remains unexplained. There are also 

significant problems in accounting for their distribution and 

interpretation in the GB EC typology (L. J. Xu and Langendoen, 

1985; L. J. Xu, 1986; Y. Huang, 1992, 1994) . The observation 

that a group of Chinese ECs is unidentifiable with any of the 

four types of Chomsky's (1981, 1982b) EC typology or C.-T. J. 

Huang's (1984) revised three-way typology presents questions 

about the plausibility of the GCR and the zero variable theory 

proposed by C.-T. J. Huang (1982, 1984, 1987, 1989). 
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As many riddles remain unresolved about ECs in the 
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1974a, 1974b, 1978; Li & Thompson, 1979; Tai, 1978; Zheng, 

1988, among many others) have called for more discourse- and 

pragmatics-oriented approaches. Their proposals notably 

include discourse structure (Chen, 1984, 1986; Hinds 1974a, 

1974b, 1978; Tai, 1978; Zheng 1988); inter-clausal 

relationships (Chen, 1984, 1986; Li & Thompson, 1979; Tai, 

1978); and reference predictability and accessibility. The 

latter are measurable on scales of referential distance, 

discourse complexity in terms of potential interference, and 

reference topicality in terms of anaphora continuity or 

persistence in discourse (Chen, 1984, 1986). 

Findings from this theoretical perspective converge in 

some respects, but vary significantly in some others. For 

example, both Hinds (1974a, 1974b, 1978) and Zheng (1988) 

concentrate on discourse structure and consider the structure 

to be organized around discourse theme or topic. Parallel with 

Hinds' paragraph and segment divisions are Zheng's discourse 

topic and discourse comment, respectively, and they agree upon 

the claim that the information contained in subject ZA may be 

traced to the discourse topic. However, their discourse 

structures differ by being seen on a dimension of linear order 

versus hierarchical construction. In Hinds' discourse 

organization, adjacent segments are a linear string of 
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descriptions; therefore, subject ZA is not justified if the 

preceding segment has a different subject, even if they have 

a common topic. The same conclusion is reached in Tai (1978). 

In Zheng's (1988) topic continuity structure, on the other 

hand, a discourse comment under a discourse topic may 

hierarchically introduce a new topic at a different level, 

which in turn has its own discourse comments. In this 

structure, null subject in a discourse comment is allowed even 

if the preceding discourse comment has a different subject, as 

long as the two comments are at the same level of description. 

Zheng's argument supports Chen's (1986) investigation of 

potential interfering factors for reference accessibility 

between clauses in discourse structure. Chen claims that "the 

two linear-order-based factors, distance and interferences, 

hold only when the intervening clauses are coordinately joined 

to the clause containing the anaphor and its antecedent in the 

hierarchical organization of discourse" (p. 187). 

The investigation of inter-clausal relationships with 

regard to use and interpretation of ZA has resulted in rather 

convergent conclusions. In both Li and Thompson (1979) and 

Chen (1984, 1986), the close link between clauses, in terms of 

their presentation of meaning as one grammatical unit to the 

addressee, is considered to be a determining factor for the 

possibility of ZA. High conjoinability between clauses is 

claimed to be a necessary, though not a sufficient, condition 
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for the selection of ZA encoding in discourse. 
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significantly with regard to the claims being made in relation 

to discrete-point dichotomies or to a continuum, and in their 

consideration of deteirmining features as single factors or 

highly complex interaction of factors. The discrete-point and 

monofactor perspective is represented by Tai (1978) and Hinds 

(1974a, 1974b, 1978) . To Tai, the antecedent-anaphor subject-

subject position is a sufficient condition for [+human] zero 

anaphora encoding. Zero subject only carries reference from 

the subject in the preceding clause; subject reference in turn 

can only be carried over by a zero anaphor in a following 

clause subject position. In the same manner, both Tai and 

Hinds claim that if two adjacent segments do not have 

coreferential subjects, the subject of the second segment 

cannot be null even if it is coreferential with the subject of 

a more remote clause describing the same topic in the 

paragraph. Complex factors functioning on a continuum 

characterize claims made by Chen (1984, 1986) and Li and 

Thompson (1979) . Although Li and Thompson find the degree to 

which clauses are connected or interrelated to be a 

determining factor in anaphora selection, they claim that the 

degree of conjoinability between clauses is not an absolute 

value that is determined only by syntactic and semantic 

characteristics of the linguistic structure. Conjoinability 
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also involves the communication participants' judgement and 
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larger contexts of the discourse. Chen (1984) claims that 

anaphora selection is determined by the addresser's evaluation 

of the reference on two dimensions: predictability and 

negligibility. He further (1986) argues that lexical 

incompatibility and parallelism of syntactic configurations 

are two important factors affecting the selection of ZA. Being 

high on these values increases the probability that reference 

will be nonovertly encoded. However, even if referent identity 

is inferable via linguistic and extralinguistic knowledge on 

the part of the addresser, the choice of ZA is only a possible 

but not an absolute option. In accord with Li and Thompson, 

Chen argues that overt anaphora in such circumstances has the 

function of highlighting. 

All of the studies mentioned above have contributed to 

our understanding of the distribution and interpretation of ZA 

in Chinese-type languages from various perspectives. However, 

the sum of studies still leaves some shortcomings. First, data 

included in these studies are exclusively planned sentences, 

narrative texts, or interviews. Their findings thus cannot 

automatically be extended to natural conversational discourse. 

Second, the scope of investigation is restricted to ZA in 

declarative sentences, and to a 1:1 relationship between a 

null element and its referent with regard to their semantic 
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content. Zero anaphora occurring in interrogative and 

inipeiatxve sentences, and other varied relationships exhibited 

between a zero anaphor and its antecedent (e.g., part-whole, 

multiple-whole, whole-part) are not considered in these 

studies. Third, none of the previous studies includes the 

functional aspects of reference in terms of role, summary, and 

deixis carried over by the ZA. The characteristics of null 

elements viewed in these regards along with the observation of 

potential ZA sites should reveal important information about 

the functional nature of ZA. The present study endeavors to 

cover all the aspects absent from the studies reviewed above 

(see detailed description in Chapter 3). 

Among studies which do not focus specifically on Chinese-

type languages, Halliday and Hasan's (1976) functional model 

of reference has provided veiry useful categorical conceptions 

and dimensions for the present study. Although the model 

describes English, its taxonomies of reference discourse 

context in terms of endophora/exophora, anaphora/cataphora, 

and speech/other roles may well apply to studies of reference 

in typologically different languages, and will be adopted in 

the present study. 

Foley and Van Valin's (1984) functional approach to 

reference maintenance has identified four systems to cover all 

languages. One of these is the inference system, where 

reference assignment and maintenance is not directly signaled 
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in linguistic forms. It remains largely unexplored, but has 

considerable promise for analysis of Chinese and will also be 

applied in the present study. 

Givon's (1983a, 1985, 1989) model for discourse analysis 

has provided quantification measures for reference 

topicality/predictability/accessibility in terms of anaphoric 

referential distance and potential interference, and 

cataphoric persistence/importance. These have been used widely 

for cross-linguistic research and appear to provide valid 

scales for comparative studies of reference, as well as for 

the present investigation of Chinese. 

ZA is a very complicated phenomenon, especially as 

exhibited in Chinese-type languages which do not have a 

syntactic or morphological agreement system. An exhaustive 

account of all possible null elements in Chinese is not 

realistic for any single study, but by expanding the scope of 

anaphoric processes to be examined, by controlling and 

comparing discourse type, and by adopting or adapting multiple 

research perspectives, this investigation hopes to contribute 

in some measure to the understanding of this subject. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHOD 

This study differs from previous research on ZA in 

Chinese in several significant ways. First, it employs both 

planned conversational discourse and spontaneous 

conversational discourse for the database in contrast to 

previous studies which are based mainly on speaker intuition 

or on narrative data. Second, it considers extralinguistic and 

contextual information as well as performance factors in the 

analysis. Third, it approaches characteristics of zero 

anaphora with a wider range of distribution, features, and 

types including (1) clause types and syntactic positions; (2) 

role and person; and (3) summary and semantic weight. Finally, 

it considers sociolinguistic factors, cultural values, as well 

as functions of genre and style differences in viewing the 

occurrence of overt anaphors in potential zero anaphora 

positions. 

3 .1 Database and the Main Subjects 

Data used in this study include two sources: (1) complete 

dialogues from Li. Shuana-shuana. a two-hour Chinese film 

entitled with the name of the heroine in the story; and (2) an 

uninterrupted one-hour tape recording of spontaneous natural 

conversation among three Chinese adults. Occasional insertions 
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by two Chinese children are also included. The planned 
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clauses containing 538 ZAs. The natural conversational data 

cover 38 events and consist of 2029 clauses containing 595 

ZAs. Compared with data used in studies cited in the present 

work, the database in this study is characterized by its large 

size and conversational language. Most of these studies, such 

as C.-T. J. Huang (1982, 1984, 1987, 1989), L. J. Xu (1986), 

L. J. Xu and Langendoen (1985), Y. Huang (1992, 1994), Lu 

(1984) , L. J. Xu (1985) , Tai (1978) , and Zheng (1988) , use 

planned sentences. Hinds (1978) used casual interview data 

which is described as falling between spontaneous speech and 

nonspontaneous forms of language, and the database size is not 

specified. In their experiment to examine native Chinese 

speakers' judgements about the appropriate use of ZA, Li and 

Thompson (1979) use three Chinese written texts which contain 

38 pronoun positions. Chen's (1984, 1986) data size is large 

compared with all the above mentioned studies. His 1984 study 

uses data consisting of five Chinese written stories 

(according to his appendices), and his 1986 study includes a 

database consisting of twenty Chinese "Pear Stories" for 

statistical analysis. The size of each story is not provided, 

nor is this information included in the appendices. However, 

the number of ZAs identified in all twenty stories is 

provided; it is reported inconsistently as 515 or 516 in 
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different tables. Based on this information, we can infer that 
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Chen's. In addition, all of the data used in Chen's study are 

narrative in nature, while the present study utilizes both 

planned and spontaneous conversational data. 

3.1.1 The Film 

Li, Shuang- shuang was written and produced as a movie in 

the early 1960s. It depicts the ideological change in the 

countryside during the 1950s--a special period in Chinese 

history. In 1949, when China experienced the change of regime, 

agriculture was at the stage of small-scale economy. As a 

result of the establishment of the new regime, land was seized 

from the landlord class and distributed to the large 

population of peasants, many of whom had not owned any land 

for generations and lived in severe poverty. Whereas the great 

masses of peasants welcomed their new possession of land as 

well as other production materials, some peasants such as the 

sick, the old, and the young, faced the prospect of losing 

their land again due to their inability to work it. To prevent 

land from being transferred among individuals and a split 

between rich and poor being produced as a consequence, the new 

government started the process of land nationalization and 

promoted large-scale agricultural production. This reformation 

was carried out through several transitional steps involving 
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the formation of: (1) mutual aid teams consisting of a few 

families helping each other in farm work; (2) initial 

cooperatives for intermediate-scale agriculture; and (3) 

People's Communes based on village units. The peasants, 

whether rich or poor in the past, were all directly affected 

by this economic transition. Some liked it better than others; 

all experienced an ideological change as they adjusted 

themselves to the new social system. These revolutionary 

changes form the large social, political, and economic 

background of the film. 

The story takes place in a village in China. The writer, 

Zhun Li, was very popular in the 50s and 60s for several of 

his works about life in the countryside, among which Li, 

S huang - s huang became well-known to every household for a time. 

Because he had lived in the countryside for many years, Zhun 

Li was able to capture the real life and language in his work. 

The film was produced in Mandarin, and its language is lively, 

humorous, expressive, and very close to everyday colloquial 

Chinese. Some lines in the film have been widely cited for 

their force of expression. 

The story starts at a time when the wheat has just been 

gathered and ends in the following harvest season for cotton, 

millet, and other crops, covering a period of about six 

months. The film's dialogue is characteristic of 

conversations, mostly of two or three people. These people 
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share many experiences because they live in the same village. 

The story develops vxa direct conflicts between the characters 

which reflect some common problems that were occurring 

everywhere in the countryside during the Cooperative Period in 

China, focusing on people's attitudes toward the 

implementation of land nationalization and distribution 

according to work. Shuang-shuang represents those peasants who 

supported the People's Commune and always thought first of the 

public interest; the Sun couple in contrast represent those 

who were not so ready to merge into the large-scale production 

flow, always trying to do less and take more selfishly. 

The complex story, multitudinous events, and characters 

involved in the film enable the dialogues to cover a variety 

of discourse functions including teasing, praising, 

criticizing, complaining, gossiping, showing concern, 

greeting, requesting, and quarreling, which provides our 

database with a large range of topics typical of everyday 

conversation. 

3.1.2 The Natural Conversation Recording 

A second source of the database for the present study is 

a one-hour tape recording of natural conversations among three 

adult native Chinese speakers, including a couple and a close 

friend of theirs who had maintained a friendship with one 

member of the couple for over ten years. For the past two 
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years, they have visited each other on a regular basis twice 

or three tiiues a week, havxng meals together. Further, they 

talk over the phone on a daily basis. All three subjects came 

to the U.S. to pursue academic degrees. Their respective 

length of time in the U.S. are five, four, and one and a half 

years. This database also involves some occasional intrusions 

by two Chinese children ages 7 and 12, who have been in the 

U.S. for four years and eight months, respectively. 

The conversation was taped on the evening of October 19, 

1994, from 9:00 to 10:00. It took place downstairs at the 

kitchen table of the couple's two-story apartment. The present 

writer was one of the paricipants, while the other two people 

did not know specifically what language feature was the focus 

of interest, though they were told they were being recorded 

for the purpose of a study on oral Chinese. Recording was not 

new to the family, since over the past three years the 

couple's child has been recorded regularly to study both her 

Chinese and English production, and the husband has been 

recorded for the purpose of determining the Chinese adult 

norm. The third adult also has had the experience of 

collecting language data for his research on language code-

switching phenomena. Thus the environment was light and 

relaxed, just like the usual free weekend chatting around the 

dinner table among them. 

The couple's child (7:0) and their friend's child (12:0) 
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were studying and playing together upstairs in the bedroom. 

They came in occasionally to seek help either for study 

questions or for conflict resolution. Their part, though not 

extensive, was also recorded and transcribed. 

Mandarin is the language for the everyday talk of all the 

subjects, and was the dominant language used during the 

recording. Some English words were inserted in Chinese 

syntactic structures, a phenomenon which is described in 

detail elsewhere (Pan, 1994, 1995). 

3.2 Procedures for Transcription, Translation, and Coding 

3.2.1 Transcription and Translation 

The movie data used for this study were from Li's (1979) 

"Li, Shuang-shuang" in A Collection of Chinese Scenarios (pp. 

147-206) . The scenario included all the dialogues in the film 

and background explanations. The natural conversational 

recording was fully transcribed. Both the Chinese filmscript 

and the natural conversation transcription were entered into 

the computer (PC) in characters using Chinese software Nan Ji 

Xing 2.1. The transcription was checked against the recording 

by a second person who is a native speaker of Chinese. Both 

the natural conversation and the dialogues in the film were 

romanized in pinyin and then put into two different English 

translation versions: literal and free. Background narrative 

description in the film was used as an information source for 
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inferring shared knowledge and experience of the participants 

rather than for ZA analysis, and thus was translated into the 

free English version only. 

3.2.2 Coding 

3.2.2.1 Event Division 

Both the film conversations and the natural 

conversational data were divided into discrete events for 

analysis purposes based on Saville-Troike's (1989) definition 

of communication event: 

The communicative event is the basic unit for 
descriptive purposes. A single event is defined by 
a unified set of components throughout, beginning 
with the same general puorpose of communication, the 
same general topic, and involving the same 
participants, generally using the same language 
variety, maintaining the same tone or key and the 
same rules for interaction, in the same setting, 
(p. 27) 

According to this definition, the spontaneous 

conversational data were divided using topic as the primairy 

criterion for boundary recognition, since this part of the 

data is unifoinn with regard to participants, language variety, 

and setting throughout the recording. At some places tone or 

key served as auxiliary criteria. 

The film conversational data, on the other hand, are 

multi-characteristic, varying with all the major aspects of 

the communication event, such as topic, participants, and 

setting. 
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Three types of events were recognized in coding the event 

divisions; (x) the ons-tiine event (not intemiptsd fay other 

events); (2) the discontinuous event (separated by other 

events); and (3) the one-sentence intrusive event (one-

sentence insertion that does not have anything to do with the 

on-going event). Events were arranged in time sequence, as 

listed below. Events under the same number (e.g., 4) but with 

different letters (e.g., 4a, 4b, 4c) indicate discontinuous 

events. 

The conversation in the film data typically involves two 

to three participants. It consists of 2011 clauses and covers 

67 main events, which are listed. The original text is 

included as Appendices B (Pin Yin) and C (English). 

The Movie Data--Event Division 

Event No. 

1. Er-chun and Xi-wang talk about Shuang-shuang 

2. Xi-wang is told that Shuang-shuang is having a quarrel 

3. Quarrel between Shuang-shuang and Sun You's wife 

4a. Women talk about going to the ditch work-site 

5. Gui-ying apologizes to Shuang-shuang 

6. Gui-ying expresses her determination to stay in the 

countryside 

4b. Women talk about going to the ditch work-site 

(list continues) 
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The Movie Data--Event Division (list continued) 

7. Er-chun's reaction to women's wanting to go to the work

site 

4c. Women talk about going to the ditch work-site 

8. Shortage of hands on the work-site 

9. Women at the work-site 

10. Xi-wang asks Yan-fang's wife about women's being at the 

work-site 

11. Yan-fang's wife and Shuang-shuang talk about going to the 

work-site again tomorrow 

12. Shuang-shuang promises Er-chun to help him find a fiancee 

13. Xiao Ju is hungry 

14. A quarrel between Xi-wang and Shuang-shuang at home 

15. Shuang-shuang, Yan-fang's wife, and Gui-ying talk about 

people's negative attitude about their going to the work

site, and ways to deal with that 

16a. Talking about Shuang-shuang's big character poster 

17a. Finding the writer of the big character poster 

18. Xi-wang and Jin-qiao talk about their wives 

17b. Finding the writer of the big character poster 

16b. Talking about Shuang-shuang's big character poster 

19. Xi-wang's attitude toward Shuang-shuang's going to the 

(list continues) 
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The Movie Data--Event Division (list continued) 

work-site has changed 

20. Er-chun and Gui-ying in the orchard 

21. At the village meeting: election of work point keeper, 

distribution of work point record books 

22. Da-feng asks Xi-wang for a work point record book 

23. Shuang-shuang and Xi-wang talk about the work point 

system 

24. Talking about the manure spreading work 

25. Xiao Wang is asked for a favor 

26. Evaluation of work points in the cotton field 

27. Old Uncle Ceng's complaint 

28. Xiao Ju's opinion about Xi-wang's noodles 

29. Xi-wang and Shuang-shuang talk about how many work points 

people get and how 

30. Shuang-shuang is going to expose people who get work 

points that they do not deserve 

31. Shuang-shuang answers a phone call 

32. A talk between Shuang-shuang and Commune Secretary Liu 

33. At the village meeting: Shuang-shuang is elected Brigade 

Leader 

34. Xi-wang feels sorry for Jin-qiao 

(list continues) 
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The Movie Data--Event Division (list continued) 

Ev0nt No. 

35. At Sun You's home 

36. Shuang-shuang tells Old Uncle Geng to get some donkeys 

prepared for tomorrow 

37. Xi-wang's three rules for Shuang-shuang 

38. Two girls asks Gui-ying to go to the opera with them 

39. Quarrel between Gui-ying and Er-chun 

40. Er-chun looks for Gui-ying 

41. Jin-qiao introduces Xiao-wang to the Suns 

42. Shuang-shuang tries to alleviate Gui-ying's anger 

against Er-chun 

43. Er-chun's questions 

44. At the brigade leaders' meeting: discuss families 

eligible for Government Poverty Program Support 

45. Shuang-shuang cries 

46. A talk between Shuang-shuang and Da-feng 

47. Jin-qiao encourages Xiao-wang to meet Gui-ying's family 

48. Gui-ying asks Shuang-shuang for help 

49. Sun You's wife waits for her guest 

50. Shuang-shuang sends Xiao-wang Away 

51. The village carts are back 

52. Xi-wang is persuaded to go home 

(list continues) 
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The iVIovie Data--Event Division (list continued) 

Event No. 

53 . A quarrel at Shuang-shuang's yard 

54 . Xi-wang sleeps in the stable 

55 . Transportation of water melons 

56. Newly-bought horses 

57 . Er-chun is taught how to compromise with Gui-ying 

58 . Er-chun compromises with Gui-ying 

59 . Er-chun meets Xi-wang, Jin-qiao, and Sun You in town 

60. At the village entrance 

61. Old Uncle Geng tells Xi-wang to go home 

62 . Xi-wang is back home 

63 . A talk between Shuang-shuang and Xi-wang 

64 . Xi-wang's big character poster 

65 . Jin-qiao is criticized 

66. Er-chun and Gui-ying tease Xi-wang 

67 . Xi-wang's loving confession to Shuang-shuang 

The natural conversational database consists of 2029 

clauses and covers 38 events, which are listed below. The full 

original text (excluding sensitive personal information) is 

included as Appendices D (Pin Yin) and E (English). 
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The Natural Conversational Data--Event Division 

Event No. 

la. Sharing answers to exam questions in class 

2a. Conflict between children 

3 . Haiirpin 

lb. Sharing answers to exam questions in class 

4 . Math teaching in the U.S. 

5a. Word meaning 

6a. Recording (2 sentences) 

7a. Being sick 

8a. Steaming pear 

7b. Being sick 

9. Asian Olympic Games 

5b. Word meaning 

10 . 96 World Olympic Games 

8b. Steaming pear 

11. Situation in China 

12a. Tutor 

13. One sentence insertion (You can't see me.) 

12b. Tutor 

6b. Recording (1 sentence) 

12c. Tutor 

14. Taking the pear from the pot 

(list continues) 
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The Natural Conversational Data--Event Division (list 

continued) 

Event No. 

15a. Boiling and drinking water 

12d. Tutor 

16. One sentence insertion (I will eat myself.) 

17. Bringing stuff from China 

18. Someone going back to China 

19a. Opening a company 

15b. Boiling and drinking water 

19b. Opening a company 

20a. Dreaming of becoming prosperous 

15c. Boiling and drinking water 

20b. Dreaming of becoming prosperous 

21. Real estate market 

22a. Stocks 

23. One sentence insertion (Put there) 

22b. Stocks 

24. Engaging in studies 

2b. Conflict between children 

25. Finding a job 

2c. Conflict between children 

26. Teaching job 

(list continues) 



The Natural Conversational Data--Event Division 

concinued) 

Event No. 

2 7. Age 

28. Marriage 

29. Getting the car fixed 

30. Buying a car 

15d. Boiling and drinking water (1 sentence) 

31. Schedule 

32. Dissertation and conference presentation paper writing 

33. Selected course in Western Civilization 

34. Accounting Department enrollment requirements 

35. Accounting Program 

36. Statistics Program 

37. Credit transfer 

38. Assistantship 

A comparison between the two types of data with respect 

to event division is summarized in Table 3.1: 
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Table 3 .1 

Event Division 

106 

Data Type One-Time Discontinuous 

Planned Conversation 

Spontaneous Conversation 

64 

27 

3 

11 

As we can see, the planned language in the movie data 

contains many changes of topic or other communicative 

components. It, however, does not contain any one-sentence 

intrusive events, and, compared with the spontaneous 

conversational data, contains fewer discontinuous events. 

3.2.2.2 Clause Division 

Clause instead of sentence was applied as the basic unit 

division for data quantification purposes for two primary 

reasons: reliability and applicability. First, generally 

speaking, sentence division in Chinese is vague and ambiguous 

when compared with languages like English. Far more commas are 

used in writing the language. This may be exemplified by 

punctuations in the following dialogue from Li. Shuang-shuang 

by Shuang-shuang {p. 156) 

®In all the illustration sentences in 3.2.2.2, the null 
elements from the original Chinese data, if relevant to the 
cited position, are given their appropriate overt form and put 
in square brackets in both the Chinese and English translation 
sentences. The null elements irrelevant to the cited position 
are put in parentheses instead. Referents are underlined if 
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(3.1) Wo3 hai2 zhi3 dang4 ni3 mei2 you3 hui2 lai2, ni3 
ji4 ran2 hui2 lai2 le, zen3 mo bu2 hui4 xianl ba3 
x-u.̂  x̂ict̂  rwd̂ u. f j o.vj.'x û.cixxu. û.ci.xx̂  oxxciixx̂ *x 

guol ye3 kuai4 yil dian3 ya! 

I thought you were not back. Since you were home, 
why didn't you poke the fire on. It would be faster 
even if you had put water in the pot I 

The three English sentences in the translation were but 

one sentence in the original Chinese scenario, punctuated by 

three commas and ending in an exclamation mark. Whereas the 

English punctuation here is also a possible option for 

Chinese, there are multiple possibilities; but clause 

divisions in both languages are similar and unambiguous. 

Clause here is defined as a linguistic structure consisting of 

at least one verb and a potential subject NP in overt or 

dropped form. 

The tendency to use commas has resulted in considerable 

disagreement among native speakers of Chinese with regard to 

sentence divisions. One interesting example cited in the 

Introduction of Tsao (1990) may well illustrate our point 

here. Tsao conducted an experiment in which 18 native speakers 

of Chinese were asked to mark punctuations for four written 

paragraphs, two in English and two in Chinese. The result with 

included in the cited sentence. Actual names of participants 
in the natural conversational data are replaced with uppercase 
letters (e.g., A, B, C) in order to preserve subjects' 
anonymity. All of the illustrative sentences in this chapter 
and in Chapter 4, except for (4.82), are from the data of this 
study. Appendix A provides information to identify which 
corpus each illustrative sentence is from. 
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regard to their use of periods, as summarized in Table 3.2, 

reveals, on the one hand, considerable dxsagrssinent ainong the 

subjects and between the subjects and the original authors of 

the two Chinese paragraphs and, on the other hand, 

considerable agreement among the subjects and between the 

subjects and the original authors of the English paragraphs, 

despite the fact that the subjects' English proficiency is far 

from native. 

Table 3 .2 

Punctuation Markings on 2 English and 2 Chinese Paragraphs 
(from Tsao, 1990, p. x) 

Chinese English 
I II III IV 

# of sentences in original passage 12 6 5 

Students' average # of sentences 2.53 3.82 5.49 4.94 

Range 1-4 2-5 4-6 3-6 

# of students who agree with 
the original author 11 8 6 

In addition, the present study includes application of 

Givon's (1983a, 1985, 1989) model for discourse analysis, 

where clause is the basic unit for data quantification. 

Short repeated clauses, finished or not, are counted 

differently in this study. Purposive repetition as in (3.2) is 
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counted as a separate clause: 

(3.2) [wis]2 lai2, [ni3j guo4 lai2, [niSj guo4 lai2.^ (3 
clauses) 

Come, come here, come here. 

Slip-of-the-tongue or unintentional repetition is not 

counted as a separate clause (3.3): 

(3.3) [Tal] jiu4 kao3, kao3 shi4 ma. (1 clause) 

[He] just took, took the exam. 

Repetition of an unfinished clause with the verb and the 

NP completed is counted as a separate clause if some modifying 

element was added or taken out during the repetition: 

(3.4) Wo3 jiu4 jue2 de, wo3 jue2 de ... (2 clauses) 

I just think, I think ... 

Respectively, 2011 and 2029 clauses are found in the 

planned and the natural conversational data. 

3.2.2.3 Occurrences of Actual ZAs 

Actual zero anaphors are coded for both the planned film 

dialogues and the spontaneous conversation using the following 

categorical system. 

3.2.2.3.1 Location of ZAs 

Clause type. In coding the syntactic positions in which 

^The subject positions of all three clauses could well be 
filled in Chinese and still read naturally, but not in 
English; thus the English translation without the overt 
subjects. 
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zero anaphora occurs, clause type instead of sentence type is 

used umforinly for reasons discussed above. General clause 

types include declarative. interrogative. and imperative. 

Under declarative. active and passive clauses are listed 

separately. Under the imperative clause type, request and 

order are further distinguished, based on degree of 

politeness. Under interrogative. question and request are 

listed separately to distinguish between genuine questions and 

requests in question form. 

Since clause is used as the basic unit for distance 

measurement and location boundary for ZA in this study, the 

dropped tal and ni3 in (3.5) are counted as subjects of 

declarative and imperative clauses respectively: 

(3.5) [Tal] hui2 dao4 jial, [ni3] j iu4 rang4 tal zuo4 
ti2 . 

Once [he] gets home, [you] just ask him to do the 
math. 

Syntactic position. This category includes subject, 

object, BA+object, possessive, and the pre-zii i 'self 

position. BA+obj. refers to ZA in fronted objects, which, if 

expressed explicitly, would take either of two positions: (1) 

sentence initial position (the topic position) or the 

preverbal BA construction position. BA+obj. is used for this 

category to differentiate preposed object in the topic 

position from sentence or discourse topic. 

The category 0 + zii i is used for the ZAs occurring in the 
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pre-zii i position, where ziii is a neutral term denoting the 

^oixucpu <^1. acxj- ciiiQ uxic pj.v^iiouii pcii u v^cii.i.y xiiy xiii-oJ-iiiciuxoii oj. 

person and number is null. This treatment of Chinese 

reflexives differs from the analysis by Tang (1989) and C.-T. 

J. Huang and Tang (1991) . In their syntactically-oriented 

analysis, C.-T. J. Huang and Tang distinguish Chinese 

reflexives between the bare form ziii 'self and the compound 

form pronoun+zii i (e.g., himself). They maintain that in 

Chinese, only a subject NP is allowed to serve as an 

antecedent. They argue that Chinese compound reflexives take 

local antecedents, whereas the bare form may take a remote 

antecedent outside its governing category, provided that the 

antecedent agrees in person and number features with all 

possible candidates located closer to the bare form. This 

analysis does not work well for the purpose of the present 

study in some important respects. First, the present study 

investigates all aspects of ZAs including their distribution 

and interpretation. The pre-ziii position can readily be 

filled by pronouns whose reference identification depends on 

linguistic and/or extralinguistic information. Thus, looking 

at the "bare" ziii form as consisting of a null pronoun plus 

the overt zii i makes it possible to account for this 

phenomenon together with similar phenomena as exhibited in 

other ZA. Second, the subject orientation account of Chinese 

reflexives offered by the syntactic analysis is not inclusive 
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enough to explain the uses of ziii found in the present study. 

In the sentence "Xisng^ nx3 E, [nxS] zx4 jx3 dex3 zhusl" (As 

for your E, [your]self should take care of", for example, the 

antecedent takes the object determiner position instead of the 

subject position. Lastly, and most importantly, the reference 

identification of zii i may depend on extralinguistic or 

situational information rather than on textual information. In 

this regard, a syntactically-oriented analysis will fall 

short. 

Both syntactic position and clause type categories are 

illustrated by example sentences below: 

In subject position: 

(3.6a) Declarative (active): 

[Ni3] rang4 S chul qian2 a. 

[You] ask S to pay. 

(3.6b) Declarative (passive); 

Xiao3 zu3 yu4 sai4 [tal men] jiu4 tao2 tai4 guangl 
le. 

[They] were eliminated in the group preliminary 
match. 

(3.6c) Interrogative (question): 

Gui-ving. Iai2, [ni3] shang4 nar3 ya? 

Gui-ving, come over here. Where are [you] going? 

(3.6d) Interrogative (request): 
Not found. 

(3.6e) Imperative (request): 

Xi-wang Sao3 Zi. hou4 shang3 qu4 gongl di4 [ni3] 
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j iao4 wo3 . 

 ̂̂  ̂ X ̂   ̂ r w » » T T T  ̂ t » • « \ Oxoucx~xii.~ijq.vV Ax~WctixMr ~ ^ Lywu.j S-.CIXX mc xx v/wu./ 

the work-site in the afternoon. 

(3.6f) Imperative (order): 

Zui4 hou4 yil tiao2, [ni3] zuo4 shi4 dei3 fang4 
dianr3 ren2 qing2, ... 

Last, [you] take into consideration of people's 
relationships in whatever (you) do, ... 

In object position: 

(3.7a) Declarative (active): 

Ni3 shuol (ni3) bu2 jiao4 [wo3] chil, (na4) j iu4 
xing2 le? 

So you said (you) would not let [me] eat, (that) 
would do? 

(3.7b) Imperative (request):® 

Ai, ke3 zhe4 ci4 (tal men) duol zhan4 gongl fenl 
jiu4 shi4 tal ji4 de. Bu2 guo4 Liu Shul Ji4 a! Ni3 
qu4 diao4 cha2, (ni3) ke3 bu4 neng2 yi2 yang4 kan4 
dai4 [tal men] . Wo3 men nei4 yil kou3 zi ya, tal 
shi4 ge 'ping2 guangl jing4'. 

Well, they got more workpoints than they should 
this time. It's he who wrote it down for them. But 
Party Secretary Liu, you may do an investigation. 
(You) should not look at [them] the same way. That 
man of mine, he is *plain glasses'. 

In BA+obiect position: 

(3.8a) Declarative (active) 

Xiao-ju: Zan2 men j ial jil zi you4 xia4 dan4 le, 
wo3 tingl jian4 jiao4 le. 

Our hen has laid another egg, I heard it. 

^This category is not found in the unplanned 
conversational data. 
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Shuang: Mai ma [ba3 tal] gei3 ni3 zhu3 zhu3 chil. 

Muiniriy wxll boxl [it] for you. 

(3.8b) Interrogative (question):' 

Ni [ba3 zhei4 xie] wang3 na3 li3 kang2 a? 

Where are you taking [these]? 

No examples were found of other clause types with ZA in 

object or BA+object positions. 

In possessive position: 

(3.9) Declarative (active): 

Gui-ying: Gao3 shui3 li4 hua4 wo3 men ye3 you3 yil 
f en4 . 

We should have a part in the irrigation 
construction. 

Qing Yi: He! [Ni3 men de] kou3 qi4 hai2 bu4 xiao3. 

Hey! [Your] words are boasting. 

No examples were found of ZA in possessive position in 

other clause types. 

In pre-ziii 'self position: 

(3.10a) Declarative (active): 

Ni3 ye3 bu4 hao3, ni3 shi4 zhi3 gu4 [ni3] zi4 ji3 
bu4 guan3 bie2 ren2! 

You are not good, either. You just concern about 
[your]self and not others! 

(3.10b) Imperative (request): 

Suo3 yi3 shuol ya, xiang4 ni3 E, [ni3] zi4 ji3 yao4 
zhual. 

'This category is not found in the unplanned 
conversational data. 
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So (I) say, like your E, [your]self should urge. 

No examples were found cf ZA in pre-zjj_i ^self position 

in other clause types. 

Table 3.3 shows categories of ZA in terms of clause type 

and syntactic location 10 

Table 3.3 

Cateaories of ZA in Terms of Clause Tvpe and Svntactic 
Location 

Clause Type 
Subject Obiect 

Obj. BA+Obj. 
Possessive 0+ziji 

Declarative 
Active 
Passive 

X 
X 

X X X X 

Interrogative 
Question 
Request 

X X 

Imperative 
Request 
Order 

X 
X 

X X 

3.2.2.3.2 Discourse Context of ZAs 

Location. This category is comprised of the general 

locations endophoric (the referent of the ZA is located in the 

textual discourse), and exophoric (the referent of the ZA is 

not to be found in the text) . Under endophoric are two 

'°In all the tables in this section, an "x" indicates that 
actual occurrences of ZA are found in that category. 
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subcategories: anaphoric. indicated by the symbol «- (the 

j.CJ.cXoixu ^Xcv^cvaco i^xxo ^.n./ / axxv^ s,>ctc.ct̂ xxv̂ j- xv̂  ̂ u.xx\^j.wcic.c:vu. uxxc 

symbol -» (the ZA precedes its referent) . The referent of a 

cataphoric ZA must be located within a discourse turn, or it 

is not treated as an instance of cataphora, as illustrated in 

(3.11) : 

(3.11) A to D: [Ni3] you4 za3 le? 

What happened to [you] again? 

E: Tal chongl xia4 lai2 le. 

She dashed down. 

Tal in Speaker E's remark cannot be the referent of the 

ZA in Speaker A's question, though pragmatically the common 

reference is understood. 

Distance. The concept of distance here is structure-

oriented, based on the clause unit. This category includes 

within clause, previous or following clause, and more remote 

mention. Previous or following clause refers to a ZA whose 

referent occurs in the immediately preceding or succeeding 

clause. More remote mention is used when the referent is to be 

found at least two clauses prior to or following the clause 

where the ZA occurs. 

Exophoric ZA is situational and thus the distance between 

the ZA and its referent is not measurable by clause unit. I 

use immediate context (t), non-immediate context (t), and 

partial-immediate context (i) categories to code discourse 
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context information on exophoric-referring ZA. Immediate 

context refers to ZA with a referent which can be accessed via 

sight or hearing in the speech setting, whereas the referent 

for non-immediate context is not to be found in the 

conversation setting. The former is further categorized 

according to AAA (addresser and/or addressee and/or audience) 

or 'others' to differentiate between [+animate] and [-

animate]. Partial-immediate context includes ZA whose meaning 

scope covers people or objects (usually generic) both present 

and absent from the setting of conversation. 

In coding exophoric ZA, judgement about true textual and 

false textual reference is needed. By this I mean the cases 

where the overt form of some reference is locatable in the 

textual discourse but it does not serve as the true referent. 

Take the following conversation excerpt among Xiao-ju (the 

daughter) , Xi-wang (the father) , and Shuang-shuang (the 

mother) from the movie data as an example: 

(3.12) Xi-wang: Xiao Ju, ni3 ba4 ba gei3 ni3 zuo4 de 
mian4 tiao2, hao3 chil bu4 hao3 chil? 

Xiao Ju, do the noodles your Daddy cooked 
for you taste good? 

Xiao Ju: (innocently) Bu4 hao3 chil. Ni3 kan4 ni3 
gan3 de mian4 tiao2 zhe4 mo cul. 
(gesturing with her fingers) 

No. Look, the noodles you cooked are this 
thick. 

Xi-wang: (disappointedly) A, bu4 hao3 chil, ni3 
hai2 ti2 yi4 jian4 ne! 
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Well, (they) are not good. You even raise 
unfavored opinion! 

Shuang: (entering the room) [Ni3] zen3 mo you4 
genl Xiao Ju chao3 jia4 la? 

Are [you] having a quarrel with Xiao-ju 
again? 

Here, the reference of ni3 'you' in Shuang-shuang's question 

is considered more based on the arguing situation between 

Xiao-ju and Xi-wang, and the fact that Shuang-shuang is facing 

Xi-wang physically in addressing the question. Thus ni3 'you' 

was coded as (:) instead of textual. There are many places 

where the nonovertly expressed elements, though semantically 

coreferential with some explicitly expressed elements in the 

macro discourse, are not referentially dependent on those 

overtly encoded elements for interpretation. They are omitted 

for extralinguistic reasons. Such ZA, thus, is coded as 

exophoric rather than endophoric. 

There is a group of ZAs defined as summairv. where the 

referent is not a single expression but a complete description 

of something or somebody, or a speech, which consists of 

clauses, sentences, or even paragraphs. Distance between such 

a referent and the ZA is counted ending at the last clause 

which includes the referent. 

The categories of ZA by discourse context is given in 

Table 3.4. 
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Table 3.4 

00 C.C-A.L, KJX. 

Endophoric Exophoric 
Distance Ana. («-) Cata. (-») 

Within Clause X X 

Previous or Following Clause X X 

More Remote Mention X X 

Immediate Context (t) AAA X 

Immediate Context (t) Others X 

Non-Immediate Context ( T )  X  

Partial-Immediate Context (>t) X  

Note. In this table, Ana. and Cata. refer to anaphoric and 

cataphoric ZA, respectively. 

In order to examine relative syntactic locations of ZAs 

and their antecedents, endophoric ZAs [excluding summary (the 

definition is given in 3.2.2.3.4), cataphoric, and multiple-

whole (the definition is given in 3.2.2.3.3) ZAs] are further 

put into two general categories: syntactically maintained and 

syntactically shifted. The former refers to those ZAs which 

occupy the same type of syntactic slot as that of their 

antecedents. The latter contrastively refers to ZAs which 

occupy different syntactic slots than their antecedents. 

To investigate the characteristics of zero anaphora in 
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hierarchical versus sequential discourse structures, 

endophoric ZAs in the s^Titactically maintained and the 

syntactically shifted groups are subcategorized into initial 

and continuing groups. By the initial group, I mean ZAs which 

occur for the first time in discourse, and the continuing 

group refers to ZAs with coreferential entries already 

occurring in null forin previously. 

Table 3.5 shows categories of ZA in terms of within or 

across event divisions. It gives a breakdown by distance for 

more remote mention ZAs. Across event includes ZAs whose 

referents are to be found across event boundaries. 

Table 3.5 

More Remote Mention of Endophoric ZA 

Within Event Across Event 
Distance Anaphoric Cataphoric Anaphoric Cataphoric 

1.5 clauses x 

2 clauses x 

2.5 clauses x 

3 clauses x 

The intermediate . 5 clause values shown in Table 3.5 

result from the type of ZA which stands in multiple-whole 
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semantic relationship with its referent. In other words, it 

has a two-part referent located in two separate clauses. When 

such ZAs are found, the distance between the ZA and its two-

part referent is calculated by adding the number of clauses 

between both parts of the referent and then dividing by two. 

In the following dialogue, for example, the ZA tal men 'they' 

refers to both wo3 xiao3 shen3 zi *my little auntie' which is 

two clauses away and Sunl You2 lao3 po2 'Sunyou's wife' in the 

previous clause. The calculated distance from the ZA and its 

referent thus is 1.5 clauses. 

(3.13) Child: Xi-wang Shul, wo3 xiao3 shen3 zi zai4 
jiel shang4 he2 ren2 jial chao3 jia4 ne! 

Uncle Xi-wang, mv little auntie is 
quarrelling with somebody on the street. 

Xi-wang: He! (Tal) he2 shei2 chao3 jia4? 

What! Who is she quarrelling with? 

Child: He2 Sun You lao3 po2, [tal men] chao3 de 
ke3 xiongl la! 

With Sun You's wife, [they] are 
quarrelling badly. 

Mean Distance is also reported. It is calculated by: (1) 

multiplying each clause distance with the ZA frequency in each 

given clause distance category; (2) adding up the products 

across all clause distance categories in the table; and (3) 

dividing the sum by the total frequency across all clause 

categories in the table. For example, if three ZAs are found 

with their referents at a 2-clause distance and four ZAs are 
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found with their referents at a 3-clause distance, the mean 

distance then wxll be 2.6 as shown in the fontiuia. 

3x2 + 4x3 
= 2.6 

3+4 

Illustrative sentences for discourse contexts of ZA 

elements are given below in (3.14) and (3.15): 

Endophoric ZA: 

(3.14a) Anaphoric within clause: 

Lao3 Ceng Bo2, [ni3] zhe4 mo zao3 jiu4 tao4 li2 la! 

Old Uncle Gena. [you] start ploughing so early! 

(3.14b) Anaphoric in previous clause: 

An3 Sao3 Zi ke3 zhenl bu2 cuo4, [tal] shi4 hou4 ni3 
duol zhoul dao4. 

Mv Sister-in-Law is really good, [she] waits on you 
so whole-heartedly. 

(3.14c) Anaphoric within event in more remote mention (5 
clauses): 

Wo3 shuol de2 guo2 ren2 xie3 lei yil ge, yil, yil 
ben3 shul a. Jiu4 shi4 yu4 yan2 j iangl lai2 zhei4 
ge shi4 jie4 da4 zhan4 shen2 mo shi2 hou4 bao4 fal, 
di4 qiu2 shen2 mo shi2 hou4 hui3 mie4. [Wo3] j iu4 
gei3 tal jiang3. 

X said that the German wrote a, a, a book, just to 
predict when the world war will break out in the 
future, and when the earth will be destroyed. [I] 
just told him. 

(3.14d) Cataphoric within clause: 

[Ni3]" kan4 ni3 nei4 ge shou3, ren2 jial xie3 2i4 

"Such Chinese imperative sentences both with or without 
the overt subject will sound equally natural, though it would 
sound awkward with the overt subject in English conversation. 
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wang3 zhi3 shang4 xie3, ni3 zen3 mo xie3 dao4 shou3 
shang4 lai2 la 1 

[You] look at your hand. People write on paper. How 
come you write all over your hand! 

(3.14e) Cataphoric in following clause: 

Gongl fenl, gongl fenl, [tal men] jiu4 zhil dao4 
zheng4 gongl fenl, jiao4 tal men lai2 li2 (tal men) 
jiu4 zhil dao4 le. 

Workpoints, workpoints, [they] just look at 
workpoints. Assign them to plough and (they) would 
know. 

(3.14f) Cataphoric within event in more remote mention (2 
clauses) : 

[Tal] ba3 nei4 ge Nan2 Chao2 Xian3 you3 yil ge bao3 
chi2 Ya4 Yun4 Hui4 sanl qianl mi3 ji4 lu4 de zhei4 
ge ren2 gei3 chaol le. Tal ba3 Ya4 Yun4 Hui4 j i4 
lu4 doul po4 le. 

[He] even surpasses the rival from South Korea who 
had maintained the Asian Olympic Games record. He 
even broke the record of the Asian Olympic Games. 

(3.14g) Anaphoric across event in more remote mention (4 
and 5 clauses respectively) : 

B: Ran2 hou4 wo3 jiu4 zi4 ji3 hua4 tu2 zhi3. 
(Wo3) hai2 hua4 le hao3 duol. Ran2 hou4, ... 

Then I. made the drawing of the building, and 
(I) made a lot. 

A: Shui3 kail le. (Ni3) ba3 huo3 yil guanl. 

The water is boiling. Turn off the stove. 

B: Tu2 zhi3 [wo3] hua4 hao3 le. Zui4 hou4 [wo3] 
you4 xiang3 zhe yao4 gai4 lou2 fang2. 

'"This category is found only in the spontaneous 
conversational data and not in the planned conversation. 

'^This category is also found only in the spontaneous 
conversational data and not in the planned conversation. 
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[I] made the drawings. Finally [I] thought 
about constructing the building. 

(3.14h) Cataphoric across event in more remote mention: 
Not found. 

Exophoric ZA: 

(3.15a) Immediate context (AAA): 

[Wo3] tingl shuol ni3 mal zai4 cheng2 li3 gei3 ni3 
zhao3 gongl zuo4 ne? 

[I] was told that your mom is looking for a job for 
you in the city? 

(3.15b) Immediate context (others): 

Wo3 [ba3 zhei4 xie] '•* gei3 da4 huor3 song4 qu4. 

I will take [these] to people. 

(3.15c) Non-immediate context: 

GMAT'^ [tal men] zai4 gei3 (wo3), duol gei3 (wo3) 
shang4 shi2 fenrl. 

The GMAT test, if [they]'® gave (me), gave (me) 
more, ten more points. 

(3.15d) Partial-immediate context: 

Zhe4 nao3 li4 lao2 dong4 huor2 [ni3]" ke3 bu4 
neng2 gan4. 

'•^This is from the planned conversational data, where 
2hei4 xie referring to sickles is not mentioned at all in the 
dialogue text. However, the background explanation and 
dialogue indicate that they are there in the dialogue setting. 

'^GMAT stands for Graduate Management Admission Test. 

'®This is from the spontaneous conversation where tal men 
referring to people who administered and scored the test of 
GMAT was not found. 

'^Here ni3 'you' has a generic reference including both 
the addresser and addressee in the conversational setting on 
the one hand, and people not in the setting in general. 
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3.2.2.3.3 Semantic Relation 

Semantic relation here refers to the relation between the 

semantic reference (s) of the ZA and its referent. The 

references of ZAs and their referents do not always stand in 

a one-to-one relation. The following different types of 

relationship between the reference of a ZA and that of its 

referent, or between a ZA and its referent, are distinguished: 

(1) the reference of the ZA and that of its referent are the 

same {whole/whole or identical); (2) the reference of the ZA 

is only a portion of that of its referent (•) or the reference 

of the referent is a portion of that of the ZA (<) ; (3) two 

ZAs occurring in the same clause share the same referent (; 

and (4) the ZA finds multiple referents in two split parts 

(^). The symbols in parentheses are used for coding. 

For the multiple-whole type of relation (=j ) between the 

ZA and its referent, clause distance is calculated by adding 

the distance between all multiple parts of the referent and 

the ZA, and then dividing the sum by the number of the 

multiple parts. This calculation results in some distance 

values including .5, such as 1.5 or 2.5. 

Table 3.6 gives categories of semantic relations between 

ZAs and their referents. 
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Table 3.6 

Seuiantxc Relatixon Bguwegn ZAs and. Tlieiir RefeirenLs 

Null Element Type 
Referent Type Whole Part Multiple 

Whole identical (x) • (x) [= 

Part < (x) 

Multiple =1 (x) 

ZAs actually found in the database for this study in the 

types marked by (x) in Table 3.6 include the following (the ZA 

is preceded by its referent in the expressions of this 

relationship): 

Whole-whole/identical: 

(3.16) Wo 3 yao4 yuan4 yi4 [wo3] j iu4 bu4 lai2 2hao3 ni3 

le. 

If 1 were willing, [I] would not have come to you. 

Part-whole: 

(3.17) Da4 huo3 kan4 kan [zan2 men] gei3 Jin-qiao jial 
ping2 ji3 bai3 fenl? 

What's your opinion if [we] give Jin-qiao's family 
several hundred points? 

'®This category is not found in the spontaneous 
conversational data. Here the referent da4 huor3 'you' 
includes everybody at the meeting where the issue was 
discussed but the speaker himself, whereas the null expression 
of zan2 men 'we' would include himself as well. 
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Multiple-whole: 

(3.18} Child: Xi-wang Shul, wo3 xiao3 shen3 zi zai4 
jiel shang4 he2 ren2 jial chao3 jia4 ne1 

Uncle Xi-wang, my little auntie is 
quarrelling with somebody on the street. 

Xi-wang: He! (Tal) he2 shei2 chao3 jia4? 

What I Who is she c[uarrelling with? 

Child: He2 Sun You lao3 po2. [tal men] chao3 de 
ke3 xiongl la! 

With Sun You's wife. [they] 
quarrelling badly. 

are 

This example was used in (3.13) previously to explain how 

the intermediate .5 clause value in terms of referential 

distance resulted from multiple-whole ZA. 

Whole-part: 

(3.19) Wo3 men zhe4 you3 guil ding4, [wo3] bu4 neng2 sui2 
bian4 lal. 

We have regulations. [I] am not supposed to carry 
anything without permission. 

Exophoric ZAs are not included in Table 3.6 (Semantic 

Relation Between ZAs and Their Referents). 

3.2.2.3.4 Roles and Features of ZAs 

This category embraces a wide range of information 

contained in the unexpressed elements in terms of 

traditionally recognized categories such as person, number, 

and [±animate]. In addition, it includes an adaptation of the 

taxonomy defined and used in Halliday and Hasan's (1976) and 
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Halliday's (1985) functional model for reference studies,'^ 

wixiCiTi asoxgns speecii roles to partxcxpants and objects 

involved in a speech event. Alterations are made in some 

significant ways to accommodate the ZA information which 

emerges from the data in the current study. Major adaptations 

include the following: 

Roles. In Halliday and Hasan's (1976) model, two speech 

roles are assigned, that is, the addresser or the speaker and 

the addressee or the hearer, distinguishable by first person 

and second person division. Any other parties, human or 

nonhuman, involved in the speech event but not covered by 

these two speech roles are considered other roles. The present 

study identifies the [+animate] third person singular or 

plural to be a third possibility for the speech role category, 

dependent on whether the entity is present or absent from the 

conversational setting. If present in the setting, the third 

person is involved as audience being assigned a speech role by 

the speaker, and as otherwise if not in the setting. 

In addition to this alteration, a new category other 

functions is added, parallel with speech roles and other 

roles, to include the deictic and summairy types of ZA. This is 

included because the deictic type of reference may go across 

many categories within other roles such as [±animate], 

''See 2.5. for a detailed summary of this functional 
model. 
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collective/mass/countable, and singular/plural. To scatter 

this gi'oup under all other roles subcategories might diminish 

the discovery of new patterning in its own right. 

Animacv. Whereas [+animate] is assigned to speech roles. 

both [+animate] and [-animate] are assigned to other roles 

depending on the ZA content; no specified value of this 

dichotomy is assigned to the other function category. 

Person. In addition to the traditional person divisions, 

i.e. first/second/third person, impersonal is used in the 

current study for the [-animate] category. 

The traditional gender dichotomy used in Halliday and 

Hasan's (1976) functional model is not included in this 

analysis, because in oral speech Chinese does not distinguish 

gender in pronouns. 

Number/scope. The traditional concept of number is 

considered to be too restrictive for the purpose of this study 

which differentiates among speech participant individuals or 

groups whose roles vary from addresser to addressee and to 

audience. This study also differentiates between specific and 

generic reference of EC contents and in such cases, the 

singular/plural concept seems to be insufficient to cover the 

information accurately. Therefore, I add both number and scope 

to label the quantitative information concerning participants 

and objects involved in the speech event. 

Speech roles in the plural may refer to either purely 
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addresser, addressee, and audience, or addresser, addressee, 

and audxsncs coiubxiisd wxtii pcOpXe not present in tne 

conversation event (others) . For example, if the speaker omits 

a subject which may be filled by 'we', this 'we' may be the 

speaker plus other people in the conversational setting, or 

other people absent from the setting. The onlv/plus 

distinction is used to denote such difference. Number/Scope 

also includes count and mass for [-animate] , the former 

further divided into singular and plural. 

Under the speech role of addressee, two subcategories are 

defined: addressee ni3 in the specific sense and addressee ni3 

having a generic referent. 

The category collective includes the type of ZA whose 

referent is usually a full noun denoting members of people in 

a collective unit such as iial 'family' , dui4 'brigade' , gongl 

she4 'commune', gonal xiaol she4 'supply and marketing 

cooperative', and so on. Such ZAs could be filled with 'we' , 

'you', or 'they' depending on the content of the conversation. 

No further differentiation is made by the person feature in 

this categojry, since the collective feature of the type of ZAs 

is considered more salient. 

Summarv is different from any other types of ZA in that 

it refers to the zero anaphors whose reference is to be found 

not in a single unit of human or object, but a whole textual 

description of something or somebody. I have put both deictic 
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and summar-y in their respective separate category under other 

functxon for oiuservation of their distnijution, frscjuency, and 

other potentially interesting characteristics. 

The summary category is counted as whole-whole in Table 

3.6 (Semantic Relation Between ZAs and Their Referents), 

because the semantic reference of a ZA (the overall 

description of somebody or something) is considered to equate 

with that of its referent defined as summary. Any ZA position 

with a summary referent, and which can be filled with 2he4 

'this' or na4 'that', is not further differentiated. 

Table 3 .7 displays categories of ZA in terms of roles and 

features. 
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Table 3.7 

CatecrcJTxes o£ 2A. ILIA T'exius of Roles an^ Peatmres 

Role Animacy 
Feature 

Person Number/Scope 

Speech Roles +Animate 1st Addresser 

Addresser+ Addressee 

Addressee 
& Others 

Others Cnly 

2nd Addressee Specific 

Generic 

Addressee+ 

3rd Audience Singular 

Plural 

Audience+ 

Other Roles +Animate 3rd Singular 

Plural 

lst/2nd/ Collective 
3rd 

-Animate Impersonal Count Singular 

Plural 

Mass 

Other Functions Deictic 

Summary 

Examples (3.20) to (3.22) illustrate the categories in 

Table 3.7: 
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Speech roles: [+animate] 

(3 • 2 Ca / r^ddresser only**^ f ̂.r51 person i 

[Wo3] ye3 gao3 bu4 dongS tal wei4 shen2 mo hui4 
xuan3 zhei4 ge wen2 xue2 ke4. 

[I] don't understand why she should take the 
literature course. 

(3.20b) Addresser plus addressee, first person: 

Wo3 men 2he4 wu3 shi2 wan4 zai4 qu4 raai3 dianr3 
fang2 zi chul zul, ran2 hou4 [wo3 men] qu4 huan2 
tal de dai4 kuan3. 

With this $500,000 we can still buy some houses for 
lease, then [we] return his loans. 

(3.20c) Addresser plus addressee and others, first person: 

Dangl ran2 wo3 kan4 j ian4 le, [wo3 men]-" sai4 mai4 
nei4 yil tianl, zai4 changS li3 ni3 beil le yil ba3 
sao4 shu beil dao4 ni3 jial, ... 

Of course I did. The day [we] evaporated the wheat 
in the sun, you took a broom from the yard and 
carried it home, ... 

(3.20d) Addresser plus others only, first person: 

..., [wo3 men]-' fenl jul liang3 di4. 

..., [we] lived in two places. 

(3.20e) Addressee only specific, second person: 

Nei4 ge ji4 suan4 jil [ni3] rang4 tal qu4 yong4 ba. 

-°Here the null element wo3 men 'we' is exophoric, not 
mentioned in the context. It refers to people including the 
addresser, the addressee, some audience at the dialogue 
setting, and some people absent from the speech event setting-
-all those who participated in the commune collective work in 
evaporating the wheat. 

-'Wo3 men 'we' here refers to the addresser and his wife 
who was in another city at the time of the talk. 
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[You] let her use the computer. 

(3.2Gf) Addressee only generic, second person: 

[Ni3] bu4 du2 nei3 jial shul bu2 ren4 na3 jial zi4. 

[You] don't know what (you) haven't learned. 

(3.20g) Addressee plus, second person: 

Yil wo3 shuol, [ni3 men] ̂ yue4 shi4 mang2 yue4 
shi4 dai3 shi2 xing2 an4 lao2 fenl pei4, ... 

In my opinion, the busier [you] are, the more (you) 
should stick to the based-on-work distribution 
system. 

(3.20h) Audience only singular, third person: 

Zan2 men da4 huor3 j i4 ran2 xuan3 le Shuancr Shuana 
dangl dui4 zhang3, (zan2 men) jiu4 yao4 tingl tal 
de 2hi3 huil. Pi3 ru2 shuol, ming2 tianl [tal] pai4 
wo3 de huo2, na4 wo3 j iu4 yao4 qu4 gan4. 

Since we elect Shuana-shuang the Brigade Leader, 
(we) should obey her orders. For instance, whatever 
work [she] sends me to do tomorrow, I will do it. 

(3.20i) Audience only plural, third person: 

Wo3 kan4 a! Zhei4 yil hui2 vou3 xiel ren2 de bing4 
jiu4 ke3 yi3 zhi4 le, chul gongl shi2 [tal men] ̂ 
zai4 bu2 hui4 shuol: 

I think, some people's diseases are cured this 
time. When asked to work, [they] will no longer 
say: 

(3.20j) Audience plus, third person: 
Not found. 

"Here ni3 men *you' refers to the addressees as well as 
some people not in the setting of conversation. 

^Here, tal men 'they' refers to people in the setting of 
the speech event. 
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Other roles: 

(3 .2Xa) LeJ f thxrd persorir s^n^xixari 

[Tal] xiul bu2 xia4 lai2. 

[She] cannot handle (the course). 

(3.21b) [+Aniraate], third person, plural: 

[Tal men] cong2 tou2 kan4 dao4 wei3. 

[They] watch from beginning to end. 

(3.21c) [+Animate], lst/2nd/3rd person, collective: 

Jin-giao iial li3 que4 shi2 you3 dian3 kun4 nan2, 
xian4 zai4 [tal men] lian2 chil yao4 de qian2 ye3 
mei2 you3, ... 

Jin-giao's family do have difficulties. [They] 
don't even have the money to get medicine. 

(3.21d) [-Animate], impersonal, count, singular: 

Bie2 kan4 tal yil gan3 bi3 xiao3, [ta] dianl qi3 
lai2 bi3 chu2 ba4 zi hai2 zhong4. 

Don't think it's just a little pen, [it] is heavier 
than a hoe. 

(3.21e) [-Animate], impersonal, count, plural: 

Wo3 men yong4 xinl fa2 zi jian3 zhil, yi3 hou4 (wo3 
men) you4 you3 qu2 shui3 jiaol (tal men) , mei3 
nian2 [tal men]^"* doul hui4 zhei4 mo chou2. 

We have applied the new method of branch cutting. 
If (we) have the ditch to water (them), [they] will 
be as thick every year. 

(3.21f) [-Animate], impersonal, mass: 

Xiang4 zhei4 yang4 guo4 liang3 sanl tianl, mian2 
hual jiu4 fengl zhang3 qi3 lai2, jiangl lai2 [tal] 
bu4 shao3 jiel tao2 ma? 

-''Here tal men 'they' refers to apples on the apple trees. 
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In two or three days, the cotton will grow wildly. 
This way, won't [it] yield fewer bolls? 

Other functions: 

(3.22a) Deictic: 

Na4 shi4 Xi-wang Sao3 Zi shou3 qiao3 neng2 gan4, 
[na4] zhanl ni3 shen2 mo xian2. 

That's all because Sister-in-Law Xi-wang is deft 
and able. What does [that] have to do with you. 

{3.22b) Summary: 

(Tal) hai2 dui4 wo3 shuol: "Ni3 va! Gan3 kuai4 dao4 
chena2 li3 zhao3 ge aonal 2uo4, zai4 zan2 men dui4 
li3 canl iial lao2 dona4 a, qan4 bu2 qan4 doul vil 
vang4." Ni3 men kan4, [zhe4] duol nan2 tingl a! 

(She) also said to me: "Youl Find a job in the city 
very soon. It doesn't make a difference working or 
not working in our Brigade." You see, [it] sounds 
really bad. 

3.2.2.3.5 ZAs Excluded 

In this study, only the ZA positions that could be filled 

by overt pronominal forms are coded as actual occurrences of 

ZAs. Obligatory null NPs (e.g., in serial verb constructions) 

are not included. The subject slot before the verb zhao3 

'find' in (3.23) is an example of this. 

(3.23) (Wo3) jiu4 shi4 lai2 zhao3 ni3 de. 

(I) just have come to find you. 

ZAs in doggerel expressions (poetic style), idiom or 
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proverbs, and Chinese two-part allegorical sayings^ are also 

excluded in the coding and counting, as illustrated in (3.24) , 

(3.25), and (3.26) from the research corpus. Here parentheses 

are used to indicate places where overt NPs should be used in 

the English translation: 

(3.24) Doggerel: 

( ) Tianl shang4 xia4 yu3 ( ) di4 xia4 liu2, xiao3 
liang3 kou3 da3 jia4 ( ) bu2 ji4 chou2: ( ) bai2 
tianl chil de yil guol fan4, ( ) yie4 li3 zhen3 de 
yil ge zhen3 tou2. 

( ) Rains in the sky and ( ) flows on the ground, 
young couples fight and ( ) never take it to mind: 
( ) eat in the same pot in the daytime, and ( ) 
sleep on the same pillow at night. 

(3.25) Proverb: 

Xiao3 shi2 ( ) bu4 fang2, da4 le ( ) tiao4 
qiang2 . 

If ( ) do not prevent when young, ( ) will jump on 
the wall when growing up. 

(3.26) Two-part allegorical sayings: 

Wo3 shi4 shuail le yil jiaol shi2 ge da4 tong2 
qian2--( ) ke3 zhenl mei2 liao4 dao4 ( ). 

I fall only to pick up a gold coin--( ) never 
expect ( ). 

^"Xiel hou4 yu3, a two-part allegorical saying, of which 
the first part, always stated, is descriptive, while the 
second part, sometimes unstated, carries the message, e.g. Ni2 
pu2 sa4 guo4 he2--zi4 shenl nan2 bao3 a clay idol fording a 
river--hardly able to save oneself (let alone assist anyone 
else)" (A Chinese-English Dictionary, 1982, p. 762). 

-^This proverb is equivalent to the English proverb "A 
stitch in time saves nine". 
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3.2.2.4 Potential ZAa 

Potential ZAs in this study are defined as evert 

pronominal anaphors which could potentially occur as ZAs 

without affecting the reference identification. Overt 

occurrences of pronouns in the complete corpus were marked, 

then potential ZAs were identified and coded in terms of 

information sources for reference identification and 

differential effects as different from those of their overt 

counterparts. 

3.3 Measurements and Analysis 

3.3.1 Measurements 

Three of the standard measurements of topic continuity in 

Givon's (1983a, 1985, 1989) discourse analysis model have been 

adapted to measure ZAs in the current study:"' Referential 

Distance, Potential Interference, and Topic Persistence. 

Givon's measurements were intended for application on a wide 

range of topic continuity phenomena including full nouns, 

overt pronouns, and zero pronouns, whereas this study focuses 

on ZA only. The following modifications were, therefore, 

necessary for the present purposes. 

Measuring direction. Givon defines the first measurement. 

Referential Distance, as "The number of clauses (or elapsed 

time) from the last occurrence in the preceding discourse" (p. 

-'See 2.6. in Chapter II. 
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216) . Since the anaphora and cataphora distinction is made 

here (cf. Kalliday Sc Kasan, 1376; reviewed in Section 2.5) , 

the definition of Referential Distance is modified to: the 

number of clauses from the nearest referent (overt occurrence) 

in the preceding (anaphoric) or the succeeding (cataphoric) 

discourse. The concept of measuring bidirectionally is also 

incorporated into the other two measurements which are 

described below. 

Potential interference in respective overt and null 

forms. Givon defines Potential Interference as "the number of 

semantically compatible referents within the preceding three 

clauses" (p. 216). I considered the "semantically compatible 

referents" as consisting of two different forms--the overt (NP 

slots) , and the null (ZAs with referents other than the one at 

issue). The definition of Potential Interference used here is 

therefore: (a) the number of overt noun slots within the 

preceding (if anaphoric) or the succeeding (if cataphoric) 

three clauses from the ZA at issue; and (b) the number of ZAs 

with other referents between the ZA under consideration and 

its referent. Modifying noun plus the modified noun in NPs 

[e.g., aonal iia3 cai2 chan3 'public property' 1 are counted as 

one noun slot. Nouns in adverbials of time and place [e.g., 

iinl nian2 giul tianl * autumn this year' ; zai4 iial li3 'at 

home'] are not included in the counting. Exophoric ZAs are 

considered irrelevant in this measure; since the distance 
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between the textual ZA and its situational referent is not 

cjuantifxable by clause, they are excluded. 

Null instead of overt elements. Givon defines Topic 

Persistence as: "The number of recurrences of the referent in 

the subsequent ten clauses" (1989, p. 216). For purposes of 

the current research, this is adapted to the definition of 

Referential Persistence (RP) as "the number of recurrences of 

ZA with the same referent in the subsequent ten clauses"; the 

referent itself is excluded in counting. Exophoric ZAs are 

included in this measure since all counted items are textual. 

3.3.2 Analysis 

The analysis in the present study intends to answer the 

following research questions as stated in Chapter 1: 

1. What factors account for the occurrence of zero 

anaphora in Chinese? Two sub-questions addressed in this issue 

are: (1) How is ZA possible in Chinese in the absence of 

explicit linguistic referential identification?; and (2) To 

what extent are ZA phenomena in Chinese similar to or 

different from ZA phenomena which have been described in other 

languages? 

2. What accounts for the nonoccurrence of ZA in 

potential positions? 

3. Are there differences in occurrence/nonoccurrence by 

genre and style? 
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In addition, the following theoretical and methodological 

questions are considered in the review of related literature, 

the conduct of the study, and the interpretation of findings: 

4. What linguistic research approaches are most 

appropriate for the analysis of ZA in Chinese? Three sub-

questions addressed in the issue are: (1) To what extent can 

a sentence-level analysis account for the occurrence of ZA in 

Chinese?; (2) What are the merits of hierarchical versus 

sequential analysis?; and (3) To what extent are procedures 

used for analysis of other languages appropriate for analysis 

of Chinese? 

To achieve this goal, the analysis involves investigation 

of multiple variables such as linguistic and extralinguistic 

conditions for the occurrence of ZA, discourse and syntactic 

contexts of ZAs as well as their antecedents, semantic aspects 

of referent, syntactic constraints on ZA, differential effects 

(social, cultural, rhetorical, functional or pragmatic) of 

potential ZA, factors that account for differences between 

narrative and conversational, and planned and unplanned 

discourse, and the benefit of linear versus hierarchical 

discourse structure for the identification of zero anaphora. 

Descriptive findings are reported in Chapter 4. Where 

quantitative data are available, the significance of 

differences found in the planned and unplanned texts has been 

calculated by applying independent t-tests and chi-square 
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tests. 

3.4 Interrater Reliability 

Three individuals contributed to the assessment of 

interrater reliability for this study: one faculty member and 

two Ph.D. students at the University of Arizona. Each of them 

helped with a different part and at different stages of the 

data analysis. All three are native speakers of Chinese and 

have training in linguistics. 

3.4.1 Procedures 

Checks of reliability were built into the methodology of 

this study in the following stages of research: (1) 

transcription of the spontaneous conversational data; (2) 

translation from Chinese to English; (3) clause and event 

division; (4) coding of occurrences of actual and potential 

ZAs; (5) marking of categorical features; and (6) measurement 

of referential distance, potential interference, and 

referential persistence. 

Transcription. The recorded spontaneous conversation data 

was first transcribed by the researcher and then checked 

against the original recording by the faculty member. 

Translation. Both the planned and unplanned 

conversational data were translated by the researcher from 

Chinese into two English versions--literal and free. The 
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finished translation of the free version was then checked by 

^ ̂ Q ^ 1 ̂  W ^ 
O U. C4.<wXC«lX U- ex. U WJ_ • 

clause and event division. Clause and event division in 

both the natural conversation and the movie data was first 

marked by the researcher. The first five acts of the movie 

data were then marked for clause and event divisions by 

another student collaborator. 

Coding of occurrences of actual ZAs. Coding of 

occurrences of actual ZA in both the one-hour recording of 

three Chinese native speakers' conversation in a natural 

setting and the movie data was completed by the researcher. 

Simultaneously and separately the faculty member coded the 

occurrences of actual ZA on the complete natural 

conversational data. A student collaborator independently 

coded the first five acts of the movie data. 

Coding of potential ZAs. Coding of potential ZAs was 

conducted by the researcher on both the movie and the natural 

conversation data. A student collaborator coded about 11% of 

the natural conversation data. 

Categorical features. Categorical designations based on 

the taxonomy displayed in Tables 3.3 to 3.7 were made by the 

researcher independently. The first five acts of the movie 

data were independently coded for the same categorical 

features by a student collaborator. 

Referential distance, potential interference. and 
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referential persistence. Counting of referential distance, 

potential xnterference, and ircferential pez'sistence was first 

conducted by the researcher. The first five acts of the movie 

data were analyzed using the same three measures by a student 

collaborator. 

3.4.2 Results of Reliability Checks 

For purposes of convenience and clarity, the following 

abbreviations are used in reporting results: 

CF (Conversation coded by Faculty member) 

CR (Conversation coded by Researcher) 

MR (Movie coded by Researcher) 

MS (Movie coded by Student) 

CS (Conversation coded by Student) 

PR (Potential ZAs coded by Researcher) 

PS (Potential ZAs coded by Student) 

Transcription. No discrepancies were reported from the 

checking procedure of the spontaneous conversational data 

transcription. 

Translation. There were no missing-message type of errors 

found in the translation checking procedure. However, the 

original translation was improved a great deal in terms of 

colloquialism and rhetorical effects. 
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Clause and event division. With regard to clause 

division, 134 clauses were identified in MS as contrasting 

with 200 in MR. The total disagreement in both MS and MR was 

twenty, that is, seven clauses marked in MS were not marked as 

separate clauses in MR, and thirteen clauses marked in MR were 

not marked in MS. The interrater reliability is .93. 

Marking on the serial verb construction caused 3 5% of the 

total disagreements in clause division marking. Whereas iiu4 

shi4 lai2 zhao3 ni3 de 'come to find you' , and similar 

structures were marked as two clauses in MR, they were marked 

as one clause in MS. 

The first five acts in the movie data were divided into 

six and ten events in MS and MR, respectively. No 

disagreements were found in event division in either version. 

Disagreements were observed in the event division with regard 

to Acts 4 and 5. In Act 4, two events were identified by the 

student, one of which was a discontinuous event. The first 

event started with two women talking about going to the dam 

construction worksite to help with the work force. It was 

disrupted by the introduction of a third participant and a 

topic change. The first event was resumed when the third 

participant started to talk about going to the worksite. 

Event division by the researcher was more sensitive to 

the change of participants, topics, and scenes where Act 4 was 

divided into four events as in Table 3.8: 
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Table 3.8 

EvenL Dj-Vj-Sxon o£ Movie Act 4 in MR 

Event Participants Topic scene 

1 S & Y go to the worksite in S's front 
yard 

2 S & G about G's mother's 
quarrel with S 

same 

3 same about G's plan for 
the future 

same 

1 S, G, & Y go to the worksite same 

4 E joins S, 
G, & Y 

same same 

Act 5 was treated as one event by the student, whereas 

the researcher divided it into three separate events as in 

Table 3.9. 
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Table 3.9 

iCu 5 xn t'xR 

Events Participants Topic scene 

F & Z talk about lack of hands dam 
at the dam worksite worksite 

man force and 
S, G, & Y 

Y & X 

teasing attack and 
counter-attack on women 
coming to the worksite 

Another 
site at 
the dam 
worksite 

inquire about reason for still 
women to come to the another 
worksite. corner of 

the dam 
worksite 

Comparatively speaking, the divisions by the student are 

more inclusive whereas the researcher made more elaborate 

divisions. But the two can be amalgamated as representing 

different levels of hierarchical discourse structures. The 

disagreements between MS and MR reflect different individual 

judgements based on more intuitive and global versus more 

analytically detailed criteria. 

Coding of occurrences of actual ZAs. There were two 

different versions of the coding (CR and CF) of this variable 

in the conversational text. In the original coding, 580 ZAs 

were found by the researcher and 53 0 by the faculty member. 

Both agreed upon 514 instances of the ZAs. Sixteen ZAs coded 

in CF were not coded in CR; 65 ZAs coded in CR were not coded 
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in CF, resulting in a total disagreement upon 81 occurrences 

of ZAs. After a close exarriination of the misiriatches between CR 

and CF codings, 80 were considered to result from either 

different interpretations of the discourse text by the coders 

or criteria used for ZA coding. Only one instance of ZA 

originally coded in CF was excluded in the resolved coding. CR 

and CF codings are indicated in Table 3.10: 

Table 3.10 

Agreement and Disagreement in Coding of ZAs 

Coding in CR Coding in CP 

Number of Actual Coding 580 530 

Number of Non-Coded items 16 65 

Total 596-® 595 

With agreement in the initial coding of 514 ZAs against 

a total of 595 ZAs in the resolved coding, the interrater 

reliability calculated was .86. The superficially large 

discrepancies between the two codings may lead one to the 

conclusion that the coding of ZAs in Chinese discourse was not 

highly reliable. However, a closer examination of the causes 

-®As mentioned above, one instance of ZA coded by the 
faculty member but not by the researcher was eliminated in the 
final coding, resulting in a total of 595 ZAs in the 
spontaneous conversational data. 
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for such disagreements in ZA coding revealed very interesting 

information on some unique characteristics of che language 

itself. These are discussed in Section 3.4.3. below. 

Categorical feature marking. Features here refer to role, 

[±animate], person, and number/scope. They were detennined by 

the identification of the referent of ZAs. Disagreement 

between raters occurs only if their codings of a referent of 

the same ZA differs. The student and the researcher first 

coded the actual occurrences of ZA in the first five acts of 

the movie data, respectively. Fifty-four ZAs were coded by the 

student, and 64 were coded by the researcher. Four ZAs coded 

by the student were not coded by the researcher; 14 ZAs coded 

by the researcher were not coded by the student. The 

interrater reliability with regard to ZA coding is .74. Only 

the 50 ZAs coded in both versions were relevant to the 

examination of interrater reliability with regard to features. 

Of the 50 ZAs coded in both MS and MR, only three ZAs were 

coded inconsistently in terms of the categorical features. All 

three of these reflected disagreement on the judgement between 

endophoric and exophoric ZAs. Two ZAs marked as exophoric in 

MR were marked as endophoric in MS; one ZA coded as endophoric 

in MR was coded as exophoric in MS. The interrater reliability 

with regard to ZA categorical feature markings in MS and MR is 

thus .94. 

Coding of potential ZAs. Low interrater reliability was 
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found for researcher and student coding of the unplanned 

conversational text for potential ZAs (.62). Out of the 113 

overt pronouns coded in both PS and PR, 33 and 35 potential 

ZAs were coded respectively. Seven potential ZAs coded in PS 

were not coded as such in PR, and nine potential ZAs coded in 

PR were not coded as such in PS. This confirms the result from 

Li and Thompson's (1979) experiment (see Section 2.4.4) on 

native Chinese speakers' judgements about the appropriate use 

of pronouns. Out of a total of 38 positions where a pronoun 

could occur in the three texts used for their study, a 

majority of the respondents agreed on only three. Such low 

reliability level in coding Chinese pronouns may be due to the 

fact that the choice of pronouns over ZAs involves a lot of 

individuals' subjective judgements rather than a matter of 

clear-cut, or right-or-wrong decisions. This issue will be 

discussed in details in Section 4.3. 

Referential distance. potential interference. and 

referential persistence. Very high interrater reliability was 

found for researcher and student coding of the movie text for 

referential distance, marked in terms of the number of clauses 

between each given ZA and its referent (.92). Out of the 50 

ZAs coded in both MS and MR, only four differences were found, 

as shown in Table 3.11. 
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Table 3.11 

j^xoQ-M JTccuidiu «^-L j<.cj-cj-criiuxq.x i^j-a uctxiuc xll ctxlQ i*le^ 

Coded Text Coding in MS Coding in MR 

Li, Shuang-shuang Act 2 1 2 

Li, Shuang-shuang Act 3 3 t 

Li, Shuang-shuang Act 4 3 t 

Li, Shuang-shuang Act 4 1 5 

Total 7 7 

Note. t indicates exophoric ZAs whose reference is not to be 

found in the setting of the conversation. 

As shown in the table, judgement of discourse context 

caused three out of the four differences. Despite the 

differences, the total referential distance by clause number 

was the same in both MS and MR. 

Potential interference was measured by two variables: (1) 

the number of overt competing NP slots between each given ZA 

and its referent; (2) the number of ZAs with referents other 

than that of the ZA in question, which occur between the given 

ZA and its referent. In the measure of overt noun slot, only 

ZAs (n=50) coded in both MS and MR were relevant. Seven 

differences were found. The calculated interrater reliability 

is .86. 

Only four instances of disagreement on the other ZA 
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measure were found between MS and MR. Since the total number 

of other ZAs m the first fxvs acts of the movxe data was 47, 

the interrater reliability is .85. 

Referential persistence was measured by the recurrence of 

each given ZA before it was overtly mentioned in discourse 

within 10 clauses. This involved all ZAs coded in both MS and 

MR (n=50) , and in either MS and MR (n=18) , a total of 58. 

Seventeen of the eighteen coded by only one rater recurred 

only once before they were overtly mentioned; one of the 

eighteen recurred twice. The calculated interrater reliability 

is .74. 

3.4.3 Discussion of Discrepcincies 

3.4.3.1 ZAs Coded in CF Only 

Sixteen ZAs coded by the faculty member in the natural 

conversational data were not identified by the researcher. The 

sentences containing these identified ZA positions are 

presented below with the coded part indicated by a pair of 

square brackets. Other ZAs coded by the faculty member which 

are irrelevant to the discussion here are put in parentheses. 

In all except the fourth illustration here, the difference in 

coding reflects differences in interpretation by the two 

coders. The English translations given as (a) in each of the 

examples indicate the ZA interpretation, while the (b) 

translations indicate the PA or NA interpretation: 
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(3.27) Na4, na4 [wo3] zen2 mo neng2 suan4 d.e2 chul (wo3 
men) shen2 mo shi2 hou4 yao4 da3 zhang4? 

a. How can [I] calculate when (we) will fight the war? 

b. How can it be calculated when (we) will fight the 
war? 

(3.28) Suan4 shu4 ni3 j iu4 cong2 guo2 nei4 zhao3 shul. 
[Tal de] nan2 du4 xiangl dui4 gaol, (ni3) j iu4 
rang4 tal qu4 zuo4, ... 

a. As for math you just find books from home country, 
[its] difficulty level is comparatively high, (you) 
just ask him to do the problems, ... 

b. As for math you just find books from home country, 
the difficulty level is comparatively high, (you) 
just ask him to do the problems, ... 

(3.29) Wo3 men D suan4 shu4 jiu4 zhe4 yang4 sui2 bian4 
zhual yil xia4, [na4] yi3 jingl chaol qian2 le. 

a. We just urged D a little bit in math, [it] already 
improves. 

b. Our D's math, just urged by us a little bit, 
already improves. 

(3.30) [ ? ] "' Ba3 wo3 dong4 de . 

a. I was chilled by [?]. 

b. I was cold. 

(3.31) Zuo2 tianl (wo3) zhengl li2, [wo3] yil xia4 (ba3 
tal) zhengl jiaol le. 

a. Yesterday (I) steamed the pear, and [I] burnt (it). 

b. Yesterday (I) steamed the pear and burnt (it). 

(3.32) Yil banl [tal men] kan4 zhe4 zhong3 Ao4 Yun4 Hui4 
de ren2 ya, ... 

^^This is the one place where ZA was coded in CF and 
eliminated from the final coding. The pre-BA position cannot 
be filled in this type of sentence. 
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Usually [those] people who watch this kind of 
Olympic Games, .. . 

Usually people who watch this kind of Olympic 
Games, ... 

Sil ren2 shou3 li3 ne [tal men] xian4 zai4 doul 
you3 qian2. 

In individuals' hands [they] now all have money. 

Individual hands now all have money. 

Dan4 shi4 [tal men de] qian2 narS lai2 de bu4 zhil 
dao4 . 

But where [their] money comes from is not known. 

But where the money comes from is not known. 

A: Nei4 ge ren2 ... 
That man ... 

C: En. 
Yes. 

A: ... [tal] lian2 yil fu dai4 sha2 quan2 kou4 
xia4 le. 

. . . [he] kept everything including some clothes and 
other things. 

kept everything including some clothes and 
other things. 

B: Zhei4 ge bi4 xul gao3, dong3 zhuanl ye4 er2 
qie4 you3 kou3 cai2, you3 nao3 zi de ren2 ... 

This must be someone who is engaged in, knows 
about the area and is eloquent, and witty, ... 

C: Ai. 
Yes. 

B: [Tal] gan4 de2 liao3 zhe4 shir4. 

[She] can handle this work. 

... and can handle this work. 
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(3.37) Na4 ye3 bu4 rong2 yi4 ya, [tal] gao3 zhei4 ge. 

a. That is also not easy that [she] does this. 

b. It is not easy doing this. 

(3.38) [Ni3] fal na4 mo rong2 yi4? 

a. That [you] become prosperous is that easy? 

b. Becoming prosperous is that easy? 

(3.39) Ran2 hou4 ni3 jiu4 guo4 lai2 le. [Ni3] guo4 lai2 
yi3 hou4, ... 

a. Then you came over. After [you] came over, ... 

b. Then you came over, and after coming ... 

(3.40) [Wo3] tu2 zhi3 hua4 hao3 le. 

a. [I] drew the drawings. 

b. The drawings were done. 

(3.41) (Na4) jiu4 shi4 shuol [ni3] mai3 fang2 zi mai4 
fang2 zi zhuan4 tou2 bu2 hui4 hen3 da4. 

a. (That) is to say, [you] buying and selling houses 
the profit cannot be very big. 

b. (That) is to say that buying and selling houses 
won't make big profit. 

(3.42) Wu3 sui4 xiang4 tal zhe4 nian2 ling2 [na4] cha4 de 
yuan3. 

a. Five years at her age, [that] differs greatly. 

b. Five years of age at her age differs greatly. 

The difference between the assumption or non-assumption 

of a ZA in these sentences reflected some slightly different 

interpretations of the discourse from the point of view of the 

respective coders, but these differences did not greatly 

affect the overall comprehension of the discourse. Rather, 
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they only reflected the judgement made by the coders about 

selections on such dimensions as subject/object, 

active/passive, animacy of subject, [± a modifier], some 

structure division, punctuation points, etc. In other words, 

the differing judgements about existence or nonexistence of 

ZAs in these sentences would not cause conflicting 

interpretations of the discourse in general. 

The actual respective judgements by the coders and their 

corresponding interpretations are indicated in Table 3.12: 

Table 3.12 

Differential Interpretations in Coding 

Sentence # If ZA Occurs If ZA Does not Occur 

1 Na4 'that' means 'that way', Na4 ^that' stands for the 

there is a human subject. 'formula' previously mentioned 

in context, and is the subject. 

2 A modifying 'its' (the 'Difficulty level' does not 

book's) is needed to require a modifier 

restrict "difficulty level". 

3 & 5 Nonovert subject in Nonovert subject in 

coordinate clauses is coordinate clauses is not 

ZA, and it's also true with considered ZA as in English. 

English-type languages. 

4 ZA coded with a question Clause initial siibject does 

mark. The experiencer is not exist in this type of 

(table continues) 
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Sentence # If ZA Occurs If ZA Does not Occur 

not the siibject. BA+experiencer sentences. 

6 The relative clause head has 

a modifier 

Relative clause head does not 

need a modifier. 

7 Sentence initial sil ren2 

shou3 li3 is treated as PP. 

Sentence initial sil ren2 

shou3 li3 is an subiect NP. 

8 Preverbal NP 'money' is the 

object. 

Preverbal NP 'money' is the 

subject. 

9 Nei4 ae ren2 'that man' is Nei4 ae ren2 'that man' is 

treated as the topic. The 

appositional subject is null. 

treated as subject. 

10 The clause is treated as a 

new sentence which needs 

a subject. 

The clause is treated as 

parallel relative clause 

sharing the head in the same 

speaker's previous sentence. 

11 The subject for the second 

clause is null. 

Gao3 zhei4 ae 'doina this' as 

further explanation to the 

subiect zhei4 'this'. 

12 Subject is null. Fal ai3 lai2 'becomina 

prosperous' is the subject. 

13 The second cruo4 lai2 yi3 The second auo4 lai2 vi3 hou4 

hou4 is looked at as the 

beginning of a new clause. 

is treated as recapitulating 

the previous phrase. 

(table continues) 
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Table 3.12 (continued) 

Sentence # If ZA Occurs If ZA Does not Occur 

14 The subject is null with Tu2 zhi3 * drawing' is the 

the object topic marker BA. subject in the passive. 

15 [+Animate] sxibject is null. Mai3 fana2 zi. mai4 fana2 zi 

'buying and selling house' is 

treated as the sxibject. 

16 The deictic appositional Wu3 sui4 serves as the 

na4 is null, and wu3 sui4 sxibject. No apposition is 

'five years' serves as topic, necessary. 

Inconsistency was found in the CF coding, specifically in 

two types of syntactic constructions--the coordinate clause 

construction and the Chinese BA+experiencer structure. 

Of all the agreements in coding, only one instance of ZA 

originally coded in Copy CF cannot be filled with an overt 

form and was eliminated in the final coding. 

3.4.3.2 ZAs Coded in CR Only 

Whereas ZAs only coded in CF reflected mainly minor 

differences in interpretation, the 65 ZAs only coded in CR 

reflected a methodological definition of what should be 

counted as instances of ZAs. I retained these ZAs in the 

analysis. Such coding was found mainly in the following 

locations and constructions: (a) where the ZA should be filled 
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with the deictic/summary zhe/na or the impersonal (b) 

^ ̂ ̂  ̂ ̂ ^ ̂ ̂  T ^ ^ ̂  ̂ ̂ r, T ^ »*> Lj' T ^ V% » * ̂  ̂ \ *• V* ^ t 1^ ̂  / , t rm \ ucxxox-cix. wwiio u J-(a.v^ c. X.WXXO *v iic:^ o oxx^xx.oxx cxoco t^xxox. o~ri.^c , v / 

in coordination constructions; (d) head of relative clauses; 

(e) in conditional clauses; (f) in imperative sentences; (g) 

in repetitive short command series; (h) at places allowing two 

interpretations; (i) in BA+direct object position; (j) in the 

expressions 0+ziii -'self and fNiSl zhil dao4 ba? '[You] 

know?'; (k) where the ZA was situational with the referent 

wholly or partially in the setting; (1) in passive 

constructions; and (m) in questions. Sentences illustrating 

(a) to (m) are presented in (3.43): 

(3.43a) [Zhe4] shi4 zai4 Ya4 Yun4 Hui4 shang4 de ao? 
[This] was at the Asian Olympics? 

Yao4, wo3 gei3 tal, yao4 wo3 gei3 tal chil le ji3 
tianl la. [Tal] yingl gail qi3 xiao4 guo3 le. 

I gave her the medicine, I gave the medicine for 
several days. [It] should have some effect by now. 

(3.43b) Luo2 han4 guo3 hai2 you3 yil ge. 

Luohan guo [I] still have one. 
[There is] still one Luohan guo. 

(3.43c) Wo3 zao3 shang4 ni3 zhil dao4 ba, qi3 lai2, [wo3] 
xi3 wan2 lian3, [wo3] gei3 E nong4 qi3 lai2, ... 

In the morning, you know I get up, [I] wash my 
face, [I] help E to get up, ... 

(3.43d) Na2 yin2 pair2 de [ren2] lei ... 
[The people] who got silver medals ... 

(3.43e) [Tal] xiul bu2 xia4 lai2 zhe4 yang4 de ke4, (tal) 
j iu4 bu2 yao4 qu4 xiul. 

If [she] cannot handle such course, (she) should 
not take (it). 
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(3.43f) [Ni3] fang4 nar4. 
[You] put there. 

(3.43g) [Ni3] lai2, [ni3] guo4 lai2, [ni3] guo4 lai2, [ni3] 
za3 le? 

[ ] come, [ ] come over, [ ] come over, what 
happened to [you] 

(3.43h) Tal mai3 chel de shi2 hou4, [wo3 men] hai2 bu2 ren4 
shi [tal] ne. 

When he bought the car, [we] still did not know 
[him] . 

When he bought the car, [we (including both 
parties)] still did not know (each other). 

(3.43i) Jie2 guo3 lei, tal nei4 ge peng2 you3 [ba3 tal] 
mai4 gei3 H mai4 le $2,500. 

Eventually, that friend of his sold [it] to H for 
$2,500. 

(3.43j) [Wo3] zi4 ji3 xie3 chul lai2 de dongl xi (wo3) doul 
mei2 you3 yong3 qi4 qu4 du2. 

(I) don't, don't even have the courage to read what 
was written by [my]self. 

[Ni3] zhil dao4 ba? 
[You] know? 

(3.43k) Zhe4 [wo3] chil bu4 zhun3. 
This [I] am not sure. 

(3.431) Wo3 wang4 le. Fan3 zheng4 [tal] shi4 jiao4 shen2 mo 
Educational S ke4.^' 

I forgot. Anyway [it] is called what ... 
Educational S course. 

^°The subject positions here, though sounding natural when 
filled in Chinese, sounded awkward with overt forms in 
English. So I left those positions unfilled in the English 
translation. 

^'This was originally switched to English in the 
conversation. 
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(3.43m) (Wo3) zai4 gei3 ni3 shaol dianr3 shui3, [ni3] yao4 
bu2 yao4 ? 

(I) will boil you some more water, would [you] like 
(it) ? 

Positions in (3.43a) were usually left empty in Chinese 

though the sentences sounded all right if they were filled. My 

major criterion for deciding was the principle "a true ZA 

exists where if filled with an overt pronoun sounds good or a 

little bit awkward". Thus in such cases, if a zhe/na may be 

filled in the subject position in summary discourse, a ZA was 

counted. There in (3.43b) was considered an expletive in 

English, and the corresponding position in Chinese, most of 

the time, could be more appropriately filled with a [+animate] 

subject or a deictic zhe/na. Such instances were counted as 

ZA. However, where neither the [+animate] nor the deictic 

zhe/na could be used to fill the position, no ZA was counted. 

Items in (3.43c), (3.43e), and (3.43f) were counted as true 

ZAs because these positions could be filled with an overt 

pronoun and the expressions still sounded good. Cases in 

(3.43d) were not included in the tabulation. Sentences in 

(3.43g) were treated differently depending on how the 

repetitions were done. Intentional and emphatic instances were 

counted as true ZAs whereas the slip-of-the-tongue type of 

repetitions were not counted as ZAs.^* Cases in (3.43h) 

^"See 3.2.2.2. The slip-of-the-tongue type of repetition 
was not counted as a separate clause, either. 
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allowed both interpretations, that is, either + or - prodrop 

15 possible. They were counted as ZAs in the analysis. Cases 

in (3.43i) were somewhat problematic since this categoiry could 

not be put on a clear-cut scale. They were counted as ZAs in 

the analysis if the verb was definitely transitive, and the 

object position if being filled by an overt NP would make the 

meaning clearer. Cases in (3.43j) were checked for coding 

consistency and were counted uniformly as true ZAs in the 

final analysis. The ZA with a situational referent in (3.43k) 

was included in the analysis. The case in (3.431) included ZA 

occurring in the passive which could be filled with deictic 

zhe/na, and so it bore some similarities to cases in (3.43a) . 

Both (3.43k) and (3.431) were put in separate categories in 

the analysis for examination of their respective 

characteristics. ZAs in (3.43m) were checked and coded 

uniformly in the final coding under a separate category in the 

analysis. 

3.4.3.3 ZAs Coded in MS and MR 

In the first five acts of the movie data, 54 ZAs were 

coded in MS, and 64 in MR. Four of the ZAs in MS were not 

coded in MR, and 14 ZAs coded in MR were not coded in MS. the 

total disagreement was 18. 

The calculated interrater reliability is .74. The 

differences between these two codings were found mainly in two 
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constructions. One was imperative clauses where six ZAs were 

not coded, in MS hiut were m MR; the other was the possessive 

position where two ZAs were not coded in MS but were in MR. 

These eight cases accounted for 44% of the total differences 

in ZA coding between MS and MR. 

3.4.3.4 Potential ZAs Coded in PS and PR 

In the first five pages of the spontaneous conversational 

transcript, 33 and 35 potential ZAs were coded respectively in 

PS and PR. Seven potential ZAs coded in PS were not coded as 

such in PR, and nine potential ZAs coded in PR were not coded 

as such in PS. The total disagreement was 16. The calculated 

interrater reliability (n=16/42) is .62. This low reliability 

is consistent with the report of similar judgements in Li and 

Thompson (1979), as discussed in Chapter 2. 

The chapter which follows will present the results of 

analyses using the coding elements and procedures which have 

been described here. In addition, patterns and functions of 

the occurrence of ZA (and the lack of it) will be explored, 

along with differences between the movie (planned discourse) 

and natural (unplanned discourse) data bases. Discussion of 

implications for the method and theory- of ZA analysis will be 

reserved for the final chapter. 
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CHAPTER 4 

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Introduction 

Presentation and discussion of findings from this study-

will be organized into four general parts in this chapter, 

covering (1) types and occurrence of ZA (Section 4.2); (2) 

non-occurrence of potential ZA (Section 4.3), (3) genre and 

style (Section 4.4), and (4) analytic methodology (Section 

4.5) . 

4.2 Types and Occurrence of ZA 

In this part of the discussion, I intend to look at: (1) 

discourse contexts of ZA (Section 4.2.1) in terms of (a) 

linguistic and extralinguistic conditions necessary for the 

occurrence of ZA (Section 4.2.1.1) and (b) discoursal factors 

between ZA and its antecedent that affect reference 

identification (Section 4.2.1.2); (2) syntactic contexts of ZA 

(Section 4.2.2) via (a) clause types (Sections 4.2.2.1) and 

(b) relative syntactic positions of ZA and its antecedent 

(Section 4.2.2.2); (3) semantic features and weight of ZA 

(Section 4.2.3); and (4) syntactic constraints on ZA in 

Chinese discourse (4.2.4). 
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4.2.1 Discourse Contexts 

4.2.1.1 Knowledge Sources for Reference Idenbification 

Shared knowledge source. A zero anaphor is a definite 

expression that does not carry information of identification 

itself. The possibility for its occurrence in Chinese 

discourse requires a knowledge source of some kind assumed to 

be available to both participants in a communication 

situation, as illustrated below. (All examples in this chapter 

are drawn from the database for this study.) 

(4.1) a. Wo3 ba3 gongl shi4 gei3 tal xie3 zai4 heil 
ban3 shang4, 

b. [wo3] yil dianr3 yil dianr3 gei3 tal jie3 
shil. 

a. X wrote the formula on the board for him, 
b. [I] explained to him bit by bit. 

The production and interpretation of the null encoding of 

wo3 'I' in (4.1b) is due to its semantic coreferentiality with 

the overtly expressed wo3 'I' in (4.1a). 

Although the use of ZA in most cases is based on that 

shared knowledge source between addresser and addressee, in 

rare cases, a ZA may also be used in spite of lack of shared 

knowledge as a rhetorical means to catch attention. In (4.2), 

for instance, Participants A, B, and C are talking about The 

Asian Olympics. B is a sports fan and is talking on and on 

without stopping. A wants to get in a word but gets no chance. 

While B is saying that some Chinese athletes broke the world 

record, A inserts: 
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(4.2) Zhe4 ci4 [tal men] doul mei2 you3 qu4. 

This Lime [they] did not even go. 

Nowhere in the textual discourse or in the conversational 

setting is the reference of tal men *they' provided. The 

speaker is using ZA as an attention catcher and does not 

expect the reference to be evident to the hearer, so that 

questions will be addressed and explanation be needed. She 

expects the others to ask who did not go this time, so that 

she can get a chance to talk and tell them that she means even 

the best athletes in the Chinese team do not go to The Asian 

Olympics. Such use of ZA is rhetorical, strategic, or 

pragmatic in nature. 

Types of knowledge source. Shared knowledge sources for 

identification of ZAs exist in textual/linguistic and in 

nontextual/extralinguistic forms. The former is endophoric, 

where the referent for the zero element is overtly expressed 

and understood. Example (4.1) is an illustration of this type 

of knowledge source. The latter is exophoric, where 

identification of the referent depends on some information 

source outside the discourse text such as knowledge of the 

world and culture, or knowledge accessible to the 

conversational participants because of their being present in 

the communication setting. Consider (4.3): 

(4.3) a. Ni3 ji4 suan4 
b. duol shao3 nian2 yi3 hou4 [wo3 men] yao4 da3 

yil ci4 shi4 jie4 da4 zhang4, 
c. [wo3 men] zen3 mo ge da3 fa3? 
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a. You calculated 
b. some years later, [we] will fight a world war, 
c. how will [wc] fight? 

(4.4) Nei4 tianl [wo3] xi3 ge zao3, nei4 ge men2 mei2 
guanl. 

The other day [I] took a shower, and the door was 
not closed. 

In (4.3) , although the agent of a predicted world war is 

not overtly expressed, common knowledge held by both speaker 

and hearer enables them to understand it as us human beings. 

Prior to the remark reported as (4.4), the speaker coughed 

badly, and the hearer in the conversational setting looked at 

her with concern. The remark was an explanation of why she was 

coughing. Thus the fact of the conversation participants being 

present in the setting, the speaker's coughing, and the 

hearer's facial expression together form the basis for the 

reference identification. 

The knowledge sources illustrated above as bases for 

reference identification meet Givon's (1989) description of 

definiteness in terms of what he calls contextual files: 

1. The Generic File: Knowledge held in common by all 
members of the language-culture group, including 
knowledge of the world, culture, and thus shared 
lexicon; 

2. The Deictic File: Knowledge shared by the speaker 
and hearer due to being present together at the 
speech situation; 

3. The Text File: Knowledge shared by the speaker and 
hearer because of what was said earlier in the 
discourse, or in prior text. (p. 207) 

In the data reported here, I find yet another type of 
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knowledge source for reference identification: knowledge 

shared by the speaker and hearer due to common experience 

prior to the conversation. Consider (4.5): 

(4.5) a. Dangl ran2 wo3 kan4 jian4 le, 
b. [wo3 men] sai4 mai4 nei4 tianl, 
c. zai4 chang3 li3 ni3 beil le yil ba3 sao4 shu 

beil dao4 ni3 jial, ... 

a. Of course I saw, 
b. the day [we] sunned the wheat, 
c. you carried a broom to your home, ... 

In (4.5), the reference of wo3 men 'we' is not found 

previous to or after the remark in discourse. It refers to the 

speaker, the hearer, and whoever was taking part in the 

activity of sunning the wheat in the brigade collective work. 

The identification of the reference is possible due to the 

participants' common experience in that activity. Consider the 

additional example in (4.6) where speakers A and B are a 

couple. Speaker A steamed pears the day before the 

conversation. The conversation occurred when B was attending 

to a cooking pot on the stove, and A reminded him: 

(4.6) a. Jinl tianl [zan2 men] ke3 bu4 gan3 zhengl 
jiaol le. 

b. Zuo2 tianl [wo3] zhengl li2, 
c. [wo3] yil xia4 zhengl jiaol le. 
d. Ran2 hou4 xi3 guol de nei4 ge dongl xi ye3 bu2 

zai4, 
e. [wo3] xi3 le ban4 tianl 
f. ye3 xi3 bu2 xia4 lai2. 

a. [We] should not burn again today. 
b. Yesterday [I] steamed pear, 
c. and [I] burnt. 
d. And the pot cleaner was not there. 
e. [I] washed for a long time 
f. and [I] could not wash clean. 
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The subject of (4.6a) refers to either B or both A and B. 

The subjects in (4.6b-£} refer to A. They are understandable 

to B because he shared the experience with A the day before. 

The experiential knowledge source does not appropriately 

belong to any one of Givon's (1989) three contextual files, 

and yet accounts for the occurrence of some exophoric ZAs in 

these data. 

How knowledge sources are used. These two general types 

of knowledge source, that is, textual/linguistic and 

nontextual/extralinguistic, may be used separately, accounting 

for the possibility of endophoric and exophoric ZAs 

respectively. They may also be used sequentially, as 

illustrated in Figure 4.1: 

ZA 

ZA 

ZA 
Nontextual 

Information 

Textual 

Information 

Textual 

Information 

Nontextual 

Information 

Figure 4.1 Contextual Information Sources for ZAs 

Of the examples listed above, (4.1) corresponds to (A) in 
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this figure; (4.2) to (4.6) correspond to (B). In both cases, 

either textual or nontextual information alone is sufficient 

for the reference identification of ZA. Combined knowledge 

source (C) is exemplified in (4.7) and (4.8) : 

(4.7) B: a. Wo3 na4 ge ju4 zi ya, doul bu2 shun4 a, 
b. na4 lao3 shil hai2 kan4 shang4 le. 

A: c. [Ni3] hai2 dao4, hai2 dao4 banl shang4 
j iang3 lei. 

a. My sentences were not even fluent, 
b. but the teacher still liked. 

c. [You] even talked in, in class. 

(4.8) a. Suan4 shu4 ni3 j iu4 cong2 guo2 nei4 zhao3 
shul. 

b. [Tal] nan2 du4 bi3 jiao4 gaol, 
c. [ni3] jiu4 rang4 tal qu4 zuo4. 
d. Tal you3 shi2 jianl, 
e. [tal] hui2 dao4 jial, 
f. [ni3] jiu4 rang4 tal zuo4 ti2, .... 

a. As for math vou may find a book from China. 
b. Its difficulty level may be comparatively 

high, 
c. [you] just ask him to practise. 
d. He has time, 
e. once [he] comes back home, 
f. [you] just ask him to do the problems, .... 

The subject of (4.7c) may take either the subject 

determiner 'I' from *my' in (4.7a), or the subject 'the 

teacher' in (4.7b) as its antecedent. The latter would seem 

more likely to be the possible candidate based on referential 

distance (immediately preceding clause) and syntactic position 

(subject). However, both participants in this situation have 

the knowledge that Speaker B had been asked to share his 

assignment in class not long ago, and thus correctly 
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understand the antecedent to be the subject determiner in 

(4.7a} but not the subject in (4.7b). 

Similarly, the subject tal in (4.8e) might have two 

readings, the addressee or his son. But the frequent contact 

between the speaker and the hearer enables the hearer to 

understand that {4.8e) means 'once his son comes back home 

from school', but not 'once the father comes back home'. 

In both (4.7) and (4.8), both textual and nontextual 

knowledge sources are observed to be used in the reference 

identification process. Although the antecedents exist 

textually, their reference cannot be conclusively identified 

without the extralinguistic knowledge as a supplementary 

source. 

The presence of textual and nontextual knowledge sources 

for reference identification is the basis for assigning ZAs to 

two general categories: endophoric and exophoric. Endophoric 

ZAs have textual knowledge available for reference 

identification, with or without supplementary extralinguistic 

knowledge; exophoric ZAs depend solely on nontextual 

information. 

As can be seen in Table 4.1, the vast majority of ZAs 

which were identified in this study are endophoric in nature 

(approximately 87%). No significant difference is found 

between the planned and spontaneous conversational data in 

this regard. 
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Table 4.1 

i^xov^v^m, o<3 v^'^iiL.o^L, oj- 4jr^o <^xuix rvcMctxQ. ucj iSj.!^wxc:QQc ovjuxc^ca 

Planned Spontaneous 
Sources of Information f % f % 

Endophoric 469 87.17 513 86.22 

Exophoric 69 12.83 82 13.78 

Total 538 595 

Knowledge source in ZA production and identification. The 

use of ZA reflects a two-stage process consisting of inference 

and production. The correct encoding is selected if the 

speaker assumes the availability of some knowledge source to 

the hearer for reference identification. The addressee may 

make the intended interpretation, as represented in Figure 

4.2A, fail to identify a referent, as represented in Figure 

4.2B, or misinterpret the referent intended by the addresser, 

which is represented in Figure 4.2C. The follow-up move by the 

addresser in each situation is listed in the third column. 
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Addresser Addressee Addresser 

(A) pro > identification 

(B) pro >1 ? > 

(C) pro >1 ? > 

move on 

disambiguation/clarification 

explanation 

Figrure 4.2 ZA Production and Identification 

In conversational discourse, most ZAs are produced and 

interpreted successfully as exemplified in examples (4.1) , and 

(4.3) to (4.8) above. Situation (B) is exemplified in (4.9): 

(4.9) B: a. Wo3 zhei4 hui2 zhe4 ji3 men2 ke4 ni3 gei3 
wo3 bangl da4 mang2 le. 

b. yi3 hou4 [ni3] you3 shi4, 
c. [ni3] jin3 guan3 zhao3 wo3. 

C: d. [Wo3] you3 wen4 ti2 [wo3] j in3 guan3 
zhao3 ni3? 

B: e. Ai, ni3 you wen4 ti2 
f. [ni3] jin3 guan3 zhao3 wo3. 

a. This time vou have helped me a great deal 
with niY course work. 

b. Later, later on if [you] have problems, 
c. [you] just come to me. 

d. [I] come to you if [I] have problems? 

e. Yes, if vou have problems, 
f. [you] just come to me. 

In (9a), Speaker B is expressing his gratitude to Speaker 

C, who has helped him with his course work. Immediately after 

that, in (4.9b) and (4.9c) , he offers to help C in return with 

both subjects dropped, and he expects Speaker C to understand 

the reference. Speaker C, however, does not get the meaning 
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from (4.9b) and (4.9c), despite the overtly expressed object 

vo3 ' ine' , which refers to Speajcer B. Ke asks Speaicer B to 

clarify, because, to him. Speaker B should really have said 

that more help will be asked from him later on, but not the 

other way around. This is followed by Speaker B's choice of 

overt encoding of the subject ni3 'you' in (4.9f) to confirm 

his meaning. 

Situation (C) in Figure 4.2 can be exemplified by (4.2) 

which is repeated here as (4.10) for convenience of 

illustration: 

(4.10) Zhe4 ci4 [tal men] doul mei2 you3 qu4. 

This time [they] did not even go. 

As mentioned before, the speaker intentionally leaves out 

the subject tal men 'they', whose reference is not available 

either textually or nontextually, so that she may be asked 

questions concerning that part of the information and thus get 

a chance to talk. 

4.2.1.2 Discourse Aspects of ZA Distribution 

The discussion in this section will focus on discourse 

aspects of ZA distribution in endophoric contexts with regard 

to three numerical measures: referential distance, potential 

interference, and referential persistence. These three 

measures have been applied in various languages for assessment 

of referential continuity, or alternatively addressed as 
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accessibility or predictability of reference (cf. Givon, 1983, 

19 S 9; Chen, 1986) 

Referential distance. RD of ZA is measured in terms of 

clause units from the last mention or the antecedent. Givon 

(1983) found from cross-linguistic research that typical RD 

value for ZA is one clause, and frequency of ZA increases as 

RD decreases. Chen's (1986) findings using Chinese narrative 

data confirm this observation with 91.85% (n=473) of the total 

number of ZAs in the whole corpus of his data at one clause 

distance from their last mention, as displayed in Table 2.1, 

previously. 

In the present study, an inverse correlation is also 

found between frequency of ZA referential distance by clause, 

but with two exceptions: one within data type and the other 

between data types. First, ZAs with antecedents within clause 

have the shortest referential distance and yet are relatively 

rare (less than 5%). This is because of syntactic contexts and 

constituents. It is less likely to have a second grammatical 

slot for the referent within the same clause. Second, more ZAs 

in the spontaneous conversational data occur at a 2-clause 

distance from their antecedents than at a 1-clause distance, 

although the pattern of occurrence in the planned data shows 

50% at 1-1.5 clauses. Within-clause and longer RD of the 

spontaneous conversational data will be discussed in Sections 

4.2.2 and 4.4, respectively. The general distribution tendency 
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of ZAs in these conversational data is that the greater the 

iTwfszTsntisl d.i.sti3.nc0, ttis lov/s2r tiis f. Most ZA.s (3koiit. 

80% and 70% in the planned and spontaneous conversational 

discourse, respectively) occur within a four-clause distance 

from their antecedents, as reported in Table 4.3. These 

calculations do not include RD across an event boundary. The 

same general pattern appears to hold for anaphoric and 

cataphoric reference, but numbers of cataphoric reference are 

too small to say this with certainty. 

Table 4.2 

Referential Distance Within Event in Terms of Number of 
Intervening Clauses 

Anaphoric Cataphoric 
# of Planned Spontaneous Planned Spontaneous 
Clause f%f% f% f% 

0 22 4 .69 12 2 . 34 2 0 .43 2 0 , .39 

1-1.5 236 50 .32 166 32 . 36 12 2 .56 7 1. .37 

2-3.5 138 29 .42 186 36 . 26 - - - - 6 1, . 17 

4-5 37 7 .89 60 11. 70 - - 3 0 , ,59 

6-10 19 4 .05 39 7. 60 -

11-20 3 0 .64 17 3 . 31 - - - - -

20 + 5 0 . 98 

Total 455 485 14 18 

Note. Percentage information in this table is calculated on 
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the basis of endophoric ZAs (469 and 513 in the planned and 

unplanned ccnversaticnal data, respectively). 

Event boundairy. Endophoric ZAs in our data are also 

calculated in terms of RD across event boundaries. This 

category is found in the spontaneous conversational data only, 

but not in the planned conversational discourse. The 

distribution of ZA across event boundary with regard to 

referential distance is given in Table 4.3. 

Table 4.3 

Referential Distance of ZA Across Event in 
Terms of Number of Intervening Clauses 
in Spontaneous Data 

Anaohoric 
# of Clauses f % 

0-3 - •  -

4-5 2 0.39 

6-10 6 1.17 

11-20 2 0.39 

20 + -

Total 10 

Note. Percentage information in this table is calculated on 

the basis of endophoric ZAs in the spontaneous conversational 

data (n=513). 
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The ten across-event ZAs are found to occur primarily in 

two different discourse situations: either their antecedents 

can be traced back into a preceding event with a related 

referent and the two events are separated by a third unrelated 

event, or the antecedent and the ZA occur in two separate 

parts of a discontinuous event. The two situations are 

illustrated, respectively, in (4.11) and (4.12): 

(4.11) The original event (108 clauses) describes the 
Chinese Athlete Team at the 19 95 Asian Olympic 
Games, and ends as follows: 

B: Guo2 j ial hao3 duol dui4 j iu4 j ie3 san4 le. 
Dangl shi2 Zhonal Guo2 zhong4 dianS jiu4 shi4 
ti3 caol, tian2 jing4, you2 yongS. 

Many teams in the country were dismissed. At 
that time, what China took as primary were 
gymnastics, track and field, and swimming. 

C: Dui4, dui4, dui4. 

Right, right, right. 

B: Sanl ge da4 xiang4, xiang4 mu4 doul shi4 j inl 
pai2 da4 hu4. 

Three big items, items, are all gold medal 
items. 

... Here Speaker C's son interrupted to consult him 
about the meaning of the English expression 'a 
white dwarf (8 clauses) . Following that, the topic 
shifts to the 1995 Atlanta World Olympic Games in a 
closely related event: 

B: Xia4 yil bu4 [tal men/wo3 men] j iu4 gail 
xiang4 Mei3 Guo2 jin4 junl le. Mei3 Guo2 yi3 
jingl tou2 teng2 le. 

Next [they/we] will march into the U.S. The 
United States already has a headache, already, 
already starts to worry. 
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The discourse here involves a topic/event shift from the 

l O O C r  - r  - J  ^  r ;  • - U q T O O C  ^ A ^ r-. r^oa.ci.xx njciitloo oxxo j.^ ̂ vvwi. j.v.a. vjcxiiioo ̂  

interrupted by a third event 'word meaning consultation'. 

However, despite its sequential occurrence, the third event is 

not semantically related to either the preceding or the 

following event. Further, although the two events, concerning 

Olympic Games, have different foci, the former on the 

brilliant achievements of Chinese teams and the latter on the 

time and possibility of going to watch the Games, they share 

a related referent--China, and they both are related to the 

general topic of athletic events. These together make 

reference identification across event boundaries possible. A 

discontinuous event is illustrated in (4.12): 

(4.12) B: Ran2 hou4, wo 3 j iu4 zi4 ji3 hua4 tu2 zhiS . 
[Wo3] hai2 hua4 le hao3 duel. Ran2 hou4, ... 

Then X made the drawing of the building 
myself. [I] drew a lot. And then, .... 

A: Shui3 kail le. [Ni3] ba3 huo3 yil guanl. 

The water is boiling. [You] turn off the 
stove. 

B: (After turning off the stove) [Wo3] tu2 2hi3 
hua4 hao3 le. Zui4 hou4 [wo3] you4 xiang3 zhe 
yao4 gai4 lou2 fang2. [Wo3] zhe4 you4 mei2 
you3 qian2 za3 ban4? [Wo3] jiu4 yao4 dai4 
kuan3. 

[I] made the drawing. Finally [I] thought 
about constructing the building. What shall 
[I] do without money again? 

C: En. 

Yes. 
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B: [Wo3] gan3 kuai4 jiu4 luan4 pao3. Zui4 hou4, 
[wo3] gei3 yin2 hang2 shuo2 wo3 men you3 zhe4 
mv-» Qci** yi\.u.ct-t.j-** Qx** px-i , .... 

[I] would get loans. Then [I] ran everywhere. 
Finally [I] said to the bank that we had such 
a large piece of land, .... 

Here Speaker B is talking about his imaginary real estate 

investment. The event is interrupted by the water boiling 

event which is very brief but involves oral requests by 

Speaker A and action by Speaker B. The coreferentiality 

between the six ZAs that come after the water boiling event 

and their antecedent located prior to the water boiling event 

is realized with the resumption of the event. Reference 

identification in both (4.11) and (4.12) is facilitated by 

some inter- or intra-event association in discourse. In the 

exchange in (4.11), although the separated events have their 

own focus, they are related at a higher level by the Olympic 

athletes topic, whereas in (4.12), once the intervening event 

is taken care of, the same event is resumed with its reference 

information. Thus, intervening events do not necessarily 

affect the link between the ZAs and their antecedents in the 

hierarchical structure, though they increase the RD linearly. 

Sentence boundarv. ZAs with antecedents beyond event 

boundaries are not found in the planned conversational data. 

Since the movie script is already carefully punctuated, ZAs in 

this part of the data may be examined in terms of antecedents 

located beyond the author's perceived sentence boundaries, as 
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well as at the clause level. Of the 469 endophoric ZAs in the 

planned conversational discourse, 57.80% (n=257) have 

antecedents within the sentence boundary and 42.20% (n=212) 

have antecedents beyond it. This does not provide strong 

support for Chen's (1986) assertion that in Chinese, the most 

frequent use of ZA "is to encode an anaphor that is 

coreferential with the subject of the preceding clause within 

the same sentence boundary" (p. 144) . The planned 

conversational data in this study show only a small plurality 

of ZA within the sentence. The differences between these data 

and Chen's in terms of sentence boundary may be due to genre 

difference, an issue to be discussed in 4.4. 

Occurrences of ZA beyond the sentence are shown in Table 

4.4, according to number of sentence boundaries crossed, and 

according to occurrence within the conversational turn of a 

single speaker or across speaker turns: 
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Table 4.4 

ZA With. Antecedent-S Beyond Sentence Boundaries 
in Planned Conversation 

Number of Clauses Within Turn Across Turn 

1 70 75 

2 4 42 

3-4 2 12 

5-6 4 

7-10 3 

Total 76 136 

It can be seen that about two thirds of the ZAs located 

beyond a sentence boundary from their antecedents (64.15%) 

occur across turns, that is, the antecedent is explicitly 

expressed by one speaker, and then is encoded as ZA by 

another. The use of ZAs across turns exhibits successful 

reference transaction (as illustrated in Figure 4.2A) between 

conversation participants who switch roles back and forth as 

addresser and addressee in the production and inference 

processes. 

Potential interference. PI is another numerical measure 

that has been used to assess reference continuity or 

accessibility/predictability. It is calculated in terms of 

"semantically compatible referents within the preceding three 
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clauses" by Givon (1989, p. 216) . In the present study, 

potential interference is calculated in terms of (1) the 

number of overt noun slots within the preceding or the 

succeeding three clauses from the ZA at issue; and (b) the 

number of ZAs with other referents between the ZA under 

consideration and its referent. As shown in Table 4.5, there 

is a decreasing occurrence of ZA with increasing competing 

referents (with one exception in the spontaneous 

conversational data where ZA with zero PI is slightly less 

than that with one PI). 

Table 4.5 

Potential Interference in Terms of Overt Competing 
Referents Within 3 Clauses 

# of Overt Competing Planned Spontaneous 
Referents f % f % 

0 189 40.30 143 27 . 88 

1 151 32 .20 163 31.77 

2 76 16.21 124 24 .17 

3 34 7 .25 57 11.11 

4 13 2 . 77 20 3 . 90 

5 3 0 .64 6 1. 17 

6 2 0.43 1 0 .20 

8 1 0 .21 

Total 469 513 
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A similar pattern of decreasing occurrence of ZA with 

^  ^  c »  r Q * 7  T V  ̂  ^  ^  » - » ! » >  ^   ̂Ti—.V-oT  ̂ A /Z wdo V <^xxjuxx^ cj^is u. O oxxwwxx ^xx xcti^/JUO -x • O • 

Thus, potential interference from intervening ZA appears to be 

as important for reference continuity of 

accessibility/predictability as do overt competing NPs. There 

is a somewhat higher tolerance for both types of potential 

interference in spontaneous over planned conversational 

discourse. 

Table 4.6 

Potential Interference in Terms of Other ZAs 

Planned Spontaneous 
Number of Other ZAs f % f % 

0 434 92, .54 422 81 .94 

1 20 4 , .26 65 13 . 01 

2 8 1, .71 14 2 .72 

3 2 0 . .43 5 0 , .97 

4 3 0 , ,64 4 0 . . 78 

6 - - - - 2 0 . .39 

7 2 0 . .43 - -

9 - - - - 1 0. ,19 

Total 469 513 

Referential persistence. While RD and PI above assess the 
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reference continuity or accessibility/predictability primarily 

in relation to the preceding discourse, referential 

persistence focuses on subsequent discourse in measuring 

recurrences of ZA with the same antecedent before its next 

overt mention, to a maximum of ten clauses. Unlike in the 

previous two measures, exophoric structures are also relevant 

in the measure of referential persistence. It is assumed in 

many prior studies (e.g., Givon, 1983, 1985; Chen, 1986) that 

referents with longer persistence are more important or 

salient. Results from calculations using this measure are 

presented in Table 4.7. The total column represents the number 

of referents times the number of times they are encoded by ZA 

within ten clauses. 
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Table 4.7 

Referential Persistence in Terms o£ Recurrence vvithin 10 
Clauses 

Planned Spontaneous 
# of Recurrence f total % f total % 

1 308 308 57.25 249 249 41.85 

2 58 116 21.56 77 154 25 .88 

3 24 72 13.38 23 69 11. 60 

4 6 24 4.46 12 48 8 .07 

5 _ _  4 20 3.36 

6 3 18 3.35 1 6 1.01 

7 - - 2 14 2.35 

8 _ _  2 16 2.69 

9 -  - 1 9 1.51 

10 - - 1 10 1. 68 

Total 538 595 

The referential persistence in the spontaneous 

conversational data is greater than that in the planned 

conversational data. This should not be interpreted to mean 

that the referents in the spontaneous data are more important 

or salient. I would assume that RP as a measure to indicate 

reference importance level is not valid for purposes of 

comparison across genre or style. 
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In sum, the use of ZA in Chinese presumes a knowledge 

sourcs available to both speajceir and hearer in a conversation, 

unless it is being used as a specialized strategy to gain 

attention and invite clarification. This source may be 

textual/linguistic (endophoric) or nontextual/extralinguistic 

(exophoric), or a combination of the two. 

Calculations of referential distance (RD) provide some 

support for previous studies, with a general tendency toward 

an inverse correlation of RD and ZA frequency, with some 

differences noted between planned and spontaneous 

conversational data. ZAs with antecedents across event 

boundaries are found in the spontaneous conversational data, 

with reference identification accounted for by inter- or 

intra-event association of topics. ZAs with antecedents beyond 

sentence boundaries in the planned conversational data are 

much more numerous than asserted in previous studies. Most of 

these occur across changes in conversational turns, and thus 

may be genre-specific. 

Results from the measure of potential interference (PI) 

show an increase in either competing referents or intervening 

ZAs with a decrease in ZAs. Again, some difference is noted in 

planned and spontaneous data. 

The referential persistence (RP) measure of the two types 

of data in this study also reveals differing patterning, with 

the spontaneous conversational discourse having much greater 
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decrease and scope of RP. 

All tiiiree numeirxcal discourse measures employed in this 

study have revealed some important issues which will be 

discussed in the coming sections of this chapter. Within-

clause ZA with short RD will be addressed in 4.2.2 (Syntactic 

Contexts). Differences between planned and spontaneous 

conversational data reported here, and between these data and 

the results of prior research based on narrative data, will be 

discussed in 4 .4 (Genre and Style) . Methodological issues such 

as the appropriateness and validity of sequential measures of 

RD and PI, and reference identification of ZA across event 

boundary in hierarchical discourse structure, will be 

discussed in 4.5 (Analytic Methodology). 

4.2.2 Syntactic Contexts 

Syntactic contexts of ZA in this section will be 

discussed in four categories: (1) clause types; (2) syntactic 

positions; (3) semantic aspects of referent; and (4) syntactic 

constraints. 

4.2.2.1 Clause Types 

Distribution of ZA is examined in terms of clause types, 

which are classified into three general groups: declarative, 

interrogative, and imperative. Declarative has two 

subcategories: active and passive. Imperative is divided into 
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request and order subcategories based on degree of politeness. 

In the original design of this study, interx'ogative clauses 

were divided into request and question, but no instances of 

interrogative request were found in the data. Table 4.8 

displays the distribution of ZAs in terms of clause types as 

their site of occurrence. 

Table 4.8 

Distribution of ZA in Different Clause Types 

Planned Spontaneous 
Clause Types f % f % 

declarative 
active 365 67 .84 480 80 .68 

passive 2 0 .37 10 1 .68 

interrogative 
question 45 8 .36 69 11 .60 

imperative 
request 110 20 .45 33 5 .55 

order 16 2 . 97 3 0 .50 

Total 538 595 

In the data considered for this study, ZA most often 

occurs in declarative clauses (68% and 82.36% in the planned 

and spontaneous conversation, respectively). Imperative 

clauses are second for planned conversation (23.42%) and 

interrogative for spontaneous (11.60%). Interrogative for 
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planned (8.35%) and imperative for spontaneous (6.05%) are 

even less frequ-ent. Tlius we find somewhat different 

hierarchies of ZA occurrence in terms of clause types. 

Planned Conversation 

Declarative > Imperative > Interrogative 

Spontaneous Conversation 

Declarative > Interrogative > Imperative 

Figure 4.3 Hierarchy in Terms of Clause Types 

Declarative passive and imperative order clauses were 

relatively rare, and included few examples of ZA in either 

type of conversation. There was some tendency for utterances 

to have more directive force in the planned text. 

4.2.2.2 Syntactic Positions 

Distribution of ZA is examined primarily in three 

syntactic positions: (1) subject slot; (2) object slot; and 

(3) possessive or determiner slot (either subject or object). 

The BA+object, and the pre-ziji as subgroups of object and 

possessive, respectively, are tabulated separately. The 

results are presented in Table 4.9. 
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Table 4.9 

rr'A r\Z £-C i- r*- r ̂   ̂i  ̂
l^X&U J-Xi>^U.U-LV-/ll OJ- Cir\. XAl l^X •!» XCl. CXAU o yiiucti^ uxv^ -Ljooa. L. xoiia 

Planned Spontaneous 
Syntactic Location f % f % 

subject 523 97, .21 578 97, . 14 

object (DO and 10) 3 0 , . 56 5 0 , .84 

BA+obj ect 4 0 . .74 2 0 . .34 

possessive 2 0 , .37 4 0 , .67 

0+zij i 6 1. ,12 6 1, .01 

Total 538 595 

The two conversational types in our data have veiry 

similar distribution in terras of the three major syntactic 

positions: approximately 97% in subject position for both 

conversation types, 1.3% and 1.2% in object position for 

planned and spontaneous conversations, respectively, and 1.49% 

and 1.68% in possessive position for planned and spontaneous 

conversations, respectively. The finding is thus that subject 

position is overwhelmingly the most common syntactic location 

for ZA, but other positions are possible. 

In order to examine more closely how syntactic sites 

contribute to the occurrence and interpretation of ZA, I 

compared the respective syntactic slots of endophoric ZAs and 

their antecedents. Syntactically, endophoric ZA may be put 
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into two general categories: syntactically maintained and 

syntactically shifted. Syntactically maintained ZA occurs when 

the ZA occupies the same type of syntactic slot as the 

antecedent, as illustrated in (4.1), repeated below as (4.13) 

for convenience of illustration: 

(4.13) a. Wo3 ba3 gongl shi4 gei3 tal xie3 2ai4 heil 
ban3 shang4, 

b. [wo3] yil dianr2 yil dianr3 gei3 tal jie3 
shil. 

a. I wrote the formula on the board for him, 
b. [I] explained to him bit by bit. 

In this case, the ZA and its antecedent are both the 

subjects of their respective clauses. 

Syntactically shifted ZA occurs v/hen the ZA occupies a 

type of syntactic slot which is different from the antecedent, 

as illustrated in (4.14) : 

(4.14) a. Nei4 ge jiao4 lian4 lei yil zhi2 zai4 pei2 
xun4 zhei4 yil pil ren2. 

b. Zhe4 hui2 [tal men] ba3 Ri4 Ben3 ren2, er4 bi3 
ling2 ba3 Ri4 Ben3 ren2 sheng4 le, 

c. [Tal men] na2 dao4 guan4 junl le. 

a. That coach has been training this batch of 
people. 

b. This time [they] beat, beat the Japanese by 
two to zero, 

c. [they] won the championship. 

ZA tal men 'they' in (4.14b) and (4.14c) occupies the 

subject position whereas the antecedent zhe4 vil pil ren2 

'this batch of people' is in the object position of (4.14a). 

Table 4.10 displays the distribution of syntactically 

maintained and shifted ZA. 
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Table 4.10 

Distribution o£ Endoohoric ZA in Terms o£ 
Relative Syntactic Positions of Antecedent-ZA 

Planned Spontaneous 
f % Syntactic Location f % 

Maintained 296 70.98 331 70.58 

Shifted 121 29.02 138 29.42 

Total 417 469 

Note. Summary, multiple-whole, and cataphoric ZAs are excluded 

from this table. 

In what follows, we will discuss these two types of ZA, 

respectively, in Sections 4.2.2.2.1 and 4.2.2.2.2. Exophoric 

ZA is excluded from the discussion since the antecedent is not 

textually locatable. In addition, summary and multiple-whole 

ZAs are considered irrelevant in the discussion: the summary 

antecedent does not occur in a single syntactic slot; 

multiple-whole ZA has a two-part antecedent. Since cataphoric 

ZA manifests some characteristics different from those of 

anaphoric ZA, it will be discussed separately from anaphoric 

ZA in teirms of syntactically maintained and shifted position, 

in Section 4.2.2.2.3. 

4.2.2.2.1 Syntactically Maintained ZA 

Syntactically maintained (SM) accounts for 71% of the 
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total amount of endophoric ZA in both the planned and 

spontaneous conversational data. It is found in subject: 

including pre-ziji) and object positions, as illustrated in 

examples from (4.15) to (4.17): 

(4.15) a. Wo3 zhei4 ge xue2 wei4 na2 dao4, 
b. [wo3] jiu4 bu2 yong4 zai4 kao3 le, 
c. [wo3] jiu4 tongl guo4 le. 

a. If I. get the degree, 
b. [I] won't need to take the test, 
c. [I] will meet the requirement already. 

(4.16) C to D: --Ni3 zi4 ji3 qu4 wanr2 qu4. 
[Four clauses here.] 

B to D: --[Ni3] zi4 ji3 qu4 ba. 

C to D: --Yourself go to play. 
[Four clauses here.] 

B to D: --[Your]self go. 

(4.17) a. Wo3 doul lan3 de2 zai4 qu4 zhao3 tal tan2. 
b. [Wo3] tan2 le liang3 sanl ci4, 
c. doul mei2 ge jie2 guo3. 
d. Zhenl de. Suo3 yi3 wo3 xiang3 xiang3 zhe4 ge 

ne, 
e. Yinl wei2 shen2 mo dangl chul [wo3] zhao3 

[tal] ye3 shi4 you3 dao4 113 de. 

a. I. don't want to go to talk to him. 
b. [I] already talked two or three times, 
c. all resulted in nothing. 
d. Really. So I think about it, 
e. because what, when [I] talked to [him] before, 

I had good reasons. 

In (4.15), both ZA and the antecedent are in the subject 

position of their respective clauses; in (4.16), both pairs 

subject pre-ziji, and in (4.17), both pairs either subject or 

object. 

Referent identification of ZA in each of these examples 
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is achieved via lexical compatibility and discourse structure. 

Example (4.15) is an 'if...then...because...' structure, 

which, together with the predicates 'get/not need/meet', 

encodes the speaker wo3 'I' as the subject, first in overt and 

then in null forms. Example (4.16) consists of two parallel 

imperative sentences directed to the same person. With the 

predicate 'go to play' , 0+self is understood to have the 

referent from 'yourself. Example (4.17) is a 

'statement+reason+additional reason' structure, with 

predicates 'not want to talk/talk already' and 'resulted in 

nothing/had reasons to talk before'. The discourse stmcture 

together with the predicate selectional restriction suggest 

the overt 'I' in (4.17a) and the null 'I' in (4.17b) and 

(4.17e) have the same referent, as do the overt 'him' in 

(4.17a) and the null 'him' in (4.17e). 

Although syntactically maintained ZAs also occur in 

positions other than the subject, they mostly occur in subject 

slot as presented in Table 4.11. 

Consistent with findings that the subject position is 

overwhelmingly the most common syntactic location for any type 

of ZA (reported in Table 4.9), it is not surprising that this 

holds true for SM (as shown in Table 4.11 below). 
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Table 4.11 

i>.LO uX^xiM>LH^ J-V./11 w-u o yixucie.ux^ca.j-j-y i.*ietJLiiuq.j-xicQ. ^n. xix 

Terms of Syntactic Position 

Planned Spontaneous 
Syntactic Location f % f % 

subject 295 99.7 327 98 . 8 

subject (pre+ziji) 2 0 . 6 

object 1 0.3 2 0 . 6 

Total 296 331 

Subject SM falls into two general categories: initial and 

continuing ZA. By the former, I mean the first ZA for a 

specific referent; the latter refers to subsequent ZA with the 

same referent. 

Most initial subject SM encodes the reference of the 

subject in the immediately preceding clause (Chen, 1986). 

However, approximately one-third of such ZA occurs more 

remotely from the antecedent. The referential distance of 

subject SM is summarized in Table 4.12: 
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Table 4.12 

Di-SL.i.'ibution o£ IniLxaj. Subiect. SM ZA in 
Terms of Referential Distance 

frequency 
Number of Clauses Planned Spontaneous 

1 154 109 

2 32 44 

3 14 20 

4-5 10 8 

1 H
 
O
 

1 5 

11-17 5 

Total 211 200 

More remote referent identification for initial subject 

SM may be possible in part because of the lexical 

compatibility of the potential NPs and the verb, as in example 

(4.18) : 

(4.18) a. D chil le nei4 ge, 
b. xiao4 guo3 tingS hao3. 
c. (wo3) ye3 bu4 zhil dao4 
d. (na4) shi4 yao4 de xiao4 guo3 
e. hai2 shi4 [tal] chil zhei4 ge de xiao4 guo3. 

a. D took that, 
b. the effect was good. 
c. (I) don't know 
d. if (that) was the effect of the medicine 
e. or the effect after [she] took the medicine. 

The subject in (4.18e) is identified with the subject in 

(4.18a) because the verb chil 'take' excludes 'medicine' as 
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candidate because of its [-animate] feature. 

Initial subject SM is also found across discontinuous 

event boundaries. In such cases, referent identification is 

assisted by such hierarchical discourse clues as topic or 

schema/goal interrelationship. Example (4.11) is repeated as 

(4.19) here for convenience of illustration: 

(4.19) The original event (108 clauses) describes the 
Chinese Athlete Team at the 1995 Asian Olympic 
Games, and ends as follows: 

B: Guo2 jial hao3 duol dui4 j iu4 j ie3 san4 le. 
Dangl shi2 Zhongl Guo2 zhong4 dianS jiu4 shi4 
ti3 caol, tian2 jing4, you2 yongS. 

C: Dui4, dui4, dui4. 

B: Sanl ge da4 xiang4, xiang4 mu4 doul shi4 j inl 
pai2 da4 hu4. 

B: Many teams in the country were dismissed. At 
that time, what the state took as primary were 
gymnastics, track and field, and swimming. 

C: Right, right, right. 

B: Three big items, items, are all gold medal 
items. 

.. . Here Speaker C's son interrupted to consult him 
about the meaning of the English expression 'a 
white dwarf (8 clauses) . Following that, the topic 
shifts to the 1995 Atlanta World Olympic Games in a 
closely related event: 

B: Xia4 yil bu4 [tal men/wo3 men] jiu4 gail 
xiang4 Mei3 Guo2 jin4 junl le. Mei3 Guo2 yi3 
j ingl tou2 teng2 le. 

Next [they/we] will march into the U.S. The 
United States already has a headache, already, 
already starts to worry. 

Continuing subject SM may occur in two different forms. 
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First, they occur in successive clauses following the clause 

contaxning an initial subject 3M with the same referent. In 

other words, they occur in a chain of clauses without 

interruptions as illustrated by examples (4.20) to (4.22): 

(4.20) ... ni3 j i4 hua4 jinl tianl wan3 shang4 yao4 gan4 
sha2, [ni3] chil wan2 fan4, [ni3] kail shang4 chel 
jiu4 zou3 . [Ni3] qu4 xue2 xiao4, [ni3] neng2 chul 
huor2. [Ni3] zai4 jial li3 bu4 xing2. 

... you plan to do something in the evening, [you] 
drive to leave right after [you] eat dinner. [You] 
can get things done if [you] go to school. [You] 
won't be able to do anything at home. 

(4.21) ... tal jiu4 feil yao4 re3 wo3, [tal] ba3 wo3 ji3 
guo4 qu4, [tal] zi4 ji3 wanr2, [tal] bu2 rang4 wo3 
wanr2. 

... he deliberately provoked me, [he] pushed me 
aside, and [him] self played, [he] did not let me 
play. 

(4.22) B: Na4 ni3 za3 bu4 zhao3 bie2 ren2 ne? [ni3] hai2 
yil xinl yil yi4 de deng3 zhe (tal)? 

C: [Wo3] zhao3 bie2 ren2 ya? Ai. 

A: Ai ya, [ni3] jiang3 yil jiang3. 

C: [Wo3] ye3 mei2 you3 qil tal ren2 ke3 yi3 zhao3 
ma. 

B: Then why didn't vou find someone else? And 
[you] still waited for (her) whole-heartedly? 

C: [I] find someone else? Well. 

A: Come on, [you] tell (us) . 

C: [I] had no anyone else to find. 

Example (4.20) involves a series of clauses suggesting 

what the addressee can and should do when she makes plans and 

explaining why. In example (4.21), which consists of 
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consecutive actions by the same person, there is a shift of ZA 

frorn subject position to subject deterininer position in one 

clause. Example (4.22) is a little different in that it 

involves a deictic shift in the null element (from 'I' to 

'you') when speakers change, but the actual referent remains 

the same. 

Continuing subject SM may also occur one or more clauses 

away from the initial ZA. The intervening clauses may come as 

a shift in topic by another speaker or as feedback from the 

hearer, as in example (3.14), repeated below as (4.23) for 

convenience of illustration: 

(4.23) B: a. Ran2 hou4, wo 3 j iu4 zi4 j i3 hua4 tu2 
zhi3 . 

b. [Wo3] hai2 hua4 le hao3 duol. 

A: Shui3 kail le. [Ni3] ba3 huo3 yil guanl. 

B: c. [Wo3] tu2 zhi3 hua4 hao3 le. 
d. zui4 hou4 [wo3] you4 xiang3 zhe yao4 gai4 

lou2 fang2. 

B: a. Then, 1 made the drawing of the building, 
b. [I] made a lot. 

A: The water is boiling. (You) turn off the 
stove. 

B: c. [I] drew the building. 
d. [I] finally thought about constructing 

the building. 

The initial ZA contained in (4.23b) and the continuing ZA 

in (4.23c) are separated by Speaker A's reminding B to turn 

off the stove. Again, reference identification is not broken 

by brief interruption with a topic not relevant to the on
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going event. 

Host continuing subject 5Hs immediately or closely follow 

their coreferential initial ZAs; almost half occur within 

three clauses and more than 25% within five. Their 

distribution is displayed in Table 4.13. 

Table 4.13 

Distribution of Continuing Subject SM ZA 
in Terms of Referential Distance 

frequency 
Number of Clauses Planned Spontaneous 

2 34 32 

3 20 29 

4-5 14 31 

6-7 7 14 

8-9 4 9 

10-15 3 5 

17-27 8 

Total 82 128 

The distribution of both subject initial and continuing 

SMs in Table 4.12 and Table 4.13 reveal difference between 

planned and spontaneous conversation in terms of referential 

distance. The mean distance between the antecedent referent 

and null element in initial, continuing, and total subject SMs 
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is summarized in Table 4.14: 

Table 4.14 

Referential Mean Distance from Antecedent 
to ZA in Subject SM 

Subject SM Type Planned Spontaneous 

Initial SM 1.47 2.0 

Continuing SM 3.78 5.32 

Total Subject SM 2.12 3.3 

In sum, subject SM in Chinese conversational discourse 

accounts for approximately two thirds of the total amount of 

endophoric ZA (excluding summary, cataphoric, and multiple-

whole) . Although it is found in subject (including pre-ziji) 

and object positions, the subject slot holds around 99% of the 

occurrences. The antecedent of subject SM ZA is most often 

located in the immediately preceding clause. Coreferential 

relationship between SM ZA, especially more remote 

occurrences, and the antecedent is signaled by lexical 

selectional information and the same level description viewed 

in hierarchical discourse structure. When the coreferential 

antecedent, initial ZA, and continuing ZA are in a series of 

clauses, the clauses form a linear chain on the same topic. 

Clauses containing the coreferential antecedent, initial ZA, 
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and continuing ZA may be interrupted by clauses of elaboration 

WJ- iiiwvu-j. X u.s^A u. xv^ix, v-/4_ Mjy J-ZJ-J-CI. vu.X^a. COi9X V O CVCllUO, WXUnL..'UU 

necessary disruption of referent identification. In these 

cases, the clauses are determined to form a hierarchical 

structure where the clauses containing the ZAs and the 

antecedent are on the same level of discourse organization. 

4.2.2.2.2 Syntactically Shifted ZA 

It has been proposed (Tai, 1978) and attested (Chen, 

1986) in research using Chinese narrative data that 

syntactically maintained ZA (especially of the subject type) 

is the norm in discourse. Syntactically Shifted (SS) ZA does 

occur, however, and the question examined here is when and how 

the referent is identified when the antecedent and null 

element are in different syntactic positions. 

As was shown in Table 4.10, almost 30% of endophoric ZA 

occurs as SS in both planned and spontaneous conversational 

data. They occur as a shift from object to subject position, 

pre-subject to subject, subject determiner to subject, subject 

to object, object determiner to subject, object determiner to 

object, pre-subject determiner to subject, object determiner 

to subject determiner, and object to subject determiner. The 

distribution of occurrence is shown on Table 4.15: 
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Table 4.15 

DxsuiTxbiiuXon. o£ 3S ZA j.n. Tejrins of SviiL.act.ic Liocat-xons 

frequency 
Antecedent-ZA Appearance Planned Spontaneous 

obj ect-subj ect initial 40 44 

continuing 11 33 

pre-subj ect-subj ect initial 28 10 

continuing 11 3 

subject det.-subject initial 12 15 

continuing 1 10 

subj ect-obj ect initial 1 1 

continuing 1 1 

object det.-subject initial 6 6 

continuing 4 3 

object det.-object initial 1 0 

pre-subject det.-subject initial 1 2 

pre-subject-object initial 1 1 

subject-subject det. initial 0 3 

continuing 0 2 

subject-subject pre+ziji continuing 2 2 

object det.-subject pre-zi j i 0 1 

subject-object pre-ziji initial 1 0 

object-subject det. initial 0 1 

Total 121 138 
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Note. In the table, det. =determiner, pre-subj . =the topic 

A total of 259 SS ZAs occur in these data. Subject 

position is again by far the most frequent, accounting for 

94.7% of the occurrences. Most of the antecedents for subject 

SS are in object position, but some are subject/object 

determiner or NP in pre-subject position. Subject determiner 

and object positions account for only 4.1% and 6.5%, 

respectively, with antecedents in subject, NP in pre-subject 

position, or object/NP determiner positions. 

SS ZA considered in isolation may cause more ambiguity in 

reference identification than does SM ZA. However, when 

examined in actual discourse, the correct interpretation of 

such ZA does not appear to be a problem. The identification 

may be looked at as an inference-based process on the part of 

both the addresser and addressee (cf. Foley & Van Valin, 1984; 

Chen, 1986). From the production perspective, the addresser 

must infer linguistic and extralinguistic information 

available to the addressee, and the addressee must make use of 

that knowledge in referent identification. This involves 

essentially the same process as discussed in 4.2.1.1. The 

types of information used in successful encoding and decoding 

of SS ZA may be categorized as: (1) lexical semantic 

selection; (2) additional information in the clause; (3) topic 
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establishment; and (4) extralinguistic information. I will 

^3 ̂  ^3 * T T * , ^ ^ ^ ^ 
VAa.OS^U.OO CIXXVU. U. a. U. LLO U X. Ct UC? uxxcac a.XX ULlXll* 

Lexical semantic selection. The semantic content of NPs 

and the verb in discourse play an important role in the 

success of SS ZA, as illustrated in (4.24) and (4.25): 

(4.24) a. Wo3 chil ke4 aan3 min3 chil dao4 di4 er4 
tianl, 

b. ran2 hou4 di4 sanl tianl [tal] jiu4 qi3 xiao4 
gxio3 le. 

a. I took kecranmin for two days, 
b. and then on the third day [it] showed effect. 

(4.25) A: Ni3 hai2 zi ne? 

B: (Wo3] ye3 shi4 cai2 [BA3 tal] hong3 shui4. 

A: Your child? 

B: (I) also just coaxed [her] to sleep. 

Example (4.24) occurred when the speaker was persuading 

his wife to take medicine for her cold. Two NPs occur in 

(4.24a), referring to the speaker and the medicine. The verb 

qi3 'show' here applies to only [-animate] objects, and thus 

excludes subject wo3 'I' as a possible candidate for the 

antecedent of the ZA in (4.24b). 

The null [tal] 'her' and its antecedent hai2 zi * child' 

stand in an NP-object relationship in (4.25). Two [+animate] 

and [+human) objects are involved, the mother and the child. 

Since the Chinese expression hona3 shui4 'coax to sleep' 

applies to situations where the adult is the agent and the 

child is the patient, the NP possessive ni3 'your' is excluded 
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as a possible candidate for the reference of [tal] 'her' , 

v.'hereas it is selected as the appropriate candidate for the 

subject slot [wo3] *1'. Example (4.25) is a good illustration 

of the role of lexical selection since it involves ZA in both 

the subject slot and the object slot. 

When lexical selection is insufficient for signaling the 

coreferential relationship of the antecedent and the null 

element, the tendency is for the object to be encoded overtly 

and the subject to be in null form. Example (4.9) is repeated 

below as (4.26) as an illustration: 

(4.26) a. Wo3 2hei4 hui2 zhe4 ji3 men2 lce4 ni3 gei3 wo3 
bangl da4 mang2 le. 

b. Yi3 hou4, yi3 hou4 [ni3] you3 shi4, 
c. [ni3] jin3 guan3 zhao3 wo3. 

a. This time you have helped me a great deal with 
mv course work. 

b. Later, later on if [you] have problems, 
c. [you] just come to me. 

Three NPs are involved in (4.26a), the speaker wo3 'I', 

the hearer ni3 'you', and the inanimate ke4 'course work'. 

Only the speaker and the hearer continue to occur in (4.26b) 

and (4.26c) . If both are encoded with null, the hearer will be 

lead to the false interpretation that the speaker is the one 

to seek for further help from the hearer because of the 

sequence of overt pronouns in (4.26a) . In such situations, the 

object slot (as in 4.26c) is always overtly encoded so that 

the referent of the null subject in (4.26b) and (4.26c) is 

clear. 
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The role of lexical selection is also observed where the 

Q Q ^ ^ ^ ^ 7S ^ 4 ^ ^ ^ ̂  « y A ^ 4 ^ 4 A «•• 
xxc.cv«.c\^oix(. i^xxc o ui.iM> J o v..'u ^rx v^K^«.^u.x.o a.xx uxxo va.d^cX^uia.xxcX^ ^v^oxuxoli 

of the subject in a preceding clause. This is illustrated in 

examples (4.27) and (4.28): 

(4.27) a. Zhe4 yil hui2, vou3 xiel ren2 de bing4 jiu4 
ke3 yi3 zhi4 le, 

b. chul gongl shi2 [tal men] bu2 hui4 zai4 shuol: 
" Ai ya! Wo3 yaol teng2 ya! Ai ya I Wo3 tui3 
teng2 ya!" 

a. This time some people's illness can be cured, 
b. at time for working, [they] won't say: "Ouch! 

I have pains in the waist! Ouch! I have pains 
in the legs!" 

(4.28) a. Wo3 men D suan4 shu4 j iu4 zhe4 yang4 sui2 
bian4 zhual yil xia4, 

b. [na4] jiu4 yi3 jingl chaol qian2 le. 
c. Xian4 zai4 [wo3 men] dao3 wo--, worry tal de 

shi4 Yingl Yu3. 

a. Our D's math was casually urged, 
b. and [it] is already better than (her grade 

level). 
c. Now what [we] worry, worry is her English 

instead. 

The semantic content of the verb shuol 'say' in (4.27b) 

excludes the solution of the subject bina4 'illness' in 

(4.27a) as the agent and thus leaves the subject determiner as 

the only candidate. Similarly, in example (4.28), 'math' 

cannot 'worry' , and D is the patient for the parents' worries. 

Therefore, the verb dan2 xinl 'worry' restricts the 

possibility of the antecedent of the null element (4.28c) to 

the determiner wo3 men in (4.28a). 

Object NP determiner slot is another possible antecedent 

position for subject SS ZA. Lexical selection also functions 
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in signaling coreferentiality in these structures, as 

illustrated in (4.23} and. (3.20h) , repeated below as (4.30) 

for convenience of illustration: 

(4.29) a. Zhi3 yao4 dao4 tal shou3 shang4 de dui4 yuan2 
doul na2, 

b. zhe4 ci4 [tal] dai4 chul lai2 de nu3 jiang4, 
quan2 na2 j inl pai2. 

a. All sports people who have come to his 
coaching got, 

b. the woman athletes [he] led abroad this time, 
all got gold medals. 

(4.30) a. Zan2 men da4 huor3 ji4 ran2 xuan3 le Shuangl-
shuangl dangl dui4 zhang3, 

b. (zan2 men) jiu4 yao4 tingl tal de zhi3 huil. 
c. Pi3 ru2 shuol, ming2 tianl [tal] pai4 wo3 del 

huir2, 
d. na4 wo3 j iu4 yao4 qu4 gan4. 

a. Since we have elected Shuang-Shuang the 
brigade leader, 

b. (we) should listen to her command. 
c. For example, tomorrow [she] assigns me to some 

work, 
d. then I should go to do (it). 

The relative clause head dui4 yuan2 'sports people' is 

excluded as a possible candidate for the subject [tal] in 

(4.29b) because the semantic content of dai4 'led' determines 

that the agent be the coach, or tal 'his' the determiner of 

the prepositional object in (4.29a) . The verb pai4 'assign' in 

(4.30c) also requires that its agent be coreferential with the 

object determiner 'her' in (30b) . In both situations, the 

verbs (dai4 'lead' and pai4 'assign') denote a senior-junior 

rank relation between the agent and patient cases. 

Additional information in the clause. Coreferential 
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relations between a null element and its antecedent may also 

be indicated with inforrnatioii expressed in other elements of 

the clause structure. This is illustrated in example (4.31): 

(4.31) a. Gui-vinq ma, ni3 yil jian4 [ni3] bao3 xian3 
man3 yi4, 

b. [tal] shi4 wo3 men ctinl tiaol jianl de, .... 

a. As for Gui-ying. vou will undoubtedly be 
satisfied once [you] see, 

b. [she] is the top in our village, .... 

Here, the subject [tal] 'she' in (4.31b) is coreferential 

with the preposed object in the topic position of (4.31a). 

Without 'in our village', (4.31b) might have another reading. 

The prepositional phrase excludes the addressee as a candidate 

for [tal] since he is not a member of the village, leaving 

Gui-ying as the only possible referent. 

Topic establishment. ZA in the subject determiner slot is 

also found in contexts where the antecedent is the subject or 

the object of a prior clause, and serves as the topic of the 

clause containing the null element. This is illustrated in 

examples (4.32) and (4.33): 

(4.32) A: D shir4 duol. 

C: [Tal de] nao3 zi zhuan3 de kuai4. 

A: D is very fussy. 

C: [Her] mind is sharp. 

(4.33) a. Suan4 shu4 ni3 jiu4 cong2 guo2 nei4 zhao3 
shul. 

b. [Tal de] nan2 du4 xiangl dui4 gaol, 
c. [ni3] jiu4 rang4 tal qu4 zuo4. 

a. As for math, you can find a book from China. 
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b. [Its] difficulty level will be relatively-
high, 

c. [you] jUst ask hxiu to practise. 

In these examples, the subject D, and the object shul 

'book' in (4.33a) serve as the topics for the second utterance 

in (4.32) and (4.33b). 

Extralinqiiistic infoinnation. By definition, SS ZAs have 

overtly expressed antecedents. However, textual antecedents 

are not always sufficient for reference identification. 

Extralinguistic means, such as shared knowledge, shared prior 

experience or background, or close interpersonal relations 

between the conversation participants, may function as a 

supplementary information source in the reference 

identification process. I have already discussed the 

interaction of textual and nontextual information in Section 

4.2.1. Here I will show how it functions with SS ZA in 

particular. Examples (4.7) and (4.8) are repeated below as 

(4.34) and (4.35), respectively, for convenience of 

illustration. 

(4.34) B: a. Wo3 na4 ge ju4 zi ya, doul bu2 shun4 a, 
b. na4 lao3 shil hai2 kan4 shang4 le. 

A: c. [Ni3] hai2 dao4, hai2 dao4 banl shang4 jiang3 
lei. 

a. My sentences were not even fluent, 
b. but the teacher still liked. 

c. [You] even talked in, in class. 

(4.35) a. Suan4 shu4 ni3 jiu4 cong2 guo2 nei4 zhao3 
shul. 

b. [Tal] nan2 du4 bi3 jiao4 gaol, 
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c. [ni3] j iu4 rang4 tal qu4 zuo4. 
d. Tal you3 shi2 jianl, 
^ c. ludxj iiuj.^ u.cik^*± j xax, 

f. [ni3] jiu4 rang4 tal zuo4 ti2, .... 

a. As for math you may find a book from China. 
b. Its difficulty level may be comparatively 

high, 
c. [you] just ask him to practise. 
d. He has time, 
e. once [he] comes back home, 
f. [you] just ask him to do the problems, .... 

The subject of (4.34c) may be take either the subject 

determiner wo3 *1' from 'my' in {4.34a), or the subject lao3 

shil 'the teacher' in (4.34b) as its antecedent. Since both 

hearers in this situation already know that the speaker had 

been asked to share his assignment in class not long ago, they 

correctly understand the antecedent of the null element in 

(4.34c) to be the subject determiner in (4.34a). 

Similarly, the null subject [tal] in (4.35e) may have two 

readings: the addressee or his son. But the frequent contact 

between the speaker and the hearer enables the hearer to infer 

that (4.35e) means 'once after his son coming back home from 

school', but not 'once the father comes back home'. 

As with SM ZA, SS ZA in the spontaneous conversation data 

tends to exhibit a longer referential distance between the 

antecedent and the null element, and between initial and 

continuing ZA, than does the planned conversation data. The 

mean distance between the antecedent referent and null element 

in initial, continuing, and total SS is summarized in Table 

4.16 . 
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Table 4.16 

Rsfer"£iit.xal Mean. Dxst-ance Eroru 
Antecedent to ZA in SS 

SS Type Planned Spontaneous 

Initial SS 1.49 1.78 

Continuing SS 2.7 4.15 

Total SS 1.70 2.67 

In the SS category, there are five subtypes of within-

clause ZA, so named because the null elements occur in the 

same clause as the antecedent. No instances of these subtypes 

of ZA are reported for narrative discourse by Chen (1986) , but 

38 examples were found in the conversational data being 

reported here (24 in planned and 14 in spontaneous discourse). 

For convenience of accounting within-clause ZA as a whole, 

cataphoric within clause ZA is also discussed here. 

Within-clause ZA is found to occur in the following 

structural contexts: 

A. In imperative structure (18 were found), where the 

addressee's name, either in the pre-subject topic position or 

following the predicate, is coreferentinl with the null 

subject, as illustrated in (4,36) and (4.37): 

(4.36) Gui-vinq. [ni3] jin4 lai2! 

Gui-ving. [you] come in! 
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(4.37) Yi3 hou4 ya, [ni3] yi3 hou4 ya yao4 mang2 qi3 lai2 
le, A ya, ... 

Later on, if [you] are busy later on, A, ... 

B. Same as A except that ZA occurs in declarative 

structures involving anaphoric reference only (8 were found). 

The referent is not the addressee, either, as illustrated in 

(4.38) : 

(4.38) Ke3 ren2 jial Sun You, [tal] yil ge shang4 wu3 jiu4 
zheng4 le er4 shi2 fenl. 

But Sun You. [he] gained 20 workpoints just one 
morning. 

C. In structure containing preposed object. A 

coreferential relation could exist between three different 

syntactic slot pairs (5 were found): (a) object modifier-

subject modifier; (b) object-subject, and (c) object modifier-

subject, which is illustrated in (4.39): 

(4.39) Ni3 nei4 ge bao3 ren2 nar4 ye3, [ni3] ye3 ke3 yi3 
zai4, ... 

Your sponsor, [you] can also, ... 

D. In imperative and cataphoric structure (4 were found) 

where the null subject is coreferential with the object 

determiner, which is overtly expressed, as illustrated in 

(4.40) : 

(4.40) [Ni3] kan4 ni3 nei4 ge shou3, ... 

[You] look at your hand, ... 

E. Same as D except in declarative structure (2 were 

found), as illustrated in (4.41): 
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(4.41) Ni3 shi4 zhiB gu4 [ni3] zi4 jiS, ... 

You jUSt CSrS aijO'uu [yOliij Self. 

These contexts for within-clause SS ZA thus include 

anaphoric and cataphoric directionality, subject and object 

positions, and declarative and imperative structures. As with 

SM ZA, although the referential distance of within-clause SS 

is small, so is the frequency. This appears to violate the 

general pattern that the shorter the referential distance of 

ZA, the greater the degree of occurrence. 

In sum, anaphoric SS accounts for approximately one third 

of the total number of textual or endophoric ZAs (excluding 

summary, cataphoric, and multiple-whole) in the corpus of this 

study. They occur overwhelmingly in clause subject positions, 

but other positions are possible. Their reference 

identification may be inferred from lexical semantic selection 

between the argument NPs and the predicate verb, or other 

information in the clause. Subject/object position antecedents 

may serve as the topic of a following clause containing the 

coreferential null element in the subject determiner position. 

Extralinguistic knowledge and experience may serve as a 

supplementary source of information for reference 

identification. 
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4.2.2.2.3 Cataphoric Syntactically Maintained and Shifted ZA 

The distr'xljU.t ion of cstaphoiric ZAs in tsirrus of 

syntactically maintained or shifted position is discussed and 

reported separately from that of anaphoric ZAs mainly for two 

reasons. First, over half of the cataphoric ZAs found in the 

corpus do not hold necessary dependence on their coreferents 

for reference identification. As will be discussed in Section 

4.2.3.2 (Antecedent Direction), ten (31.25%) cataphoric ZAs 

are used more for rhetorical and discourse purposes, and seven 

(21.88%) to satisfy grammatical requirements, respectively, 

rather than to fulfill the needs of reference identification. 

Second, cataphoric ZAs occur exclusively in clause subject 

position in the corpus. Both characteristics show that 

cataphoric ZAs, in general, are different from anaphoric ZAs 

and thus need to be examined separately. 

Table 4.17 shows the syntactic positions of cataphoric 

ZAs and their coreferents: 
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Table 4.17 

S^yTitactic Positions of Cataphoric ZAs and Their CoreEerents 

Conversations 
Cataphoric ZA - Coreferent Planned Spontaneous 

positions 

subj. - subj . 4 9 

subj . - BA+obj . 1 4 

subj. - obj . 2 2 

subj. - prep.+obj. 2 

subj. - Topic & subj. 1 

subj . - obj. determiner 4 

subj. - subj. determiner 1 

subj. - BA+obj. determiner 1 

subj. - prep.+obj. determiner 1 

Total 14 18 

Results reveal that of all the cataphoric ZAs found in 

the Chinese conversational database, 13 (40.6%) are 

syntactically maintained ZAs and 19 (59.4%) are syntactically 

shifted. The proportion of cataphoric syntactically shifted 

ZAs is much greater than that of anaphoric syntactical ly 

shifted ZAs, which are found to be 259, that is, 29.2% of all 

the anaphoric ZAs (excluding 151 exophoric, 15 multiple-whole, 

49 summary, and 32 cataphoric ZAs) . This significant 
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difference clearly indicates the need for further research. 

4.2.3 Semamtic Aspects of Referents 

The following discussion of semantic aspects of referents 

include: (1) semantic features in terms of role, person, 

animacy, number/scope, and weight of a null element and its 

antecedent; (2) antecedent direction; and (3) summary ZA. 

Examples of these semantic aspects were given in Section 

3.2.2.3.4. 

4.2.3.1 Semantic Features; Role, Person. Animacv, Number/ 

Scope, and Weight 

Roles. Referents in these data fit into three general 

categories based on their role in the speech setting: (1) 

speech roles; (2) other roles; and (3) other functions. Group 

1 includes active participants in the conversational setting 

as addresser, addressee, or audience. Group 2 includes absent 

and/or inactive participants such as absent human referents, 

impersonal referents, and collective referents. Group 3 

includes deictic and summary referents, which can only be 

encoded overtly by demonstrative pronouns. The frequency of 

occurrence of these roles is reported in Table 4.18: 
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Table 4.18 

Distribution of ZA in tenr.s of Roles 

Planned Spontaneous 
Role Type f % f % 

Speech Roles 371 68 . 96 386 64 .87 

Other Roles 110 20 .45 166 27 . 73 

Other Functions 57 10 .60 44 7 .40 

Total 538 595 

As can be seen, speech roles account for approximately 

two thirds of the referents in both planned and spontaneous 

conversation, followed in frequency by other roles and then 

other functions. 

Person. The category of person used in this study adopts 

the traditional division of first, second, and third person. 

In addition, I employ such notions as collective. impersonal, 

deictic, and summary to attributes of referents that cannot be 

appropriately described by the traditional trichotomy. 

Distribution of referents is reported in Table 4.19. 
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Table 4.19 

Distribution cf ZA in Terms of Person 

Planned Spontaneous 
Person f % f % 

1st Person 134 24 . 91 213 35 . 80 

2nd Person 218 40 .52 160 26 .89 

3rd Person 107 19 .89 141 23 .70 

Collective 12 2 .23 24 4 .03 

Impersonal 10 1 . 86 13 2 .19 

Deictic 26 4 .83 26 4 .37 

Summary 31 5 . 76 18 3 .03 

Total 538 595 

Combined 1st and 2nd person accounts for almost two 

thirds of the referents, with second person more frequent in 

planned conversation and first person more frequent in 

spontaneous. Third person accounts for another 21.8% of the 

referents, and deictic, summary, collective, and impersonal 

combined (in that order) for less than 14.1%. Although the 

latter group includes relatively few occurrences, it may be 

interesting to note that summary referents are more frequent 

in planned conversation, and collective referents in 

spontaneous. 

Animacv. Most referents have been assigned the feature 
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[±animate], but the designation others is needed for deictic 

and summary elements. This is because the former may encode 

either animate or inanimate entities, whereas the latter may 

encode a stretch of discourse covering animate and inanimate 

entities with a single null element. Distribution of referents 

in terms of animacy is presented in Table 4.20. 

Table 4.20 

Distribution of ZA in Terms of Animacv 

Planned Spontaneous 
Animacy Feature f % f % 

Animate 471 87 . 55 538 90, .42 

Inanimate 10 1. 86 13 2 , .19 

Others 57 10 . 60 44 7. .4 

(deictic or summary) 

Total 538 595 

Almost 90% of all referents are [+animate], with all but 

two of these also [+human]. The combined features of 

[+aniraate, -human] and [-animate] account for only 2.2% of 

occurrences. The finding that human referents predominate 

agrees with the hierarchy proposed by Comrie (198 9) and Givon 

(1984), but finds an even lower frequency of [+animate, 

-human] referents than they report. 
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Number/scope. Referents have been tabulated for 

nuiuber/scope m relation to each of the roles that were 

reported earlier (addresser, addressee, audience, other roles, 

and other functions). Categories of number/scope are singular, 

plural, collective, and mass. Deictic and summary functions 

are also included in this tabulation, although their scope 

does not fit in the more traditional categories. The 

distribution of referents for this feature is presented in 

Table 4.21: 
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Table 4.21 

uxa uj-xDui,.lljii l̂ j- xii ucxiu& uj, imuhlDcX / oCopc 

Number/Scope 
role 

Planned Spontaneous Combined 

Singular 

addresser (exclusive) 71 13.20 

addressee 20 9 38.85 

822 72.6 

173 29.08 

157 26.39 

audience 17 3 .16 12 2 .02 

other roles 3rd Person 65 12 . 08 101 16 . 98 

other roles impersonal 6 1 .12 11 1 .85 

Plural 171 15 . 1 

addresser (inclusive) 63 11 .72 40 6 .72 

addressee 9 1 .67 2 0 .34 

audience 2 0 .37 2 0 .34 

other roles 3rd Person 23 4 .28 27 4 .54 

other roles impersonal 3 0 .56 - - - -

Collective 36 3 .2 

other roles 12 2 .23 24 4 .03 

Mass 3 .3 

other roles impersonal 1 0 . 19 2 0 .34 

Deictic 52 4 .6 

other functions 26 4 .83 26 4 .37 

Summary 49 4 .3 

other functions 31 5 .76 18 3 .03 

Total 538 595 1133 
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Combining roles in the calculations, singular referents 

ctv^v^wu-Aiu j-wiT /^.O'o wi- o^^ouJ. J. cuv-.co, pj.uxcix XO . x-^ , COxx0CuiVt; 

3.2%, and mass .3%. Deictic and summary referents amount for 

4.6% and 4.3% of ZA occurrences, respectively. Planned 

conversation includes more addressee singular than addresser 

(exclusive) referents, and more summary than deictic 

referents, but otherwise the relative frequency is the same 

for both planned and spontaneous conversational occurrences. 

Semantic weight. This feature refers to the relative 

referential scope of a null element and its antecedent. Four 

types have been identified in these data: (1) whole-whole; (2) 

whole-part; (3) part-whole; and (4) multiple-whole. 

In the whole-whole category, the null element encodes the 

complete referential scope of the antecedent, no more and no 

less. The vast majority of all occurrences of ZA belongs in 

this category, as will be shown below. All ZA with collective 

or summary scope is categorized as whole-whole, since 

collective null elements encode referents which are expressed 

overtly as unit NPs (e.g., family, commune, brigade) and 

summairy null elements encode the complete referential scope of 

identifiable prior segments of discourse. Example (4.42) 

illustrates whole-whole plural ZA, example (4.43) collective, 

and example (4.44) summary: 

(4.42) Zhe4 liana3 qe you3 yi4 si. [Tal men] wanr2 bu2 
dao4 yil k;uair4. 

These two are interesting. [They] can't play 
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together. 

(4.43) Jin-qiao iial 115 que4 shl2 you5 dian3 k:un4 
nan2, xian4 2ai4 [tal men] lian2 chil yao4 de qian2 
ye3 tnei2 you3, .... 

..., Jin-qiao's family does have difficulties, 
[they] now don't have money to get medicine, .... 

(4.44) [Tall pil pina2 nl3. [zhe4] guanl wo3 shen2 mo shi4 
a? 

rshel criticized you, what does [that] have to do 
with me? 

In the whole-part category, the null element encodes only 

part of the referential scope of its antecedent, whether the 

ZA is anaphoric or cataphoric. This category is illustrated in 

examples (4.45) (example 3.19 in Chapter 3) and (4.46): 

(4.45) Wo3 men zhe4 you3 guil ding4, [wo3] bu4 neng2 sui2 
bian4 lal. 

We have regulations, [I] cannot carry (it) without 
permission. 

(4.46) [Ni3] kan4 ni3 men niang2 men zhei4 ge zui3. 

[You] look at the mouths of vou women. 

In the part-whole category, the null element encodes a 

referential scope which is broader than that of its 

antecedent. This category is illustrated in example (3.17), 

repeated as (4.47) below for convenience of illustration: 

(4.47) Da4 huor3 kan4 kan4 [za2 men] gei3 Jin-qiao jial 
ping2 ji3 bai3 fenl? 

How many workpoints do vou think [we] should give 
Jin-qiao's family? 

In this example, the antecedent refers to the addressees, 

but the referential scope of the null element includes the 
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addresser as well. 

In the multxpls-whole category, the null element encodes 

the referential scope of more than one antecedent. Parallelism 

of structure and lexical selection are typically important for 

referent identification, as illustrated in examples (4.48) and 

(4.49), which include a common adjective/verb in each clause 

(worry and shi4 'is/are', respectively): 

(4.48) a. Yil kail shi3 ni3 hen3 worry, 
b. wo3 ye3 hen3 worry. 
c. xian4 zai4 kan4 lai2 [wo3 men] bu2 yong4 

worry. 

a. At the beginning, vou were very worried, 
b. and 1 was very worried, too. 
c. Now (it) seems [we] don't need to be worried. 

(4.49) a. Bu3 tiel shi4 yinl gongl bu3 tiel, 
b. i iu4 i i4 shi4 jiu4 ji4, 
c. [tal men] bu2 shi4 yil hui2 shi4. 

a. Subsidy is for official duty, 
b. while relief is relief in nature, 
c. thev are not the same thing. 

Identification of referential scope in this category may 

also be facilitated by other structural and lexical means, as 

illustrated in examples (4.50) and (4.51): 

(4.50) B: a. Ni3 wei4 sha2 gao3 zhe4 mo wan3? 
b. G yil zhi2 bu2 zai4, shi4 bu2 shi4? 

C: c. Ye3, ye3 shi4 shen2 mo, [wo3 men] fenl 
jul liang3 di4. 

B: a. Why did you get married so late? 
b. G was not with you, right? 

C: c. Also, also what, [we] lived separately in 
different cities. 

(4.51) a. Wo3 men zai4 jial gao3 nong2 ye4, 
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b. ni3 men zai4 wai4 bianl gao3 fu4 ye4, 
c. [zan2 men] doul shi4 zengl jial dui4 de shoul 

^ 
A, u.*2 . 

a. We work at agricultural production at home, 
and 

b. vou work at sideline production outside, 
c. [we] all work to increase the Brigade's 

income! 

In example (4.50), the sequence £enl iul 'in different 

cities' indicates the involvement of two people of the 

description. In (4.51), the emphatic expression doul shi4 

'both/all' plays a major part in signalling that the null 

element in (4.51c) encodes the subject both of (4.51a) and 

(4.51b) in its referential scope. 

Table 4.22 presents a summary of occurrences of these 

different categories of referential scope: 

Table 4.22 

ZA-Antecedent Relationship in Terms of Semantic Weight 

Planned Spontaneous 
Type of Semantic Weight f % f % 

whole-whole 455 97.02 504 98 .25 

whole-part 4 0.85 1 0 .20 

part-whole 3 0.64 

multiple-whole 7 1.49 8 1.56 

Total 469 513 

Note. Exophoric ZA is irrelevant and thus is not included. 
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As can be seen, in over 97% of ZA the null element 

encodes the same referential scope as the antecedent in a 

whole-whole relationship. This is true for both planned and 

spontaneous conversation. The multiple-whole relationship 

occurs in only 1.5% of ZA, whole-part in .51%, and part whole 

in only .31%. 

In sum, in spite of the fact that Chinese ZA permits 

considerable variation in semantic features of role, person, 

animacy, number/scope, and weight, there is strong preference 

for only a few options. Role is heavily dominated by active 

participants in the conversational setting, animacy by 

[+huraan] and person by the attendant lst/2nd/3rd categories, 

number/scope by singular, and weight by a whole-whole 

relationship in which the null element and its antecedent 

encode the same referential scope. 

Given the encodability of many other variants, one might 

ask why there is so much uniformity in production. Analysis in 

this section has included consideration of the burdensome 

constraints placed on grammatical structures and lexical 

selection. Answering this question is beyond the scope of the 

present study, but such linguistic complexities probably play 

an important part. 

4.2.3.2 Antecedent Direction 

A null element may occur in one of three positions in 
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relation to its overt coreferent (here called 'antecedent' for 

convenience, whether it is a preceding or following element): 

(1) nontextually identified (exophoric ZA); (2) forward 

(anaphoric ZA) ; and (3) backward (cataphoric ZA) . Exophoric ZA 

is considered irrelevant in discussion of antecedent direction 

since it encodes reference outside the textual discourse. Most 

ZA is anaphoric; that is, the null element follows the 

antecedent it encodes in discourse. The production and 

interpretation of anaphoric ZA has already been discussed in 

previous sections. Here I will focus on cataphoric ZA. 

In cataphoric ZA, the null element precedes its 

antecedent. It is relatively rare; only 14 (2.6%) and 18 (3%) 

of ZA in the planned and spontaneous conversational data are 

cataphoric. A uniform characteristic of the null elements all 

occur in clause subject position, although their antecedents 

are distributed in a variety of syntactic slots including 

subject, object, topic, relative clause head, pre subject NP 

of addressee, subject determiner, and object determiner. Most 

occur in the clause immediately preceding the clause 

containing their antecedent, although null element and 

antecedent may be found within the same clause. 

In addition to being much less frequent than anaphoric 

ZA, cataphoric ZA involves a much shorter referential distance 

between null element and antecedent. Cataphoric RD is 0.86 for 

planned and 1.94 for spontaneous conversation; anaphoric RD is 
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2 . 02 and 3.27. 

Four aspects of cataphoric ZA are considered in this 

section: (1) clause type and syntactic structure infomnation; 

(2) adjacent clause relation; (3) antecedent for rhetorical 

needs; and (4) grammatical constraints. 

Clause type and syntactic structure information. In 

Chinese, ZA can occur as long as the reference information is 

available from linguistic or extralinguistic sources. One 

source of information in cataphoric ZA is imperative clause 

structure, where the subject can usually be null. Examples 

(4.52) and (4.53) illustrate such null subject clauses with 

their overt coreferent in the object deteirminer position of 

the same clause: 

(4.52) Lao3 shi2 shuol; " [Ni3] ba3 ni3 zhe4 ge gei3 wo3 
liu2 xia4." 

The teacher said: "[You] leave your thing for me." 

(4.53) [Ni3] kan4 ni3 2he4 bei4 zi zangl de. 

[You] look at your quilt so dirty. 

A cataphoric coreferential relation is also found in 

structures where the object takes a modifying clause, as 

illustrated in examples (4.54) and (4.55): 

(4.54) a. You3 shi2 hou4 (wo3) jue2 de 
b. [zhe4] zhenl shi4, bu2 shi4 yil zhong3 shen2 

mo, shi4 ni3 yuan4 yi4 qu4 zuo4 de shi4 aina2. 

a. Sometimes (I) feel 
b. [this] really is, is not what, is the thing 

that you want to do. 

(4.55) [Zhe4] hai2 shi4 ni3 kail de nei4 bu4 'jie3 fang4 
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pai2' de chel a? 

Is [tills] the * Liibsiratxon' tnicjc that you used to 
drive? 

Both (4.54) and (4.55) contain a relative clause where 

the matrix subject (null) and the head of the relative clause 

are coreferential. The two types of structures illustrated in 

(4.52) to (4.55) account for seven (21.9%) of the occurrences 

of cataphoric ZA which are found in these data. 

Adjacent clause relation. Cataphoric ZA is also found in 

clauses standing in adjunct-nucleus relationship with the null 

element occurring in the adjunct clause, particularly when the 

adjunct clause is a conditional structure. Cataphoric ZA does 

not occur if the nuclear clause precedes the adjunct. This 

confirms Chen's (1986) finding from Chinese narrative data. 

The referent in both null and overt forms occupies the subject 

position. This adjunct nuclear sequence is illustrated in 

examples (4.56) and (4.57): 

(4.56) a. [Ni3] qu4 nong4 bu4 hao3, 
b. ni3 da2 bian4 hai2 tongl bu2 guo4 ne. 

a. If [you] go, 
b. vou may not pass the interview. 

(4.57) a. [Wo3] li2 kail tal zhei4 ge ji4 gongl yuan2, 
b. wo3 zhei4 ge dui4 gan4 bu4 ye3 yao4 2ou3 lu4 

de. 

a. [I] leave him, the workpoint keeper, 
b. I., the brigade leader, will still work. 

This type of structure accounts for five (15.63%) ZA of 

the total number of cataphoric ZA in these data. 
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Thus far we find cataphoric ZA to occur in conjunction 

v.'ith two factors: (1) high negligibility, and (2) high 

accessibility. First, all cataphoric null element occupy the 

subject slot, which stands the highest among all syntactic 

positions in accessibility level. Second, cataphoric null 

elements occur in adjunct clauses preceding the clauses 

containing their antecedents. The adjunct clause is a location 

"lower in noteworthiness, or higher in negligibility, than the 

corresponding nuclear clause" (Chen, 1986, p.226). 

Antecedent for rhetorical or discourse needs. There is 

still a third type of cataphoric ZA whose overt elements are 

present in discourse more for rhetorical and discourse needs 

than for the purpose of reference identification. They either 

add emphatic force to the expression or provide speakers' 

opinions, feelings, and attitude toward the issue at hand. In 

some cases their presence is simply for the purpose of 

discourse development. The affective function of cataphoric ZA 

is illustrated in examples (4.58) to (4.60); 

(4.58) a. [Ni3] jiangS yil jiangS, 
b. xue2 shengl lal yil lal, 
c. [ni3] zhi3 dian3 yil xia4, 
d. ni3 ke4 doul bu2 yao4 bei4. 

a. [You] explain somewhat, 
b. the student plays for a while, 
c. [you] instruct some more, 
d. vou don't even need to prepare for the lesson. 

(4.59) a. Wo3 jue2 de zuo4 jiao4 shil 2ui4 tou2 teng2 
jiu4 shi4 zhei4 ge. 

b. [Ni3] yil gan3 mao4, ke2 shou4 de hua4, 
c. ni3 zai4 shang4 ke4, 
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d. ai, zhei4 ge bing4 j iu4 deng3 yu2 shi4 yan2 
chang2. 

a. I think that a teacher's biggest headache is 
this. 

b. Once [you] catch a cold, and cough, 
c. vou still go to teach, 
d. well, the illness will certainly last longer. 

(4.60) a. [Wo3] xil wang4 ni3 bu2 yao4 dui4 tal men qi3 
shen2 mo 2u3 ai4. 

b. Wo3 xiang3 ni3 ye3 bu2 hui4. 

a. [I] hope you won't interfere with them. 
b. 1 think you won't. 

The overt antecedents in these examples are not needed 

for interpretation of the null elements. Example (4.58) is 

about violin teaching where the verbs iiana3 'explain', zhi3 

dian3 'instruct', and bei4 (ke4) 'prepare (lesson)' 

necessarily have the teacher as the agent. The overt ni3 'you' 

is used to add emphasis to the summary statement. Similarly, 

example (4.59) is about the headaches of being a teacher. The 

patient in (4.59b) and the agent in (4.59c) obviously refer to 

people in the teaching profession in general. However, the 

overt encoding of ni3 'you' in (4.59c) has some emphatic force 

in the discourse. The overt wo3 'I' in (4.60b) has the effect 

of giving follow-up explanation of the speaker's opinions and 

feelings and thus strengthens the preceding expression. 

The function of cataphoric ZA for discourse development 

is illustrated in example (4.61): 

(4.61) a. Nei4 tianl [wo3] he2 Y jiao4 shou4 tan2 le. 
b. Tal shuol: "Ni3 hai2 yao4 zai4 xuan3 ge 600." 
c. Wo3 shuol: "Wo3 yi3 qian2 xue2 guo4 S ke4 le." 
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a. The other day [I] talked with Professor Y. 
b. She said: "You still need to take 600." 
c. 1 said: "I took the S course before." 

Given the shared knowledge among the conversation 

participants, the agent in (4.61a) is understandable although 

the utterance occurred at an event boundary and initiated a 

new topic. The overt wo3 'I' in (4.61c) is used here as much 

for parallelism with the tal 'she' in (4.61b) as for 

referential clarification, and to indicate a turn change in 

the reported speech. 

The use of cataphoric ZA for rhetorical or discourse 

purposes accounts for ten (31.25%) of the occurrences of 

cataphora in these data. 

Grammatical constraints. Still a fourth type of 

cataphoric ZA is found in these data where overt antecedents 

occur because of grammatical requirements rather than, or in 

addition to, need for reference identification. Seven (21.88%) 

of the occurrences of cataphoric ZA belong to this group. Such 

grammatical requirements are illustrated in examples (4.62) 

and (4.63) : 

(4.62) a. Ail [Wo3] hun2 shenl shang4 xia4 doul ling2 
san3 le, 

b. jinl tianl ke3 ba3 wo3 lei4 huai4 le. 

a. Ouch! [I] am loose all over, 
b. today I am exhausted. 

(4.63) a. Gongl fenl, gongl fenl, [tal men] jiu4 zhil 
dao4 zheng4 gongl fenl, 

b. jiao4 tal men lai2 li2 [tal men] jiu4 zhil 
dao4 le. 
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a. Workpoint, workpoint, [they] just know 
workpoint. 

b. If (not mentioned who) asked bhem to do the 
plowing, [they] would know. 

The presence of both of the underlined antecedents in 

(4.62b) and (4.63b) is obligatory because they immediately 

follow syntactic elements that require an object (BA in 56 and 

transitive verb i iao3 'ask' in 57) . The presence of these 

overt antecedents is required for reference identification. In 

(4.62), for example, the speaker was making the remark as he 

arrived home after work. The setting and shared knowledge 

enables the wife to understand the reference without 

difficulty. Similarly, the referent in (4.63) is not enhanced 

by the presence of tal men 'them'. It is present because the 

verb i iao4 'ask' requires an overt direct object. 

A final example (4.64) in this section illustrates both 

cataphoric and anaphoric ZA in the same turn of talk. This was 

tallied in both categories for calculation of frequency. 

(4.64) a. Zhei4 ge yi4 jian4 tai4 hao3 le, 
b. Wo3 kan4 [ni3 men] yao4 chen4 re4 da3 tie3. 
c. Ni3 men dui4 a, ke3 yi3 kail yil ge qun2 

zhong4 hui4, 
d. [ni3 men] rang4 da4 jial tao3 lun4 tao3 lun4. 

a. This suggestion is very good, 
b. I think [you] should strike while the iron is 

hot. 
c. Your brigade can have a mass meeting, 
d. [you] ask the people to discuss. 

In sum, cataphoric ZA is much less frequent and exhibits 

a much shorter RD than anaphoric ZA. The occurrence of 
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cataphoric null elements is constrained by two factors: high 

accessibility as manifested by their exclusive occupation of 

the clause subject position, and high negligibility as 

manifested by their presence in adjunct clauses immediately 

preceding nuclear overt antecedents. Cataphoric ZA is also 

found where the overt antecedents are used to give emphatic 

force or for such discourse functions as introducing turns, or 

expressing speakers' opinions, feelings, or attitudes toward 

the proposition in which the null element appeared. Cataphoric 

ZA is also found where the antecedents are obligatorily overt 

because of grammatical requirements for the presence of an 

object NP. 

4.2.3.3 Summary ZA 

Summary ZA is a special type of anaphoric form. Its overt 

antecedents are not a single NP as in other cases of ZA, but 

instead are a clause, a sentence, multiple sentences, a 

paragraph, or even larger discourse unit. The characteristics 

of summary ZA will be discussed in this section. Example 

(4.55) illustrates this type: 

(4.65) Xi-wang; Zan2 men dui4 na4 zhuangl jial zen3 mo 
yang4 ? 

Er-chun: Hai! Jinl nian2 del vu4 mi3, cru3 zi. 
mian2 hual, doul zhana3 de ke3 pai2 
chana3 nel Gaol liana2 yi3 iinal shoul 
le, zao3 vu4 mi3. doul shi4 zhe4 mo 
chana2 de sui4. 

Sun You: Ao! Jial li3 mang2 ba? 
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Er-chun: Mang21 Zheng4 zhun3 bei4 da4 shoul gel 
ne! Ni3 men kong3 pa4 dei3 hui2 qu4 le 

Jin-qiao: Zai4 lal yil tang4 jiu4 h.ui2 qu4 le. 

Xi-wang: Er-chun, ni3 gu.o4 lai21 Ni3 sao3 zi j in4 
lai2 zai4 jial mei2 you3 he2 ren2 j ial 
re3 shi4 ba? 

Er-chun: Hai! Re3 shen2 mo shi4 al YaQ4 bu2 shi4 
Shuang-shuang Sao3 Zi ni2 li3 shui3 113 
ling3 zhe fu4 nu3 men gan4. zhuangl iial 
ve3 bu4 neng2 zhang3 de zhe4 mo hao3, 
chul gin2 lu4 ve3 bu2 hui4 zhe4 mo gaol. 
Dal huor3 'iin4 tou2 ke3 gaol le. cunl 113 
ren2 doul shuol. zan2 men iinl nian2 da4 
huor3 sil xiang3 doul ti2 gaol le. Ye3 
zhan4 le ren4 zhenl shi2 xing2 ii4 gongl 
fenl de guangl. aiul hou4 kan4 ba. nei3 
vil i ial del shengl huo2 doul bu4 cheng2 
wen4 ti2. 

Jin-qiao: Wo3 jial 113 de zen3 mo yang4? 

Er-chun: Doul bu2 xia4 vil gianl duol gongl fenl! 
(To Sun You) Shen3 Zi zui4 i in4 lao2 
dong4 ke3 ill ii2 le. 

Sun You: Ao! Ao! 

Xi-wang: [Zhe4] (wo3) zhenl mei2 you3 xiang3 dao4! 

Xi-wang: How are the crops in our brigade? 

Er-chun: Well! This year. vu4 mi3. gu3 zi, mian2 
hual. are grow prosperously! Gaol liang2 
is already got in. early corn bears ears 
this long. 

Sun You: I see! Are you busy at home? 

Er-chun; Sure! We are preparing for the hairvest! 
It may be time you thought about going 
back? 

Jin-qiao: After another trip, we will return. 

Xi-wang: Er-chun, come over here! Has your sister-
in-law quarrelled with people at home 
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lately? 

Er-chun.- No! Why quarrelling I If it had not been 
sister-in-law Shuana-shuana who led the 
women working so hard in mud and water, 
the crops could not have grown so well, 
working attendance rate could not have 
been so high, either. People are all in 
high spirits, the villagers all sav. this 
year we have all raised our ideological 
standard, this also owes to the careful 
performance of the workpoint system, you 
will see after fall, no family will have 
problems of living. 

Jin-qiao: How is my family? 

Er-chun: They have gained over one thousand 
workpoints! 
(To Sun You) Your wife works very 
actively lately. 

Sun You: I see! I see! 

Xi-wang: [This] (I) did not expect! 

In this long stretch of discourse, all of the underlined 

text is the antecedent for the summary null element [zhe4] 

*this'. The sections between segments of antecedent text 

serve, on the other hand, to bring out more information from 

Er Chun about the situation back in the village, and, on the 

other hand, to link the pieces of information into a unified 

description of the situation and people at home that 

constitute the object of Xi-wang's surprise. 

In the data analyzed for this study, 49 (31 in planned 

conversation and 18 in spontaneous conversation) occurrences 

of summary ZA were found. They have three important 

characteristics in common. First, they are found in subject or 
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object position only. Second, they have a much shorter 

referential dxstancs between the end of the overt antecedent 

and the null element (1.19 for planned conversation and 1.06 

for spontaneous conversation) than do other types of ZA. Most 

summary ZAs are in clauses immediately following the last 

clause of their antecedent coreferent. Finally, the null 

element could only be filled with demonstratives such as zhe4 

'this', zhe xie * these', na4 'that', and na4 xie 'those'. 

These three characteristics suggest a correlation between 

code quantity and information predictability, as described by 

Givon (1989) in terms of the code-quantity principle: 

The code-cruantity principle: 

The less predictable/accessible a referent is the more 
phonological material will be used to code it. (p. 217) 

The reason summary referents can be encoded in null forms 

may be explained by their very high accessibility level. 

First, the information quantity of antecedents is heavy given 

the large linguistic units. Second, most null elements take 

the subject position, which is the highest in accessibility 

level among all syntactic positions. And third, they follow 

their antecedents very closely. When emphasis is to be added 

to such summary reference in discourse, overt demonstratives 

are in such slots. 

4.2.4 Syntactic Constraints 

Attempts to explain zero anaphor in Chinese importantly 
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have included the sentence-level lingoiistic approach which has 

been proposed (e.g., C.-T. J. Huang, 1382, 1384, 1387, 1383). 

Some very strong and purely syntactically-oriented predictions 

about Chinese ZA have evolved from this perspective, which do 

not seem adequate to explain the phenomenon in a language 

which is essentially discourse-oriented, and thus heavily 

constrained by discoursal and pragmatic principals. However, 

recognition of this limitation should not lead us to another 

extreme that denies syntactic constraints on ZA in Chinese 

completely. In the discussion of cataphoric ZA, I have already 

mentioned some situations where syntactic constraints on ZA do 

indeed exist in Chinese discourse. In this section, I will 

list more such constraints with illustrations from the data in 

this study. 

Null elements may be used for encoding referents when the 

addresser assumes that the reference will be inferred by the 

addressee from linguistic or extralinguistic sources. However, 

even when the requisite knowledge for interpretation is 

assured, null elements cannot occur in several syntactic 

positions. First, they may not occur in the object position of 

verbs that require an obligatory direct object, as illustrated 

below in example (4.66) : 

(4.66) a. Ai, ni3 zen3 mo zhe4 yang4 jil ji2 ya! 
b. Ren2 jial shei2 jiao4 ni3 qu4 lao2 dong4 le? 

a. Hey! Why are you so active? 
b. Who told you to work? 
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Second, they may not occur in the object head position of 

coverbs or prepositions such as aei5 ^to', ba3 (object: copic 

marker), and yonq4 'with', as illustrated in example (4.67): 

(4.67) Jiu4 gei3 tal hui2 ge dian4 hua4. 

Just return a call to her. 

Third, they may not occur in the post conjunction NP head 

position which connects NPs, as illustrated in example (4.68) : 

(4.68) Wo3 bi3 ni3 da4 shi2 sui4. 

I am ten years old than you. 

Fourth, they may not occur in pre NP position where NP is 

in the subject location and NP=numeral(+classifier), as 

illustrated in examples (4.69) and (4.70): 

(4.69) Ni3 men liang3 ge fenl le. 

You two just divide between you. 

(4.70) ... zan2 men liangr3 shi4 guangl pi4 gu zai4 yil 
kuair4 zhang3 da4 de. 

... we two grow up together since we were kids. 

Finally, null elements may not occur in possessive 

position before as illustrated in (4.71): 

(4.71) Zhei4 ge lao3 shil hao3 zai4 ni3 de zuo4 ye4 lei 
zai4 fang4 jia3 yil qian2 ni3 zhi3 yao4 gei3 tal, 
doul ke3 yi3. 

What's good about the teacher is that as long as 
you submit your assignment to him before vacation 
starts, (you)'11 be fine. 

In sum, although a discourse and pragmatically-oriented 

perspective on ZA in Chinese is essential for adequately 

explaining the phenomenon, it cannot replace syntactic 
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considerations. 

4.3 Occurrence of Overt Anaphora in Potential Positions of ZA 

When information for reference identifiability is 

available textually or nontextually, speakers of Chinese may 

choose to use zero anaphora -- but they often do not. In terms 

of both meeting syntactic constraints and fulfilling functions 

of reference identification, overt pronouns and null anaphoric 

elements are frequently interchangeable. The research question 

to which the data reported in this section are applied is; 

What accounts for the nonoccurrence of null elements in 

potential positions? 

The major factor that influences the choice of overt 

pronouns over null anaphoric elements is the degree of 

referent saliency that the speaker intends to encode. This 

might be explained by the correlation between code quantity 

and information predictability, which can be put in cognitive 

terms: 

Cognitive Principle: (Givon, 1989, p. 218) 

Stronger--more salient--coding will yield a stronger 
effect in attending to and memorizing the code 
information. 

In the present study, 1294 and 994 occurrences of overt 

pronouns were found in the planned and the spontaneous 

conversational data, respectively, of which 249 (19.24%) and 

287 (28.87%) could have been realized as null elements. 
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To examine the characteristics of these overt forms and 

the effect replacing them with null would have, I consider 

both the nature and status of the referent with which they are 

identified, and the function their presence or absence has in 

discourse. 

Consideration of the availability of both linguistic and 

extralinguistic knowledge sources is important for 

understanding the nonoccurrence as well as the occurrence of 

ZA: that is, information available in the conversation 

setting, shared prior experience, common knowledge, and 

textual information. Of the potential ZA utterances with an 

overt anaphor which includes adequate textual information for 

ZA, quite a number are hesitation morphemes, some of which can 

be described as slip-of-the-tongue phenomena in discourse. Of 

the total number of potential ZAs found in the spontaneous 

conversational data, 36 (12.54%) may be attributed to this 

cause as compared to only four (1.61%) in the planned 

conversational data. This number is greatly increased if we 

add hesitation morphemes across turn interruption, which occur 

primarily in spontaneous conversation. This reveals a 

stylistic difference between planned and spontaneous spoken 

language in terms of the use of ZA. Distribution of the 

occurrence of referentially redundant pronouns (potential ZA) 

is presented in Table 4.23: 
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Table 4.23 

DisLribuLion o£ Fotential ZA in Terms of Knowledge Sources 

Planned Spontaneous 
Referent Information Sources f % f % 

Extralinguistic Setting 30 12 .05 40 13 . 94 

Shared Experience 13 5 .22 2 0 . 7 

Textual Coreference 202 81 .12 209 72 .82 

Hesitation Morphemes 4 1 . 6 1  36 12 . 54 

Total 249 287 

As can be seen, over three fourths of the occurrences of 

potential ZA (overt pronouns) are identified as such because 

of the presence of textual coreference. Only 15.9% are 

identified because of the presence of extralinguistic 

knowledge. The remainder are considered hesitation morphemes 

including * slips of the tongue', as discussed above. 

The selection of overt pronouns in cases of potential ZA 

is found to have differential effects on the discourse. The 

effect of adding saliency to the referents which were 

mentioned earlier corresponds to the highlighting described by 

Li and Thompson (1976, 1979, 1981) and is identified in the 

present study as having multiple forms: rhetorical, 

interactional, and stylistic. 

Rhetorically, the saliency can be achieved with structure 
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parallelism, as illustrated in examples (4.72) to (4.74): 

(4.72) D: Zhe4 ae sh.i4 shen2 mo yi4 si? 

C: Zhe4 ae shi4 white dwarf. 

D: What does this mean? 

C: This means white dwarf. 

(4.73) a. Tal shuol yao4 bu4 ran2 ni3 qu4 chong2 kaoS 
yil ci4, 

b. yao4 bu4 ran2 ni3 qu4 xiul yil xiel under de 
zhe4 ge ke4. 

a. He said either vou take another test, 
b. or vou take some undergraduate courses. 

(4.74) a. Shi4 shengl chan3 de shi4 ni3 jiu4 guan3, 
b. bu2 shi4 shengl chan3 de shi4, ni3 j iu4 bie2 

guan3. 

a. You care about what is related to production, 
b. vou care not what is not related to 

production. 

The subjects in (4.72b), (4.73b), and (4.74b) 

respectively could have been encoded as null. Their overt 

appearance in the discourse makes each pair of clauses a 

couplet structure which is rhetorically pleasing and imposes 

an emphatic effect on the expression. 

The interactional forms of potential ZA may reinforce 

social relationships, as illustrated in examples (4.75) and 

(4.76) : 

(4.75) Xi-wang Gel, an3 sao3 zi ke3 zhenl bu2 cuo4, .... 

Brother Xi-wang, my Sister-in-Law is really good, 

(4.76) Wo3 da4 shen3 shenl ti3 hao3 ba? 

How is my aunt? 
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Such use of overt pronouns in addressing people is very-

popular in China, even though use of a possessive pronoun with 

kin terms is redundant in the language. The usage is 

especially common in the countryside, where families within 

the village confine usually have the same last name, 

resembling a big family in a sense. The addresser in (4.75) 

sounds like a brother to the addressee by referring to his 

wife as 'my sister-in-law', the redundant pronoun emphasizing 

my. This function of pronouns in reinforcing interpersonal 

relationships can be even better seen in (4.76), where the 

addresser comes to the village to see his prospective fiancee 

Gui-ying, whom he had never seen before, and mistakes Shuang-

shuang for Gui-ying. So his 'my aunt' instead of just 'aunt' 

has revealed his desire to establish an intimate relation with 

Gui-ying's family. 

The choice of redundant overt pronouns may also have the 

interactional force of identifying and emphasizing social, 

regional, or ethnic status, as illustrated in example (4.77): 

(4.77) Wife Sun: Wo3 men cheng2 li3 you3 ge ke4 ren2 lai2 
kan4 wo3. 

Shuang: Ao, na4 ni3 bu4 gei3 ren2 jial zuo4 dian3 
hao3 chil de? 

Wife Sun: Zhun3 bei4 le, fan3 zheng4 zan2 ye3 bu4 
neng2 genl tal cheng2 li3 chil de yil 
yang4. 

Wife Sun: We, from the city will have a guest 
coming to see me. 

Shuang: Oh, aren't you going to cook something 
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delicious for him? 

V7xfs Sun: It's six prepareci. Anyhow, we cannot have 
exactly what he (from the) city eats. 

At the time of the movie, from which this example is 

taken, there is a great difference between rural and urban 

life in China. People living in the cities have a sense of 

privilege over people living in the countryside. Sun You's 

wife is expecting a young man from the city whom she wishes to 

become her son-in-law so that her daughter can go to live in 

the city. Her words here express the importance of the guest 

from the city coming to visit, and the use of overt pronouns 

has an important role in constructing that effect. 

Another function of overt pronoun is to define or 

emphasize the boundaries of referents, as illustrated in 

example (4.78): 

(4.78) Xi-wang: He! Ni3 men gel de bu4 shao3 a! 

Child: Wo3 men gel cao3 hai2 you3 gongl fenl ne! 

Xi-wang: Ah! You have cut so much grass! 

Child: We even get workpoints for cutting the 
grass! 

In the movie scene where this dialogue occurs, the 

Commune is encouraging people to participate in collective 

work by means of the workpoint system. Workpoints represent 

the amount of work one has done and the amount of income one 

will get at seasonal harvests. Even children can gain 

workpoints by cutting grass. Here 'you' and 'we' used by Xi-
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wang and the child refer not to people working to get 

workpoints in general but to children in particular, and thus 

more strongly show people's active participation in working 

and the effectiveness of the workpoint system. 

Overt pronouns are also used to clarify turns in 

expounding past events involving more than one person: 

(4.79) Wo3 shuol wo3 zhe4 shang4 bianrl xie3 de doul you3. 
Wo3 jiu4 genl tal jiang3 zhe4 ge di4 zhen4 doul ke3 
yi3 yu4 ce4 ya, j iu4 genl ju4 yi3 qian2 zhe4 ge 
duol shao3 nian2 de zil liao4 neng2 gou4 lai2 yu4 
ce4 chul lai2 zhe4 ge jinl hou4 de di4 zhen4. Wo3 
shuol zhe4 ge shi4 jie4 da4 zhan4 ye3 neng2 gou4 
yu4 ce4, .... 

1 said (I) wrote all that on here. I. then told him 
that earthquakes could even be predicted, just 
according to some previous years' data, and 
(you/we) could predict future earthquakes. I. said 
world wars could also be predicted, .... 

This is a description of an in-class presentation on the 

topic of world war prediction. The speaker is explaining how 

he could make a prediction in reply to the students' 

questions. Several turn changes are involved at the exchange 

of questions and answers on this topic. So when the speaker 

gives this reply, which is rather long, he uses three overt 

first person pronouns to make his turn of speech more 

apparent. 

Stylistically, redundant overt pronouns occur 

differentially in planned and spontaneous conversation with 

the presence or absence of stammering and repetition. The 

presence of this phenomenon is illustrated in examples (4.80) 
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and (4.81) : 

(4. SO) Tal xiao4 zhe genl wo3 shuol: "Ni3 yao4 zai4 k;e4 
tang2 shang4 jiang3." Wo3 "dong" de yil xia4, wo3 
ji2 de jiu4 tiao4. Wo3, wo3 shuol, wo3 shuol, wo3 
worry wo3 de English. 

He said with a smile: "You will talk in class." I 
with a "dong" jumped in worries. I, X said, X said 
I worry about my English. 

(4.81) Tal jiang3. Wo3, wo3 bu4 jiang3. 

He does the talking. I, X don't. 

Such stammering and repetition as in (4.80) and (4.81) 

account for 36 (12.54%) of the total number of redundant overt 

pronouns in the spontaneous conversational data whereas very 

few are found in the planned conversational data (as reported 

in Table 4.24) . 

Distribution of differential discourse effects of overt 

pronouns versus the potential substitution of null elements is 

presented in Table 4.24. 
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Table 4.24 

Distribution of Potential ZA in Terms of EimDhatic Kffeccs in 
Discourse 

Differential Effects 
Planned 
f % 

Spontaneous 
f % 

Increase Saliency in general 211 84 . 74 235 81.88 

Stylistic Stammering 4 1. 6 1  36 12.54 

Saliency via Structure 22 8. 84 4 1.39 

Clarify Turns 8 2 .79 

Clarify Referent Limit 6  2. 41 1 0.35 

Reinforce Social Relationship 3 1. 20 3 1.05 

Identify Social Status 3 1. 20 

Total 249 287 

In sum, the occurrence of redundant or optional overt 

pronouns in contexts of potential ZA serves to increase 

referent saliency through rhetorical, interactional, or 

stylistic means. In other cases such redundancy appears to be 

a "slip-of-the-tongue" phenomenon, particularly in spontaneous 

conversation, contributing to the stylistic and genre 

differences which will be discussed in the next section. 

4.4 Genre and Style 

The discussion in this section is concerned with the 

differences in occurrence/nonoccurrence of ZA by genre and 
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style type. Section 4.4.1 is concerned with genre differences 

between nsirrativs discourse m research conducted by Chen 

(1986) and conversational discourse in our data. Section 4.4.2 

is concerned with stylistic differences between planned 

conversational and spontaneous conversational discourse. 

Finally, in Section 4.4.3, I will present a discussion of 

possible causes of the genre and style differences in Chinese 

discourse with regard to the use of ZA. 

4.4.1 Narrative and Conversational Genre 

Chen's (1986) study, which uses Chinese narrative data 

(20 written 'pear stories' based on a wordless film), includes 

a total of 516 zero anaphors. His database is thus of 

comparable size in terms of ZA occurrence to these (538 and 

595 in planned and spontaneous conversations, respectively). 

Findings from his study differ greatly from those of the 

present study in two important aspects, however. The first is 

concerned with the proportion of syntactically shifted ZA in 

the total number of ZA occurrences; the second relates to 

referential distance measured by clause. 

Proportion of SS ZA. In Chen (1986), only four (0.8%) 

occurrences of ZA involve syntactically shifted (SS) . Chen 

defines switched reference as those ZAs "found to encode the 

subject when it switches reference from the prior one" (p. 

156). He illustrates this phenomenon with the following 
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example (Chen, 1986, p. 157): 

(4.82) a. Na4 gs xiao3 iiaj.2 zi hcn3 ganS xi64 zh64 3anl 
ge ren2. 

b. Suo3 yi3, [tal men] huan2 tal mao4 zi de shi2 
hou4, 

c. tal jiu4 gei3 .... 

a. The child was very appreciative to the 
threesome. 

b. Therefore, when [they] gave the cap back to 
him, 

c. he gave .... 

He points out that the ZA in (4.82b) is an instance of 

switched reference ZA since "it is coreferential with the 

object the threesome instead of the subject in the preceding 

clause. It receives ZA encoding in spite of the switched 

reference" (1986, p. 57) . He asserts that in spoken discourse, 

such ZAs should be even smaller in number. 

I have adopted a more inclusive definition of SS ZA (as 

reported in section 4.2.2.2.2), counting referents shifted 

into any different syntactic position, and not just into the 

subject slot. Using this criterion, I found 259 occurrences of 

SS, or 22.9% of total ZA (reported in Table 4.15). Even when 

only the subset of occurrences of SS ZA which matches Chen's 

definition is taken into account, the frequency in my 

conversational data is much greater than in Chen's narrative 

data: a total of 164 (14.5%), with 87 (16.2%) in planned and 

77 (12.9%) in spontaneous conversation. This clearly refutes 

Chen's assertion that the number of occurrences of SS ZA in 

sponken discourse would be smaller than in his written sample. 
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Referential distance. In his study of narrative data, 

Chen reports that the referential distance (RD) of 53% of the 

total occurrences of ZA is one clause. His findings are 

reported in Table 2.1. Chen concludes that the most frequent 

use of ZA in Chinese "is to encode an anaphor that is 

coreferential with the subject of the preceding clause within 

the same sentence boundary" (p. 144). 

The RD in conversational discourse manifests a very 

different pattern, as shown in Table 4.25: 

Table 4.25 

Referential Distance in Terms of the Intervening Clauses in 
Chinese Conversational Data 

Number of Inter
vening Clauses 0 1-1.5 2-3.5 4-5 6-10 11-20 20+ 

f 38 421 330 102 64 22 5 

% 3.9 42.9 33.6 10.4 6.5 2.2 0.5 

Note. Percentage information is this table is calculated on 

the basis of the total number of endophric ZAs in the 

conversational data (n=982). 

Although these conversational data show RD of a plurality 

of ZA to be between one and one and a half clauses (42.9%), 

the overall patterning is very different from that of Chen's 

narrative data. First, the range of RD is much greater in 
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conversation, including 3.9% within-clause ZA and stretching 

beyond twenty clauses. Second, there is not an overwhelming 

concentration at the one clause level (which Chen reported to 

be 93%) ; in the conversational data, it is less than fifty 

percent (52.9%) planned, 33.7% spontaneous). 

The findings of greater diversity in SS and RD from the 

present study are in accord with the following phenomena. 

First, Chinese is a discourse-oriented language and the 

phenomenon of ZA in discourse is influenced by multiple 

factors, including lexical compatibility, information provided 

by elements other than the argument NPs and the predicate 

verb, hierarchical discourse organization, rhetorical and 

pragmatic considerations, and extralinguistic sources of 

information for reference identification. It should not be 

surprising that ZA in such a language, especially in the 

spoken channel, is not confined to a subject-subject, adjacent 

clause position. More complicated foinns of coreferentiality 

between a null element and its antecedent are common 

occurrences and must be accounted for. 

Second, conversation (especially when spontaneous) is 

much more loosely composed than written narrative, which has 

undergone an editing process. Spoken discourse involves a 

variety of interruptions, turn changing, stammering, 

repetition, and other potentially complicated features. It may 

also involve incomplete or discontinuous topics, since 
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conversational participants may shift or be temporarily 

diverted from the focus or topic in the middle of an event. 

All these may be reflected in more occurrences of 

syntactically shifted ZA and longer referential distance. 

4.4.2 Planned amd Spontauieous Conversational Styles 

In addition to the differences between narrative and 

conversational genre reported in the previous section, a 

number of differences are found between planned and 

spontaneous conversational styles. These differences have 

already been reported descriptively in relation to the various 

features discussed in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. Because comparable 

quantitative data are available for these features, 

statistical tests have been conducted to determine the extent 

to which the stylistic ZA differences in conversation are 

significant. 

Statistical measures have been applied to differential 

data on: (1) ZA distribution with regard to clause type and 

syntactic position; (2) distribution of null elements in terms 

of antecedent direction, discourse context (textual versus 

nontextual; event boundary); (3) semantic features of ZA in 

terms of role, person, animacy, and weight; (4) referential 

distance; (5) potential interference in terms of overt NPs and 

other ZAs; and (6) referential persistence. Difference levels 

between the planned and the spontaneous conversations were 
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assessed using chi-square tests and independent t-tests 

dependxng on whetheir the data were categorical or nunnerical in 

nature. Conversation type was treated as the independent 

variable which has two levels: planned and spontaneous. 

Stylistic differences were also found in the distribution of 

potential but nonoccurring ZA, and will be discussed following 

the discussion of stylistic differences in occurring ZA. 

Categorical data. Results obtained from the chi-square 

tests on categorical data indicated that statistically 

significant differences between the planned conversation and 

the spontaneous conversation were found in clause type, 

discourse context in terms of event boundary, role, and 

person. The results of the chi-square tests are summarized in 

Table 4.26. 
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Table 4.26 

Results i^rorn the Chi-Square rests 

df P Effect Size 

Clause Type 5 87.20 <.001 .28 

Syntactic Position 4 1.72 .78752 

Contextual Type 2 .44 .80376 

Event Boundary 2 9.47 <.01 .09 

Semantic Weight 4 5.64 .22802 

Roles 2 10.13 <.01 .10 

Person 5 34.83 <.001 .18 

Animacy 2 3 .66 .16080 

Note. N = 1133. 

Numerical data. Difference level of the three 

quantitative measures of ZA, that is, referential distance 

(RD), potential interference (PI) [subcategorized into overt 

NPs (OVNP) and other ZAs (OZA)], and referential persistence 

(RP) , was assessed by independent t-tests between the planned 

and the spontaneous conversational data. The results indicated 

that there is a statistically significant difference between 

the planned conversation and the spontaneous conversation on 

all four numerical measures (see Table 4.27). 
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Table 4.27 

Results from the Independent r-iests 

t df P Effect Size 

RD -6.63 806 .40 <.001 .0517 

PI (OVNP) 1 o
 
o
 

971 .78 <.001 . 0162 

PI (OZA) -2.91 966 . 73 <.005 .0087 

RP -7.35 948 .31 <.001 . 0539 

Note. N = 982 for RD and PI; N = 1133 for RP. 

Potential ZA. Stylistic difference was also found in 

potential ZA (i.e. occurrence of overt pronouns in contexts 

where they might be dropped) with regard to the frequency of 

occurrence of these pronouns versus the total number of overt 

pronouns in the discourse. Whereas 28.87% of the pronouns 

{n=287/994) in the spontaneous conversational data could be 

potentially dropped, much less (19.24%, n=249/1294) potential 

ZA was found in the planned conversational data. The 

difference may be attributed to the higher frequency of 

stammering and repetition in the spontaneous conversation, and 

to more occurrence of more carefully edited structures (e.g., 

couplets) in the planned data. Additional reasons for 

stylistic as well as genre differences are explored in the 

following section. 
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4.4.3 Reasons for Differences in. Genre and Style 

Geni'S and. stylistic diffsisnces in terins of ZA occurirence 

will be discussed in relation to four important component 

elements and structure of discourse: (1) participants; (2) 

setting; (3) audience; and (4) organization and editing. 

Participants. Both conversational styles in this database 

involve close interpersonal relationships among the 

participants. Such close ties or links among people who are in 

everyday contact bring in ample possibilities for mutual 

understanding based on shared knowledge and prior experience. 

This accounts for the high frequency of exophoric ZA, which 

occurs in over 13% of the total instances. 

Another unique characteristic of conversational discourse 

is that the actual voices of the participants can be heard. 

The events are not encoded in a third-voice monologue 

addressed to a reader, as is often the case in a written 

narrative, but instead are developed in face-to-face verbal 

exchanges among participants. This inevitably influences the 

distribution of ZA in terms of person and role. 

Setting. The conversations which constitute this database 

occur in settings which the addresser, addressee, and audience 

all experience directly through senses of hearing and sight, 

and in the case of spontaneous conversations, even taste and 

smell. Such contextual infoirmation is available because of the 

participants' immediate presence in the conversational 
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situation. In the case of movie conversations, such contextual 

information is available to the audience via screen images and 

sound track. Such availability of setting information produces 

a knowledge source for production and inteirpretation which 

includes, but goes beyond, the linguistic code. This naturally 

provides more opportunities for the occurrence of exophoric 

ZA. Information pertinent to setting in narrative discourse, 

on the other hand, has to be introduced textually before 

referents are encoded in null form. 

Stylistic differences in the use of ZA in terms of role 

may be accounted for by the frequent changes in the movie 

(planned conversational) setting versus the stable setting of 

the spontaneous conversations, where the same participants 

were recorded in the same room for the hour-long session. 

Audience. Audience differs according to both genre and 

style. Written narrative discourse has a reading audience; 

movie conversation has a watching and hearing audience; 

spontaneous conversation has an audience which alternately 

becomes addresser and addressee. Such audience factors account 

in large part for differences in ZA in terms of role and 

person. In written narrative, a non-participant voice 'speaks' 

to the reader most of the time about ongoing or past events, 

at least in cases such as Chen's Pear Stories, where the 

narrator has observed events from the outside. Conversational 

discourse is much more likely to involve first and second 
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person referents. 

OrQa.nxza.tion and, cdxtmcj. Written narrative discourse and 

planned conversation have something very important in common 

that makes them differ from spontaneous conversation. That is, 

they both have undergone careful editing before presentation. 

That editing process usually has two consequences in style. 

First, many 'redundant' elements, such as stammering and 

repetitions are filtered. Second, the context of the text is 

sorted and structured with consideration for factors such as 

rhetorical effect, aesthetics, and logical cohesion. 

Spontaneous conversation, on the other land, consists of 

unedited text with all the attendant natural redundancies in 

terms of stammering and repetition, less 'refined' usage and 

occasional lapses and disjunctures in cohesion. All these can 

contribute to differences in the use of ZA in terms of 

discourse context (e.g., cross-event boundaries), referential 

distance, potential interference, and referential persistence. 

Differential opportunity for planning also contributes to the 

difference in the prepositional percentage of potential but 

unrealized ZA (overt pronouns) found in the present analysis. 

Rhetorical considerations in the editing process for planned 

discourse also brings in more 'refined' and concise 

expressions represented in the use of summary and collective 

ZA. 

Comparison of these conversational data with other genre 
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is limited to findings on referential distance, distribution 

of syntactically shifted ZAs, and differential contexts for 

potential versus actualized ZA, since comparable quantitative 

data on other factors considered in this study are not 

available from previous research on Chinese. Since this 

database consists of two styles of conversational discourse 

(planned and spontaneous), a full-range comparison between 

them has been possible. 

To the extent a triangulated comparison can be made among 

written narrative, planned conversation, and spontaneous 

conversation, it appears that planned conversation is midway 

on a continuum in some respects, and more closely aligned to 

narrative or to spontaneous conversation in others. On the one 

hand, it is convergent with written narrative in factors that 

are affected by the editing process. On the other hand, it is 

convergent with spontaneous conversation in factors that are 

affected by face-to-face interaction and contextual immediacy. 

This midway status of the planned conversational data is best 

seen in the referential distance of its null elements and 

antecedents, which is higher than that of the narrative data 

in Chen (1986) , but lower than that of spontaneous 

conversation. There is thus an interaction of features across 

genres and styles which clearly influences ZA processes, but 

requires further investigation. 
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4.5 Analytic Methodology 

Issues related to analytic methodology will be discussed 

in this section in relation to three subparts expressed as 

three questions: (1) To what extent can a sentence-level 

analysis account for the occurrence and interpretation of ZA 

in Chinese?; (2) What are the merits of hierarchical versus 

sequential analysis?; and (3) To what extent are procedures 

used for analysis of other languages appropriate for analysis 

of Chinese? 

Sentence-level analysis. Sentence level analysis 

attributes distribution and interpretation of ZA to formal 

licensing and textual recoverability. The limitation of 

sentence-level analysis for Chinese ZA is evidenced in at 

least four respects. First, the occurrence of ZA usually 

depends on one or more knowledge sources shared by 

conversational participants: linguistic and/or 

extralinguistic. The latter type is not taken into account by 

a syntactically-oriented approach. Second, as we have seen 

from the discussion in Section 4.2.1.1, ZA can be used in the 

absence of either type of shared knowledge as a pragmatic 

strategy for attracting attention and inviting clarification. 

This type, too, cannot be recognized or explained by sentence-

level analysis. Third, a coreferential antecedent and null 

element pair may have varied semantic relation patterns: 

whole-whole, part-whole, whole-part, and multiple-whole. The 
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possibility for such relationships is often dependent on 

discoursal and pragmatic factors which again cannot be 

accounted for adequately by sentence-level analysis. Finally, 

the interpretation of the referent of a null element may 

depend on both the interaction of a textual antecedent and 

nontextual information. 

As we have seen in previous discussion in this chapter, 

Chinese ZA, its occurrence/nonoccurrence, distribution, and 

interpretation, are influenced by multiple variables which 

relate largely to discoursal, pragmatic, and cultural or 

social contexts. Although syntactic constraints do exist to 

prohibit the occurrence of ZA in certain syntactic locations, 

such constraints are not sufficient to explain either the 

occurrence of ZA or reference interpretation. 

Sequential and hierarchical analysis. These two 

methodological approaches are both useful, but complementary, 

in the study of Chinese ZA. On the one hand, sequential 

measures such a RD, PI, and RP are capable of measuring the 

linear differential distribution and interpretation of ZA in 

terms of distance and interfering factors. On the other hand, 

measures which take discourse hierarchy into account are 

needed in contexts where ZA crosses event boundaries or is 

discontinuous. In these situations, the value of RD, PI, and 

RP would differ greatly when measured by linear versus 

hierarchical means. 
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Analytic models for other lancruag-es. As we have seen from 

previous discussion and illustration, the referent of null 

elements in Chinese ZA is not actually signalled in linguistic 

forms. The traditional recoverability theory, which relies 

primarily on features of inflectional morphology for an 

explanation of ZA licensing and interpretation, is obviously 

inapplicable to Chinese-type languages. Typological variations 

with regard to reference relations of nominal arguments in 

discourse are proposed by Foley and Van Valin (1984): 

syntactically-oriented signaling system, morphology-oriented 

signaling, and the inference system which depends on a variety 

of variables found in sociolinguistic patterns, individual 

knowledge and interpretation, and cultural values and 

knowledge. According to the findings from the present study, 

the occurrence/nonoccurrence and interpretation of Chinese ZA 

depend largely on multiple factors such as participants' 

shared knowledge source, discourse structure, rhetoric choice, 

and cultural and pragmatic functions. It can, thus, best be 

put in the last category. 

In sum, for adequate explanation of ZA in Chinese and 

typologically similar languages, methods for analysis must 

include discourse as well as sentence-level approaches, 

consider hierarchical as well as linear organization of text, 

and take into account extralinguistic as well as linguistic 

contexts. 
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CHAPTER 5 

SXjHHARX A2«D CONCLUSIONS 

This study investigates the conditions for the 

occurrence/nonoccurrence of zero anaphora (ZA) in Chinese 

conversational discourse, as well as its distribution and 

interpretation. 

Based on the results from analyses detailed in the 

preceding chapter, Chapter 5 will summarize major findings, 

discuss significance, explore implications, and suggest 

recommendations for future study. 

The first section summarizes the findings with discussion 

related to prior studies on ZA issues presented in Chapter 2. 

Potential significance is presented in Section 5.2. 

Theoretical implications of the findings will be discussed in 

Section 5.3. Finally, Section 5.4 will present recommendations 

for future research. 

5 .1 Summary of Findings 

Major findings of the present study are summarized in 

terms of the following categories: (1) occurrence of ZA in 

Chinese conversational discourse; (2) nonoccurrence of ZA in 

potential positions; (3) distribution of ZA and coreferential 

elements; (4) variability in occurrence and distribution of ZA 

in terms of genre and style; and (5) adequacy of different 
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analytic approaches to research on ZA in Chinese-type 

j. sixq̂ lis.̂  £ s . 

Occurrence of ZA in Chinese. Explanations of conditions 

for the occurrence of ZA in Chinese-type languages reflect two 

completely different perspectives on ZA: one a purely 

syntactically-constrained phenomenon, and the other a 

phenomenon conditioned by multiple factors, including 

syntactic and discourse structure as well as pragmatic, 

rhetoric, social and cultural considerations. Findings from 

the present investigation support the latter viewpoint, 

revealing that the occurrence of ZA in Chinese conversational 

discourse is based on knowledge sources, linguistic and/or 

extralinguistic, that are shared by the conversational 

participants. In addition, the present study identifies one 

potential pragmatic function of ZA as attention catcher by 

inviting clarification questions from addressees in the 

absence of adequate shared knowledge. 

Based on its findings regarding the occurrence of ZA, the 

present study concludes that sentence-level analyses are 

inadequate when used in isolation from other analytic 

perspectives. More strongly, it challenges the GB claim that 

universal innate principles can be discovered without taking 

into account linguistic characteristics exhibited in 

typologically different language groups. The present study 

confirms prior research (e.g., Li & Thompson, 1976, 1979, 
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1981; Chen, 1984, 1986, among the most important) in 

recognizing the role discourse and pragmatics play in the use 

of ZA in Chinese. Based on this recognition, the present study 

develops an account of the nature and function of the 

knowledge sources in a two-stage process of inference and 

production, as well as the interrelationship between textual 

and nontextual information. 

Nonoccurrence of ZA. The existence of the nonoccurremce 

of ZA (i.e., overt pronouns) in potential ZA positions 

indicates that the choice of ZA is not a right-or-wrong 

decision (as constrained by inherently principled rules), but 

rather a negotiable process dependent on the addresser's 

communication needs, as well as his or her linguistic and 

extralinguistic knowledge about the world in general and the 

conversational situation in particular. The choice of overt 

encoding over ZA has been investigated in prior studies (e.g., 

Li & Thompson, 1976; Hinds, 1978; Chen, 1986) . The effect of 

overt pronoun or noun as differentiated from covert ZA is 

described in varied terms: highlighting in Li and Thompson 

(1976), stalling or confirming and emphatic device in Hinds 

(1978), and increasing noteworthiness in Chen (1986). The 

present study examines more closely the function of potential 

ZA and identifies specific means by which potential ZA is used 

to enhance referent saliency. These include rhetorical, 

interactional, and stylistic devices. In addition, the present 
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study also recognizes the differences with regard to the use 

Oi. poudiuxdx Dy 0̂ c:ixi.c a.xiQ auyxc. xixĉ  â.xiiicixy i.̂ xxvâ xx̂  wh 

this topic is that ZA is not a categorical phenomenon, but one 

which has to be understood in relation to sociolinguistic 

variability, individual experience and interpretation, and 

cultural values and knowledge. To account for such a complex 

system, generic descriptions are insufficient. Closer 

examination of cultural, social, and interpersonal factors is 

necessary, and it is such an accounting that the present study 

has at least begun. 

Distribution of ZA and coreferential elements. 

Distribution of the occurrence of null elements is one aspect 

of ZA use which has been explored here: its location in text 

or discourse. To understand conditions for its occurrence and 

interpretation, examining the nature and distribution of 

elements which are coreferential, in or out of the discourse, 

is of great importance. The approach taken by the present 

study takes into account not only distribution of null 

elements in terms of various syntactic and discourse 

structures, but also the distribution of their antecedents in 

terms of textual versus nontextual location, and the relation 

between null elements and antecedents in terms of discoursal 

distance and semantic scope. 

The present findings regarding distribution of ZA and its 

coreferential elements contrast with those of some prior 
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studies (e.g., Tai, 1978; Chen, 1986). Those studies identify 

ohe 5u]3jeou sXot as the ovsiwhsiiuxng iooation of 2A 

coreferents, whereas, in the present study, ZA coreferents are 

found in all syntactic positions. However, these findings are 

in accord with Li and Thompson's (1979) assertion that ZA may 

"occur in any grammatical slot on the basis of 

coreferentiality with an antecedent" which may be available 

textually "in any grammatical slot, at some distance, or not 

even present" (p. 320) . Thus, the present study also finds the 

distribution of ZA with respect to syntactic and discoursal 

structures to be a highly variable phenomenon. 

Variability in ZA by crenre and style. Issues of 

variability in occurrence and distribution of ZA in terms of 

genre and style have not been addressed in prior research. The 

present study has included cross-genre and cross-style 

comparison and contrast in its research design in order to 

obtain a more complete understanding of ZA phenomena, 

including their variability. Comparative analyses have been 

conducted with (1) conversational data from this study and 

narrative data from prior research, and (2) planned and 

spontaneous conversational data from this study. 

Cross-genre comparison with data from prior research 

faced limitations because many studies did not fully specify 

the nature and size of the database that was used. They did 

not publish their data sources, either. In addition, different 
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definitions of similar constructs are used across studies, 

which makes exact comparison impossible. For instance, topic 

persistence is defined by Givon (1989) as "the number of 

recurrences of the referent in the sv±)sequent ten clauses" (p. 

216) , and alternatively by Chen (1986) "in terms of the number 

of subsequent clauses after the anaphor in which the referent 

continues an uninterrupted presence as a semantic argument of 

the clause" (p. 126). The present study adopts Givon's 

definition. Despite this limitation, comparison of narrative 

(Chen, 1986) and conversation reveals significant differences 

in the proportion of syntactically shifted ZA and referential 

distance measured by clauses. 

Comparison of planned and spontaneous conversational 

styles was possible on a wider range of variables. Significant 

differences in relation to the occurrence of ZA are found in 

clause type, discourse context, and nature of referent 

involved. Given the highly variable nature of ZA phenomena, 

more comparative studies should be conducted within Chinese, 

as well as in other East Asian languages. 

Analytic approaches. The analytic perspective taken for 

a study in large part determines the nature of results, since 

theory and methods of data collection, coding, and analysis 

strongly influence the nature and scope of what is to be 

investigated. Some approaches are more appropriate for some 

languages than for others. For languages that are more 
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structurally-oriented and syntactically-constrained with 

regard to ZA phenomena, for instance, a sentence-level 

analysis may be more appropriate; for languages like Chinese 

which exhibit full freedom in use of ZA and yet do not provide 

abundant syntactic cues for referential interpretation, a more 

discourse- and pragmatics-oriented perspective is a necessary 

adjunct. 

Within discourse-oriented perspectives, there is the 

issue of whether linear sequential or hierarchical analyses 

are more appropriate. Here again the findings of this study 

suggest that multiple analytic perspectives are fruitful. In 

the present study, the need to incorporate hierarchical 

analysis is best exhibited by cross-sentence-boundary and 

cross-event-boundary ZA. This shows that the continuity of the 

referents is not subject to such linear factors as referential 

distance and potential interference in hierarchical discourse 

organization. 

5.2 Sicmificance 

The present work claims to be significant in four 

respects: (1) in extending the scope of phenomena to be 

considered under zero anaphora in an effort to explain the 

occurrence (and nonoccurrence) of null NPs as an integrated 

whole; (2) in expanding contexts under consideration to 

extralinguistic as well as linguistic ones; (3) in analyzing 
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a different genre (i.e., conversation); and (4) in applying 

mulciple research perspectives to the phenomenon of ZA. 

5.3 Implications 

The use of ZA in Chinese, as revealed from the present 

study, is not only a syntactic phenomenon (the language form) , 

but also the semantic embodiment of the language user's 

assumptions and interpretations of the world (the meaning), 

expressed in holistic organization (discourse structure) and 

serving various communicative needs. It follows that to 

account for the principles and rules underlying the complex 

processes of ZA, we should use multiple analytic (e.g., 

syntactic, discourse, and pragmatic approaches), and take into 

account extralinguistic as well as linguistic phenomena. 

ZA as exhibited in Chinese-type languages strongly 

challenges the GB explanation of Empty Category phenomena as 

inherent and universal. GB (or any other syntactic) theory 

will fall short of its descriptive and explanatory goals 

unless the characteristics of Chinese-type languages are 

incorporated into its account. The findings of the present 

study suggest that any purely syntactic theory will 

necessarily fail in this regard. 

Studies of ZA have revealed a tension between language 

universality and diversity. The GB approach is an example of 

aiming at the former at the expense of the latter. Only by 
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comparative and contrastive studies across languages, genres, 

and styles, wlixcli attend to variable as well as consistent 

patterns, can we gain a complete understanding of this 

interesting linguistic phenomenon. 

5.4 Recommendations 

Based on the investigation and analyses reported in this 

study, recommendations for future research are made in the 

following domains : (1) participants in unplanned conversation; 

(2) cross-language research; (3) taxonomic development; (4) 

individual styles; (5) semantic patterns for distribution and 

interpretation; (6) cultural values; and (7) literary versus 

natural conversation. 

Participants in unplanned conversation. Investigation of 

ZA which uses unplanned conversational discourse with aspects 

different from that of the present study (e.g., multiple 

participants who do not know each other very well) might 

reveal different patterns of ZA occurrence/nonoccurrence. 

Controlling the nature and amount of shared experience and 

knowledge between participants in conversational interaction 

would help to determine the relative weight and function of 

linguistic versus extralinguistic information. Other features 

which should be controlled in future research on conversation 

include participant role-relationships (age, status, sex) , 

topic, and setting. 
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Cross-lancmaae research. The present study should be 

replicated m cross~language investigation. Xn the sentence* 

level analysis tradition, especially analyses conducted in the 

GB framework, there is ample cross-linguistic discussion on 

the EC phenomenon in terms of principled mechanisms for 

licensing and interpretation. Comparatively fewer efforts are 

seen in research on ZA taking a discourse and pragmatic 

perspective. Even though both Japanese and Chinese are 

typologically similar languages, for instance, the case marker 

system in the former but not the latter accounts for at least 

some ZA occurrence and interpretation. Subject and topic are 

marked, respectively, in Japanese, whereas neither is marked 

in Chinese. Since Topic is not overtly marked in Chinese, and 

it is often not easy to distinguish whether a given NP is to 

be regarded as a Subject or a Topic, it is important to do 

parallel analysis in Japanese and Korean, where these are 

marked, to see whether it is Topics or Subjects that are being 

dropped. One "controlled" test might be to translate the movie 

script into Japanese and Korean. Conversely, similar Japanese 

or Korean conversational texts might be translated into 

Chinese for comparison. 

From a typological point of view, it might well be at 

least part of the answer as to why a language like Chinese can 

have so much ZA in "subject" position, when there is no 

redundant morphology as in Italian or Spanish or Arabic, that 
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is, that East Asian languages are really Topic-Comment 

languages, and topics, when they are textually or ccntextually 

redundant or evident, can readily be deleted/omitted. 

Comparative study could lead to better understanding of 

syntactic cueing in the process. Naturalistic studies of ZA in 

conversations in any language are far too rare. 

Taxonomic development. The present study has borrowed 

many categorical notions from the functional model of 

reference and cohesion (i.e. Halliday & Hasan, 1976). The 

taxonomy so developed encountered some problems in the coding 

and analysis phases. Specific examples include endophoric 

(cataphoric and anaphoric) versus exophoric extralinguistic 

dichotomies, given that (1) textual and nontextual information 

may function together in providing information for reference 

identification; and (2) elements which appear as the overtly 

expressed referents may be so more for rhetorical or syntactic 

requirements than for referential information needs. A more 

satisfactory taxonomy should be developed for coding features 

of ZA in a wide variety of languages. 

Individual styles. The present study investigates 

distinct characteristics of ZA which can be attributed to 

genre and to style on a formal/informal dimension. However, no 

studies investigate ways in which the use of ZA may be 

affected by stylistic differences among individual 

participants. The use and interpretation of ZA as exhibited in 
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the Chinese type of language have been shown to have highly 

variable features, as opposed to parameterized clear-cut and 

right-and-wrong decisions. Knowing the range of permissible 

variability of usage by individuals within the same speech 

community, and (where accessible) the reasons for variable 

production and interpretation, is important for distinguishing 

essential from optional features in any one language and 

cross-linguistically. 

Semantic patterns. Semantic structure in discourse 

serving as reference clues for ZA has been recognized in many 

studies, including the one reported here. Thus, adequate 

discourse analysis may be impossible without the patterns of 

semantic roles being explained, but so far, no clear and 

coherent explanation has been forthcoming. Zheng's (1988) 

Topic Continuity Structure Model, for example, is challenged 

by its inability to account for ZA which depends on semantic 

connections rather than structurally-based inference. Semantic 

notions are discussed with regard to the ZA phenomenon in 

various terms such as 'conjoinability' by Li and Thompson 

(1981), and ^semantic link' by Tai (1979, 1981) . Although the 

relevance of semantic information provided by predicate verbs, 

adverbs, and other clausal parts for the use of ZA in Chinese 

is fully recognized, how such infomation patterns and 

contributes to reference identification has not yet received 

a systematic and adequate account. This, too, offers a 
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potential area for future research. 

Cultural values. The inference system required by the 

reference mechanism in the Chinese type of language is 

described by Foley and Van Valin (1984) as a 'fine art' which 

depends on a variety of variables including cultural values. 

The present study identifies the differential functions of 

choice between null and overt NPs in contexts where either is 

possible. Functions identified here include establishing 

closer social interpersonal relationships, discriminating 

among ethnic groups, and aesthetic considerations. Other 

cultural values placed on occurrence or nonoccurrence of ZA in 

Chinese may exist, but await discovery in future research. 

Such studies may best be carried out in cross-language designs 

in order to explore this facet of comparative communication. 

Literarv versus natural conversation. This study employs 

Planned Conversation and Spontaneous Natural Conversation as 

databases. It should be noted here that the filmscript is not 

accepted at face value as faithfully representing real 

conversation. It is really a literary product, which attempts 

to simulate natural conversation. Real natural conversation, 

if scripted directly into a play or novel, would probably not 

sound natural, because the demands of the literary form 

require a certain kind of development of topic and sequential 

progression. Thus constructed conversation in a filmscript or 

novel/story will make use of certain stereotypical features of 
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real conversation, enough to create the impression of 

naturalness, but will necessarily violate the reality of 

actual conversational language. In this sense, the figures for 

the filmscript material should not be taken seriously as 

indicative of real conversation, but rather the figures from 

the real conversation can be used as a basis for critiquing 

the naturalness of the constructed conversation, and for 

investigating how a literary writer both uses and does not use 

the features of real conversation to create the impression of 

naturalness. This could also be a topic for further research. 

The present study has thus contributed in some ways to an 

understanding of zero anaphora, particularly as it is realized 

in Chinese conversation, but many questions remain to be 

explored. Adequate answers depend on research from multiple 

analytic perspectives on a variety of the world's languages. 
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Appendix A 

Location of exaioplas in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 

Planned Conversation Spontaneous Conversation 
Chapter Example # Event # Example # Event # 

3.1 14 
3 .6c 5 
3 . 6e 4c 
3.6£ 37 
3.7a 14 
3 . 7b 32 
3 .8a 13 
3 .8b 3 
3 . 9 9 
3 .10a 63 
3 .12 28 
3 .13 2 
3 .14a 27 
3 .14b 1 
3 .14d 23 
3 .14e 27 
3 .15a 20 
3 .15b 48 
3 .15d 23 
3 .16 48 
3 .17 44 
3 .18 2 
3 .19 25 
3 .20c 3 
3 .20f 21 
3 .20g 16a 
3 .20h 33 
3 .20i 21 
3 .21c 55 
3 .21d 23 
3 .21e 20 
3 .21f 26 
3 .22a 1 
3 .22b 15 
3 . 23 5 
3 .24 15 
3 .25 63 
3 .26 19 

3.2 2c 
3.3 22b 
3.4 3 
3.5 4 
3 .6a 10 
3 .6b 9 
3 .10b 4 
3 .11 2b 
3 .14c la 
3 .14f 9 
3 .14g 20a 
3 .15c 34 
3 .20a 12c 
3 .20b 20b 
3 .20d 28 
3 .20e 26 
3 .21a 12c 
3 .21b 10 
3 .27 la 
3 .28 4 
3 .29 4 
3.30 7a 
3.31 8a 
3 .32 10 
3 .33 11 
3 .34 11 
3 .35 17 
3.36 18 
3 .37 19a 
3 .38 20a 
3.39 20a 
3 .40 20b 
3 .41 21 
3 .42 27 
3 .43a 9/' 
3 .43b 7b 
3 .43c 31 
3 .43d 9 

(list continues) 
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(list continued) 

Planned Conversation Spontaneous Conversation 
Chapter Example # Event # Example # Event # 

3 .43e 12c 
3 .43f 23 
3 .43g 2c 
3 .43h 30 
3 .43i 30 
3 .43j 32 
3 .43k 35 
3 .431 36 
3 .43m 15a 

4.5 3 
4.25 15 
4 .27 21 
4.30 33 
4.31 47 
4.36 35 
4.38 29 
4.40 23 
4.41 63 
4 .43 55 
4 .44 58 
4.45 25 
4.46 7 
4.47 44 
4.49 44 
4.51 63 
4.53 52 
4.55 25 
4.57 45 
4.60 50 
4 .62 23 
4.63 27 
4 . 64 16b 
4.65 59 
4.66 14 
4. 69 55 
4.70 34 
4.74 37 
4.75 1 
4.76 50 

4.1 lb 
4.2 9 
4.3 la 
4.4 7a 
4.6 8a 
4.7 33 
4 . 8 4 
4 . 9 lb 
4 .10 9 
4 .11 9 
4.12 20a 
4.13 lb 
4.14 9 
4.15 34 
4.16 2c 
4.17 38 
4.18 7b 
4.19 9 
4.20 31 
4.21 2c 
4 .22 28 
4 .23 20a 
4 .24 7b 
4 .26 lb 
4 .28 4 
4.29 9 
4.32 2b 
4 .33 4 
4 .34 33 
4.35 4 

(list continues) 
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(list continued) 

Planned Conversation Spontaneous Conversation 
Chapter Example # Event # Example # Event # 

4.37 31 
4.39 25 
4 .42 2c 
4.48 33 
4 . 50 28 
4 . 52 la 
4 . 54 24 
4.56 18 
4.58 12a 
4 .59 26 
4.61 37 
4 . 67 12a 
4.68 27 
4.71 33 
4 . 72 5b 
4 . 73 34 
4 . 79 la 
4 . 80 lb 
4 . 81 la 
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Appendix B 

Li, Shueuig-shuang in Pin Yin 

Li Shuang-shuang 
Li Zhun 

Different names used for the same people (applying to 
APPENDICES B and C): 

Fu Jia: Women A 
Er Ji: Phone 
Fu Yi: women B 
Geng Bo: Lao Geng Bo/Lao Geng/Geng 
Gu Jia: girl A 
Gu Yi: girl B 
Hai Jia: child A 
Hai Yi: child B 
Qing Jia: Youth A 
Qing Yi: Youth B 
Shu Ji: Commune Secretary Liu/Liu 
Sun Po: Sun You's wife/Wife Sun 
Shuang: Shuang-shuang 
Wang: Xiao Wang 
Yan Sao: Yan Fang's wife/Wife Yan 
Zhi Shu: Lao Jin Shu/Sun Jin/Old Party Secretary 

Di4 Yil Zhangl 

1 

[Event 1. Er-chxan and Xi-wang talk about Shuang-shuang 
(Shuang) .] 

Er-chun: Xi-wang Gel, An3 Sao3 Zi ke3 zhenl bu2 cuo4, shi4 
hou4 ni3 duol zhoul dao4. 

Xi-wang: Wo3 men cong2 lai2 jiu4 shi4 zhe4 yang4, Wo3 shuol 
yil bu2 er4. Dangl ge nan2 zi3 han4 xiang2 bu2 zhu4 
lao3 po hai2 xing2 a! Ni3 kc.n4, zan2 men gongl she4 
hua4 yi3 lai2 xiul shui3 li4 zhe4 mo mang2, wo3 
mei2 you3 chuanl guo4 jiu4 xie21 Doul shi4 zhei4 
yil shuangl gangl chuanl jiu4, xinl de jiu4 zuo4 
chul lai2 le. 

Er-chun: Na4 shi4 Xi-wang Sao3 Zi shou3 qiao3 neng2 gan4, 
zhanl ni3 shen2 mo xian2. 
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Xi-wang: Zhe4 ni3 cai2 bu4 dongS, zai4 hao3 de luo2 zi ye3 
yao4 kan4 gan3 chel de hui4 lian4 bu2 hui4. Wo3 
nei4 kou3 zi yai j iu4 shi4 you3 dian5 cai4 mian3 
tian3 le. 

[Event 2. 
quarrel.] 

Xi-weuig is told that Shusmg-shuang is having a 

Xiao Hai: Xi-wang Shul, wo3 xiao3 shen3 zi zai4 jiel shang4 
he2 ren2 j ial chao3 j ia4 ne! 

Xi-wang: 

Xiao Hai 

Xi-wang: 

[Event 3. 
(Sun Po). 

Sun Po: 

Shuang: 

He! He2 shei2 chao3 jia4? 

He2 Sun-you lao3 po2, chao3 de k;e3 qiongl la! 

A! 

3 

A quarrel between Shuang-shuang and S\an-you's wife 
] 

Sun Po: 

Da-feng; 

Shuang: 

Sun Po: 

Shuang: 

Ni3 zhei4 ge xiao3 xi2 fu4 tai4 li3 hai le, wo3 
shi2 ba3 mu4 chai2, ni3 gei3 wo3 dang4 zhu4! 

Qing2 li3 bu2 shun4, qi4 si3 bie2 ren2. Wo3 j iu4 
shi4 yao4 dang4 zhu4, jiao4 da4 hui3 kan4 kan, ni3 
zhe4 shi2 de mu4 chai2? Zhe4 dui4 li3 hao3 hao de 
tong3 ban3, j iao3 ni3 toul le hai2 zuo4 mu4 tong3 
bu2 zuo4 la! 

Ni3 zhei4 ge xi2 fu guan3 de tai4 kuanl le! Jiu4 
shi4 jiao4 Jin-qiao lai2 kan4 kan, tal ye3 bu4 
neng2 dang4 zhu4 wo3! 

Suan4 le! Suan4 le! Shao3 shuol yil ju4 ba! Ke3 
zhenl de, yil ba3 mu4 chai2. 

Ni3 toul le bu 2 shi4 yil hui2 le, bie2 xiang3 ren2 
jial bu4 zhil dao4. 

Ni3 kan4 jian4 le? 

Dangl ran2 wo3 kan4 j ian4 le, shai4 mai4 nei4 yil 
tianl, zai4 chang3 li3 ni3 beil le yil ba3 sao4 
zhou beil dao4 ni3 jial, gan3 shuol mei2 you3! 

Yan Sao: Bie2 chao3 le! Bie2 chao3 le! Bie2 he2 tal yil banl 
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jian4 shi, shei2 hai2 bu4 zhil dao4 tal na4 genl 
di3 ! 

Xi-wang: Zhe4 shi4 gan4 shen2 mo? Zou3 zou3, hui2 jial! 

Sun-you: Hui2 qu4, mei2 you3 ni3 shuol de hua4! 

Sun Po: Yil j iel liang3 xiang4 da3 tingl da3 tingl, kan4 
wo3 shi4 nei4 hao4 ren2 bu2 shi4! Tal shei2 gan3 
shuol wo3 yil ge bu4 zi. 

Shuang: En! Ni3 ren2 yuan2 lao3 hao3 ! Jiu4 shi4 jian4 gongl 
j ial dongl xi shou3 chang2 yil dianr3, j ian4 lao2 
dong4 shou3 duan3 yil dianr3! 

Xi-wang: Ai ya! Ni3 gei3 wo3 shao3 shuol yil ju4 ba! Jiao4 
ni3 ba3 ren2 doul de2 zui4 wan2 le! 

Shuang: Bu4 guanl ni3 shi4, ni3 bie2 guan3! 

Sun Po: Wo3 pa4 lao2 dong4 ni3 kan4 jian4 le? Shei2 jial 
ye3 bu2 shi4 gua4 zhe mei2 shi4 pai2, ni3 j iu4 gan3 
duan4 ding4 ni3 bu2 hai4 ge tou2 teng2 nao3 re4! 

Da-feng: Tal lao2 dong4 ye3 bu2 shi4 ding3 hao3! 

Sun Po: Ni3 lao2 dong4 de lao3 hao3! Ni3 bu4 ye3 zai4 jial 
dail zhe? Ai ya! Bie2 shuol zui3 le! 

Sun-you: Suan4 le, suan4 le, zhe4 qiong2 hua4 hai2 bu4 shao3 
ne! 

Shuang: Wo3 lao2 dong4 de bu4 hao3, ke3 bi3 ni3 zhuangl du4 
teng2 qiang2 yil dianr3, toul gongl jial de tong3 
ban3 ni3 jiu4 bul du4 teng2 le! 

Xi-wang: Ni3 shao3 shuol yil ju4 xing2 bu4 xing2! 

Shuang: Ni3 tingl, tal hai2 zai4 ma4 ne! 

Xi-wang: Quan2 dang4 da4 fengl gual pao3 le, zhei4 dian3 
tong3 ban3 fenl dao zan2 men genl qian2 neng2 fenl 
duol shao3! 

Shuang: A! Zhao4 ni3 shuol de ke3 hao3 la! Zhe4 dui4 li3 
dongl xi doul yao4 xiang4 tal zhe4 yang4 toul, da4 
huo3 j iu4 bu2 yong4 guo4 le. 

Xi-wang: Ni3 guan3 ren2 jial, ni3 suan4 shen2 mo? 
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Shuang: Wo3? Gongl she4 de she4 yuan2! 

Xi-wang: Ini3 wang3 na3 li3 jcang2 a? 

Shuang: Dui4 li3. 

4 

[Event 4a. Women talk cdDout going to the ditch work-site.] 

Shuang: Wo3 tingl shuol zan2 men dui4 zhei4 tiaol shui3 qu2 
yao4 xiul cheng2 le, dongl pel nei4 yil chuanl di4 
doul yao4 bian4 cheng2 shui3 jiao4 di4, hai2 tingl 
shuol shui3 qu2 yao4 cong2 zan2 cunl zi zhongl 
j ianl chuanl guo4 qu4. 

Yan Sao: You! Na4 yi3 hou4 xi3 yil fu ke3 fangl bian4 le. 

Shuang: Shi4 a! zan2 men zher4 a, jiu4 shi4 pa4 han4, ru2 
jinl gao3 shui3 li4, 2an2 men2ai4 j ial li3, ke3 
zhenl bielmen4 de huangl, yilxianl tu3 ye3 mei2 
you3 wal. 

[Event 5. Gui-ying apologizes to Shuang-shuang.] 

Gui-ying, lai2, shang4 nar3 ya? Chuanl de zhe4 mo 
gan4 j ing4. 

Gui-ying: Xi-wang Sao3 Zi, j iu4 shi4 lai2 zhao3 ni3 de. 
Xi-wang Sao3 Zi, wo3 tingl shuol an3 mal gangl cai2 
he2 ni3 chao3 zui3 le, zhenl bu4 hao3. Tal jiu4 
shi4 xiao3 jian4 shi, wo3 zui4 hen4 tal, ni3 ke3 
bie2 j i4 chou2 a I 

Shuang: Wo3 ya! Wo3 zhei4 ge ren2 cai2 bu2 hui4 ji4 chou2, 
zhei4 ge er3 duol tingl jin4 qu4, nei4 ge er3 duol 
jiu4 you4 pao3 le. 

[Event 6. Gui-ying expresses her determination to stay in the 
co\intryside. ] 

Gui-ying a, tingl shuol ni3 mal zai4 cheng2 li3 
gei3 ni3 zhao3 dui4 xiang4 le? 

Gui-ying: Qu4 ni3 de ba! Bie2 tingl tal men shun4 zui3 liu2 
jiao2 she2 tou, wa3 zhu3 yi4 zao3 na2 ding4 le, 
jiu4 zai4 zan2 zhe4 nong2 cunl guo4 yilbei4 zi, 
shei2 ye3 bu2 hui4 gan3 wo3 ba. 

[Event 4b. Women talk sdDout going to the ditch work-site.] 
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Xinl tnai3 de jue2 tou? 

Shuang: Jiu4 de, wo3 ani yii genl xinl ba4 zi, da3 suan4 
shang4 gongl di4 kail qu2 qu4. 

Yan Sao: Wo3 men doul xiang3 qu4. 

Gui-ying: Zhenl de? Zan2 men yil dao4 qu4 ba! 

[Event 7. Er-chun's reaction to women's wanting to go to the 
work-site.] 

Yan Sao: Er-chun, you3 shen2 mo shi4 a? Huangl de xiang4 da4 
chel fanl dao4 goul li3 yil yang4! 

Er-chun: Hei! Kan4 ni3 men niang2 men zhei4 ge zui3. Jiao4 
lao2 dong4 li4, jinl tianl yao4 lei3 yan4 le, gongl 
di4 shang4 lao2 li4 bu2 gou4. 

Shuang: Er-chun a, wo3 men zheng4 yao4 qu4 a! Dai4 wo3 men 
qu4 ba! 

Er-chun: Ni3 men na! Ni3 men zhei4 yil hao4 bu4 xing2. 

Shuang: Shen2 mo zhei4 yil hao4 nei4 yil hao4 de, ni3 shuol 
wo3 men 2en3 mo bu4 xing2? Xiul shui3 li4 wo3 men 
jue2 xinl ke3 da4 le. 

Er-chun: Shuol ni3 men bu4 xing2 jiu4 shi4 bu4 xing2! Ni3 
men zhi3 neng2 shoul shi shoul shi hai2 zi, shi4 
hou4 shi4 hou4 nan2 ren2, tai2 shi2 tou ni3 men 
xing2? Da3 hangl ni3 men xing2? 

Shuang: Zhei4 xiao3 zi, gel men2 feng4 kan4 ren2, lai2, 
zan2 men da3 da tal de hangl. 

Gui-ying: You, mao4 zi cai3 huai4 le! Mao4 zi cai3 huai4 le! 

Yan Sao: Ni3 men kan4 zhe4 yal tou, hai2 mei2 you3 jiel hunl 
li, gel bo zhou3 ke3 wang3 wai4 niu3 le! 

Nu Jia: Ke3 zhenl de, kan4 ren2 jial Gui-ying dui4 Er-chun 
duol guanl xinl! 

Gui-ying: Wo3 bu4 he2 ni3 men shuol! 

[Event 4c. Women talk about going to the ditch work-site.] 

Xi-wang Sao3 Zi, hou4 shang3 qu4 gongl di4 jiao4 
wo3 . 
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Shuang: A! 

5 

[Event 8. Shortage of hands on the work-site.] 

Yan-fang: Lao3 Zhil Shul, qu2 kou3 wal hao3 le. 

Zhi Shu: A! Fenl si4 wu3 ge ren2 qu4 ba3 tal yong4 shi2 tou 
qil yil xia4, qil jiel shi. Ail Zhe4 ren2 shou3 lce3 
zhenl you3 dian3 bu2 gou4 a! 

[Event 9. Women at the work-site.] 

Er-chun: A! Zhei4 yil hao4 doul lai2 le! 

Shuang: Hai2 shi4 ba3 ni3 shoul shi de qingl! 

Qing Jia: Ai! wo3 shuol ni3 men doul shi4 lai2 canl guanl de 
ba? 

Yan Sao: Bie2 xiao3 kan4 ren2 le, wo3 men shi4 lai2 canl 
jial xiul qu2 de. 

Gui-ying: Gao3 shui3 li4 hua4 wo3 men ye3 you3 yil fen4. 

Qing Yi: He! Kou3 qi4 bu4 xiao3, Yan-fang Sao, ni3 gan3 xia4 
shui3 lai2 shi4 shi? 

Yan Sao: Wo3 ya! Heng! 

Qing Jia: Wo3 men hai4 pa4 ba3 ni3 shuail dao3 zai4 zhe4 he2 
li3 bianl, ba3 shi2 tou cai3 bian3 le hai2 mei2 
ban4 fa3 . 

Shuang: Xiao Yi ya! bie2 xiao3 lcan4 ren2 na, gan4 guo4 
zhei4 ge huo2. 

Er-chun: Xi-wang Sao3 Zi, wo3 kan4 ni3 ye3 bu4 gan3 xia4 
shui3! 

Qing Yi: Ren2 j ial shi4 lai2 zhao3 ren2 j ial nan2 ren2 de. 

Shuang: Ni3 men kan4 wo3 men jiu4 bu4 xing2 ya! 

Er-chun: Guangl shuol bu2 suan4, lai2 shi4 shi bei! 

Shuang: Shi4 shi jiu4 shi4 shi, shei2 pa4 zhei4 ge! 

[Event 10. Xi-wang asks Yan-fang's wife (Yan Sao) about 
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women's being at the work-site.] 

Ax-w c t l l y :  i dx  ox i c i i o  oncx^  j  xc iv -» -±  i i x  

tou? 
l-.-io i- — 4 o ^u-o lucll xcix^ (.ax^ ailx^ 

Yan Sao: Mei2 you3 ren2 j iao4 a I Gongl di4 shang4 zhe4 mo 
mang2, shi4 wo3 men zai4 j ial 113 xian2 bu2 2hu4 
le, cai2 pao3 lai2. 

Xi-wang: A! Xian2 bu2 zhu4 le! 

6 

[Event 11. Yeui-fang's wife emd Shuang-shueuag talk about going 
to the work-site again tomorrow.] 

Yan Sao: Ming2 tianl hai2 qu4 bu2 qu4? 

Shuang: Qu4! Ming2 tianl wo3 hai2 jiao4 ni3. 

[Event 12. Shuang-shuang promises Er-chun to help him find a 
fiancee.] 

Er-chun: Xi-wang Sao3 Zi, wo3 ke3 zhenl fu2 ni3 le, zan2 
cunl zhei4 xie nu3 j iangl doul yao4 neng2 xiang4 
ni3 zhe4 yang4 jil ji2 canl jial lao2 dong4, shui3 
qu2 bu4 chou2 wan2 bu4 cheng2, j inl nian2 qiul 
tianl ya, zhunS neng2 zhengl qu3 dao4 ge fengl 
shoul. 

Shuang: Bie2 shuol de na4 mo tian2 le, liu2 liang3 ju4 gei3 
ni3 nei4 ge dui4 xiang4 shuol ba! 

Er-chun: Wo3 jiu4 mei2 you3 dui4 xiang4. 

Shuang: Na4 ni3 zhei4 ge jial huo ye3 zhenl ben4, zhe4 mo 
yil ge bi3 ting3 de xiao3 huo3 zi, lian2 ge dui4 
xiang4 ye3 zhao3 bu2 dao4. 

Er-chun: Zan2 shi4 ge zhuangl jia ren2, mei2 you3 duol da4 
wen2 hua4. 

Shuang: Zhuangl jia ren2 zen3 mo yang4, shei2 neng2 bu4 
chil liang2 shi? Wo3 kan4 ni3 jiu4 bu4 cuo4. Bie2 
fal chou2, wo3 gei3 ni3 bangl ge mang2. 

Er-chun: Xianlxie4 xie ni3, Sao3 Zi. 

[Event 13. Xiao Ju is hungry.] 
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Xiao Ju: Mai. 

S i ShwHI A: S3.O3 n.x3 3̂.n3 }cM3.d.4; 133.3 lin'~'̂ 3 

Shuang: 

Xiao Ju: 

Shuang: 

Xiao Ju: 

Shuang: 

[Event 14 
home. ] 

Xi-wang: 

Shuang: 

Xi-wang: 

Shuang: 

Xi-wang: 

hui2 qu4 ba! Hai2 zi e4 le. 

You, hao3 guail guai, wo3 dao3 wang4 le. Ni3 ba4 ba 
ne? 

Ba4 ba mei2 hui2 lai2. Zn2 men j ial jil zi you4 
xia4 dan4 le, wo3 tingl jian4 jiao4 le. 

Mai magei3 ni3 zhu3 zhu chil. 

You! Zen3 mo men2 kail le? 

Mai ma, wo3 e4, wo3 lce3 e4 le! 

Mai ma gei3 ni3 zuo4 fan4. 

. A quarrel between Xi-wang and Shuang-shuang at 

Wo3 hai2 zhi3 dang4 ni3 mei2 you3 hui2 lai2, ni3 
ji4 ran2 hui2 lai2 le, zen3 mo bu2 hui4 xianl ba3 
lu2 huo3 zhal kail, ni3 jiu4 xianl tianl shang4 
guol ye3 kuai4 yil dian3 yal 

Wo3 bu4 neng2 kail zhei4 guil ju. Wo3 yao4 gei3 ni3 
zuo4 fan4, jiangl lai2 hai2 yao4 wo3 gei3 ni3 xi3 
niao4 bu4 li! 

Na4 ni3 dei3 kan4 ren2 mang2 xian2, wo3 mang2 de 
zhe4 yang4 zi, ni3 jiu4 mei2 you3 zhang3 yan3! 

Na4 shi4 ni3 zi4 zhao3! Ai, ni3 zen3 mo zhe4 yang4 
jil ji2 ya! Ren2 jial shei2 j iao4 ni3 qu4 lao2 
dong4 le? 

Wo3 zi4 ji3 xiang3 qu4, wo3 you3 zhe4 liang3 zhil 
shou3, dui4 li3 gao3 shui3 li4 hua4, jiangl lai2 
zan2 cunl han4 di4 bian4 shui3 tian2 ye3 you3 wo3 
yil fen4. 

Ni3 jil ji2, ni3 neng2 gan4! Ke3 ni3 qu4 lao2 dong4 
shei2 gei3 ni3 dian3 shen2 mo ya? Ni3 yao4 bu2 qu4 
lao2 dong4 shei2 bu2 jiao4 ni3 chil fan4 le? Ni3 
shi2 ba3 chai2 he ye3 neng2 shaol shao guo3. Zhei4 
zhong3 ren2 wo3 zhenl jian4 de xil shao3! 

Shuang: Ni3 zhe4 ren2 wo3 ye3 jian4 de xil! Doul yao4 
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xiang4 ni3 zhei4 ge sil xiangS, huo2 doul bu2 yong4 
gan4 le, jiangl lai2 da3 de liang2 shi ni3 ye3 bie2 
wangS m3 na4 zux3 li3 sail. 

Xi-wang: Ni3 shuol bu2 jiao4 chil jiu4 xing2 le? Jiu4 zhei4 
yang4 ni3 hai2 dei3 gei3 wo3 zuo4 zhe chil, j iao4 
ni3 yi3 hou4 qu4 lao2 dong4 ba! 

Shuang: Chil! Ni3 chil bu4 cheng2, wo3 pianl bu4 gei3 ni3 
zuo4 . 

Xi-wang: Ni3 bu4 gei3 wo3 zuo4, wo3 zi4 ji3 hui4 xia4 mian4. 
Heng, zhei4 dian3 mian4 tiao2 ye3 gou4 wo3 chil le. 
Chil dun4 laol mian4 tiao2. 

Shuang: Ni3 chil bu4 cheng2! 

Xi-wang: Hao3, ni3 fanl le tianl le! Hao3! Hao3 

Shuang: Zou3, zan2 men zhao3 Lao3 Zhil Shul shuol li3 qu4, 
wo3 canl jial lao2 dong4 ni3 bu2 yuan4 yi4, ni3 
xiang3 jiao4 wo3 zai4 jial li3 shi4 hou4 ni3, bu2 
xia4 di4 ni3 cai2 shul tanS. Ni3 zhe4 shi4 sha2 sil 
xiang3? Zou3 

Xi-wang: Ni3 xianl qu4, ni3 qian2 bianl zou3, wo3 hou4 bianl 
genl zhe. 

Shuang: Zou3. 

Xi-wang: Ni3 xianl qu4. 

[Event 15. Shuang-shuang, Yan-fang's wife, and Gui-ying talk 
about people's negative attitude eUsout their going to the 
work-site, and ways to deal with that.] 

Yan Sao: You I Hao3 da4 de tai2 shen2! 

Shuang: Wo3 hai2 dang4 shi4 wo3 men nei4 yil kou3 zi hui2 
lai2 le, que4 yuan2 lai2 shi4 ni3 ya! 

Yan Sao: Zen3 mo? Ni3 hai2 shi4 bu4 li3 ren2 jial ya! 

Shuang: Wo3 shi2 bei4 zi bu4 li3 tal ye3 bu4 xiang3 tal. 

Yan Sao: Hua4 shi4 na4 mo shuol ba. Ni3 mei2 tingl ren2 
jial shuol: Tianl shang4 xia4 yu3 di4 xia4 liu2, 
xiao3 liang3 kou3 da3 jia4 bu2 ji4 chou2; bai2 
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tianl chil de yil guol fan4, ye4 li3 zhen3 de yil 
ge zhen3 tou. 

Shuang: Wo3 men liang3 ge ya, ke3 jiu4 chil bu4 cheng2 yil 
k;uair4. Ni3 hai2 zi ne? 

Yan Sao: Ye3 shi4 cai2 h.ong3 shui4. 

Shuang: Wo3 dao3 shi4 yil dian3 ye3 shui4 bu4 zhao2. Bai2 
tianl he2 tal chao3 le yil jia4, tal dao3 shi4 pao3 
dao4 gongl di4 shang4 re4 nao4 qu4 le, ke3 wo3 zai4 
j ial yue4 xiang3 yue4 bu2 shi4 weir4. Ni3 xiang3 
xiang, iru2 jinl lao2 dong4 li4 zhe4 mo quel, shui3 
li4 hua4 you4 zhe4 mo zhong4 yao4. Zan2 men zhe4 
yil pian4 ya, mei2 you3 shui3 li4 hua4 jiu4 mei2 
you3 hao3 nian2 jing3. Ke3 zan2 men ne, que4 wol 
zai4 jial li3. 

Yan Sao: Shi4 a! Ke3 ni3 you3 shen2 mo ban4 fa3u-iAn3 po2 zi 
jinl tianl ye3 chao3 wo3 le, tal shuol: 'Mei2 you3 
gongl mei2 you3 li4, lian2 ge gongl fenl ye3 bu2 
ji4, lao2 dong4 ye3 shi4 wu3 bal, bu4 lao2 dong4 
ye3 shi4 si4 shi2, ni3 qu4 bai2 chul na4 niu2 li4 
gan4 shen2 mo ya!' 

Shuang: Tal ye3 zhe4 mo shuol ya? 

Yan Sao: Shi4 a! Zhe4 j iao4 ren2 bi3 ren2, qi4 si3 ren2. 
Ren2 he2 ren2 de xinl doul bu4 yil yang4 a! 

Shuang: Shei2 ya? 

Gui-ying: Wo3. 

Shuang: Si3 yal tou, lai2 le hai2 bu2 jin4 wul li3 lai2! 

Gui-ying: Shei2 zhil dao4 ni3 men xi2 fu4 jial zai4 shuol 
shen2 mo hua4 ya! 

Yan Sao: Wo3 men liang3 ge da4 po2 niang2, hai2 you3 shen2 
mo qiaol mi4 hua4. Ni3 xiao4 shen2 mo, Gui-ying? 

Gui-ying: Wo3 xiao4 wo3 mal he2 ni3 po2 zi yi2 yang4, ye3 
shi4 nei4 yang4 chao3 wo3, hai2 dui4 wo3 shuol: 
'Ni3 ya! Gan3 kuai4 dao4 cheng2 li3 zhao3 ge gongl 
zuo4, zai4 zan2 men dui4 li3 canl jial lao2 dong4 
a, gan4 bu2 gan4 doul yil yang4.' Ni3 men kan4, 
duel nan2 tingl a! 

Shuang: Gui-ying, zhei4 ge shi4 qing a, zan2 men hai2 dei3 
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zhu4 yi4 ya! Gangl cai2 wo3 jiu4 zai4 zher4 xiangS, 
zan2 men dui4 113 fu4 nu3 chul qln2 bu4 duol, lao2 
dong4 114 bu2 gou4 yong4, h.en3 kc3 neng2 h.e2 zan2 
men dui4 113 gongl fenl jl4 de raa3 hul you3 guanl 
xi4. 

Yan Sao: Ke3 zhenl de, jlao4 wo3 shuol, doul yuan4 Jln-qlao 
zhei4 ge da4 wei3 bal lang2, tal shuol ru2 j Inl 
gongl fenl bu2 yong4 ji4 le; ren2 jlal bie2 de dui4 
doul zhao4 yang4 ji4 gongl fenl, an3 nlang2 jlal 
jinl nian2 mai4 tianl hai2 shi4 an4 de gongl fenl 
fenl pei4. 

Shuang: Zan2 men ke3 yi3 ba3 zhe4 yi4 jian4 ti2 chul lai2 
ma! Qlan2 tianl Lao3 Zhil Shul bu2 shi4 shuol hai2 
yao4 rang4 da4 huo3 xian4 ji4 ming2 fang4 ma? 

Yan Sao: Ming2 fang4? 

Shuang: Shi4 a! Tiel da4 zi4 bao4! Ba3 zhei4 ge yi4 
jian4--zi4 xie3 de da4 da4 de--tiel dao4 da4 jiel 
shang4. 

Yan Sao: You, na4 wo3 hai2 bu2 hui4 xie3 zi4 ya! 

Gui-ying: Wo3 pa4 an3 diel chao3 wo3. 

Shuang: Wo3 lai2 xie3. Zhei4 ge shi4 a, ke3 tai4 zhong4 
yao4 la! 

Yan Sao: Ke3 zhenl de, zhi3 yao4 an4 lao2 dong4 fenl pei4, 
shei2 yao4 you3 zhe4 mo yil dian3 dian3 kongr4, ye3 
yao4 qu4 zheng4 ji3 fenl. 

8 

[Event 16a. Talking cdjout Shuang-shuang's big character 
poster.] 

Shu Ji: Hai, Yan-fang na, zhei4 zhangl da4 zi4 bao4 xie3 de 
ke3 shi4 bu4 ping2 chang2 a! Ren2 j ial j ian4 yi4 
dui4 li3 yao4 ren4 zhenl ping2 gongl j14 fenl, wo3 
kan4 zhe4 shi4 ni3 men dui4 yil ge hen3 zhong4 yao4 
de wen4 ti2. Ni3 men shuol shi4 bu2 shi4 a? 

Yan-fang: Wo3 men yi3 qian2 ye3 ji4 de hen3 ren4 zhenl, jiu4 
shi4 zhei4 yil duan4 tai4 mang2 le, ye3 ma3 hu le. 

Zhi Shu: Yil wo3 shuol, yue4 shi4 mang2 yue4 shi4 dei3 shi2 
xing2 an4 lao2 fenl pei4, zhe4 hai2 bu2 shi4 ji3 
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nian2 lai2 de lao3 j ingl yan4! 

Shu Ji: Dui4 i Yao4 he2 she4 yuan2 men jiang3 qingl chu3, 
yao4 xing2 cheng2 zhi4 du4. Ni3 men kan4, qun2 
zhong4 113 blanl you3 de shi4 jll jl2 fenl zl, qll 
shl2 zhel4 zhong3 ren2 na, dao3 bu4 yll dlng4 shl4 
wel4 zhe gongl fenl, ren2 jlal sh.i4 zhenl xlnl 
guanl xlnl shengl chan3. 

[Event 17a. Finding the writer of the big character poster.] 

Ll Shuang-shuang? Zhe4 shl4 nel3 jlal de? 

Zhl Shu: Ru2 jlnl zhe4 xie nlan2 qingl xi2 fu4, ql3 xie xlnl 
mlng2 zl, wo3 ye3 gao3 bu4 qingl chu3. 

Yan-fang: Bal cheng2 shl4 Xl-wang xi2 fu4, ble2 de hal2 hul4 
you3 shel2 ya? 

Zhl Shu: Xlngl xu3 shi4 tal. Nel4 ge xlao3 xl2 fu4 xinl zhl2 
kou3 kuai4, ren2 ye3 shi4 ge re4 xlnl chang2, 
nlang2 jlal shl4 Xlao3 Li3 Zhuangl de, tal diel 
kang2 le yll bel4 zl chang2 gongl, shl4 ge chl4 
pln2 hu4. Yll dlng4 shl4 tal. 

Yan-fang: Er-chun, zhel4 ge Ll Shuang-shuang shl4 bu2 shl4 
Xl-wang jlal ya? 

Er-chun: Shl4 Xl-wang Sao3 Zl. Qlan2 nlan2 shang4 mln2 xlao4 
shl2, tal jlu4 shl4 yong4 de zhei4 ge mlng2 zl. 

Shu Jl: Xl-wang shl4 nei3 yll ge ya? 

Zhl Shu: Jlu4 shl4 shou4 yll Sun Shuan jlal de hal2 zl, ye3 
shl4 ge pln2 nong2. 

[Event 18. Xi-wsuag and Jin-qiao talk adaout their wives.] 

Xl-wang: Wo3 shuol nl3 ya, Jln-qlao, nl3 suan4 qu3 le ge 
hao3 lao3 po2. Xlang4 wo3 nel4 ge 'da4 pao4', sanl 
tlanl llang3 tou2 genl ren2 jlal chao3 zul3, jlng4 
gel3 wo3 re3 huo4! 

Jln-qlao: Nlang2 men jlal, you3 sha2 zheng4 xlng4. 

[Event 17b. Finding the writer of the big character poster.] 

Er-chun: Xl-wang Gel, lal2 lal2! Liu Shul Jl4 wen4 nl3 ge 
shl4 . 
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Xi-wang: Shen2 mo shi4? 

CL • 

ni3 lao3 po xie3 de ya? 
v A _ a' 3 ̂ ^ ^ x-» ̂  ̂ A »-• v* ̂  A ^ o «l<* ̂  4 d* ^xxc^'x ^xxclxx^^ sect's £<^*x j*i/ciw*x oxx^*x x^cx^ oxxa.*x 

Xi-wang: Da4 zi4 bao4? --

Er-chun: Ni3 zhuangl shen2 mo hu2 tu. Li Shuang-shuang, zen3 
mo bu2 shi4 ni3 lao3 pol 

Yan-fang: Jin-qiao ya! Ren2 jial lian2 zan2 men yi4 j ian4 
doul ti2 le. 

Xi-wang: Bu4 bu4 

Jin-qiao: Ai, you4 shi4 ti2 ji4 gongl fenl de shi4 li! 

Shu Ji: Zhei4 zhangl da4 zi4 bao4 xie3 de hao3 a! 

Xi-wang: Jin Shul, zhei4 zhangl da4 zi4 bao4 shi4 an3 wul 
li3 ren2 xie3 de. Zen3 mo? Zhenl shi4 tal xie3 de 
ya! An3 Xiao Ju tal mal hui4 xie3 zi4 a, bu4 guangl 
xie3 zhe4 da4 zi4 bao4, zai4 jial hai2 xie3 le 
hen3 duol xiao3 zi4 bao4. 

Shu Ji: Xiao3 zi4 bao4 doul xie3 xie shen2 mo? 

Xi-wang: Niang2 men jial, hu2 zhoul de. Fan3 zheng4 wo3 nei4 
ge zuo4 fan4 de shi4 ge zhi2 xing4 zi, you3 zui3 
mei2 xinl, ni3 men bie2 he2 tal yil banl jian4 shi. 

Yan-fang: Ni3 zhe4 shi4 gan4 shen2 mo? Ren2 jial shi4 ming2 
fang4. 

Xi-wang: Ming2 fang4! 

Zhi Shu: Xi-wang, ni3 xi2 fu4 xie3 zhei4 zhangl da4 zi4 bao4 
ke3 ti2 de shi4 di4 fangl, tal bu2 shi4 bu4 dong3 
shi4, wo3 kan4 shi4 bi3 ni3 hai2 dong3 shi4. 

[Event 16b. Talking sdjout Shuang-shuang's big character 
poster.] 

Shu Ji: Zhei4 ge yi4 j ian4 tai4 hao3 le, wo3 kan4 yao4 
chen4 re4 da3 tie3. Ni3 men dui4 a, ke3 yi3 kail ge 
qun2 zhong4 hui4, rang4 da4 huo3 tao3 lun4 tao3 
lun4. Ai! lao3 di4, yi3 hou4 yao4 gai3 gai ni3 nei4 
ge lao3 xi2 guan4 le, zen3 mo lao3 jiao4 an3 nei4 
ge 'wul li3 ren2', ren2 jial xiao3 zi4 bao4 doul 
tiel dao4 ni3 wul zi li3 le, hai2 bu4 min2 zhu3 
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dianr3 

[Event 19. Xi-Wemg's attitude toward Shuang-shueing's going to 
the work-site has chcuiged.] 

Shuang: Ni3 xiao4 shen2 mo ya? Hei hei hei, zhi3 gu4 xiao4, 
xiang4 chil le gual gual jil de rou4 le. 

Xi-wang: Xiao Ju tal mal, ni3 bu4 jian3 danl na! Wo3 shi4 
shuail le yil jiaol shi2 ge da4 tong2 qian2--ke3 
zhenl mei2 liao4 dao4, ni3 hai2 you3 zhei4 ge xinl 
yan3 ya. 

Shuang: Shen2 mo jian3 danl bu4 jian3 danl, you3 hua4 zhi2 
shuol bei, tu3 ban4 jie2, yan4 ban4 jie2! 

Xi-wang: Ni3 xie3 de nei4 zhangl da4 zi4 bao4, gei3 zan2 men 
gongl she4 Liu Shul Ji4 k:an4 dao4 le. Liu Shul Ji4 
shuol ni3 zhei4 ge yi4 j ian4 gaol ming2 de hen3! 
Gongl she4 dang3 wei4 hai2 yao4 zhuanl men2 yan2 
j iul! 

Shuang: Zhenl de ma? Zhe4 ke3 shi4 zhenl de ma? 

Xi-wang: Zhenl de, yi3 hou4 zhenl de ni3 yao4 chul qu4 neng2 
zheng4 ji3 fenl, zhei4 ge zuo4 fan4 na, wo3 bangl 
ni3 . 

Shuang: Ni3 ya! Suan4 le ba, yue4 bangl wo3 yue4 mang2, 
zhi3 yao4 bu4 genl wo3 gu4 yi4 zhao3 char2 shengl 
qi4, wo3 jiu4 suan4 zhil zu2 le. 

Xi-wang: Hei hei, k:an4 ni3 shuol de, ren2 you3 sanl hunl 
sanl mi2, ye4 ger shi4 shui4 zhao2 le yil jiao4 
shui4 mi2 le. 

Bu2 guo4 wo3 shuol ni3 ya! Yi3 hou4 k;e3 bie2 xie3 
zhe4 xie shun4 kou3 liul le. Ni3 dong3 de2 shen2 mo 
j iao4 zheng4 ce4, hu2 xie3 bal xie3, tong3 chul 
lou2 zi zen3 mo ban4? 

Shuang: Jiu4 ni3 dan3 zi xiao3, jinl tianl you3 dang3 ling3 
dao3 pa4 shen2 mo! You3 xinl li3 hua4 jiu4 yao4 
xiang4 dang3 shuol. Shei2 shi4 zan2 men qinl ren2? 
Dang3 j iu4 shi4 zan2 de qinl ren2. Cong2 tu3 gai3 
dao4 xian4 zai4, nei3 yil dian4 gongl zuo4 bu2 shi4 
wei4 zan2 hao3! Wo3 jiu4 fan2 ni3 zhei4 yil dian3, 
niao4 paol niao4 ye3 dei3 kan4 kan huang2 li4; 
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diao4 ge hull xingrl ye3 pa4 ba3 tou2 shang4 za2 ge 
gel da! 

Gei3 ! 

Di4 Er4 Zheuigl 

10 

[Event 20. Er-chim and Gui-ying in the orchard.] 

Er-chun: Gui-yingI Gui-ying! 

Wo3 jiu4 zhil dao4 shi4 ni3. 

Gui-ying: Er-chun Gel, zan2 men dui4 li3 de ping2 guo3 jiel 
de ke3 zhenl chou2 a! 

Er-chun: Shi4 a! Wo3 men yong4 xinl fa3 zi jian3 zhil, yi3 
hou4 you4 you3 qu2 shui3 jiaol, mei3 nian2 doul 
hui4 zhe4 mo chou2. Gui-ying, qil shi2 zai4 xiangl 
li3 ye3 bu2 cuo4, you3 zuo4 you3 xiel de, duol re4 
nao! Kongl qi4 you4 hao3! 

Gui-ying: Ren2 jial ye3 bu4 guangl shi4 wei4 xil kongl qi4. 

Er-chun: Na4 ni3 kan4 zan2 men zher4 shen2 mo hao3? 

Gui-ying: Wo3 jue2 de zan2 men zher4 de ren2 doul neng2 lao2 
dong4. Da4 j ial doul wei4 j ian4 she4 xinl nong2 
cunl gel j in4 gan4, zhe4 j iu4 hao3. 

Er-chun: Tingl shuol ni3 mal zai4 cheng2 li3 gei3 ni3 zhao3 
gongl zuo4 ne? 

Gui-ying: Wo3 cai2 bu2 qu4! Yi3 hou4 ya, wo3 shei2 ye3 bu2 
kao4. Zan2 dui4 j inl hou4 ren4 zhenl ping2 gongl 
ji4 fenl, shi2 xing2 an4 lao2 fenl pei4, wo3 zi4 
ji3 yang3 huo2 wo3 zi4 ji3, bal tai2 da4 jiao4 
tai2, wo3 ye3 bu2 qu4. 

Er-chun: Jiang3 de hao3. Wo3 ye3 shi4 zhe4 mo xiang3, yil ge 
ren2 nian2 qingl qingl de, qinl chil zuo4 chuanl, 
zui4 mei2 you3 yi4 sil. Liang2 shi you4 bu2 shi4 
cong2 tianl shang4 diao4 xia4 lai2 de. Gui-ying, 
ni3 jial li3 liang3 ge lao3 de sil xinl jiu4 shi4 
zhong4 le dian3, ni3 yao4 duol bangl zhu4 tal men. 

Gui-ying: Wo3 zhil dao4. Yi3 hou4 hai2 yao4 qing3 ni3 duol 
bangl zhu4 wo3. 
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Er-chun: Ming2 tianl zan2 dui4 Li3 j iu4 yao4 kail qun2 
zhong4 hui4, zhuanl men2 tao3 lun4 ji4 gongl fenl 
de 5hi4, ]iai2 yao4 xuan3 ji4 gongl yuan2 nei 

Gui-ying: A! 

11 

[Event 21. At the village meeting: election of work point 
keeper, distribution of work point record books.] 

Zhi Shu: Cong2 jinl tianl qi3, zan2 men jiu4 ba3 zhe4 gongl 
zhe2 fal xia4 qu4. Yi3 hou4 jiu4 yao4 ren4 zhenl 
ji4 gongl fenl le. Wo3 kan4 a! zhe4 yil hui2 you3 
xie ren2 de bing4 jiu4 ke3 yi3 zhi4 le, chul gongl 
shi2 zai4 bu2 hui4 shuol: 'Ai ya! wo3 yaol teng2 
ya! Ai ya! wo3 tui3 teng2 ya!' Zan2 men dao4 qiul 
hou4 an4 gongl fenl suan4 zhang4 fenl pei4, duol 
lao2 duol de2, chul shui3 cai2 kan4 liang3 tui3 
ni2! Xia4 mian zan2 men yao4 chong4 xinl xuan3 yil 
xia4 ji4 gongl yuan2, da4 jial ke3 yi3 xianl ti2 
yil ti2, yil ding4 yao4 da4 gongl wu2 sil de ren2, 
ke3 bie2 xuan3 nei4 xie ping2 guangl j ing4, bal 
mian4 guangl de. 

Qun Jia: Zhe4 bu4 dei3 yao4 shil zi4 de ma? 

Jin-qiao: Dangl ran2 luo! Hai2 dei3 zhang4 kou3 qingl yil 
dian3 de, bie2 zhao3 nei4 xie yi4 pen2 jiang4 hu de 
ren2. 

Shuang: Wo3 ti2 yil ge: Gui-ying! Gaol xiao3 bi4 ye4 
shengl, you4 hui4 xie3 zi4 you4 hui4 suan4 zhang4. 
Da4 j ial kan4 xing2 bu4 xing2 ? 

Qun Zhong; Suan4 yil ge. 

Sun-you: Wo3 zai4 ti2 yil ge. Dangl ji4 gongl yuan2 de shi4 
bu2 shi4 ge xiao3 shi4, shuol hua4 dei3 he2 qi4 
dian3, wo3 kan4 Xi-wang xing2. Zan2 men doul zhil 
dao4, Xi-wang zhei4 ge ren2, ren2 lao3 ji3 bei4 
doul shi4 hao3 ren2, ren2 jial mei2 you3 he2 bie2 
ren2 fanl guo4 zui3 chao3 guo4 j ia4. Zhe4 shi4 wo3 
ge4 ren2 yi4 jian4, da4 jial kan4 xing2 bu4 xing2? 

Zhi Shu: Ai! Dui4 li3 shi2 zi4 de ren2 tai4 shao3 le! 

Jin-qiao: Da4 jial kan4 xing2 bu4 xing2? Fan3 zheng4 Xi-wang 
Gel xiang4 lai2 mei2 you3 he2 ren2 fanl guo4 lian3 
qingl lian3 hong2 de zhe4 zan2 men doul zhil dao4. 
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Qun Yi: Hao3 ren2 shi4 hao3 ren2 a! Shei2 ye3 zhil dao4 
shi4 hao3 ren2, j iu4 shi4 

Ji Qun; Xing2, xing2, Xi-wang xing2! 

Xi-wang: Ai! Wo3 hai2 you3 dian3 yi4 j ian4. Gang2 
cai2 da4 j ial xuan3 wo3, zhe4 shi4 da4 huo3 kan4 de 
qi3 wo3, ke3 shi4 zhe4 huo2 wo3 gan4 bu4 liao. You3 
ren2 hui4 shuol yao4 fangl de zir4 ni3 doul hui4 
xie3, ji4 ge gongl fenl zhang4 hai2 bu4 xing2 ai 
Zhe4 li3 mian you3 ge yuan2 yinl, bu4 du2 nei3 jial 
shul bu2 ren4 nei3 jial zi4. Xian4 zai4 xingl de 
zhe4 hao4 yang2 raa3 zi4, wo3 j iu4 bu2 hui4 xie3. 
Zai4 yil dian3, wo3 suan4 pan bu4 xing2. Ji4 gongl 
fenl zhe4 shi4 shi4 yil shou3 tuol bai3 jial, wo3 
yao4 gei3 da4 jial ji4 hun3 le, wo3 ke3 danl dangl 
bu4 qi3. 

Er-chun: Yang2 ma3 zi4 bu2 hui4 j iu4 xue2 mai Jiu4 na4 mo 
shi2 ge zir4. 

Xi-wang: Wo3 k;e3 bu2 hui4 suan4 pan. 

Shuang: Ni3 dao4 di3 hui4 bu2 hui4 a? Xiangl qinl men! tal 
hui4 suan4 zhang4! Qu4 nian2 qiul j i4 fenl pei4 de 
shi2 hou4, tal zai4 jial li3 yil zhi2 suan4 le yil 
ye4, j ial j ian3 cheng2 shu2 tal doul hui4. Ling4 
wai4, yang2 hao4 ma3 zi4 ye3 hui4 xie3, wo3 hui4 
xie3 hai2 shi4 tal jiaol wo3 de. 

Xi-wang: Ni3 bu4 shuol hua4, ren2 jial bu2 hui4 dang4 ni3 
shi4 ya3 ba! Shen2 mo shi2 hou4 wo3 jiaol ni3 yang2 
hao4 ma3 zi4 le? 

Shuang: Jinl nian2 chunl tianl. Ni3 gan3 shuol mei2 you3? 
Fang4 zhe pai2 chang bu4 pai2 chang, fang4 zhe 
guangl rong2 bu4 guangl rong2. Wo3 j iu4 j ian4 bu4 
de zhei4 hao4 qianl zhe bu4 zou3, da3 zhe dao4 
tui4, gou3 rou4 bai3 bu2 shang4 zhuol de huo4. 

Yan-fang: Yi4 kel shu4 shang4 ye3 diao4 bu4 si3 ren2, Xi-wang 
yao4 zhenl bu2 yuan4 yi4 gei3 da4 jial dangl ji4 
gongl yuan2, zan2 men j iu4 xuan3 Shuang-shuang zen3 
mo yang4? 

Er-chun: Xing2! Wo3 zhan4 cheng2! 

Xi-wang: Shen2 mo? Jiao4 tal dangl a! Na4 . 
wo3 hai2 bi3 tal qiang2 yil dian3. 

na4 
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You Ren: Ni3 bu2 shi4 shuol ni3 bu2 hui4 suan4 pan ma? 

Xi-wang: vvo3 gangl cai2 sliuol d.6 bu2 5U5.n4 5h.u4. 

Lao Jia: Jiu4 zh.ei4 yang4 bal Hai2 shi4 Xi-wang ba! Yer2 men 
bi3 nianr2 men qiang2. 

Zhi Shu: Xi-wang, ni3 bie2 tuil ci2 le, da4 huor3 j i4 ran2 
xuan3 zan2 ma, na4 jiu4 yao4 ren4 zhenl wei4 da4 
huor3 ban4 shi4. Fal gongl zhe2 ba! 

Qun Zhong: Gei3 wo3 yil ge, xianl gei3 wo3 yil gei 

Xi-wang: Da4 jial bu2 yao4 chao3! Wo3 zhi3 you3 liang3 zhil 
er3 duol, wo3 shuol zan2 men pai2 dui4! Wo3 j iao4 
yil ge fal yil ge! 

Er-chun: Zhe4 yang4 hao3. Da4 jial pai2 hao3 dui4, pai2 hao3 
dui4 ! 

12 

13 

[Event 22. Da-feng asks Xi-wang for a work point record book.] 

Da-feng: Xi-wang Gel! Xi-wang Gel! Ni3 deng3 yil deng3. Ni3 
gei3 wo3 fal yil ge gongl zhe2, wo3 hai2 mei2 you3 
ling3 ne! 

Xi-wang: Ni3 hai2 yao4 a? 

Da-feng: Wo3 dangl ran2 yao4 ling3 yil ge, ren2 jial bu2 
shi4 shuol, yi3 hou4 ping2 gongl fenl fenl pei4 ma? 

Xi-wang: Ming2 zi zen3 mo xie3 a? Xie3 Jin-qiao? 

Da-feng: Xie3 wo3 de ming2 zi--Wang Da-feng. 

14 

[Event 23. Shuang-shuang auid Xi-wang talk about the work point 
system.] 

Shuang: Zen3 mo la! Bu4 shul dan3? 

Xi-wang: Ai! Hun2 shenl shang4 xia4 doul ling2 san3 le, jinl 
tianl ke3 ba3 wo3 lei4 huai4 le. Zhe4 nao3 li4 lao2 
dong4 huor2 bu4 neng2 gan4! 
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Shuang: Kan4 ni3 nei4 ge shou3, ren2 jial xie3 zi4 wang3 
zhi3 shang4 xie3, ni3 zen3 mo xie3 dao4 shou3 
shang4 lai2 lai 

Xi-wang: Ni3 mei2 you3 xie3! Bie2 kan4 tal yil gan3 bi3 
xiao3, dianl qi3 lai2 bi3 chu2 ba4 zi hai2 zhong4. 

Shuang: Wo3 xie3 guo4 zi4. Wo3 yao4 dangl j i4 gongl yuan2 
jue2 bu2 hui4 xiang4 ni3 2hei4 yang4 hengl ya hal 
ya de. 

Xi-wang: Ni3 dangl ji4 gongl yuan2 a, ni3 neng2 ba3 ren2 
doul de2 zui4 wan2. zh.e4 doul shi4 ni3 gei3 wo3 
lan3 de hao3 huor2. Ni3 zhil dao4 ba: zhe4 ge j i4 
gongl yuan2, ke3 bu4 j ian3 danl na, shi4 ge de2 
zui4 ren2 de shi4. 

Shuang: isra4 you3 shen2 mo? Tal gan4 duol shao3 huo2 ni3 ji4 
duol shao3 f enl ma. Li4 de zheng4 xing2 de zhi2, 
bu4 pianl yil ge bu2 xiang4 yil ge, shei2 gan3 
shuol ni3 shen2 mo. 

Xi-wang: Ni3 shuol de dao3 qingl qiao3. 

Shuang: Ke3 ren2 jial doul xuan3 ni3 ya! Shuol ni3 bi3 wo3 
qiang2, shuol ni3 shi4 hao3 ren2, shuol ni3 suan4 
ban hao3, xinl li3 qingl chu3 

Xi-wang: Xiao Ju tal mal, ke3 zhenl de, ren2 guo4 liu2 
ming2, yan4 guo4 liu2 shengl. Zan2 men cunl lao3 
shao3 ye2 men, mei2 you3 yil ge ren2 gan3 shuol wo3 
ge bu2 shi4. An3 ye2, an3 diel! 

Shuang: Wo3 bu4 tingl, wo3 bu4 tingl! 

Xi-wang: Wo3 hai2 mei2 you3 shuol wan2, ni3 zhil dao4 wo3 
shuol shen2 mo? 

Shuang: You4 shi4 bei4 ni3 de lao3 jial pu3, shuol ni3 ren2 
lao3 ji3 bei4 mei2 gei3 ren2 jial chao3 guo4 zui3. 

Xi-wang: Na4 ke3 bu2 shi4! 

Shuang: Wo3 shuol ni3 ya! Yi3 hou4 dangl shang4 ji4 gongl 
yuan2 le, jiu4 yao4 da4 gongl wu2 sil gei3 qun2 
zhong4 ban4 shi4. Ni3 kan4 Lao3 Zhil Shul zai4 hui4 
shang4 yil xuanl bu4 an4 gongl fenl fenl pei4, da4 
huor3 de jil ji2 xing4 duol gaol a! Zan2 men dui4 
li3 xiang3 ba3 shengl chan3 gao3 hao3, wo3 jiu4 
kan4 zhun3 le, yil ding4 dei3 hao3 hao3 zhi2 xing2 
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zhei4 yil tiao2. Zhe4 yil lai2 a, zan2 men zhe4 li3 
chul qin2 ren2 yil ding4 hui4 duol le. 

Xi-wang: Ke3 zhenl shi4, jinl tianl Sun-you lao3 po2, 
Jin-qiao xi2 fu4 doul genl zhe wo3 yao4 gongl zhe2 
li! 

Shuang: Ni3 kan4 kan, ping2 chang2 tal lia3 jiu4 bu4 hao3 
hao3 lao2 dong4. 

Xi-wang: Xiao2 Jul tal mal, wo3 nian4 guo4 yil ben3 shul, 
hao3 xiang4 shang4 bianl xie3 zhe, ji4 gongl fenl 
j iu4 shi4 shen2 mo an4 lao2 

Shuang: An4 lao2 fenl pei4. 

Xi-wang: Dui4 dui4! Wo3 j i4 de ren2 j ial shuol zhe4 hai2 
shi4 Ma3 Ke4 Sil shuol de. 

Shuang: Zan2 chul ji2 she4 shi2 hou4 jiu4 you3 a! 

Xi-wang: Bu4! Shi4 xing4 Ma3. 

15 

16 

[Event 24. Talking ed^out the manure spreading work.] 

Jin-qiao: Hai2 you3 zhe4 mo duol a! Ni3 men ji3 ge ren2 sa3 
leduol shao3 a? 

Sun-you: Di4 j ie4 yuan3, jial ju4 you4 bu4 dei3 jinr4. 
Jin-qiao a, wo3 men baol zhe4 sa3 fen4 de huor2 
you3 dian3 chil kuil. 

Xi-wang: Fan3 zheng4 yil mu3 di4 bal fenl, bal bal liu4 shi2 
si4, gan4 bu4 wan2 na2 bu4 zou3! 

Jin-qiao: Jiu4 shi4 you3 dianr man4. 

[Event 25. Xiao Wang (Wang) is asked for a favor.] 

Xiao Wang hui2 lai2 la! Xiel xie, hel dian3 shui3 
ba. 

Wang: Sa3 feng4 na! Zhe4 kuai4 di4 da3 suan4 zhong4 shen2 
mo? 

Xi-wang: Yu4 mi3. Hel shui3 ba! 
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Jin-qiao: Hai2 shi4 ni3 kail de nei4 bu4 'jie3 fang4 pai2' de 
chel ya? 

Wang: Shi4 a! Wo3 2hei4 ge chel shi4 bu2 jiao4 bie2 ren2 
kail de. 

Sun-you: Ni3 zhe4 chel neng2 lal duol zhong4 a? 

Wang: Liang3 dunl ban4--wu3 qianl jinl. 

Sun-you: Ai you! Zhe4 mo da4 li4 qi a! Zhao4 ni3 zhe4 mo 
shuol, wo3 men zhei4 dian3 fen4 ni3 liang3 xia4 zi 
j iu4 lal wan2 le. 

Wang: Cha4 bu4 duol ba. 

Sun-you: Jiao4 tal gei3 zan2 men xie2 zuo4 xie2 zuo4 beiI 

Jin-qiao: Xiao Wang, ni3 zhun3 bei4 gan3 dao4 nei3 ge zhan4 
chil wu3 fan4 na? 

Wang: Dao4 Bai2 Cunl. 

Jin-qiao: Zao3 nei! Xiao Wang, gei3 zan2 men zhei4 dian3 fen4 
wang3 di4 li3 lal lal zen3 mo yang4? 

Wang: Bu4 hao3 ban4 ba. Wo3 men zhe4 you3 guil ding4, bu4 
neng2 sui2 bian4 lal. 

Jin-qiao: Zhei4 kuai4 di4 xia4 wu3 hai2 deng3 zhe li2 ne, 
zhe4 mo jin4, zhil yuan2 qiang3 shoul ma! 

Wang: Wo3 lal dao4 di4 zhongl jianl, ke3 mei2 fa3 sa3 ya! 

Sun-you: You3 ban4 fa3, ni3 zhi3 yao4 lal dao4 di4 zhongl 
jianl, chel zi kail de man4 yil dianr3, wo3 men 
zai4 chel shang4 wang3 xia4 sa3, zhe4 j iu4 xing2 
la. 

Xi-wang: Neng2 sa3 de yun2 ma? 

Sun-you: Xing2! 

Jinl tianl zan2 men zhei4 ge gongl ke3 baol qiao3 
le! 

17 

[Event 26. Evaluation of work points in the cotton field.] 
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Gui-ying: Xian4 zai4 gail ping2 Da-feng Sao3 Zi de, tal jinl 
tianl shang4 wu3 ye3 shi4 zh.eng3 le liu4 hang2, 
kan4 gei3 ji3 fenl? 

Yan Sao: Da4 j ial kan4 bei! 

Sun Po: Ye3 gei3 wu3 fenl ba. 

Shuang: Wo3 bu4 tong2 yi4. Zan2 men bu4 neng2 zhi3 tu2 
kuai4, bu4 jiang3 zhi3 liang4. Ni3 men kan4, tal 
zheng3 de zhei4 j i3 hang2, mao2 ya2 doul mei2 you3 
da3 gan4 jing4. Xiang4 zh.e4 yang4 guo4 liang3 sanl 
tianl, mian2 hua jiu4 fengl zhang3 qi3 lai2, jiangl 
lai2 bu4 shao3 jiel tao2 ma? 

Da-feng: Shei2 de shi2 ge zhi3 tou shenl chul lai2 ye3 bu4 
yil banl qi2. Shei2 gan3 shuol jiu4 da3 de na4 mo 
ganl j ing4 ? 

Fu Jia: Gei3 si4 fenl ba. 

Shuang: Si4 fenl ye3 bu4 zhi2. Gei3 tal si4 fenl ye3 ke3 
yi3, hou4 shang3 tal yao4 lai2 zai4 shoul shi yi2 
bian4. 

Da-feng: Wo3 bu2 yao4 le, gongl fenl ye3 bu2 shi4 qinl dial 
qinl ye2, li2 le tal wo3 jiu4 bu4 neng2 guo4 la! 
Mei2 you3 gongl fenl wo3 ye3 yao4 chil fan4. 

Sun Po: Da-feng! Da-feng! 

Gui-ying: Ni3 kan4 zhe4 ren2 duol bu4 jiang3 li3. 

Yan Sao: Zou3 ba! Zou3 ba! Bu2 yao4 li3 tal. 

Shuang: Ni3 men xianl zou3 ba, wo3 man4 dianr3 hui2 qu4. 

Yan Sao: Gan4 ma? Bu4 chil fan4 la? 

Shuang: Bu4, wo3 lai2 gei3 tal shoul shi yil bian4. 

18 

19 

[Event 27. Old Uncle Gang's (Geng Bo) complaint.] 

Geng Bo: Heng, zhe4 ye3 jiao4 zuo4 huor2? Mei2 jian4 guo4! 

Shuang: Lao3 Geng Bo, zhe4 mo zao3 jiu4 tao4 li2 la! Zen3 
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mo, shengl kou bu4 tingl hua4 la? 

Geng Bo: Heng! Bu2 shi4 shengl kou bu4 tingl hua4, ni3 kan4 
zh.e4 di4 113 sa3 zhe4 fen4, yll dull yil dull de. 
Zhe4 xiang4 zuo4 huo2 de yang4 zi mo? Gongl fenl, 
gongl fenl, jiu4 zhil dao4 zheng4 gongl fenl, jiao4 
tal men lai2 112 jiu4 zhil dao4 le. 

Shuang: Zhe4 shi4 shei2 sa3 de fen4 na? 

Geng Bo: Shei2! Ni3 dao4 jial jiu4 zhil dao4 le. 

20 

[Event 28. Xiao Ju's opinion about Xi-wang's noodles.] 

Xi-wang: Xiao Ju, ni3 ba4 ba gei3 ni3 zuo4 de mian4 tiao2, 
hao3 chil bu4 hao3 chil? 

Xiao Ju: Bu4 hao3 chil. Ni3 kan4 ni3 gan3 de mian4 tiao2 
zhe4 mo cul. 

Xi-wang: A, bu4 hao3 chil, ni3 hai2 ti2 yi4 jian4 neI 

Shuang: Zen3 mo you4 genl Xiao Ju chao3 jia4 la? 

Xi-wang: Hai! Zhe4 xiao3 hai2, tal jiu4 bu2 hui4 shuol yil 
ju4 shi2 hua4. 

[Event 29. Xi-wang and Shueuig-shuang talk about how many work 
points people get and how.] 

Shuang: Ni3 jinl tianl zen3 mo xia4 gongl zhe4 mo zao3? 

Xi-wang: Na4 ni3 zen3 mo xia4 gongl zhe4 mo wan3 ya? 

Shuang: Wo3 you3 shi4. Wo3 2ai4 nar4 you4 shoul shi le yil 
huir4 mian2 hua zhil ma. 

Xi-wang: Ni3 zheng4 le ji3 fenl? 

Shuang: Wu3 fenl ya! 

Xi-wang: Ke3 ren2 j ial Sun-you, yil ge shang4 wu3 jiu4 
zheng4 le er4 shi2 fenl. Jin-qiao ne, mol mo xianl 
ba4, ye3 zheng4 le er4 shi2 fenl. 

Shuang: Tal men gan4 shen2 mo huor2 zheng4 na4 mo duol ya? 

Xi-wang: Sa3 fen4! 
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Shuang: Ao! Jiu4 shi4 Lao3 Geng Bo 112 de nel4 ge dl4? 

Xl-wang: Ao! Zhe4 j iu4 jiao4 gongl fenl 2heng4 duol shao3, 
kan4 nl3 baol de qiao3 bu4 qlao3. Plng2 nl3 zhei4 
ge sl3 xinl yan4 la, hengi 

Shuang: AoI Tal men dao3 zhenl hui4 qu3 qiao3 a! Gan4 huo2 
bu4 jiang3 zhi3 liang4, po4 huai4 gongl fenl zhi4 
du4 . 

21 

[Event 30. Shuang-shuang is going to expose people who get 
work points that they do not deserve.I 

Xl-wang: 

Shuang: 

Xl-wang: 

Shuang: 

Xl-wang: 

Shuang: 

Xl-wang: 

Shuang: 

Xl-wang: 

Shuang: 

Xiao Jutal mal, nl3 nl3 you4 xle3 shel2 de 
da4 zi4 bao4 a? 

Wo3 bu4 neng2 kan4 tal men fen4 sa3 de nel4 yang4, 
mlan2 hua zheng3 de nel4 yang4. 

Lao3 Sun-you 

Nl3 zhe4 bu2 shl4 gou3 na2 hou4 zl duol guan3 xlan2 
shl4 ma? 

Bu2 yao4 nl3 guan3. 

Nl3 zhe4 yao4 de2 zul4 ren2 de. Xiao Ju tal mal, 
nl3 yao4 xlan2 nl3 jInl tlanl gongl fenl zheng4 de 
shao3, wo3 ba3 wo3 de gel3 nl3 shang4 llang3 fenl. 

Wo3 bu4 xll han nl3 de gongl fenl. Wo3 you4 bu2 
shl4 wel4 le zheng4 gongl fenl. 

Xiao Ju tal mal, zhe4 113 blanl qlanl zhe wo3 yll 
pll ma2 ne. 

Zen3 mo hai2 you3 nl3 na? 

Shl4 a! Ql4 chel gel3 wo3 men sa3 le fen4, tal men 
duol na2 le gongl fenl, ke3 zhe4 shl4 wo3 gel3 ren2 
jlal j14 shang4 de. 

Plng2 shl2 wo3 gel3 nl3 zen3 mo j lang3 de! Jl4 
gongl yuan2 shi4 qun2 zhong4 xlangl xln4 nl3 cai2 
xuan3 nl3 de. Zan2 men yll dlng4 yao4 shl2 xlnl 
shl2 yl4 ba3 tal jl4 hao3, xlang3 bu2 dao4 nl3 

Wo3 plng2 chang2 de hua4 shuol gel3 qlang2 
tu3 tlnglla! 
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Xi-wang: Wo3 ben3 lai2 ye3 bu4 gan3 ji4 yaI Ke3 tal men yil 
rangl rang, wo3 zhe4 nao3 zi jiu4 bian4 cheng2 yil 
pen2 j iang4 hu le. 

Shuang: Yao4 shi4 ziie4 li3 bu4 qianl lian2 ni3, wo3 jiu4 
xie3 zhangl da4 zi4 bao4 jiel f al. Zhe4 li3 bianl 
ji4 ran2 qianl lian2 ni3, na4 wo3 jiu4 dei3 qu4 
gao4 zhuang4. 

Xi-wang: Gao4 zhuang4i Ni3 shang4 na3 li3 qu4 gao4 a! 

Shuang: Wo3 dao4 qian2 jiel gongl she4. 

Xi-wang: Xiao Jut al mal Xiao Ju tal mal 

22 

[Event 31. Shuang-shuang answers a phone call.] 

Shuang: Ni3 zhao3 shei2 ya? 

Er Ji: Jinl tianl ni3 men na4 li3 ban4 jiel hunl dengl ji4 
ba? 

Shuang: Jiel hunl dengl ji4? Dangl ran2 yao4 ban4 na! An3 
mei4 mei jiu4 shi4 zai4 zher4 dengl ji4 de. 

Er Ji: Ni3 shi4 shei2 ya? 

Shuang: Wo3 ya--wo3 jiao4 Li Shuang-shuang! 

Shu Ji: A, Li Shuang-shuang tong2 zhi4. Na3 li3 dian4 hua4? 

Shuang: Wen4 jiel hunl dengl ji4 de, wo3 he2 tal shuol le. 

Shu Ji: A! Na4 jiu4 suan4 le. 

[Event 32. A talk between Shuang-shuang and Commxine Secretary 
Liu (Shu Ji).] 

Zuo4 ba. Ni3 you3 shen2 mo shi4 qing? Ni3 men nar4 
ping2 gongl ji4 fenl gao3 de hai2 hao3 ba? Qun2 
zhong4 you3 shen2 mo yi4 jian4? 

Shuang: Ni3 shi4 Liu Shul Ji4, wo3 ren4 shi ni3. Wo3 j iu4 
shi4 wei4 zhei4 ge shi4 lai2 de. Qun2 zhong4 ke3 
yongl hu4 la, ke3 jiu4 shi4 you3 ren2 dao3 gui3. 
Tal men zhi3 tu2 gongl fenl, bu4 jiang3 zhi3 
liang4. Zhe4 ge ban4 fa3 a hai2 dei3 zai4 
bian4 bian, bu4 neng2 rang4 tal men zuanl kong4 zi. 
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Zhe4 shi4 wo3 xie3 de da4 zi4 bao4. 

Shu J1 

Shuang: 

Shu j i; 

Shuang; 

Shu Ji; 

Shuang; 

Shu Ji: 

Shuang: 

Shu Ji: 

Shuang; 

Zhe4 li3 bianl you3 Sun-you, hai2 you3 Jin-qiao, 
Sun Xi-wang: Sunl Xi-wang bu2 shi4 ni3 ai4 ren2 ma? 

Ai, ke3 zhei4 ci4 duol zhan4 gongl fenl jiu4 shi4 
tal ji4 de. Bu2 guo4 Liu Shul Ji4 a! Ni3 qu4 diao4 
cha2, ke3 bu4 neng2 yi2 yang4 kan4 dai4. Wo3 men 
nei4 yil kou3 zi ya, tal shi4 ge 'ping2 guangl 
j ing4' 

Shen2 mo? 

Ping2 guangl jing4. Jiu4 shi4 shuol tal xing4 zi 
ruan3, xinl li3 mei2 you3 zhu3 yi4, er3 duol genl 
ruan3, dong3 ba? 

Sun-you ke3 bu4 yil yang4, zhei4 ge ren2 gu3 zhu3 
yi4 tai4 duol. Tal bu2 shi4 vni2 chan3 j iel ji, wo3 
men jial shi4 wu2 chan3 jiel ji. 

Wu2 chan3 jiel jil? 

Shi4 a! Tal men jial ru4 chul ji2 she4 shi2 hou4, 
you3 da4 luo2 zi da4 ma3, hai2 you3 jiaol lun2 
chel, wo3 men jial shi3 you3 yil tiao2 xiao3 mao2 
lu2, yao4 bu2 shi4 he2 zuo4 hua4 ya, tal jial ru2 
j inl j iu4 yao4 bian4 cheng2 di4 zhu3 le! 

AI Wo3 dong3 le, Shuang-shuang tong2 zhi4, yao4 
jie3 jue2 zhei4 ge gan4 huo2 zhi3 liang4 wen4 ti2, 
ni3 you3 shen2 mo hao3 ban4 fa3 mei2 you3? 

Zhei4 ge ya yao4 wo3 zai4 ni3 men zher4 
dong4 nao3 j inl na! 

Pi3 ru2 shuol, dui4 she4 yuan2 men yao4 jial qiang2 
jiao4 yu4, ba3 zan2 men zhengl qu3 fengl shoul de 
ji4 hua4 guan4 che4 hao3. Ling4 wai4, jial qiang2 
ze2 ren4 zhi4, ba3 ren4 wu4 baol si3, tal zhei4 ge 
huo2 gan4 de cul caol, xia4 yil ci4 hai2 rang4 tal 
lai2 gan4 zhei4 yil duan4 

Zhei4 ge ding3 hao3, shei2 fang3 de shal hai2 yao4 
shei2 lai2 zhil bu4, wo3 men nei4 si4 yang3 yuan2 
Lao3 Geng Bo jiu4 you3 zhei4 ge jian4 yi4. 

Shu Ji: Li Shuang-shuang tong2 zhi4, ni3 zai4 ni3 men dui4 
li3 shi4 ge fu4 nu3 gan4 bu4 ma? 
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Bu2 shi4, ren2 j ial shuol wo3 zui3 tai4 kuai4. 

Ai Zui3 kuai4, kan4 2en3 tno kuai4. Yao4 shi4 da4 
gongl wu2 sil, ren4 zhenl fu4 ze2, yingl gail 
kuai4, bu2 shi4 shen2 mo mao2 bing4. Bu2 guo4, hui2 
qu4 ya, yu4 shi4 yao4 duol he2 qun2 zhong4 shangl 
liang2. 

23 

[Event 33. At the village meeting: Shuang-shuang is elected 
Brigade Leader.] 

Zhi Shu: Gangl cai2 Sun-you, Jin-qiao doul zuo4 le jian3 
tao3. Zhei4 ge shi4 jiu4 suan4 le, yi3 hou4 zan2 
men yil ding4 yao4 tuil xing2 ze2 ren4 zhi4. Chang2 
yan2 shuol: *ren2 hong3 di4 pi2, di4 hong3 du4 
pi2' . Xiang4 zhei4 yang4 sa3 f en4, zen3 mo neng2 
bao3 zheng4 fengl shoul a! Xian4 zai4 hai2 you3 ge 
shi4 qing, zan2 men dui4 li3 yuan2 lai2 de fu4 nu3 
dui4 zhang3 Xiu-yun diao4 dao4 fu4 chan3 yuan4 
dangl zhu3 ren4 qu4 le. Zan2 men jinl tianl yao4 
bu3 xuan3 yil ge, gangl cai2 zhil bu4 yan2 jiul le 
yil xia4, jiao4 Li Shuang-shuang gan4, da4 jial 
kan4 you3 mei2 you3 yi4 jian4? 

Qun Zhong: Mei2 yi4 jian4 Tong2 yi4 

Geng Bo: Hai! Wo3 zao3 shuol tal xing2! 

Zhi Shu: Mei2 yi4 jian4, jiu4 ju3 shou3 biao3 jue2 yil xia4. 
Zhan4 cheng2 de ju3 shou3. 

Gui-ying, Yan Sao: Biao3 shi4 biao3 shi4 tai4 du4I 

Zhi Shu: Kuai4 zuir3 jinl tianl dao3 bu2kuai4 la! Wo3 shuol 
ji3 ju4 ba. Ren2 jial shuol fu4 nu3 neng2 ding3 
ban4 ge tianl, li2 le fu4 nu3 mei2 chil chuanl! 
Bie2 de bu4 shuol, jinl nian2 zhe4 mian2 hua neng2 
bu4 neng2 bao3 zheng4 fengl chan3, zhe4 quan2 kan4 
fu4 nu3 men le. Zan2 men da4 huor3 ji4 ran2 xuan3 
le Shuang-shuang dangl dui4 zhang3, jiu4 yao4 tingl 
tal de zhi3 huil. Pi3 ru2 shuol, ming2 tianl pai4 
wo3 de huor2, na4 wo3 jiu4 yao4 qu4 gan4. Wei4 
shen2 mo ne? Yinl wei2 zan2 men shi4 ji2 ti3 shengl 
chan3, dei3 you3 ge tou2, bu4 neng2 qiao2 bu4 qi3 
tal, te4 bie2 shi4 nei4 xie nan2 lao2 dong4 li4, 
ke3 zai4 bu4 neng2 shuol: 'Tal shi4 ge niangr2 men, 
tal dong3 shen2 mo?' Wo3 shuol Xi-wang a, ni3 yi3 
hou4 ye3 dei3 zhu4 yi4. 

Shuang: 

Shu Ji: 
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[Event 34. Xi-wang feels sorry for Jin-giao.] 

Xi-wang: Jin-qiao Di4, zhe4 ci4 ni3 wu2 lun4 ru2 he2 kan4 
zai4 wo3 de mian4 shang4, bu4 neng2 he2 ni3 Sao3 Zi 
yil banl jian4 shi. Tal shi4 you3 zui3 vm2 xinl na, 
tal xinl li3 ye3 shi4 wei4 zan2 men dui4 li3 hao3. 

Jin-qiao: Na4 you3 shen2 mo guanl xi41 Tal ti2 de yi4 jian4 
dui4, wo3 jiu4 jial shou4. Zhei4 ge ze2 ren4 zhi4 
wo3 zao3 jiu4 kan4 dao4 le. Bu2 guo4 Xi-wang Gel, 
zan2 men lia3 shi4 guangl pi4 gu zai4 yil kuair 
zhang3 da4 de. Shuol ju4 xinl li3 hua4, ni3 nei4 ge 
lao3 po2 ni3 dei3 guan3 guan, shen2 mo shi4 doul 
hao3 xiang4 ren2 j ial doul mei2 you3 zhang3 yan3 
jingl, jiu4 tal yil ge ren2 kan4 de zhao2. Xiang4 
zhei4 yang4 ya, ni3 zhei4 ge lu4 yue4 zou3 yue4 
zhai3, quan2 cunl ren2 doul gei3 tal de2 zu4 de lu4 
duan4 ren2 xil. 

Xi-wang: Shi4 a! Shi4 a! Ni3 deng3 zhe qiao2 ba! Wo3 2hei4 
ci4 yao4 xun4 bu4 fu2 tal, wo3 jiu4 wo3 j iu4 

hai 

26 

[Event 35. At Sun-you's home.] 

Da-fang: Heng] Zhei4 ci4 you4 xuan3 tal dangl dui4 2hang3 
le, ni3 mei2 kan4 jian4, gaol xing4 de jiao3 doul 
bu4 zhanl di4 le. Wo3 jiu4 bu2 zhan4 cheng2. 

Sun Po: Ke3 zhenl de, xuan3 shang4 tal ke3 mei2 ren2 zou3 
de lu4 le. Wo3 shang4 ci4 shi2 le kun3 tong3 ban3, 
tal gei3 wo3 jiel chul lai2, zhei4 ci4 Gui-ying tal 
dial duol na2 le ji3 fenl, tal you4 jial chul lai2 
la. Ren2 jial qi4 chal lai2 bangl sa3 fen4, shi4 
ni3 jial Jin-qiao de mian4 zi a, bie2 ren2 jiao4 
ren2 j ial lai2 bangl mang2, ren2 j ial hai2 bu2 hui4 
bangl mang2 ne. Jiu4 zhe4 hai2 gao4 dao4 gongl 
sha4 ! 

Gui-ying: Mai ma, ni3 bia2 shuol le, yuan4 wo3 diel, jiu4 
shi4 yuan4 tal, shei2 j iao4 tal tanl wul gongl 
f anl. 

Sun Po: Zha4 suan4 tanl wul gongl fenl? You3 tianl li3 guo2 
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f a3 hai2 you3 ren2 qing2 ne! Ni3 yi3 hou4 shao3 
genl tal hou4 mian4 pao3, shao3 j ial shil j iao4 de 
yang4 zi! 

Gui-ying: Wo3 pianl bu4! Daol daol daol, jiu4 ni3 men mei3 
tianl zai4 yil kuair4 daol daol daol de! 

Da-feng: Wo3 tingl ren2 jial shuol Gui-ying kuai4 genl 
Er-chun dui4 shang4 xiang4 le. 

Sun Po: Ao? Zhe4 si3 yal tou! Gui-ying, jin4 lai2I 

Gui-ying: Wo3 you3 er3 duol, tingl de jian4. 

Sun Po: Yi3 hou4 ke3 bu4 zhun3 ni3 he2 Er-chun zai4 yil 
kuair4, fen2 lai2 fen2 qu4 de. Ni3 diel ke3 yi3 
jinglgei3 ni3 zai4 cheng2 li3 ti2 qil le. 

Gui-ying: Wo3 diel ti2 qinl jiao4 wo3 diel genl ren2 jial 
qu4. Wo3 zi4 ji3 de shi4 ni3 men guan3 bu4 zhao2! 

27 

[Event 36. Shuang-shuang tells Old Uncle Geng (Geng Bo) to get 
some donkeys prepared for tomorrow.] 

Shuang: 

Geng Bo: 

[Event 37 

Shuang: 

Xi-wang: 

Shuang: 

Xi-wang: 

Lao3 Geng Bo2, ming2 tianl zao3 chen2 gei3 wo3 men 
liu2 liang3 tou2 lu2 ba! Wo3 men da3 suan4 tao4 
Iiang3 bu4 shui3 chel, ba3 mian2 hua di4 jiaol yil 
j iaol. 

Hao3 a! Jinl tianl ye4 li3, wo3 duol wei4 liang3 
hui2 cao3. 

, Xi-Wcuig's three rules for Shuang-shuang.] 

Ni3 hui2 lai2 la! 

Wu! Dui4 zhang3! Ni3 na4 gongl shi4 ban4 wan2 la, 
dei3 gei3 wo3 ban4 dian3 sil shi4 le. 

Kan4 ni3 nei4 ge yang4 zi. 

Wo3 genl ni3 shuol zheng4 jing de, ni3 ba3 wo3 de 
xing2 li gei3 shoul shi yil xia4. Wo3 da3 suan4 he2 
Sun-you yil kuair4 gao3 yun4 shul--lal da4 chel 
qu4. Zhei4 ge jial wo3 suan4 bu4 neng2 zai4 dail 
xia4 qu4 le! 

Shuang: Zen3 mo! Ni3 yao4 dao4 yun4 shul ui4 qu4? Chul wen2 
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qu4? 

Ai-wang: 

Shuang: 

Xi-wang: 

Shuang: 

Xi-wang: 

Ni3 zai4 jial dangl ni3 de gan4 bu4 hao3 le, wo3 
chul qu4 gan3 wo3 de da4 chel, wo3 bu4 neng2 gei3 
ni3 lal tna3 zhui3 dengl. Zan2 men lia3 jing3 shui3 
bu2 f an4 he2 shui3, ni3 yi3 hou4 hao3 shao3 xie3 
ji3 zhangl da4 zi4 bao4, wo3 yi3 hou4 ye3 hao3 
shao3 ail ji3 dun4 pil ping2. Ji4 gongl yuan2 wo3 
bu2 gan4 le. Wo3 bu4 neng2 pei2 zhe ni3 tingl ren2 
jial shuol xian2 hua4. Wo3 zou3 yi3 hou4, na3 pa4 
ni3 ba3 ren2 de zui4 wan2, wo3 yan3 bu2 j ian4 xinl 
bu2 luan4, yu3 wo3 Xi-wang wu2 guanl. Ni3 ba3 wo3 
de dongl xi qu3 chul lai2. 

Wo3 zi4 ji3 shoul shi. 

Wo3 gei3 ni3 diul le shen2 mo mian4 zi le? Wo3 bu4 
neng2 rang4 ni3 zou3. Wo3 shen2 mo shi2 hou4 qiu2 
guo4 ni3? Xian4 zai4 wo3 dangl dui4 zhang3 le, 
zheng4 xul yao4 ni3 bangl zhu4, ke3 ni3 j iu4 yao4 
zou3, da4 huo3 xuan3 wo3 dangl dui4 zhang3, wo3 
duol xul yao4 ni3 lai2 bangl zhu4 wo3. Ni3 jiu4 bu2 
ti4 wo3 xiang3 xiang, wo3 bu4 neng2 rang4 ni3 zou3! 
Ni3 jiu4 bu4 xiang3 xiang wo3 xinl dangl shang4 
gan4 bu4 de kun4 nan2! 

Hai ya! Zhei4 ge nu3 ren2! Zhe4 yi3 hou4, wo3 yao4 
dang2 ni3 de gan4 bu4 jial shu3 le. Ke3 zan2 men 
dei3 li4 ji3 tiao2 guil ju. 

Na4 ni3 jiu4 shuol ba! 

Yi3 hou4 wa, ni3 zhei4 ge zui3 bu4 neng2 zhe4 mo 
kuai4. Xiao Ju tal mal, xian4 zai4 ni3 shi4 ge gan4 
bu4 la, shuol hua4 dei3 xianl dong4 nao3 zi kao3 
lu4 kao3 lu4. Ren2 jial dangl gan4 bu4 de nei3 ge 
xiang4 ni3 zhe4 yang4, jil guanl qiangl shi4 de. 
Yi3 hou4 gail shuol de shuol, bu4 gail shuol de 
bie2 shuol. 

Shuang: Xing2. Zhe4 suan4 yil tiao2. 

Xi-wang: Zai4 yil tiao2, ni3 shi4 shengl chan3 dui4 2hang3, 
shi4 shengl chan3 de shi4 ni3 jiu4 guan3, bu2 shi4 
shengl chan3 de shi4, ni3 jiu4 bie2 guan3. Bie2 
xiang4 ge bai3 jial lao3 zao4 wang2 ye2 shi4, po2 
po mal ma de ni3 doul qu4 guan3. 

Shuang: Ye3 xing2, fan3 zheng4 wo3 guan3 wo3 yingl gail 
guan3 de shi4. 
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Xi-wang: Zui4 hou4 yil tiao2, zuo4 shi4 dei3 fang4 dianr3 
ren2 qing2, shao3 gei3 gan4 bu4 ti2 yi4 j ian4, 
xiang4 Jin-qiao, ren2 jial shi4 fu4 dui4 zhang3, 
ni3 gel bo neng2 niu3 de guo4 da4 tui3? 

Shuang: Gun3 ni3 de! 

Xi-wang: Ni3 he2 bi4 shengl na4 mo da4 qi4? Jiu4 suan4 
liang3 tiao2, nei4 tiao2 suan4 wo3 mei2 you3 shuol. 

Di4 Sanl Zhangl 

28 

[Event 38. Two girls ask Gui-ying to go to the opera with 
them. ] 

Gu Jia: Gui-ying! Er4 jia2 xan2 ju4 tuan2 jinl ye4 wan3 
zai4 Long2 Jul Zhen4 yan3 xi4, zan2 men yi2 kuai4 
qu4 kan4 ba! 

Gui-ying: Shen2 mo xi4 a? 

Gu Jia: <<Gan3 Nu3 Xi>>, ke3 hao3 le, ni3 qu4 bu2 qu4? 

Gui-ying: Wo3 a 

Gu Yi: Ren2 jial you3 ban4i 

Gui-ying: Ni3 men xiao4 shen2 mo? 

Jia, Yi: wo3 men bu4 he2 ni3 yil kuair4 qu4 le! Ni3 you3 
ban4. 

29 

[Event 39. A quarrel between Gui-ying and Er-chun.] 

Gui-ying: Er-chun Gel, jinl tianl wan3 shang4 Long2 Jul Zhen4 
yan3 xi4. 

Er-chun Gel! 

You! Kan4 ni3 nei4 ge lian3, jiu4 xiang4 miao4 li3 
zhan4 shen2 yil yang4! 

Er-chun: Wo3 xiang3 he2 ni3 tan2 ge wen4 ti2, ni3 diel die 
zhan4 gongl fenl de shi4, ni3 zhil dao4 bu4 zhil 
dao4? 
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Gui-ying: Wo3 zhil dao4 a! Ke3 wo3 

Er-chun: Ni3 hai2 3hi4 ge tuan2 yuan2 nei KiS you4 shi4 ge 
ji4 gongl yuan2, ni3 zai4 jial 113 ql3 ge shen2 mo 
zuo4 yong4 ? 

Gul-ylng: Ni3 zhil dao4 ren2 j lal zal4 jlal 113 duel wel2 
nan2 ! 

Er-chun: Shen2 mo wel2 nan2 ya, zhe4 shl4 114 chang3 wen4 
tl2, zal4 jlal bu2 jln4 xlng2 jlaol yu4, zal4 hul4 
shang4 nl3 ye3 bu4 tl2 yl4 jlan4, tal4 luo4 hou4 
le. 

Gul-ylng: Na4 hao3 ba, wo3 luo4 hou4 nl3 jlu4 bu2 yao4 zhanl 
wo3 hao3 le! 

30 

[Event 40. Er-chun looks for Gui-ying.] 

Er-chun: Gul-ylng! 

Shuang: Er-chun, nl3 zhao3 shel2 ya? 

Er-chun: Sao3 Zl, wo3 bu4 zhao3 shel2. 

Shuang: Hel! Wo3 hal2 bu4 zhil dao4 nl3 zhao3 shel2 ya! Ni3 
xlang4 nel4 blanl lcan4! 

Xl-wang: Kual4 kan4 , kual4 k;an4 ! 

Er-chun: Zhu-ylng, nl3 men doul lal2 kan4 xl4 la! 

Zhu-ylng: You! Er-chun Gel, nl3 cal2 lal2 a! 

Gu Yl: Er-chun Gel, nl3 zen3 mo bu2 kan4 xl4 ya? 

Er-chun: Wo3 wo3 zhao3 ge hao3 dl4 fangl. 

[Event 41. Jin-qiao introduces Xiao Wang to the S\ms.] 

Jln-qlao: Sun-you Shul, Shen3 Zl, zhe4 jlu4 shl4 Wang Tong2 
Zhl4. 

Wang: Da4 Ball, Da4 Nlang2, nl3 men hao3! 

Sun-you: Zhe4 jlu4 shl4 Jln-qlao nel4 tlanl shuol de nel4 ge 
ren2 . 
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Sun Po: Wu. Ni3 jinl nian2 duol da4 le? 

t.t— t-. vYciiî  I WU.J xo • 

Sun Po: A, shu3 hou2 de. You3 kongr4 dao4 wo3 men jial lai2 
zuo3 zuo! 

Wang: Ai ! Ai ! 

Jin-qiao: Shen3 Zi, zhe4 nu3 xi bu2 cuo4 ba! 

Sun Po: Na4 jiu4 bai4 tuol ni3 le. 

[Event 42. Shuemg-shuang tries to alleviate Gui-ying's anger 
agains t Er - chxin. ] 

Shuang: Gui-ying, ni3 kan4 jian4 Er-chun le ma? 

Gui-ying: Kan4 jian4 le. 

Shuang: Na3 ni3 wei2 shen2 mo bu4 113 ren2 jial? Wo3 kan4 
tal zhuan4 lai2 zhuan4 qu4 j 12 de xiang4 re4 guol 
shang4 de ma3 yi3 yil yang4! 

Gui-ying: Wo3 cai2 bu4 113 tal ne! Tal xiang4 chil le qiangl 
yao4 yil yang4, mei2 tou2 mei2 nao3 de shuol wo3 
diel duol zhan4 gongl fenl shi4 wo3 mei2 you3 114 
chang3. 

Shuang: Gui-ying a! chang2 yan2 shuol 'liang3 hao3 gel yil 
hao3' , you3 shi2 hou4 j iu4 dei3 hu4 xiangl danl 
dai4 xie, tal ye3 shi4 wei4 ni3 hao3. Bu2 pa4, ni3 
men lia3 ren2 de shi4 baol zai4 wo3 shenl shang4, 
wo3 genl tal j iang3. 

31 

[Event 43. Er-chun's questions.] 

Xi-wang: Er-chun a! jinl tianl wan3 shang4 de xi4 ke3 zhenl 
bang4. Ni3 kan4 nei4 ju4 fell ban3, zhenl gou4 
weir4! Ni3 zhe4 jial huo, jinl tianl wan3 shang4 
zen3 mo xiang4 ge ya3 ba? 

Er-chun: Xi-wang Gel! Ni3 shuol yil ge ren2 yao4 zhenl dui4 
ni3 hao3, tal hui4 zen3 mo yang4? 

Xi-wang: Zhenl dui4 ni3 hao3 a! Na4 jiu4 chil hel bu4 fenl 
ni3 wo3, yanl jiu3 bu4 fenl jial. Jiu4 xiang4 
chang2 yan2 shuol de: 'zan2 liang3 ge zhi3 duol le 
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yi2 ge tou2!' Pi3 ru2 shuol zan2 lia3 

Er-chun: Ai yai wo3 shuol de shi4 nu3 ren2i 

Xi-wang: Nu3 ren2? 

Er-chun: Shi4 a! Nu3 ren2 zhenl zheng4 dui4 ni3 hao3 shi4 
zen3 mo yang4 de? 

Xi-wang: Ac! Yuan4 ni3 mei2 you3 shuol qingl chu3. Na4 
zhei4 ge shi4 qing, you3 ge4 zhong3 ge4 

yang4 de. Pi3 ru2 ni3 Sao3 Zi, ni3 bie2 k;an4 wo3 
men liang3 ge, you3 shi2 hou chao3 jia4, ke3 shi4 
tal xinl li3 dui4 wo3 hao3, tal you3 shi2 hou pil 
ping2 wo3, zhe4 pil ping2 jiu4 shi4 dui4 wo3 you3 
dianr3 yi4 sil. Xian4 zai4 ni3 bie2 kan4 tal dangl 
le dui4 zhang3, hai2 dei3 tingl wo3 de 

Er-chun: Suan4 le ba! Ni3 zhei4 ge ren2 zen3 mo yue4 shuol 
yue4 yuan3, wo3 zou3 le! 

Xi-wang: Ai! Ni3 dao4 di3 wen4 de shen2 mo ya? 

32 

[Event 44. At the brigade leaders' meeting: discuss families 
eligible for Government Poverty Program Support.] 

Jin-qiao: Yu Yin-hua, Liu Zhang-si, Wang Da-cheng zhe4 ji3 
hu4 doul shi4 kun4 nan2 hu4, xul yao4 jiu4 ji4 yil 
bu4 fenl gongl fenl, da4 huo3 yao4 mei2 yi4 jian4 
j iu4 zhe4 yang4 le. 

Er-chun: Tong2 yi4! 

Jin-qiao: Xia4 bianl zan2 men zai4 shangl liang shangl liang2 
gan4 bu4 wen4 ti2. You3 xie gan4 bu4 jial li3 you3 
kun4 nan2, da4 jial ye3 ke3 yi3 ti2 yil ti2. 

Shuang: Gan4 bu4 bu2 shi4 you3 yinl gongl bu3 tiel gongl 
fenl ma? 

Kuai Ji: Bu3 tiel shi4 yinl gongl bu3 tiel, j iu4 ji4 shi4 
jiu4 ji4, bu4 yil hui2 shir4! 

Er-chun: Na4 jiu4 ti2 bei! 

Kuai Ji: Mei2 ren2 shuol wo3 xianl shuol, you3 xie gan4 bu4 
jial li3 ye3 que4 shi2 you3 kun4 nan2. Jiu4 xiang4 
Xi-wang Gel jial li3, Shuang-shuang Sao3 Zi xian4 
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zai4 ye3 dangl le dui4 zhang3 le, ken3 ding4 yao4 
ying3 xiang3 yil dianr3 

Shuang: Wo3 men j ial bu2 yao41 Wo3 men bu2 shi4 j iu4 j i4 
dui4 xiang4. Dangl le gan4 bu4 ye3 dei4 gan4 huo2, 
ye3 wu4 bu4 liao3 gongl. 

Er-chun: Wo3 tong2 yi4 Shuang-shuang Sao3 Zi zhei4 ge yi4 
jian4, gan4 bu4 j iu4 j i4 de fan4 wei2 j iu4 dei3 
zhai3 yil dianr3. 

Kuai Ji: Ling4 wai4 xiang4 Jin-qiao Gel, tal shi4 ge fu4 
dui4 zhang3, zheng3 tianl mang2 de bu2 luo4 wol, 
tal jial li3 Da-feng gan4 huo2 ye3 bu4 xing2, wo3 
kan4 tal zhei4 ge dei3 gei3 jiu4 ji4 ji3 bai3 fenl! 

Jin-qiao: Yi3 hou4 wo3 dei3 duol canl jial dianr3 lao2 dong4. 
Gan3 da4 chel ye3 xing2 a! 

Kuai Ji: Shi4 a! Shei2 bu4 xiang3 canl jial lao2 dong4, 
jiu4 shi4 mei2 gongl fu a! Da4 huo3 kan4 kan gei3 
Jin-qiao jial ping2 ji3 bai3 fenl? 

Shuang: Wo3 hai2 you3 dianr3 yi4 jian4. Gangl cai2 dui4 
qun2 zhong4 shi2 xing2 she4 hui4 j iu4 ji4 de nei4 
xie hu4, wo3 doul tong2 yi4, yinl wei2 na4 you3 de 
hai2 zi duol, you3 de shi4 guanl gua3 gul du2, zhe4 
shi4 zan2 men de ze2 ren4, ke3 zan2 men gan4 bu4 
bu4 neng2 genl qun2 zhong4 yil yang4, zan2 men 
yao4 bu4 shi2 shi4 qiu2 shi4, qun2 zhong4 hui4 zhi3 
zhe zan2 men jil liang2 shuol hua4 de. Bi3 ru2 Lao3 
Jin Shul, ren2 jial shi4 dui4 zhang3, you4 shi4 
Dang3 Zhil Shul, mei3 tianl bu4 bi3 zan2 men mang2? 
ke3 ren2 jial mei2 you3 wu4 guo4 duol shao3 gongl, 
he2 qun2 zhong4 yil huai4 xia4 di4, xian4 zai4 
gongl fenl zheng4 de bing4 bu4 shao3. Jin-qiao he2 
ren2 jial bi3 jiu4 bu4 yingl gail ling3 zhe4 fen4 
jiu4 ji4! Zai4 shuol, ni3 wei4 sha2 bu4 neng2 canl 
j ial lao2 dong4 ne ? 

Huai Ji: Hai! Ren2 genl ren2 bu4 tong2 ma! 

Shuang: Bao4 zhe liang3 ge bang3 zi lai2 hui2 zhuan4, chu2 
ba4 zi doul bu4 xiang3 mol, dangl ran2 zheng4 bu4 
liao3 gongl fenl! 

Huai Ji: Na4 tal jial Da-feng ye3 bu4 xing2! 

Shuang: Da-feng zen3 mo bu4 xing2? Nian2 qingl qingl de, 
danl shenl li4 ma3, zen3 mo bu4 neng2 canl jial 
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lao2 dong4? 

rvcxi^ J xax u xii i^a-z iMxaxi^^ wu.J oxix^ u.u.ox 
mei3 tianl xia4 di4 li! 

Xi-wang: Jin Da4 Niang2 ren2 lao3, huo2 ke3 shi4 gan4 guan4 
le, you4 hui4 zuo4, Da-feng neng2 genl tal bi3? 

Shuang: Tal bu2 hui4 wo3 j iaol tal, ke3 tal dei3 chul 
gongl, lao3 shenl zhe liang3 tiao2 tui3 zai4 jial 
li3 zuo4 zhe bu4 xing2! 

Jin-qiao: Suan4 le suan4 le, ni3 bie2 shuol le, yi3 hou4 wo3 
zheng4 dao4 gongl fenl chil fan4, zheng4 bu4 liao3 
gongl fenl wo3 ye3 bu4 zhao3 ni3! 

Shuang: Jin-qiao, ni3 men Da-feng wo3 qu4 dong4 yuan2, tal 
neng2 lao2 dong4. 

34 

35 

36 

37 

[Event 45. Shuang-shuang cries.] 

Zhi Shu: Shuang-shuang zai4 jial ma? Zen3 mo? Kul le! 
Xi-wang ba3 ni3 cou4 dao4 shu4 shang4 bu4 guan3 le, 
shi4 ba? 

Shuang: You3 jil zi jiao4 tianl ming2, mei2 you3 jil zi 
jiao4 tianl ye3 yao4 ming2, li2 kail tal zhei4 ge 
j i4 gongl yuan2, wo3 zhei4 ge dui4 gan4 bu4 ye3 
yao4 zou3 lu4 de! 

Zhi Shu: Ai! Hao3 ma! Tal men zou3 le suan4 le, zhe4 liang3 
tianl tal men ye3 he2 wo3 shuol le, da4 huo3 ye3 
tong2 yi4 zan2 dui4 li3 zhe4 yil duan4 yao4 gao3 
dianr3 fu4 ye4, zai4 shuol Xi-wang tal neng2 gei3 
shengl kou kan4 ge xiao3 bing4. Ke3 zan2 men j ial 
li3 ke3 qianl wan4 bu4 neng2 songl jin4. Nong2 ye4 
shi4 genl ben3. She4 yuan2 men chil hel chuanl dai4 
jiu4 kao4 zhei4 yil ji4 zhuangl jia, ke3 bu4 neng2 
wei4 xiao3 shil da4. Zi4 j i3 de shi4 zai4 shangl 
xinl ye3 bu2 guo4 diao4 liang3 dian3 yan3 lei4, ke3 
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dui4 li3 de gongl zuo4, yil danl wu4 jiu4 shi4 ji3 
bai3 kou3 zi ren2 de shengl huo2. Hai2 shi4 yao4 
4 4 1 4 4 o 
J ̂  M. J J 

. 4 /I T,»!s 4 n T  A  ^  f  
:jxxv^ix^ *x d  •  

Shuang: Lao3 Jin Shul, wo3 zhi3 sh.i4 yao4 ba3 zhei4 ge 113 
nong4 qingl, shi4 wo3 bu2 dui4, hai2 shi4 tal bu2 
dui4 

Zhi Shu: Jin-qiao xiang3 chil jiu4 ji4 gongl fenl de shi4, 
wo3 zhil dao4 le. Ni3 de yi4 j ian4 ti2 de hao3! 
Dangl gan4 bu j iu4 shi4 yao4 canl j ial lao2 dong4, 
yi3 shengl chan3 ling3 dao3 shengl chan3. Jinl 
tianl gongl she4 dang3 wei4 hai2 zhuanl men2 yan2 
jiul le zhei4 ge shi4, yi3 hou4 hai2 yao4 xing2 
cheng2 zhi4 du4, dui4 gan4 bu4 yil lu4 yao4 canl 
jial lao2 dong4. Ni3 kan4 kan, ni3 zhei4 ge yi4 
j ian4 you4 ti2 dao4 dang3 de xinl shang4 lai2 le. 

Shuang: Ke3 zhenl de ya, Lao3 Jin Shul? 

Zhi Shu: Ai, yi3 ho3 jiu4 ti2 qi3 jingl shen2 gan4 ba! Ye3 
bu4 zao3 le, ni3 ye3 gail xiel le. 

38 

[Event 46 

Da-feng: 

Shuang: 

Da-feng: 

Shuang: 

Da-feng: 

Shuang: 

. A talk between Shuang-shuang and Oa-£eng.] 

Ni3 lai2 hai2 you3 shen2 mo shi4? Na3 wo3 nan2 ren2 
gan3 zou3 le hai2 bu4 ganl xinl! 

Bu4! Wo3 lai2 kan4 kan ni3, kan4 kan4 wo3 de she4 
yuan2! Gao4 su4 ni3, wo3 jial Xiao Ju tal ba4 ba 
ye3 zou3 le! Zuo4 de duol qiao3 a! Ji3 ge yue4 le? 

Bu4 zhil dao4! 

Xiang3 chil suanl dongl xi ba? 

Bu4 zhil dao4! 

Zai4 zhe4 fangl mian4 wo3 shi4 ni3 Sao3 Zi, ye3 bi3 
ni3 you3 j ingl yan4, zan2 men na3 ge fu4 nu3 j in4 
chan3 yuan4 bu2 shi4 wo3 song4 del Jin-qiao bu2 
zai4 jial, wo3 hui4 zhao4 gu4 ni3. 

Da-feng: Qinl Sao3 Zi! 

Tal men nan2 ren2 tai4 gaol gui4 le, nar3 shul fu 
qu4 nar3! Ba3 jial yil diul, ba2 qi3 tui3 j iu4 
zou3 ! 
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Shi4 a I Ke3 zan2 ye3 bu4 neng2 ba3 tal men shuanl 
zai4 chuang2 tui3 shang4. 

Xia4 yil bei4 zi wo3 zai4 bu4 dangl nu3 ren2 le. 

Ke3 zhe4 bei4 zi hai2 dei3 wan2 cheng2 ren4 wu4. 
Bie2 sha3 le, Da-feng, pa4 shen2 mo, wo3 men ye3 
zh.ang3 zhe liang3 zhil shou3. Jiu4 zhe4 liang3 zhil 
shou3 a! Tal hui4 zhang3 xiao3 mai4, ye3 hui4 
zhang3 mian2 hua. Shei2 gaol gui4 shei2 bu4 gaol 
gui4, shei2 neng2 lao2 dong4 shei2 j iu4 gaol gui4, 
zi4 ji3 zuo4 lai2 de, zi4 ji3 lao2 dong4 lai2 de, 
chil zhe qir4 shun4, chuanl zhe ye3 guangl cai3. 

Shuang-shuang Sao3 Zi, wo3 ye3 shi4 zhe4 mo xiang3. 
Kan4 j ian4 ni3 men shang4 di4, wo3 zai4 jial li3 
hai2 men4 de huangl. Ke3 j iu4 shi4 you3 xie nong2 
huo2 wo3 hai2 bu2 hui4 ya! 

Wo3 j iaol ni3, wo3 cong2 xiao3 shen2 mo nong2 huo2 
doul xue2 guo4. Da-feng, wo3 ping2 chang2 shuol 
hua4 tai4 chong4, ni3 ye3 danl dai4 dianrS. 

Shuang-shuang Sao3 Zi, bie2 shuol le! Bie2 shuol 
lei Wo3 jue2 de ni3 de xinl sil ding3 hao3, wo3 
ming2 tianl jiu4 genl zhe ni3 xue2 ba! Xianl xue2 
da3 mian2 hua zhil ding3. 

Ai! Mei2 guanl xi4, wo3 baol j iaol ni3. Zan2 men 
dangl fu4 nu3 ke3 jue2 bul hou4 hui3! 

Di4 Si4 Zhangl 

39 

[Event 47. Jin-qiao encourages Xiao Wang to meet Gui-ying's 
falimy.] 

Jin-qiao: Xiao Wang, Xiao Wang! 

Wang: Jin-qiao Gel, shi4 ni3 a! Ni3 hao3? 

Jin-qiao: Hai, zhao3 le ni3 ji3 tianl le, ni3 shen2 mo shi2 
hou4 dao4 wo3 men cunl qu4 xiangl qinl ya? 

Wang: Jiul jing4 ren2 jial zen3 mo yang4 a? 

Jin-qiao: Mei2 wen4 ti2, tal diel tal mal doul tong2 yi4. 
Gui-ying ma, ni3 yil jian4 bao3 xian3 man3 yi4, 
shi4 wo3 men cunl tiaol jinrl de, ni3 qu4 kan4 kan4 

Shuang: 

Da-feng: 

Shuang: 

Da-feng: 

Shuang: 

Da-feng: 

Shuang: 
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ma! 

Wang: Na4 hao3. Ming2 cianl wo3 zheng4 hao3 xiel li3 
bai4. 

40 

[Event 48. Gul-ying asks Shuauig-shuang for help.] 

Gui-ying: Shuang-shuang Sao3 Zi, wo3 zheng4 yao4 zhao3 ni3, 
gan3 k;uai4, gan3 kuai4! 

Shuang: Shen2 mo shi4 ya? Huangl de zhe4 ge yang4 zi. 

Gui-ying: Wo3 mal ma zai4 cheng2 li3 gei3 wo3 zhao3 de nei4 
ge ren2, yao4 lai2 wo3 men jial xiangl qinl le. 

Shuang: Ni3 zi4 ji3 yuan4 yi4 bu2 yuan4 yi4 a? 

Gui-ying: Wo3 yao4 yuan4 yi4 jiu4 bu4 lai2 zhao3 ni3 le! 

Shuang: Ni3 he2 Er-chun de shi4, jiul jing4 da3 suan4 zen3 
mo ban4? 

Gui-ying: Wo3 bu4 zhil dao4! 

Shuang: Si3 yal tou, xian4 zai4 bu2 shi4 ni3 tunl tun tu3 
tu de shi2 hou4, shi4 shal shi4 f ang4 gan3 kuai4 
shuol! Ni3 dui4 ren2 jial Er-chun jiul jing4 you3 
yi4 jian4 mei2 you3? 

Gui-ying: Wo3 mei2 you3 yi4 jian4 a! Wo3 mei2 yil dian3 dian3 
yi4 j ian4! 

Shuang-shuang Sao3 Zi, ni3 bie2 xiao4 wo3, wo3 liu2 
zai4 nong2 cunl shi4 wei4 le canljial nong2 ye4 
shengl chan3, ye3 bu4 danl wei4 le tal, wo3 yi3 
jingl xia4 yue2 xinl zai4 nong2 cunl gan4 yil bei4 
zi. Er-chun ye3 zhe4 mo da3 suan4. 

Gui-ying: Shuang-shuang Sao3 Zi, ren2 jial xinl doul ji2 de 
kuai4 tiao4 chul lai2 le, ni3 zen3 mo hai2 zhei4 ge 
yang4 zi, jinl tianl nei4 ge ren2 jiu4 lai2 la! 

Shuang: Zhenl de? Shen2 mo shi2 hou4 lai2? 

Gui-ying: Jiu4 xian4 zai4! 

Shuang: Kan4 lai2 zhei4 ge shir4 hai2 feil dei3 wo3 shang4 
zhen4 bu4 xing2! 
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Gui-ying: Ai! Ai! Fell ni3 bu4 xing2! Wo3 gei3 da4 huor3 
song4 qu4. 

41 

[Event 49. S\in-you's wife waits for her guest.] 

Shuang: Sao3 Zi jinrl ge you3 ying4 chou a? 

Sun Po: Ai! You3 ge ke4, wo3 men cheng2 li3 you3 ge ke4 
ren2 lai2 kan4 wo3. 

Shuang: Ao, na4 ni3 bu4 gei3 ren2 jial zuo4 dian3 hao3 chil 
de? 

Sun Po: Zhun3 bei4 le, fan3 zheng4 zan2 ye3 bu4 neng2 genl 
tal cheng2 li3 chil de yil yang4. 

42 

[Event 50. Shuang-shuang sends Xiao Wang away.] 

Wang: Lao3 Da4 Niang2, Sun-you jial zai4 na3 li3 zhu4? 

Da Niang: Jiu4 zai4 jing3 tai2 nei4 yil bianl. 

Shuang: Ni3 zhao3 shei2 jial a? tong2 zhi4. 

Wang: Sun-you jial. Sun Da4 Bo2 jial. 

Shuang: Ni3 shi4 kail qi4 chel de Xiao Wang, shi4 ba? 

Wang: Dui4! Dui4I 

Shuang: Wo3 zhil dao4 ni3 jinl tianl jiu4 yao4 lai2. 

Wang: EI Wo3 Da4 Shen3 shenl ti3 hao3 ba! 

Shuang: Ni3 shi4 lai2 xiangl qinl de ba? 

Wang: Ai! Ai! wo3 men cheng2 li3 j iao4 lian4 ai4, fan3 
zheng4 yil yang4. 

Shuang: Ni3 ren4 shi Gui-ying ma? 

Wang: Ren4 shi, ke3 mei2 you3 jian4 guo4 mian, fan3 
zheng4 yil jian4 mian4 jiu4 ren4 shi. Wo3 zhei4 ge 
ren2 na, ye3 hen3 kail tongl. 

Xiao Ju: Mai, wo3 xie2 zi diao4 le, ni3 gei3 wo3 ti2 ti xie2 
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Shuang: 

Wang: 

Shuang: 

Wang: 

Shuang: 

Wang: 

Shuang: 

Wang: 

Shuang: 

Wang: 

Shuang: 

Wang: 

Shuang: 

zi. 

Kuai4 lai2 i 

Ni3 shi4 .. 

Wo3 shi4 Sun Gui-yingtal yil ge Tang2 Sao3 Zi. 

A! Yuan2 lai2 shi4 Sao3 Zi. 

Gui-ying jiaol dai4 wo3, jiao4 wo3 zai4 zher4 deng3 
zheni3, dui4 ni3 shuol yil xia4, tal bu2 ren4 shi 
ni3, ye3 bu4 liao3 jie3 ni3, tal zai4 wo3 men cunl 
yi3 jingl you3 le dui4 xiang4, jiu4 shi4 wo3 men 
dui4 de xiao3 zu3 zhang3 Sr-chun, tal men lia3 yil 
j ingl xiangl hao3 le j i3 nian2 le! 

A? Hai! Wo3 zhenl bu4 zhil dao4! 

Tong2 zhi4, zhe4 bu2 yuan4 ni3. Zan2 men doul shi4 
qingl nian2 ren2, dui4 xiang4 ma, zai4 na3 li3 ye3 
neng2 zhao3 dao4, xil wang4 ni3 bu2 yao4 dui4 tal 
men qi3 shen2 mo zu3 ai4. Wo3 xiang3 ni3 ye3 bu2 
hui4 . 

Ai! Wo3 zhenl shi4 bu4 zhil dao4, doul shi4 ni3 men 
cunl de Jin-qiao tal dui4 wo3 shuol de, ren2 jial 
j i4 ran2 you3 le dui4 xiang4, wo3 he2 bi4 ne! 

Tal mal ma dao3 shi4 yuan4 yi4 ba3 tal jia4 gei3 
ni3, xiang3 rang4 ni3 jiangl lai2 ba3 tal jiel dao4 
cheng2 li3 qu4 zhu4. 

Bu4 xing2. Ru2 jinl shi4 hunl yinl zi4 zhu3 ma! Aoi 
Tal mal yuan2 lai2 shi4 zhei4 zhaong3 ren2, yao4 
shi4 zhe4 yang4, wo3 cai2 bu4 he2 zhei4 zhong3 ren2 
jiel qinl ne! Guangl xiang3 qin2 chil zuo4 chuanl 
tanl tu2 xiang3 shou4 hai2 xing2? Ai! Zhei4 ge Liu 
Jin-qiao! 

Zhe4 hua4 shuol de dui4. Ni3 shi4 bu2 shi4 hai2 
yao4 jian4 jian Sun Gui-ying na? 

Bu2 yong4 le, bu2 yong4 le! Zhe4 shi4 ge xiao3 wu4 
hui4 bei. Qing3 ni3 dui4 Sun Gui-ying tong2 zhi4 
j iang3, wo3 you3 dianr3 dui4 bu4 qi3 tal. 

Zhe4 mei2 you3 shen2 mo, ni3 bu4 zhil dao4 ma. 
Qing3 dao4 wo3 j ial zuo4 zuo ba! 
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Wang: Bu4, wo3 zou3 le, wo3 zou3 lei 

Shuang: Tong2 2hi4, zou3 2hei4 bianli 

Wang: Ao, ao, xie4 xie ni3! 

43 

44 

[Event 51. The village carts are back.] 

Xiao Hai: Da4 chel hui2 lai2 le! Da4 chel hui2 lai2 le! 

Xi-wang: He! Ni3 men gel de bu4 shao3 a! 

Hai Jia: Wo3 men gel cao3 hai2 you3 gongl fenl ne! Shi2 jinl 
yil fenl. 

Hai Yi: Wo3 men yi3 jingl gel le yil ge da4 duo4 le, wo3 
jinl tianl neng2 zheng4 sanl fenl ban4. 

45 

[Event 52. Xi-wang is persuaded to go home.] 

Jin-qiao: Lao3 Geng a! jinl tianl ye4 li3, shengl kou duol 
wei4 huir4, liao4 shang4 2u2 yil dianr3. 

Geng Bo: Ao! Ao! 

Ai ya! Hui2 j ial shui4 qu4 ba! Shengl kou you3 wo3 
wei4 ne! 

Xi-wang: Bu4! Wo3 he2 ni3 zai4 zher4 zuo4 ge banr4. 

Geng Bo: Hai! Wo3 zhei4 ge lao3 tou2 zi bu2 yao4 ni3 zuo4 
ban4, hui2 jial ba! 

Xi-wang: Bu4! Bu4! 

Xiao Ju: Ba4 ba! 

Shuang: Kan4 ni3 zhe4 bei4 zi zangl de. Xian4 zai4 shi4 
chu2 si4 hai4, yao4 xingl chu2 wu3 hai4 zao3 ba3 
ni3 chu2 le! 

Geng Bo: Hui2 qu4 ba! 

Xiao Ju: Ba4 ba. 
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46 

[Event 53. A quarrel at Shueuig-shuazig's yard.] 

Sun Po: Wo3 zuo3 den.g3 a, you4 deng3 a, yil zhi2 
deng3 dao4 tai4 yang2 luo4, shei2 zhil dao4 ni3 
gei3 wo3 j ial ke4 ren2 da3 fal zou3 le! Chail san4 
ren2 jial de hunl yinl shi4 huai4 liang2 xinl na! 

Sun-you: Wo3 shuol tal Sao3 Zi, zhe4 ni3 ye3 jiu4 guan3 de 
tai4 kuanl le, ni3 zhil dao4 wo3 men yao4 zai4 
cheng2 li3 zhao3 yil men2 qinl shi4 you3 duol nan2 
na! 

Hua4 bu2 shi4 zhe4 mo shuol de. Ni3 men Gui-ying 
zai4 zan2 men cunl li3 yi3 j ingl you3 ledui4 
xiang4, zhe4 ni3 men ye3 zhil dao4. Xian4 zai4 hunl 
yinl zi4 zhu3, zan2 men dangl lao3 de ye3 dei3 wei4 
ren2 j ial nian2 qinl ren2 xiang3 xiang3, yao4 shi4 
baol ban4, j iangl lai2 ren2 j ial guo4 de bu4 hao3, 
ni3 men ye3 yao4 shengl qi4 ma, bu4 neng2 yan3 
jingl zhi3 kan4 dao4 cheng2 li3 nei4 yil bianl 

Wo3 men zhe4 qinl shi4 zhao3 cheng2 li3 zhao3 
xiangl li3 ni3 guan3 bu4 zhao2, ni3 shengl chan3 
dui4 zhang3, ni3 guan3 bu4 zhao2 wo3 men de qu3 
qinl jia4 niul zhei4 xie jial wu4 shi4! 

Bu4! Wo3 yingl gail guan3. Qing2 li3 bu2 shun4 de 
shi4 wo3 doul yao4 guan3, ni3 men Gui-ying ye3 qinl 
zi4 zhao3 wo3 rang4 wo3 guan3. 

Xi-wang: Wo3 suan4 fu2 le ni3 le! 

Xiao Ju; Ba4 bal Ba4 bal 

47 

[Event 54. Xi-wang sleeps in the stable.] 

Geng Bo: Hai! Ni3 zhenl shi4 zi4 wo3 zhao3 zu4 shou4, fang4 
zhe hao3 hao de jial bu2 qu4 shui4, pianl yao4 zai4 
zher4 qiong2 mo2 gu. 

Xi-wang: Tal mal de, ni3 hai2 xiang3 gan4 shen2 mo? Zai4 
zhal hu wo3 zou4 ni3! 

Shuang: 

Sun Po: 

Shuang: 

48 
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49 

[Event 55. Transportation o£ water melons.] 

Jin-qiao: Lai2 ba! Lai2 ba! Lai2 chil xil gual ba! Xil gual 
kail yuan2 le. 

Xi-wang: He! Zhe4 xil gual k;e3 zhenl bu2 cuo4! 

Yuan Zhu: Wo3 men zhe4 yuan2 113, j inl nian2 mei2 you3 ci4 
gual, shang4 de jing4 shi4 d.ou4 bing3. Tian2 ba? 

Sun-you: Tian2, tian2, ke3 zhenl tian2! 

Yuan Zhu: Mi3 men zhe4 chel qu4 lal shen2 mo? 

Xi-wang: Dao4 cheng2 113 yun4 shul zhan4 lal mu4 liao4 qu4. 

Gua Zhu: Ai! Ni3 men zhe4 chel shang4 cheng2 113 qu4 a? Zhe4 
ke3 zhenl qiao3, wo3 men mai3 de zhei4 xil gual, 
zheng4 chou2 mei2 fa3 yun4 ne! Gei3 wo3 men shaol 
dao4 cheng2 113 qu4 ba? 

Yuan Zhu: Zhe4 dao3 zhenl shi4 ge ban4 fa3. 

Xi-wang: Wo3 men genl ren2 jial yun4 shul zhan4 ding4 de 
you3 he2 tong, shi4 zhuanl men2 gei3 ren2 jial yun4 
shul zhan4 lal huo4 wu4 de. 

Gua Zhu3: Na4 you3 shen2 mo guanl xi4 a? Ni3 men shi4 shaol 
j iao3 ma! 

Jin-qiao: Ni3 men da3 suan4 yil jinl chul duol shao3 yun4 
fei4? 

Gua Zhu: Yil fenl yil jinl. 

Sun-you: Wo3 kan4 2an2 men gei3 tal shao2 zou3 suan4 le, 
zhe4 ji3 ge yun4 fei4 ma, zan2 men zhi2 bu4 de2 
hui2 qu4 bao4 zhang4, zhe4 mo re4 de tianl, zan2 
men jiu4 fenl le, yi3 hou4 lu4 shang4 mai3 dian3 
gual guo3 chil suan4 le! 

Jin-qiao; Ni3 men kan4 ba! Nong4 dian3 ling2 hual qian2 ye3 
xing2. 

Xi-wang: Zhe4 yang4 fenl kong3 pa4 bu4 he2 shi4 ba? 

Sun-you: Hal! Ni3 Xi-wang, ni3 bu4 zhil dao4, wo3 
zhe4 ci dao4 jial yil kan4 na, Jin-qiao jial 113 
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que4 shi2 you3 dian3 kun4 nan2, xian4 zai4 lian2 
chil yao4 de qian2 ye3 mei2 you3, qian2 yil duan4 
shuol jiu4 ji4 ren2 jial yil xia4 de, ni3 lao3 po2 
you4 qu4 da3 le ge cha4, hai 

Xi-wang: Bu4, bu4! Zhe4 yang4 hao3 ba! Ni3 men liangS ge 
fenl le, wo3 jial 113 yong4 bu4 zhao2. 

Jin-qiao: Zhuangl chel ba! 

Gua Zhu: Hao3! Lai2! Zan2 men zhuangl! 

50 

[Event 56. Newly-bought horses.] 

Shuang: Er-chun, zhe4 jiu4 shi4 zan2 dui4 mai3 de ji3 pi3 
ma3 ya? 

Er-chun: Shi4 a! Ni3 kan4 zhe4 ji3 pi3 ma3 zhang3 de duel 
jun4, hai2 doul shi4 nian2 qingl kou3. 

Yan Sao: Zhe4 xia4 zan2 men dui4 113 qiul shoul ke3 bu4 fal 
chou2 le. 

Er-chun: Gong4 Xiaol She4 zhil dao4 jinl nian2 zan2 dui4 
zhuangl jia zhang3 de hao3, yil xia4 zi jiu4 mei4 
gei3 zan2 men sanl pi3. 

[Event 57. Er-chun is taught how to compromise with Gui-ying.] 

Shuang: Er-chun na! zhe4 liang3 tianl ni3 jian4 Gui-ying 
me12 you3? 

Er-chun: Jian4 le. Shuang-shuang Sao3 Zi, ke3 tal zong3 shi4 
bu4 113 wo3, ni3 shuol wo3 yingl gall zen3 mo ban4 
ne? 

Yan Sao: Bu4 113 ni3 bu4 qui ni3, yao4 wo3 shi4 Gui-ying ye3 
bu4 113 ni3, shuol hua4 nei4 ge chong4 jinr4, heng! 

Er-chun: Wo3 cai2 bu4 li3 ni3 li! Shuang-shuang Sao3 Zi, ni3 
ti4 wo3 genl tal shuol shuol ba! 

Shuang: Zi3 zhei4 ge jial huo, wo3 zen3 mo ti4 ni3 a! 

Er-chun: Ni3 jiu4 shuol, wo3 dui4 tal yil dian3 yi4 j ian4 
ye3 mei2 you3! Wo3 dui4 tal dui4 tal hai2 
you3 xin4 xinl. 
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Shuang: Zi3 zi4 ji3 mei2 you3 zui3 a! You4 neng2 chil you4 
neng2 hel de, jiu4 shi4 bu2 hui4 shuol hua4 ma? 

Er-chun: Shuang-shuang Sao3 Zi, ni3 jiaol j iao wo3 ba! Wo3 
zhenl bu4 zhil dao4 zen3 mo shuol hao3. 

Shuang: Zhe4 ke3 mei2 you3 shen2 mo xian4 cheng2 hua4, fan3 
zheng4 ni3 shuol hua4 yao4 he2 qi4 dian3, bie2 ba3 
ni3 men nan2 zi3 han4 de yang4 zi bai3 de na4 mo 
zu2. You3 zi4 j i3 bu2 shi4 de di4 fangl zi4 ji3 
jiu4 cheng2 ren4, ji4 ran2 yao4 2ai4 yil kuair4 
guo4 ri4 zi, jiu4 dei3 hu4 xiangl guanl xinl, hu4 
xiangl bangl zhu4. 

Er-chun: Jiu4 shi4! Jiu4 shi4! 

Shuang: Ni3 dui4 tal shuol, jinl hou4 zan2 men nong2 cunl 
qian2 tu2 da4 de hen3, you3 wen2 hua4 zai4 nong2 
cunl yil yang4 you3 yong4 chu, yi3 hou4 jiu4 bie2 
sanl xinl er4 yi4 le. Jinl nian2 zan2 men zhei4 yil 
ji3 zhi3 na2 le ge xiao3 fengl shoul, ming2 nian2 
shui3 li4 hua4 gao3 hao3, hai2 yao4 zhengl qu3 
lian2 nian2 da4 fengl shoul, ba3 qun2 zhong4 shengl 
huo2 gai3 hao3 le, nong2 cunl mian4 mao4 gai3 bian4 
le, zuo4 yil ge ren2, wo3 kan4 zhe4 ye3 suan4 zui4 
you3 yi4 sil le ba! 

Yan Sao: Er-chun na, wo3 genl ni3 shuol, ni3 jiu4 shuol jiel 
hunl hou4, ni3 bao3 zheng4 gei3 tal pil chai2, bao4 
xiao3 hai2, da3 shui3 

Da-feng: Hai2 dai4 xi3 yil fu. 

51 

[Event 58. Er-chun compromises with Gui-ying.] 

Er-chun: Gui-ying! Gui-ying! 

Gui-ying: You3 shen2 mo shi4 a? 

Er-chun; Wo3 wo3 xiang3 genl ni3 shuol shuo hua4. 

Gui-ying: Ni3 shuol bei! 

Er-chun: Zan2 men dui4 li3 mai3 le sanl pi3 ma3! 

Gui-ying: Wo3 zhil dao4! 

Er-chun: Shuang-shuang Sao3 Zi pil ping2 wo3 le, tal shuol 
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wo3 shuol hua4 tai4 chong4. 

Gui-ying: ?il ping2 ni5 guanl wo3 shen2 mo shi4 a? 

52 

. Er-chun meets Xi-wsuig, Jin-qiao, and Sun-you in [Event 59, 
town. ] 

Xi-wang: 

Jin-qiao: 

Sun-you: 

Er-chun: 

Jin-qiao: 

Xi-wang: 

Er-chun: 

Er-chun! Er-chuni 

Er-chun lai2 cheng2 li3 la! 

Mai3 shen2 mo? 

Mai3 gongl 2he2 lai2 le, shaol dai4 dian3 ling2 
sui4 dongl xi, ni3 men shen2 mo shi2 hou hui2 dao4 
xian4 li3 lai2 de? 

Sun-you: 

Er-chun: 

Hui2 lai2 liang3 tianl le. 

Zan2 men dui4 na4 zhuangl jial zen3 mo yang4? 

Hai! Jinl nian2 de yu4 mi3, gu3 zi, mian2 hua, doul 
zhang3 de ke3 pai2 chang ne! Gaol liang yi3 
jinglshoul le, zao3 yu4 mi3, doul shi4 zhe4 mo 
chang2 de sui4. 

Ao! Jial li3 mang2 ba? 

iyiang2! Zheng4 zhun3 bei4 da4 shoul gel ne! Ni3 men 
kong3 pa4 dei3 hui2 qu4 le ba? 

Jin-qiao: Zai4 lal yil tang4 jiu4 hui2 qu4 le. 

Xi-wang: Er-chun, ni3 guo4 lai2! Ni3 Sao3 Zi jin4 lai2 zai4 
jial mei2 you3 he2 ren2 jial re3 shi4 ba? 

Er-chun: Hai! Re3 shen2 mo shi4 a! Yao4 bu2 shi4 
Shuang-shuang Sao3 Zi ni2 li3 shui3 li3 ling3 zhe 
fu4 nu3 men gan4, zhuangl j ia ye3 bu4 neng2 zhang3 
de zhe4 mo hao3, chul qin2 lu4 ye3 bu2 hui4 zhe4 mo 
gaol. Da4 huor3 j in4 tou2 k:e3 gaol le, cunl li3 
ren2 doul shuol, zan2 men jinl nian2 da4 huo3 sil 
xiang3 doul ti2 gaol le, ye3 zhan4 le ren4 zhenl 
shi2 xing2 ji4 fenl de guangl, qiul hou4 kan4 ba, 
na3 yil jial de shengl huo2 doul bu4 cheng2 wen4 
ti2 . 

Jin-qiao; Wo3 jial li3 de zen3 mo yang4? 
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Er-chun: Doul bu2 xia4 yil qianl duol gongl fenl! 

31ieri3 Zi zux4 jin4 lao2 d.ong4 de ks3 jil ji2 lei 

Sun-you: Aol AoI 

Xi-wang: Zhenl mei2 you3 xiang3 dao4! 

53 

[Event 60. At the village entrance.] 

Xi-wang: Hei! Tiaol de zhenl you3 jinr4 a! Tal ye3 neng2 
tiaol dan4 zi la! 

Yan Sao: You, ni3 men hui2 lai2 la! Wo3 a, wo3 xian4 zai4 
hai2 shi4 ge tiaol dan4 neng2 shou3 ne! 

Jin-qiao: Gel zai4 chel shang4 ba! Wo3 men gei3 ni3 shaol 
hui2 qu4. 

Yan Sao: Bu4! Wo3 neng2 tiaol! Jiao4 shengl kou xiel xie ba! 

Sun-you: Hei! Mu Gui-ying chul lai2, Yu Tai4 Junl ye3 chul 
lai2 le, zhe4 zhuangl j ia ke3 bu4 fal chou2 shoul 
le. 

Si Shen: Ni3 men deng3 zhe chil xinl xiao3 mi3 ba! 

54 

[Event 61. Old Uncle Geng tells Xi-wang to go home.] 

Geng Bo: Xi-wang, ni3 hui2 jial qu4 kan4 ni3 lao3 po2 ba! 
Jinl nian2 na, zan2 men zhei4 ge fu4 nu3 dui4 
zhang3 ke3 chul le da4 li4 le. Ni3 hai2 nao4 shen2 
mo ya? Shang4 na3 qu4 zhao3 zhe4 mo ge lao3 po2? 
Gongl fenl gei3 ni3 zheng4 le yil da4 duil, cunl 
li3 ren2 ti2 qi3 tal mei2 you3 yil ge shuol tal bu4 
hao3 de! 

55 

[Event 62. Xi-wang is back home.] 

Da-feng: Xi-wang Sao3 Zi, tal men hui2 lai2 le. 

Shuang: Ao! 

Xiao Ju: Mai ma, mal ma! Ba4 ba hui2 lai2 le! 
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Shuang: Jial! Bu2 hui4 kail chu2 ni3! 

[Event 63. A talk between Shucuig-shuang and Xi-wsmg.] 

Shuang: Da4 xiao3 he2 shi4 ba? 

Ni3 men zhei4 xie ren2 na, yil chul qu4 jiu4 ji3 ge 
yue4, ba3 jial diul zai4 nao3 men2 hou4. Ke3 wo3 
men ne! Na3 yil tianl bu2 xiang4 cunl tou2 wang4 
ji3 hui2. 

Xi-wang: Shuang-shuang, ni3 bie2 shuol le, zhei4 yil ci4 wo3 
hui2 lai2, kan4 jian4 ni3 men zai4 dui4 li3, ba3 
nong2 ye4 gao3 de zhe4 mo hao3, wo3 zhei4 ge lian3 
doul mei2 chu4 fang4 le. 

Shuang: Na4 you3 shen2 mo! Wo3 men zai4 jial gao3 nong2 
ye4, ni3 menzai4 wai4 bianl gao3 fu4 ye4, doul shi4 
zengl j ial dui4 de shoul ru4! 

Xi-wang: Xiao Ju tal mal, ni3 shuol, zhe4 ren2 shen2 mo 
shi2 hou cai2 neng2 mei2 you3 sil xinl? 

Shuang: Na4 yao4 kan4 gai3 bian4 de kuai4 bu2 kuai4, wo3 
kan4 xian4 zai4 hen3 duol ren2 sil xinl jiu4 bu4 
da4 le. 

Xi-wang: Na4 ke3 bu4 yil ding4, wo3 jiu4 kan4 dao4 you3 ren2 
hai2 you3 sil xinl, toul tou zhan4 gongl jial de 
pian2 yi. 

Shuang: Shei2 zhan4 gongl jial de pian2 yi a? 

Xi-wang: Wo3 zhi3 shi4 zhe4 yang4 xiang3 ba! 

Shuang: Ren2 genl ren2 hui4 yil yang4? Shi2 ge zhi3 tou 
shenl chul lai2 hai2 bu4 yi4 banl qi2 de, shei2 
hai2 neng2 mei2 you3 sil xinl. 

Xi-wang: Ke3 zhenl de ya! Shuang-shuang, ni3 shuol Jin-qiao 
genl Sun-you ba! tal men jial li3 ye3 bu2 shi4 guo4 
bu2 qu4, ke3 shi4 zai4 wai4 bianl shaol le jiao3, 
gei3 ren2 jial yun4 xil gual, ba3 qian2 doul 
zhuangl yaol baol le. 

Shuang: You3 duol shao3? 

Xi-wang: Sanl shi2 si4 yuan2! 
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Shuang: Hei, ren2 jial zai4 jial mei2 ming2 tnei2 ye4 de 
gan4, ni3 men zai4 wai4 bianl you4 gan4 zhe44 
zhong3 shi4 a i 

Xi-wang: Shuang-shuang, zhe4 hui2 wo3 ke3 mei2 zhanl bianl, 
ni3 gei3 wo3 da3 dena4 mo duol fang2 yu4 zhenl, wo3 
doul ji4 zhe lil 

Shuang: Mei2 you3 ni3 nan2 dao4 jiu4 suan4 le? 

Xi-wang: Ai! Shuang-shuang, ni3 hai2 yao4 wo3 zen3 mo yang4 
a, fan3 zheng4 wo3 xinl li3 mei2 gui3 bu2 pa4 hel 
shui3! 

Shuang: Ni3 ye3 bu4 hao3, ni3 shi4 zhi3 gu4 zi4 ji3 bu4 
guan3 bie2 ren2! Ni3 suan4 shen2 mo hao3 ren2? Ni3 
shi4 ge she4 yuan2 bu2 shi4? 

Xi-wang: Ai! Shuang-shuang! zhei4 ge shir4 a, wo3 dangl shi2 
ye3 xiang3 le, wo3 zhil dao4 bu2 dui4. ke3 shi4 
Jin-qiao he2 wo3 tai4 hao3 le, wo3 men liang3 ge 
cong2 xiao3 dao4 xian4 zai4. 

Shuang: Ai ya! Wo3 de hao3 da4 Gel ya! Ni3 zen3 mo xian4 
zai4 hai2 shi4 zhe4 yang4 a? Zan2 men ren2 min2 
gongl she4 shi4 j i2 ti3 shengl chan3, gongl j ial 
dedongl xi shei2 ye3 bu4 neng2 qinl fan4, yil genl 
cao3 shang4 doul you3 da4 huor3 de han4 zhul zi ya! 
Bu4 neng2 guangl zhuangl hao3 ren2 kan4 qing2 
mian4. Doul yao4 zhe4 yang4, yao4 ba3 da4 huor3 de 
shi4 gao3 huai4 de. Zai4 shuol ni3 he2 Jin-qiao 
jiaol qing hao3, jiu4 yao4 jiel fal tal, pil ping2 
tal, zhe4 bu2 shi4 hai4 tal, shi4 jiu4 tal. Chang2 
yan2 shuol, 'xiao3 shi2 bu4 fang2, da4 le tiao4 
qiang2', ni3 xinl li3 xiang3 wei2 hu4 tal, qil shi2 
dao4 j iangl lai2 ni3 yao4 ba3 tal yue4 hai4 yue4 
shenl. Wo3 de hao3 da4 Gel, ni3 hai2 yao4 hao3 hao 
xiang3 xiang, wo3 men doul hai2 yao4 dui4 de2 qi3 
guang3 da4 she4 yuan2 na! 

57 

[Event 64. Xi-wang's big character poster.] 

Qun Zhong: Shei2 tiel de da4 zi4 bao4? 

Xi-wang! 
Xi-wang? Zhe4 ke3 shi4 chul le xinl xianl shi4 le! 
Xi-wang ye3 hui4 ti2 ge yi4 jian4 la! 
Xie3 shen2 mo? Xie3 shen2 mo? 
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Pil ping2 Jin-qiao, Sun-you xun4 sil wu3 bi4. 

[Event 55. Jin-qiao is criticized.] 

Xi-wang: Jin-qiao Di4! Zan2 men k;e3 shi4 guangl pi4 gu zai4 
yi2 kuair4 zhang3 da4 de, zhe4 yil hui2 wo3 zai4 
ye3 bu4 neng2 kan4 zhe ni3 zou4 cuo4 lu4, wang3 
goul li3 tiao4 le. Wo3 tiel le ni3 de da4 zi4 bao4, 
jiel fal le ni3, ke3 zhe4 shi4 wei4 ni3 hao3, ye3 
shi4 xinl li3 he2 ni3 j in4 cai2 tiel de. Chang2 
yan2 shuol, 'xiao3 shi2 bu4 fang2, da4 le tiao4 
qiang2, ' ni3 Sao3 Zi ping2 chang2 tiel wo3 de da4 
zi4 bao4, ye3 shi4 xinl li3 he2 wo3 jin4 cai2 tiel 
de. Zan2 men xian4 zai4 shi4 ji2 ti3 shengl chan3, 
zhe4 gongl jial shi4 doul yao4 xiang4 ni3 he2 
Sun-you zhe4 yang4 ban4, shi4 yao4 huai4 da4 shi4 
de. Ni3 ye3 dei3 kan4 yil kan4, ren2 j ial niang2 
men, bu4! nu3 tong2 zhi4, jinl nian2 2ai4 
jial ba3 zhuangl jia zhong4 de duol hao3! Ni3 hui2 
lai2 chil zhe liang2 shi, ye3 dei3 xiang3 yil 
xiang3, xinl li3 you3 kui4 mei2 you3, lian2 Da-feng 
ye3 gei3 ni3 zheng4 le ji3 bai3 fenl, ke3 zan2 men 
zai4 wai4 bianl gao3 shen2 mo ming2 tang I Wo3 shuol 
de zhe4 hua4, ke3 neng2 ni3 jue2 zhe nan2 tingl, 
xinl li3 hen4 wo3, na4 j iu4 sui2 ni3 ba! Chang2 
yan2 shuol, 'ku3 shi4 liang2 yao4'! Ping2 guangl 
j ing4 wo3 shi4 bu4 neng2 2ai4 dai4 le. 

Jin-qiao: Xi-wang Gel, ni3 pil ping2 wo3 2hei4 xie hua4, wo3 
bu2 hen4 ni3, wo3 jue2 zhe ni3 jinl tianl cai2 shi4 
zhenl zheng4 bangl zhu4 wo3 Ren2 ma, doul 
zhang3 you3 xinl. Da-feng zuo2 tianl ye4 li3 ye3 
pil ping2 wo3, jinl hou4 da4 jial kan4 hao3 le, wo3 
yil ding4 jue2 xinl gai3 guo4. Ling4 wai4, nei4 
dian3 qian2 wo3 ma3 shang4 tui4 chul lai2! 

Zhi Shu: Qian2 shi4 yao4 tui4 de, hai2 yao4 xiang4 qun2 
zhong4 zuo4 ge jiaol dai4. You3 cuo4 wu4 jiu4 yao4 
xiang4 qun2 zhong4 cheng2 ren4. Jinl tianl zhei4 ge 
hui4 kail de hen3 hao3, wo3 xinl li3 hen3 man3 yi4. 
Xiang4 Xi-wang jinl tianl ye3 neng2 ti2 chul 2he4 
yang4 hao3 yi4 jian4, zhe4 jiu4 shi4 jin4 bu, zhe4 
jiu4 shi4 zan2 men dui4 ji2 ti3 de ze2 ren4 xinl 
ti2 gaol le. Gao3 hao3 shengl chan3 zhe4 yil dian3 
hen3 zhong4 yao4. 

58 

59 
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[Event 66. Er-chun and 6ui-ying tease Xi-wsuig.] 

Ei'-chuii, Gui-ying: Kci! Xu.is2 de zhenl xiang4 a: 

Xi-wang: 

Er-chun: 

Wo3 zhe4 shi4 gaol liang kel li3 de xi4, jian4 bu4 
de2 ren2. 

Xi-wang Gel, wo3 zhil dao4 ni3 zai4 zher4 gan4 
shen2 mo? 

Xi-wang: Deng3 ni3 Sao3 Zi a! Tal shang4 cheng2 li3 qu4 le. 

Gui-ying: You, kan4 ni3 men duol qinl re4! 

Er-chun: Xiang4 zai4 tan2 lian4 ai4! 

Xi-wang: 

Er-chun: 

Xi-wang: 

Er-chun; 

Xi-wang: 

Er-chun: 

Xi-wang: 

Shuang: 

Er-chun: 

Zen3 mo guangl xingl ni3 men lian4 ai4! Ni3 men 
shi4 xianl lian4 ai4 hou4 jiel hunl, wo3 men zhe4 
shi4 xianl jiel hunl hou4 lian4 ai4. 

Xi-wang Gel, ni3 shuol shuo, guo4 qu4 wo3 Sao3 Zi 
ping2 chang2 zai4 jial li3 kan4 zhe ye3 bu4 za3 de, 
zen3 mo xian4 zai4 bian4 dezhe4 mo neng2 gan4? 

Ni3 men ye3 zhe4 mo kan4 na! Ai! Yi3 qian2 wo3 danl 
xinl tal zui3 kuai4 duol guan3 shi4, xian4 2ai4 wo3 
cai2 zhil dao4 tal zhenl shi4 ge hao3 ren2! 

Ni3 bu2 shi4 ye3 you3 ge wai4 hao4, j iao4 
hao3 ren2' ma? 

lao3 

Wo3 na, shi4 ge jiu4 hao3 ren2! Ni3 Sao3 Zi shi4 
xinl hao3 ren2. Ren2 jial nei4 ge sil xiang3 shi4 
2heng4 zhi4 gua4 shang4 shuai4 le. Zhe4 ren2 na, 
jiu4 shi4 hui4 bian4, nu3 da4 shi2 bal bian4, yue4 
bian4 yue4 hao3 kan4, ru2 jinl ye3 bian4 de piao4 
liang le 

Zen3 mo, ni3 shuol wo3 Sao3 Zi bian4 piao4 liang 
le? 

Dangl ran2 na, ye3 hui4 shuol le, ye3 jingl ming2 
le! 

Er-chun a, ni3 you4 zai4 chul ni3 zhei4 ge da4 Gel 
de shen2 mo yang2 xiang4? 

Sao3 Zi, Xi-wang Gel zheng4 kual ni3 zhang3 de 
piao4 liang ne! 
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Xi-wang: Zou3 kail, zou3 kail! 

[Event o7. Xi-wang's loving confession to Shuang-shuang.] 

Shuang: Yi3 you4 genl Er-chun xial chuil shen2 mo! 

Xi-wang: Wo3 shuol ni3 bian4 piao4 liang le. Shuang-shuang, 
wo3 zhe4 shi4 da4 shi2 hua4, ke3 ni3 zhenl de bian4 
de congl tning piao4 liang le ma! 

Shuang: Bu2 piao4 liang ye3 dei3 he2 ni3 guo4 yi2 bei4 zi! 

Xi-wang: Wo3 ya, he2 ni3 guo4 yil bei4 zihai2 bu2 gou4, dei3 
he2 ni3 guo4 liang3 bei4 zi! 
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Appendix C 

Li, Shuang-shueuig in English Translation 

Li Shuang-shuang 
Li Zhun 

Chapter One 

1 

[Event 1. Er-chun and Xi-wang talk cUjout Shucuag-shucuig.] 

[By the village river, Shuang-shuang Li is washing clothes. 
Washing attentively, energetically, happily, she is pleased 
with herself. Along the path by the river come a group of 
people who are returning to the village from work. Among them 
are Xi-wang, Er-chun and others. They are coming back to the 
village from the upstream ditch construction work-site. They 
are passing Shuang-shuang. Er-chun squats by the river and 
washes his face with the clear water. Xi-wang sees Shuang-
shuang washing clothes. He looks at the sun, taking off his 
white shirt and giving it to Shuang-shuang quite readily. 
Shuang-shuang catches it and begins to wash it right away. Er-
chun and Xi-wang walk on the road, Er-chun talks to him 
jokingly. ] 

Er-chun: Brother Xi-wang, Sister-in-Law is really good, 
waiting upon you so whole-heartedly. 

Xi-wang: (satisfactorily) We are always like this. I mean 
what I say. You can't be a man if you are not able 
to tame your wife. You see, since we were organized 
into the Commune, we've been so busy with the 
irrigation construction, but I have never had old 
shoes on! (He points at his shoes while talking.) 
Whenever a pair turns old, the new one is made 
ready. 

Er-chun: That's all because Sister-in-Law Xi-wang is deft 
and able. What does that have to do with you? 

Xi-wang: You don't understand it. A good mule has to be 
trained by the cart-driver. (thoughtfully) That 
wife of mine! She is just a little too shy. 

[Shuang-shuang gathers the clothes and goes back to the 
village.] 
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2 

[Event 2. Xi-wang is told that Shuang-shuang is having a 
quarrel.] 

[In the cart parking lot of the Brigade, Xi-wang is putting 
away some farming tools. A child is shouting to him while 
running up.] 

A child: Uncle Xi-wang, my Aunt is having a quarrel with 
somebody on the street! 

Xi-wang: (surprised suddenly) Ah! With whom? 

Child: With Sun You's wife. They are quarrelling badly! 

Xi-wang: What ... 

[Xi-wang runs to the street.] 

[Event 3. A quarrel between Shuang-shuang and Stin You's wife.] 

[On the village street, Shuang-shuang and Sun You's wife are 
quarrelling excitedly. Several women are trying to stop them. 
Da-feng, Jin-qiao's wife, is trying to stop Sun You's wife, 
and Yan Fang's wife is trying to stop Shuang-shuang.] 

Wife Sun: (pointing to the sky, patting her knees, and 
clapping her hands) You, little lady, are so sharp. 
I just pick up a handful of wood, and you stop me! 

Shuang: (pointing at a bundle of bucket boards angrily) 
Unreasonable things make people angry. I do have to 
stop you. Let everybody take a look. Is this wood 
you have picked? These are very good bucket boards 
of the Brigade. If I let you steal them, are we 
still going to make the buckets or not? 

Wife Sun: You little lady bothers too much! Even if you get 
Jin-qiao to come and see, he won't bother to stop 
me. 

Da-feng: (trying to stop her) Let it go at that! Forget it! 
Let her have the last say! Really, it's just a 
handful of wood. 

Shuang: You steal not for just once. Don't think nobody 
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knows. 

Wife Sun: (jumping up) Have you seen me steal anything? 

Shuang: I surely did. The day the Brigade evaporated the 
wheat in the sun, you took a broom from the yard 
and carried it home. Dare you say you didn't! 

Wife Yan: (trying to stop her) Don't quarrel! Don't quarrel! 
Don't take her up on it. Everybody knows her story! 

[Xi-wang runs over. He pulls Shuang-shuang.] 

Xi-wang: What's all this about? Come on, let's go home! 

[Shuang-shuang is still quarrelling with Sun You's wife in 
distance as if Xi-wang were not present. Sun You also runs 
over, trying to stop his wife.] 

Sun You: Go home, don't say any more! 

Wife Sun: (at the top of her voice) You inquire about me 
throughout streets and lanes to find out whether I 
am that type of person! Who dare say a no about me. 

Shuang: Yes, you are very popular! But your hands are a 
little longer at the sight of public properties and 
your hands are a little shorter at the sight of 
work. 

[Shuang-shuang can hardly help laughing because she has said 
it so happily, frankly and straight forwardly.] 

Xi-wang: My God! Could you stop! You will offend all my 
folks. 

Shuang: None of your business. You don't get involved! 

Wife Sun: (more angrily) Have you seen me shun from work? Who 
can guarantee their household with everlasting 
peace? Are you sure you will never be sick? 

Da-feng: She does not work very well, either. 

Wife Sun: (jumping up again) You work very well! Aren't you 
also staying at home? Don't just talk well! 

Sun You: Okay, okay. You talk too much. 

Shuang: I don't work well, but I am better than your 
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pretending to have a stomachache. Weren't you 
having stomachache when you stole the public bucket 
boards? 

Xi-wang: (stamping his foot) Can't you stop! 

Shuang: (excitedly) Don't you hear, she is still insulting 
me! 

Xi-wang: Take her words as being blown away by a strong 
wind. How many pieces of bucket boards can we get 
if the few boards here are distributed? 

Shuang: (disapprovally) What I According to what you say, it 
will be okay! If Brigade properties are all stolen 
as she does, what should we depend on for living? 

Xi-wang: What are you? You are trying to stop her. 

Shuang: Me? A commune member! 

[Shuang-shuang runs over to take that bundle of bucket boards 
and puts them on her shoulder.] 

Xi-wang: (shouting) Where are you taking them? 

Shuang: To the Brigade. 

4 

[Event 4a. Women talk about going to the ditch work-site.] 

[Outside the door of Shuang-shuang's house. Shuang-shuang is 
fixing a pick with her daughter playing around. She is 
fastening the wooden handle. Some women are around chatting. 
Yan Fang's wife is among them. Shuang-shuang is talking to 
them.] 

Shuang: I was told if the construction of our Brigade ditch 
completes, the plots over the East Slope will 
become irrigated fields. I also heard that the 
ditch is going to flow through our village. 

Wife Yan: Ah! Then from now on it will be easy to do washing. 

Shuang: Yes! This place of ours suffers most from draught. 
Right now, the irrigation construction is underway. 
We are bored staying at home, not digging a single 
spade of mud. 
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[Gui-ying comes along,] 

[Event 5. Gui-ying apologizes to Shuaoxg-shuemg.] 

Shuang: (loudly) Gui-ying, come over here. Where are you 
going? You're all dressed up. 

Gui-ying: (shyly) Sister-in-Law Xi-wang, I am looking for 
you. (squatting) Sister-in-Law Xi-wang, I was told 
that my Mom just quarrelled with you. It is too 
bad. She is narrow-minded and selfish. I hate her 
way. You don't take it to mind. 

Shuang: (laughing) Me! A person like me never takes things 
to mind. It comes into this ear and it gets out at 
the other ear. 

[Event 6. Gui-ying expresses her determination to stay in the 
countryside.] 

Gui-ying, I was told your Mom is finding you a 
prospective fiance in the city? 

Gui-ying: Save your breathi Don't listen to them talking 
nonsense. I have made up my mind long ago, I will 
spend my whole life here in the countryside. Nobody 
should drive me away. 

[Event 4b. Women talk about going to the ditch work-site.] 

Is it a newly bought pick? 

Shuang: It's old. I am fixing a new handle to it. It am 
going to the work-site to join in the ditch 
construction. 

Wife Yan: We all want to go. 

Shuang: Really? Let's go together. 

[Event 7. Er-chun's reaction to women's wanting to go to the 
work-site.] 

[Er-chun walks up from the street end hurriedly, humming a 
tune. He is coming back to the village from the ditch 
construction work-site.] 

Wife Yan: Er-chun, what's up? You are in such a hurry as if 
the cart had rumbled into the ditch! 
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Er-chun: Hey! Listen to the sharp tongues you women have 
got! I come to get some hands. Today we will build 
the weir. We are short of hands at the worlc-site. 

Shuang: Er-chun, we are just about to go there! Take us 
with you! 

Er-chun: [looking at them up and down deliberately] You! 
People of your type won't be good, (about to leave) 

Shuang: What do you mean by our type and your type? You 
explain why we won't be good. We are determined to 
join in the irrigation construction. 

Er-chun: I say you won't be good and you won't be good! You 
can only take care of children, and wait on men. 
Are you able to carry rocks? Are you able to tamp? 

Shuang: This guy, he looks down upon us. Come on, let's 
tamp him. 

[Several women turn on Er-chun, raise him and tamp him as if 
he were a stone tamp. With some successive raises, Er-chun is 
yelling. The women are laughing, and Er-chun's hat falls. Gui-
ying watches them making fun of Er-chun, feeling concerned and 
sorry for him.] 

Gui-ying: (shouting in a hurry) Oh, you are treading on the 
hat! You are treading on the hat! 

[The women let go of Er-chun. He picks up his hat and runs 
away.] 

Wife Yan: (pointing at Gui-ying) You look at this girl. She 
is not married yet, and she is already taking side. 

Woman A: That's right, see how much Gui-ying is worried 
about Er-chun! 

Gui-ying: I am not talking to you people! 

[Event 4c. Women talk about going to the ditch work-site.] 

(running away shyly, and turning around) Sister-in-
Law Xi-wang, call me if you go to the work site in 
the afternoon. 

Shuang: (replying) Ah! 
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[Event 8. Shortage o£ hands on the work-site.] 

[By the swift and clear river, at the weir dam work-site. Old 
Party Secretary Sun Jin is leading the people in building the 
dam in the middle of the river.] 

Yan Fang: Old Party Secretary, the ditch mouth is completed. 

Sun Jin: Ah! Send four or five people to lay stones, to make 
it strong. Well, we are really short of hands. 

[Event 9. Women at the work-site.] 

[At another corner of the work-site, Shuang-shuang, Gui-ying, 
Yan Fang's wife and others are coming carrying tools. Er-chun 
and several youths are carrying stones. He teases them 
deliberately.] 

Er-chun: Ah! People of this type have come! 

Shuang: You deseirve a better lesson from us! 

Youth A: Hey! I say, do you all come to visit? 

Wife Yan: Don't look down upon us. We come to join in the 
ditch construction. 

Gui-ying: We should have a part in the irrigation 
construction. 

Youth B: Hey! You talk big. Sister-in-Law Yan Fang, dare you 
come into the water just for a try? 

Wife Yan: Me! Hey! 

Youth A: We are afraid we won't be able to help if you fall 
into the river and smash the rock flat. 

Shuang: Xiao Yi! Don't look down upon us. I have done this 
type of work before. 

Er-chun: Sister-in-Law Xi-wang, I bet you dare not get into 
the water, either! 

Youth B: She is here to look for her husband. 

Shuang: [provoked] You think we are no good! 

Er-chun: Words don't count. You come down and see! 
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Shuang: (taking off her shoes and rolling up the trouser 
legs) I'm coming, who is scared of this I 

[Event 10. Xi-wemg asks Yeui-fang's wife about women's being at 
the work-site.] 

[She jumps into the water and carries a huge rock with Er-
chun. The water is splashing in all directions around them. 
Young men are clapping their hands. Xi-wang is working at the 
ditch mouth. Hearing the noise, he looks in this direction, 
his hands protecting the eyes from the sun. He sees Shuang-
shuang, his face showing dissatisfaction. He keeps on working 
for a while before he cannot suppress himself any longer. He 
quietly approaches Yan Fang's wife.] 

Xi-wang: Her Aunt, who sent you here to carry the rocks? 

Wife Yan: Nobody sent us! It's so busy at the work site, we 
hurried here because we could not stand the leisure 
at home. 

Xi-wang: (nodding in anger) I see . .. you couldn't stand the 
leisure! ... 

[He looks at Shuang-shuang again. She is still working. He 
rubs the iron spade with his foot and walks away.] 

6 

[Event 11. Yan-fang's wife and Shuang-shuang talk about going 
to the work-site again tomorrow.] 

[Xi-wang comes back to his home. The gate is locked from the 
outside. Some lines in chalk are on the gate. "Key--at the 
same place; daughter--at Aunt-the-Fourth's. After you come 
back, poke the stove open first, put water in the pot, and 
make the noodles." After reading this, Xi-wang squats on the 
floor, stuffy with anger. He then gets the key from above the 
gate, unlocks the gate, and goes into the yard. He sits on the 
stone in the yard, staring into the sky blankly. Outside the 
gate comes Shuang-shuang's voice. Xi-wang slips into the 
house. Shuang-shuang are talking with Yang Fang's wife and 
others at the gate.] 

Wife Yan: Are we still going tomorrow? 

Shuang: Yes! I will call you tomorrow. 

[Event 12. Shuang-shuang promises Er-chiin to help him find a 
fiancee.] 
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[Er-chun hurries over.] 

Er-chun: Sister-in-Law Xi-wang, I am convinced. If che women 
generals in our village are all like you, to take 
part in the construction actively, there won't be 
problem for finishing the ditch. In the coming 
autumn, we will surely have a bumper harvest. 

Shuang: Don't talk so nicely. Save some sweet words for you 
fiancee. 

Er-chun: I don't have one. 

Shuang: Then you are a big fool. So handsome a young man 
like you can't even find a fiancee. 

Er-chun: I am but a peasant, I don't have much education. 

Shuang: What's wrong for being a peasant? Who can live 
without food? I think you are pretty good. Don't 
worry, I will help you. 

Er-chun: Thank you, Sister-in-Law. 

[Event 13. Xiao is hxmgry.j 

[Aunt-the-Fourth leads Xiao Ju in.] 

Xiao Ju: Mommy. 

Aunt-1 he-Fourth: Hey, Her Sister-in-Law, take the child 
homel The kid is so hungry. 

Shuang: (leading Xiao Ju) Well, honey, I forgot. Where is 
your dad? 

Xiao Ju: He is not home yet. Our hen has laid another egg, I 
heard it. 

Shuang: Mommy will boil it for you. (approaching home) Hey! 
How come the gate is open? (leading Xiao Ju into 
the yard.) 

Xiao Ju: Mommy, I am so hungry, I am very hungry! 

Shuang: Mommy will cook for you. 

[Event 14. A quarrel between Xi-wang and Shuang-shuang at 
home.] 
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[She enters the room only to find Xi-wang lying in bed, facing 
the inside wall deliberately. She does not talk to him. She 
first gives Xiao Ju a piece of steamed bun, and sends her out. 
Then she begins to poke the stove open, take off the pot lid 
to see that there is no water in it.] 

Shuang: (angrily) I thought you were not back. Since you 
were home, why didn't you poke the fire on. It 
would be faster even if you had put water in the 
pot. 

[Xi-wang all of a sudden jumps up.] 

Xi-wang: (grinding his teeth) I can't break the rule. If I 
cook for you now, you will ask me to wash your 
diapers in the future! 

Shuang: (kneading dough, simmering with rage) But you 
should see if I am busy or not. I am so busy, don't 
you have your eyes? 

Xi-wang: You look for it yourself I Hey! Why are you so 
active? Who has told you to work? 

Shuang: (angrily) I want to go myself. I have two hands. 
Our Brigade is carrying out the irrigation 
construction. When the dry land in our village 
becomes irrigated land, I will have made some 
contributions to it, too. 

Xi-wang: You are active, you are capable! But who will pay 
you for your work? Who will stop you from eating if 
you don't go to work? If you pick a handful of 
wood, we may still use it to cook. I have rarely 
seen people like you! 

Shuang: (loudly) I have rarely seen people like you, too! 
If everybody thinks the way you do, work doesn't 
have to be done, and when crops are gathered in, 
you don't fill it into your mouth. 

Xi-wang: Won't I eat just because you say that? Even so you 
have to cook for me. Go ahead to work if you want 
to in the future. 

[Shuang-shuang is filled with rage and her eyes are sparkling 
with fire. She puts the knife on the table heavily.] 

Shuang: Eat! You'll have nothing to eat. I am not going to 
cook for you. 
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[ Shuang-shuang walks away and sits on the threshold, wiping 
away her tears. Xi-wang pretends to have nothing to do with 
that. Ke lies in bed for a while. Seeing nobody paying 
attention to him, he gets up and looks at the noodles already 
cut. ] 

Xi-wang: You don't cook for me, I can boil the noodles. Hey, 
the noodles are enough for me. 

[He puts the noodles into the pot, gets two garlic cloves, 
puts them in the garlic mortar, and starts pounding noisily.] 

Xi-wang: I will eat boiled noodles. 

[Shuang-shuang is weeping. Xi-wang pounds harder. Shuang-
shuang is driven mad. She suddenly stands up, and hits him 
very hard on the back with her fist.] 

Shuang: You can't eat it. 

Xi-wang: (turning back) Okay, you are challenging me! Okay! 
Okay ... 

[He is about to take off his shoes to beat Shuang-shuang when, 
unexpectedly, he is pushed by Shuang-shuang and falls into the 
yard on his stomach. At this Shuang-shuang can hardly help 
laughing. She laughs till tears all over her cheeks are shaken 
off. Xi-wang gets up from the floor.] 

Xi-wang: All right! All right ... 

[He is about to beat back but is seized by Shuang-shuang.] 

Shuang: Go, let's find Old Party Secretary to see who is 
right. You won't let me take part in the work, and 
you want me to wait on you at home, you feel good 
if I don't work in the fields. What is the way of 
your thinking? Go! 

[Xi-wang knows that he is wrong and struggles to get away from 
Shuang-shuang. He runs to the gate with arms akimbo.] 

Xi-wang: You go first, you take the lead, and I will follow. 

Shuang: Go. 

Xi-wang: You go first. 

[As he says this, Xi-wang sneaks out of the gate, and shuts 
the gate behind him. Shuang-shuang bolts the gate from inside. 
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Xi-wang pushes the gate, it won't give way. He gives a deep 
breath. Suddenly, he feels himself really stairving. So he 
takes out a piece of steamed bun from his pocket and walks 
away eating it.] 

7 

[Event 15. Shuang-shuang, Yan-fang's wife, and Gui-ying talk 
about people's negative attitude about their going to the 
work-site, and ways to deal with that.] 

[That night. At the ditch construction work-site by the river 
mouth. The moon is bright and the sky is dotted with stars 
here and there. The water in the little river flows into the 
ditch quietly. Picks and spades are stacked aside. The workers 
are happy and pleased with themselves. Some are sitting and 
some are lying. The workers are relaxing, enjoying themselves 
in the cool place. Er-chun and several other young men are 
singing. Xi-wang is lying sideways. 

At home, Shuang-shuang is sitting at the table, holding her 
head with her hands, thinking hard. The songs burst into the 
window paper now and then. The child is sleeping in the bed 
quietly. Shuang-shuang looks out of the window, thinking 
busily. The door creaks open and someone tiptoes in. Shuang-
shuang thinks it's Xi-wang, so she does not pay attention. It 
turns out to be Yan Fang's wife.] 

Wife Yan: (laughingly) Ah! Such arrogant airs! 

Shuang: (turning back hurriedly and laughing) I thought my 
husband came back. So, it's you! 

Wife Yan: Why? You still don't talk to him? 

Shuang: I won't think of him even if I don't see him for 
ten lives. 

Wife Yan: Well, you just talk that way. Haven't you heard 
this? 'It rains in the sky and the water flows on 
the ground, young couples fight and never take it 
to mind; they eat in the same pot in the daytime, 
and sleep on the same pillow at night.' 

Shuang: (laughing) We two cannot eat from the same pot. 

[Both women laugh. The laughter is so loud that Xiao Ju tosses 
over in bed. They hurriedly stop laughing, covering their 
mouths. Outside, Gui-ying quietly walks close, her face shown 
from the opening of the door, biting her lips, looking at them 
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innocently. ] 

Shuang: (to Yan Fang's wife) Where is your child? 

Wife Yan: I have just coaxed her(him) to sleep. 

Shuang: I can't fall asleep anyhow. I had a quarrel with 
him during the day. He just ran to the work-site to 
have fun. But the more I think at home, the more I 
think it's not right. You think about it, right now 
hands are so short, and the irrigation construction 
is so important. Our place cannot be prosperous 
without irrigation. How about us? We are staying at 
home. 

Wife Yan: That is right, but what can you do about it? My 
mother-in-law also gave me a scold today. She said: 
^There is no credit and no benefit, not even a 
workpoint. Working or not working are just the 
same. Why should you go to labor like a cow for 
nothing i' 

Shuang: She also said that? 

Wife Yan: Yes! People are not the same. They don't think the 
same! 

[Gui-ying laughs at the door.] 

Shuang: Who is it? 

Gui-ying: (sticking in) Me. 

Shuang: You girl. Why didn't you come in! 

Gui-ying: (coming in laughing) Who knew what you ladies were 
talking about! 

Wife Yan: Ah! We are two old women, what secret may we have? 
Why are you laughing, Gui-ying? 

Gui-ying: I laugh because my mom and your mother-in-law are 
the same. She also scolded me like that. She also 
said to me: ^You! Find a job in the city very soon. 
It doesn't make a difference working or not working 
in our Brigade.' You see, it's really bad! 

Shuang: (seriously) Gui-ying, we should pay attention to 
this matter! I was pondering here just now. The 
rate of women going out to work is rather low, 
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while we are short of labor force. This may have 
something to do with the casual workpoint recording 
system in our Brigade. 

Wife Yan: That's right. I think, it's all due to Jin-qiao--a 
wolf with a big tail. He said nowadays it's not 
necessary to keep the workpoint record; other 
brigades still keep the record as before. This 
year, in my parents' brigade, wheat was allotted 
according to workpoints. 

Shuang: We may put forth our opinion I Didn't Old Party 
Secretary say the day before yesterday that we 
people should give suggestions and air views? 

Wife Yan: Airing views? 

Shuang: (excitedly) Yes! Put up a big-character poster! Put 
the opinion in big characters and put it on the 
walls along the street. 

Wife Yan: Ah, but I can't write! 

Gui-ying: I am afraid my dad will scold me. 

Shuang: (thinking hard and resolutely) I will write it. 
This is very important! 

Wife Yan: That's right. As long as distribution is done 
according to work, everybody will try to gain some 
workpoints once he/she has this much of time. 

[She gesticulates by sticking out her little finger. They all 
laugh.] 

8 

[Event 16a. Talking about Shucuig-shueuig's big character 
poster.] 

[Village street. On the wall there is an array of big-
character posters. The one written by Shuang-shuang is 
conspicuous. Old Party Secretairy, Brigade Leader Yan Fang, and 
the Commune Party Secretary Liu are reading it.] 

Liu: Hey, Yan Fang, this big-character poster is 
remarkable! She is suggesting that the Brigade 
should evaluate workpoints carefully. I think it's 
a very serious problem in your Brigade. Don't you 
think? 
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Yan Fang: We used to keep workpoints very carefully. Recently 
we are too busy and so do not treat it so 

,̂.1 t --

Sun Jin: In my opinion, the busier you are the more you 
should stick to the system of distribution 
according to work. This is an experience for years! 

Liu: Right! We should make it clear to the commune 
members that this will form a system. You see there 
are many activists among the masses. These people 
do not necessarily ask for workpoints. They concern 
about production really. 

[Event 17a. Finding the writer of the big character poster.] 

Li, Shuang-shuang? Which household is she in? 

Sun Jin: Nowadays, these young married women get some new 
names. I am not even clear who is who. 

Yan Fang: Most probably she is Xi-wang's wife. Who else can 
she be? 

Sun Jin: It maybe her. That little woman is frank and 
outspoken. She is also warmhearted. Her parents' 
family is in Xiaolizhuang Village. Her father works 
as a fairtn laborer all his life. They are a poverty-
stricken family. It must be her. 

[Er-chun comes over.] 

Yan Fang: Er-chun, is this Li, Shuang-shuang Xi-wang's wife? 

Er-chun: She is Sister-in-Law Xi-wang. Two years ago at the 
adult spare-time school, she was using this name. 

Liu: Which one is Xi-wang? (thinking hard) 

Sun Jin: He is Veterinarian Sun's son, he is also a poor 
peasant. 

[Event 18. Xi-wang and Jin-qiao talk eibout their wives.] 

[Xi-wang and Jin-qiao come from the village entrance. They are 
talking while walking.] 

Xi-wang: I tell you Jin-qiao, you have married a good wife. 
The 'big canon' of mine, quarrels with people 
almost every day, and always gets me into trouble! 
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Jin-qiao: Women, have no reason. 

[Event 17b. Finding the writer of the big character poster.] 

Er-chun: (suddenly) Brother Xi-wang, come over here! Party 
Secretary Liu will ask you about something. 

Xi-wang: What's it? 

Sun Jin: Xi-wang! Is this big-character poster written by 
your wife? 

Xi-wang: (surprised) Big-character poster? --

Er-chun; Don't play the fool. Li, Shuang-shuang, isn't she 
your wife! 

Yan Fang: (to Jin-qiao) Jin-qiao! She has even criticized us. 

Xi-wang: (shaking his head) No ..., no ... (Walking up to 
read the big-character poster.) 

Jin-qiao: Well, it's the issue of workpoints again! 

Liu: This big-character poster is very well written! 

Xi-wang: (finishing reading the big-character poster and 
wiping off his sweat, with a laugh) Uncle Jin, this 
big-character poster is written by the woman in my 
house. 

[People burst into laughter.] 

Xi-wang: Why? It's really written by her! My child's mother 
can write. She has not only written this big-
character poster, but also a lot of small-character 
posters at home. 

Liu: (attentively) What has she written in the small-
character posters? 

Xi-wang: The woman, just writing nonsense. Anyhow, the cook 
of mine is outspoken, with a sharp tongue but not 
mean, you don't take her up on it. 

[While speaking, Xi-wang stretches out his hands to tear the 
big-character poster. Yan Fang stops him.] 

Yan Fang: What are you doing? She is airing views. 
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Xi-wang: Airing views! 

[Ke hurriedly cakes back his hands. He puts che big-character 
poster back onto the wall with his saliva.] 

Sun Jin: Xi-wang, your wife has put forth very good opinions 
in this big-character poster. She is not 
insensible. I think she is more sensible than you 
are. 

[Event 16b. Talking cibout Shuang-shueuig's big character 
poster.] 

Liu: This suggestion is very good, I think we should 
strike while the iron is hot. Your Brigade may hold 
a mass meeting. People may have a discussion. 

[Old Party Secretary nods his head.] 

Liu: (patting on Xi-wang's shoulder) Hey! Little 
Brother, from now on, you should get rid of that 
bad habit of yours. How can you always call your 
wife *the woman in the house'? She has already put 
up small-character posters in your home. Shouldn't 
you be a little democratic? 

[People laugh.] 

[Event 19. Xi-wang's attitude toward Shuang-shuaoig's going to 
the work-site has changed.] 

[In Shuang-shuang's courtyard. Shuang-shuang is cooking. Xi-
wang comes home, and hurriedly helps her. He takes a stool for 
her, hands over the wood to her, cooperates very 
satisfactorily. Later, he gets a stool for himself, sits 
opposite to her, looks at her, giggling sillily to himself.] 

Shuang: (impatiently) What are you giggling about? Hei, 
hei, hei, just laughing to yourself, as if you have 
eaten the meat of a giggling chicken. 

Xi-wang: Xiao Ju's mother, you are no simple! I fall only to 
pick up a gold coin--never expect you to be so 
thoughtful. 

Shuang: Simple or not simple, what is it? Speak it up, 
don't speak half and swallow the other half! 
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Xi-wang: The big-character poster you wrote was read by the 
Commune Party Secretary. Secretary Liu said your 
suggestion was brilliant i The Commune Party 
Committee will give special consideration to it! 

Shuang: (shaking with joy) Is it really? 

Xi-wang: Yes. If you can go out to earn some workpoints 
later, I will help you with the cooking. 

Shuang: You! Forget it. The more you help the busier I will 
become. I will be satisfied if you do not find 
faults with me deliberately. 

Xi-wang: (grinning) Hey, don't say that. People all get 
confused sometimes. Yesterday I was bewildered in 
my sleep. 

[Shuang-shuang curls her lips.] 

Xi-wang: But I tell you! From today on, don't write such 
goggerels. You don't understand what policy is. You 
just scribble. What if you get into trouble? 

Shuang: You are a coward. Today there is the Party's 
leadership, what shall we be afraid of? We should 
talk to the Party about what we have in the mind. 
Who are our dear ones? The Party is. From the Land 
Reformation till now, all that is done by the Party 
is done for our good! I just don't like you in this 
regard, consulting the almanac even for matters 
like going to the bathroom, scared of getting a 
lump on the head from a flying dust! 

[As she says this, Shuang-shuang laughs frankly again. She 
hands a pancake that is made ready to Xi-wang.] 

Shuang: Here! 

[Xi-wang catches the pancake and starts to eat it, not knowing 
whether to laugh or cry.] 

Chapter Two 

10 

[Event 20. Er-chxm eind Gui-ying in the orcard.] 

[In the apple orchard, Er-chun is channeling water to the 
apple trees. Whistling happily, he is pleased to himself. Qui-
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ying is passing from the main road by the orchard. At hearing 
the whistling, she stops. Naughtily, she puts her handkerchief 
J.XXC.V./ i^xxc «.u.a.(.v^xx WctucX^ dc. xxoX^ 1.CCU* xxio iiciixCLKci. J- j .xc>w;d uli  

the water to Er-chun. Er-chun surprisingly picks it up. He 
thinks for a moment, and suddenly realizes, shouting: "Gui-
ying! Gui-yingl" He turns back to find Gui-ying right behind 
him. ] 

Er-chun: (grinning) I know it must be you. 

Gui-ying: (looking at the apple trees) Brother Er-chun, our 
Brigade trees bear apples thickly! 

Er-chun: Yes! We have applied the new method of branch 
cutting. If we have the ditch to water them, they 
will be as thick every year. Gui-ying, it's 
actually not bad to stay in the countryside. There 
is work and rest, how exciting it is! The air is 
good, too. 

Gui-ying: I am not just for breathing the air here. 

Er-chun: Then what do you think is good about our place? 

Gui-ying: I think in our place all people can work. Everybody 
is working hard for the construction of a new 
countryside. This is good. 

Er-chun: I was told that your mom is looking for a job for 
you in the city? 

Gui-ying: There is no way I'm going! From now on I will not 
depend on anybody. Our Brigade will evaluate 
workpoints carefully to carry out the distribution-
according- to -work system. I will support myself. 
I'm not going anywhere even if a sedan comes to 
carry me. 

Er-chun: Great. I also think this way. It's no fun at all 
for a young person to just eat and wear, doing 
nothing. Food does not fall from the sky. Gui-ying, 
your parents are a little bit too selfish. You 
should help them. 

Gui-ying: I know. You should help me more, too. 

Er-chun: Tomorrow our Brigade will hold a mass meeting to 
discuss the issue of workpoint keeping in 
particular. We will also elect workpoint keepers! 
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Gui-ying: Ahl 

A, ̂  

[Event 21. At the village meeting: election of work point 
keeper, distribution of work point record books.] 

[In the Brigade Meeting Room, a mass meeting is going. The 
room is crowded with some forty to fifty people. Young men are 
sitting closely together on the tables, young girls are 
sitting closely on the long benches; old men are squatting in 
the corner smoking; some women are stitching soles; Old Party 
Secretary is talking cheerfully and humorously.] 

Sun Jin: From today on, (taking up the workpoint record book 
from the table) we will distribute the workpoint 
record books, and we will keep the record 
carefully. I think, some people will recover from 
their illness now. When asked to work, they will no 
longer say: *Ouch! My waist is hurting! Oh! My leg 
is hurting!' After the autumn, your income will be 
distributed according to your workpoints. He who 
works more will get more. By then we will see who 
works well! 

[He casts a side glance at Sun You's wife. Some women are 
giggling.] 

Now we will re-elect workpoint keepers. You may 
nominate first. We must elect those who are 
unselfish, but not those who are indifferent to 
matters of principle and try never to offend 
anybody. 

Person A: Does that require someone who can read and write? 

Jin-qiao: Sure! It also requires someone who can keep the 
account clear, but not someone who keeps massive 
accounts. 

Shuang: I will nominate one: Gui-ying! A primary school 
graduate. She can write and calculate. Do you 
agree? 

Masses: (Unanimously) She will be one. 

Sun You: I will nominate another one. It's no trifle matter 
to be a workpoint keeper. You should speak gently. 
I think Xi-wang is good. We all know about Xi-wang, 
several generations in his family are good people. 
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They never turn against nor quarrel with anybody. 
This is my personal opinion. Do you agree? 

Sun Jin: (Sighing to himself) Alas I Not many people in the 
Brigade can read and write. 

Jin-qiao: Do you all agree? We all know that Xi-wang has 
never turned against anybody. 

Person B: He is a good man. Everybody knows that. But ... 

Several: Okay, okay, Xi-wang is okayl 

[Xi-wang is sitting in a corner. Hearing his name nominated, 
he is greatly surprised. Very seriously, he walks to the 
center of the crowd.] 

Xi-wang: Hey! I have some objections. (continuing) You 
people nominated me just now, that shows you people 
look highly of me. But this job is beyond me. Some 
people may say that how come I can write 
prescriptions but not keep the workpoint accounts! 
There is a reason for it. You don't know what you 
haven't learned. I don't know how to write the 
Arabic numbers that are popular nowadays. Besides, 
I don't know how to use an abacus. Workpoint 
records concern eveiry single household. I can't 
afford making an error in keeping them. 

Er-chun: You may learn the foreign numbers if you don't know 
them now. There are just ten of them. 

Xi-wang: But I don't know how to use an abacus. 

Shuang: Can you or can you not use an abacus? Folks, he can 
use an abacus in calculation! Last year during the 
autumn distribution, he calculated at home 
overnight. He can do all of them: addition, 
subtraction, multiplication and division. Besides, 
he can also write the Arabic numbers. I can write 
them because he taught me. 

Xi-wang: (opening his eyes wide) Nobody will take you for a 
dumb if you don't speak! When did I teach you the 
Arabic numbers? 

Shuang: Last spring. Dare you say you didn't? You are even 
unwilling to accept fame and glory. I just can't 
stand people of your kind like a dog, resisting at 
pulling, withdrawing at pushing and never able to 
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serve on the table. 

Yan Fangz We oannot stxolc to one person* If Xi~wang really' 
doesn't want to be our workpoint keeper, how about 
us nominating Shuang-shuang? 

Er-chun: Right! I agree! 

Xi-wang: What? Nominating her! Then . . . then ... I am better 
than her. 

[People burst into laughter.] 

Someone: Didn't you say you didn't know how to use an 
abacus? 

Xi-wang: (lowering his head) What I said just now doesn't 
count. 

[People laugh again.] 

Old Man: Let's decide it. Let's have Xi-wang. Men are better 
than women. 

Sun Jin: Xi-wang, don't you decline any more. Since people 
elect you, you should work for the benefits of the 
people. Let's distribute the workpoint record 
books! 

[Xi-wang sits at the table, surrounded by people who are 
yelling wildly: "Give me one, give me one first!"] 

Xi-wang: (making a great show of being in earnest, claiming) 
Don't make such noise! I have but two ears. Let's 
line up! I'll distribute by your names one by one! 

Er-chun: It's better this way. Everybody, line up! 

[Xi-wang rolls up his sleeves, sits at the table, and begins 
to work. Shuang-shuang looks at him satisfactorily and 
excitedly.] 

12 

[Shuang-shuang is at home looking through the new workpoint 
record book, full of joy.] 

13 

[Event 22. Da-feng asks Xi-wang for a work point record book.] 
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[Outside the gate, Xi-wang is walking home, holding the 
workpoint record books left from the distribution with one 
iidxi-vu./ cixxvu. cixx ciĵ ciN̂ u.o XXX uxxo v̂ uxxcx xxaxxQ. uxxx~<̂ xcio s wxxc, iiĉ ctuxy 
dressed, is calling him.] 

Da-feng: Brother Xi-wangI Brother Xi-wang! Please wait. Give 
me a record book. I haven't got mine! 

Xi-wang: You also need one? 

Da-feng: I surely do. Don't they say distribution will be 
done according to workpoints later on? 

[Xi-wang puts the record books and the abacus on the stone by 
the road. He squats down, about to write on the record book. 
He takes out the pen, swinging the pen twice to get the ink to 
the pen point.] 

Xi-wang: (making a great show of being in earnest) How shall 
I write the name? Shall I write Jin-qiao? ... 

Da-feng: Write my name--Wang, Da-feng. 

[Xi-wang writes her name on the workpoint record book, as well 
as on a registration form. After that is done, he hands the 
record book to Da-feng.] 

14 

[Event 23. Shuang-shuang and Xi-wang talk about the work point 
system. ] 

[Xi-wang walks into the room, looking at Shuang-shuang. He 
sits down on the bed, pats his head, and exhales a deep 
breath.] 

Shuang: (approaching him with a laugh) What's wrong! You 
don't feel good? 

Xi-wang: Well, all my limbs are out of joint. I am exhausted 
today. Mental work is no easy! 

[Shuang-shuang brings him a basin of water.] 

Shuang; (putting the basin on the floor) Look at your hand. 
People write on paper. How come you write all over 
your hand! 

Xi-wang: You haven't done it! Don't think it's small as a 
pen, it's heavier than a hoe. 
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Shuang: (not convinced) I have written. If I were a 
workpoint keeper, I wouldn't groan as you do. 

Xi-wang: If you were a workpoint keeper, you would offend 
everybody. It's you who gets such a good job for 
me. You know: the workpoint keeping is no easy job. 
It is easy to offend people. 

Shuang: What then? You keep workpoints according to the 
work that has been done. As long as you behave 
uprightly, and are free from any bias, who can lay 
blames on you? 

Xi-wang: It's easy to say. 

Shuang: But they all elected you! They said that you were 
better than I, and that you were a good man, and 
that you were good at using an abacus, and that you 
were clear-minded ... 

Xi-wang: (suddenly becoming happy) Xiao Ju's mom, really, 
when wild geese fly by, you hear the sound, let 
alone people who should leave behind them a 
reputation. The men in our village, young and old, 
no one has ever found faults with me. My 
grandfather, my father ... 

Shuang: (covering her ears) I don't want to hear that, I 
don't want to hear that! 

Xi-wang: I haven't finished yet. Do you know what I am going 
to say? 

Shuang: You are again reciting your old family history, 
telling me that your older generations have never 
had quarrels with anybody. 

Xi-wang: (sending saliva down the throat) That is right! 

Shuang: (seeing Xi-wang disappointed, trying to persuade 
him) I tell you, since you are a workpoint keeper 
now, you should work for the people whole
heartedly. You see how active people became when 
Old Party Secretary made the announcement that we 
would distribute according to workpoints. I have no 
doubt at all that if our Brigade wants to make the 
production well, we must carry out this system 
well. This way the rate of people going out to work 
in our place will go up. 
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Xi-wang: (nodding, convinced) Right. Today even Sun You's 
wife and Jin-qiao's wife were asking me for 
wo^iCpoint x'ocoirci bocks I 

Shuang: You see, usually they don't work well. 

Xi-wang: (casually and suddenly) Xiao Ju's mom, I have read 
a book. It kind of says that keeping workpoints 
means according to work ... 

Shuang: Distribution according to work. 

Xi-wang: That's it! I remember people say that this was said 
by Ma, Ke-si. 

Shuang: It existed at the time of the Elementary 
Agricultural Producers' Cooperative. 

Xi-wang: No I His last name is Ma. 

15 

[In the cotton field is a stretch of light green of cotton 
leaves. Songs come from the cotton fields. Shuang-shuang, Da-
feng, Yan Fang's wife, Gui-ying, Sun You's wife and others are 
pruning the cotton plants. Shuang-shuang finds that Da-feng is 
not pruning the right way, she goes to show her how to do it. 
Da-feng puts on a resentful look.] 
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[Event 24. Talking about the manure spreading work.] 

[In the fields from where wheat has been reaped, Xi-wang, Sun 
You, and about four or five people are carrying the manure 
baskets to carry and spread manure. Jin-qiao comes along.] 

Jin-qiao: There is still so much left! How much have you 
already done? 

Sun You: The fields are far in distance, and the tools are 
not handy. Jin-qiao, we are suffering losses, 
undertaking the work of manure spreading under 
contract. 

Xi-wang: Anyway, eight workpoints per mu, eight times eight 
is sixty-four, you don't earn the points without 
finishing the job! 

Jin-qiao: It is slow. 
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[Event 25. Xiao WcUig is asked for a favor.] 

[An empty ti'uck is comxng neax: on the road. Driver Xiao Wang 
is driving the truck. Jin-qiao greets him.] 

Jin-qiao: You are back, Xiao Wang! Take a break, drink some 
water. 

Wang: (stopping the truck by the manure pile) You are 
spreading the manure. What are you going to grow in 
this plot of land? 

Xi-wang: Corns, (handing Xiao Wang a bowl of water) Drink 
some water! 

Jin-qiao: Is this still the Jie Fang truck you used to drive? 

Wang: Yes! This truck won't be driven by other people. 

Sun You: What's the load limit of the truck? 

Wang: Two and a half dun--five thousand jin. 

Sun You: (putting on a show of surprise) Wow! So powerful! 
Then, the manure here will take but two trips. 

Wang: Almost. 

Sun You: (pulling Jin-qiao, in low voice) Ask him to 
cooperate with us! 

Jin-qiao: (nodding) Xiao Wang, which station are you heading 
for lunch? 

Wang: Baicun Village. 

Jin-qiao: (looking at the sun) It's still early! Xiao Wang, 
could you please help us take the manure to the 
fields? 

Wang: (thinking for a while) It's not good. We have 
regulations. I am not supposed to take anything 
without permission. 

Jin-qiao: This plot of land needs ploughing this afternoon. 
It's not very far. You will help with the rush-
plant ! 

Wang: (embarrassed) I will just take it to the middle of 
the plot, but I won't be able to spread it! 
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Sun You: (immediately) There is a way. You just take it to 
the middle of the plot. You drive slowly and we may 
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will do. 

Xi-wang: Will we be able to spread evenly that way? 

Sun You: Sure! 

[Everybody loads the manure onto the truck. Jin-qiao also 
finds a spade and is helping loading. The truck takes the 
manure to the middle of the plot. Sun You, Xi-wang and the 
others are laughing and joking, standing on the truck, 
spreading the manure into the land, but very unevenly in 
piles.] 

Sun You: (proudly) Today we have undertaken the contracted 
work in a clever way I 

17 

[Event 2 6 .  Evaluation of work points in the cotton field.] 

[At the edge of the cotton field, Shuang-shuang, Gui-ying, Da-
feng and others are evaluating today's workpoints.] 

Gui-ying: Now we evaluate Sister-in-Law Da-feng's work. This 
morning, she has also pruned six rows. How many 
points do you think we should give to her? 

[Silence.] 

Wife Yan: Ask everybody! 

Wife Sun: How about five? 

Shuang: (bluttingly) I don't agree. We should not just look 
at speed while neglecting quality, (standing up and 
pointing at a row of cotton plants) Look at these 
rows that she has done, the unwanted sprouts are 
not pruned clean. In two or three days, the cotton 
will grow wildly. This way, won't it yield less 
bolls? 

Da-feng: (unhappily) Your fingers are not of the same 
length. Who dares say she has pruned very clean? 

Woman A: How about four points? 

Shuang: The work does not even deserve four points. She may 
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have four points, but she must come back and check 
with the work again in the afternoon. 

Da-feng: (standing up angrily) I don't want it any more. 
Workpoints are not my father or grandfather. I can 
live without anyl (leaving in anger, and speaking 
back) I will eat without any workpoints. 

Wife Sun: (hurriedly) Da-feng ... Da-feng ... 

Gui-ying: (dissatisfiedly) What an unreasonable person! 

Wife Yan: (rescuing them from embarrassment) Let's go I Let's 
go! Don't pay attention to her. 

[The women stand up, taking their tools, about to go home.] 

Shuang: (angrily) You go first, I will still be sometime. 

Wife Yan: Why? Aren't you going to have lunch? 

Shuang: No, I will redo the rows for her. 
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[Shuang-shuang is pruning the cotton plants all by herself in 
the field.] 

19 

[Event 27. Old Uncle Gang's complaint.] 

[In the same field from where wheat has been reaped. Old Uncle 
Geng is preparing the plough at the edge of the field.] 

Geng: (complaining to himself) Humph, is this also work? 
I have never seen this before! 

[Shuang-shuang is returning home from the cotton field, 
passing Uncle Geng.] 

Shuang: Uncle Geng, you start ploughing so early! Why, the 
animal is not obedient? 

Geng: Humph! It's not the animal. You look at the manure 
spread in the field, all in piles. Is this the 
right way to work? Workpoints, workpoints, they 
just look at workpoints. Assign them to plough this 
land, then they would know. 
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Shuang: Who spread the manure? 

Geng: Who! You will know when you get home. 

[Shuang-shuang thinks suspiciously, and then walks toward the 
village very fast.] 
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[Event 28. Xiao Ju's opinion about Xi-wang's noodles.] 

[Xi-wang's home. Xiao Ju is eating noodles. Xi-wang bends over 
her. ] 

Xi-wang: Xiao Ju, do the noodles Daddy cooked you you taste 
good? 

Xiao Ju: (innocently) No. Look, the noodles you cooked are 
this thick, (gesticulating with her fingers) 

Xi-wang: (disappointedly) Well, they are not good. You even 
criticize me! 

Shuang: (entering the room) Are you having a quarrel with 
Xiao Ju again? 

Xi-wang: (laughing) Hey! This child, she won't tell the 
truth. 

[Event 29. Xi-wang and Shueuig-shuang talk eUsout how many work 
points people get and how.] 

Shuang: How come you came back from work so early today? 

Xi-wang: How come you come back from work so late today? 

Shuang: I had something to do. I stayed longer to redo the 
cotton plants. 

Xi-wang: How many workpoints did you get? 

Shuang: Five! 

Xi-wang: (proudly) But Sun You, he earned twenty in just one 
morning. And Jin-qiao, by just touching the spade 
handle, also earned twenty points. 

Shuang: What did they do to earn so many? 

Xi-wang: Spreading manure! 
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Shuang: 

Xi-wang: 

Shuang: 

Oh! In the 
ploughing? 

plot of land that Uncle Geng is 

Yes! More or less workpoints you get all depends on 
whether you are clever to undertake a contracted 
job. A single-minded person like you, hey! ... 

(agitatedly changing color) What! They do know the 
clever way! They do not work for quality. They are 
spoiling the workpoint system, (going back to the 
inner room with rage) 
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[Event 30. Shuang-shuang is going to expose people who get 
work points that they do not deserve.] 

[In the inner room, Shuang-shuang is writing a big-character 
poster in great haste. Xi-wang is peeping.] 

Xi-wang: 

Shuang: 

Xi-wang: 

Shuang: 

Xi-wang: 

(in suirprise) Xiao Ju's mom, you ... who are you 
writing the big-character poster against? 

I cannot stand seeing those people spreading the 
manure like that and pruning the cotton plants like 
that, (talking firmly to herself) Lao Sun You ... 
(continuing writing) 

(anxiously) Aren't you poking your nose into other 
people's business? 

It's none of your business, (continuing writing) 

You will offend people like this, (lowering his 
voice) Xiao Ju's mom, if you think you didn't get 
enough workpoints today, I can give two of mine to 
you. (taking out some workpoint tickets from his 
pocket and handing them to Shuang-shuang) 

Shuang: 

Xi-wang: 

Shuang: 

Xi-wang: 

I don't care for your workpoints. 
this for workpoints. 

I'm not doing 

(sitting down, beseechingly) Xiao Ju's mom, I am 
also involved. 

(in a sudden daze) What, you are involved? 

Right! The truck helped us spread the manure. They 
got more workpoints than they should, but I was the 
one who wrote that down for them. 
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Shuang: (trembling in anger) What have I told you? You were 
elected workpoint keeper because the masses trusted 
you. We must do the work well earnestly. I didn't 
expect you ... (with grief) All I have said to you 
is all said to the wall! 

Xi-wang: (also sadly) At first, I didn't have the guts to 
write that down! But once they yelled, I became 
confused. 

Shuang: (looking straight into Xi-wang's eyes) If you were 
not involved, I would just write a big-character 
poster to expose them. Since you are involved, I 
will sue you. 

Xi-wang: Sue us! Where are you going to sue us? 

Shuang: I am going to Qianjie Commune, (leaving) 

Xi-wang: (shouting with extreme anxiety) Xiao Ju's mom ... 
Xiao Ju's mom ... (knocking himself on the head 
helplessly) 
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[Event 31. Shuang-shuang answers a phone call.] 

[In the Commune Office, Shuang-shuang is sitting on a long 
bench. Nobody else is in the office. Telephone rings on the 
table. Shuang-shuang hesitates for a moment and then picks up 
the receiver.] 

Shuang: Hello! Who do you want to speak to? 

Phone: Do you process marriage registration today? 

Shuang: Marriage registration? Sure! My younger sister was 
registered here. 

Phone: Who am I speaking to? 

Shuang: Me--my name is Li, Shuang-shuang. 

Liu: (coming in hurriedly) Hi, Comrade Li, Shuang-
shuang. Whose call? 

Shuang: (hanging up the receiver) He inquired about 
marriage registration. I told him already. 

Liu: All right! Okay. 
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[Event 32. A talk between Shuang-shueuig and Commune Secretary-
Liu.] 

Take a seat. What can I do for you? How is the 
workpoint evaluation going on in your village? What 
suggestions do the masses have? 

Shuang: You are Party Secretary Liu, I know you. That's why 
I am here. The masses support it very much. 
However, some people are making trouble. They work 
just for workpoints but not for quality. This 
system ... should be altered somewhat. We should 
not leave loopholes for them, (taking out a big-
character poster with a laugh) This is a big-
character poster I have written. 

Liu: (reading the big-character poster with a smile) 
There are Sun You, Jin-qiao, Xi-wang. Isn't Xi-wang 
your husband? 

Shuang: (nodding her head) Well, they got more workpoints 
than they should this time. It's he who wrote it 
down for them. But Party Secretary Liu, you may do 
an investigation. You should not look at them the 
same way. That man of mine, he is 'plain glasses' 

Liu: (not understanding) What? 

Shuang: Plain glasses. That is to say he is soft-minded, 
indecisive, and changing mind at words, is that 
clear? 

[Party Secretary Liu nods his head.] 

But Sun You is different. He is a man full of 
wicked ideas. He is not a proletarian. We are 
proletarians. ... 

Liu: (smiling) Proletarians? ... 

Shuang: Yes! When his family joined in the Elementary 
Agricultural Production Cooperative, they had a big 
mule, a horse, and a cart with rubber wheels. My 
family had but a little donkey. If it had not been 
for the cooperative, his household would have 
already become a landlord! 

Liu: (nodding his head with a smile) Oh, I see. Comrade 
Shuang-shuang, do you have some good suggestions 
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for solving the problem of work quality? 

(embarrassed) Well . . . you wane me co rack my brain 
here! 

For instance, to give the commune members more 
education, to carry out our plans of striving for 
harvests well. Besides, to strengthen the 
responsibility system, assigning long-term work 
contract. If the work is done casually, the same 
person should get to work in the same site next 
time ... 

(happily) Hey! This is a good idea. He who does the 
spinning does the weaving. Our stockman Uncle Ceng 
also suggested it. 

Comrade Shuang-shuang, are you a woman cadre in 
your brigade? 

No. People say I have a quick mouth. 

(smiling) What! A quick mouth. It all depends. If 
you are unselfish and conscientious, you should 
talk quickly. It's not a shortcoming. But, after 
you get back, you should turn to the masses when 
you meet with problems. 

23 

[Event 33. At the village meeting: Shuang-shuang is elected 
Brigade Leader.] 

[In the field where wheat has been reaped, on-the-spot 
criticism meeting has just finished. Sun You, Jin-qiao, and 
Xi-wang have made self-criticism. They are squatting on the 
ground gloomily.] 

Sun Jin: Just now, Sun You and Jin-qiao both made self-
criticism. We will let it pass. From now on we must 
pursue the section-responsibility system. As the 
saying goes: * People cheat the land that cheats 
your belly.' (pointing at the manure spread at the 
edge of the land) How can we guarantee a bumper 
harvest if we spread manure this way? There is 
another thing now. Our former woman leader Xiu Yun 
has transferred to the Gynecology and Obstetrics 
Hospital to be the director. Today we will by-elect 
another woman leader. Just now the Party Branch 
talked about it and we decided to have Li, Shuang-

Shuang: 

Liu: 

Shuang: 

Liu: 

Shuang: 

Liu: 
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shuang to fill the post. Do you have any 
objections? 

Masses: (shouting in support) No objection! ... Agree! ... 

Geng: Hey! I said she could do it long ago! 

Sun Jin: No objections. Then we vote by a show of hands. 
Those who agree raise your hands. 

[The masses raise their hands all at once. Xi-wang slowly 
raises his hand. Gui-ying and Yan Fang's wife are laughing and 
joking in pushing Shuang-shuang to stand up.] 

Gui-ying and Wife Yan: Express your attitude! 

[Shuang-shuang is declining it with laughter.] 

Sun Jin: 'Quick Mouth' is not quick today! Let me say a few 
words. It is said that women can hold up half the 
sky; there is no food nor clothing without women! 
Not to mention everything, just whether we may get 
a bumper harvest of cotton this year or not depends 
completely on women. Since we elect Shuang-shuang 
to be the Brigade leader, we should obey her order. 
For instance, whatever work she sends me to do 
tomorrow, I will do it. Why? Because we are 
collective production, we should have a head, and 
so we should not look down upon her. Especially 
those man labor force, you should no longer say: 
'she is but a woman. What does she understand?' I 
will tell you Xi-wang, from now on, you should 
caution, too. 

[Xi-wang and Shuang-shuang exchange looks, and people burst 
into laughters.] 

24 

[After the meeting on the road, people walk to the village in 
a single file. Shuang-shuang is walking in a cheerful mood. 
Xi-wang is walking by her side uncomfortably. Several times, 
Shuang-shuang wants to talk to him, Xi-wang looks up 
deliberately, turning his face sideways.] 

25 

[Event 34. Xi-wang feels sorry for Jin-qiao.] 

[Jin-qiao's home. Xi-wang and Jin-qiao are sitting on the 
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kang, having a heart-to-heart talk.] 

Xi-wang: Brother Jin-qiao, this time, please for my sake, 
you mustn't bother yourself with your Sister-in-
Law. She is sharp-tongued but does not mean bad. In 
her heart, she is for the good of our Brigade. 

Jin-qiao: (pretending to be indifferent) It doesn't matter! 
If her suggestion is good, I will accept it. I 
thought of the responsibility system long ago. But 
Brother Xi-wang, we grow up together since we were 
childs. To tell you my innermost thought, you 
should discipline that wife of yours. She sees 
everything as if nobody else has eyes. If she 
continues to be like this, your way will become 
narrower and narrower, and the whole village will 
be offended by her. 

Xi-wang: (signing anxiously) Right! Right! You wait and see! 
If I can't break her in this time, I will ... I 
will ... hey ... 
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[Event 35. At Sun You's home.] 

[Sun You's home. Sun You's wife and Jin-qiao's wife Da-feng 
are nagging together.] 

Da-feng: Humph! She is elected Brigade leader this time. You 
didn't see it. She was so happy that her feet were 
not stepping on the ground. I did not put in 
agreement. 

Wife Sun: That's right. There will be no way for us to go if 
she is elected. Last time I picked a bundle of 
bucket boards, she exposed me. This time Gui-ying's 
dad got a few more workpoints, she exposed him 
again. The person who used his truck to help spread 
the manure did it in due respect to Jin-qiao. He 
wouldn't have done it if asked by another person. 
She even made it a lawsuit to the Commune! 

Gui-ying: (taking up the talk in the outer room) IVIom, stop 
it. It's all my dad's fault. It is his fault. 
Nobody told him to cheat into more workpoints! 

Wife Sun: You call this cheating into more workpoints? There 
is justice and law, and so is there human 
relationship! From now on don't you run after her. 
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looking ill-bred! 

Gui-ying: I don't carei Gossip again. Who else but you gacher 
to gossip every day! 

Da-feng: (lowering her voice, in Sun You Wife's ear) I was 
told that Gui-ying is courted by Er-chun. 

Wife Sun: (surprised) Ah? (standing up and sitting down again 
in grief) This devil girl! (calling) Gui-ying, come 
in here! 

Gui-ying: I have ears, I can hear. 

Wife Sun: From now on, I don't allow you to be together with 
Er-chun, running crazily around. Your dad is 
already finding you a fiance in the city. 

Gui-ying: (angrily) iVIy dad has found him, my dad can go with 
him then. You needn't meddle with my own business, 
(leaving, feeling wronged) 
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[Event 36. Shuang-shuang tells Old Uncle Gang to get some 
dongkeys prepared for tomorrow.] 

[Xi-wang's home. Shuang-shuang is bending out at the window, 
speaking to Uncle Geng.] 

Shuang: Uncle Geng, leave us two donkeys tomorrow! We are 
going to harass them to two waterwheels to water 
the cotton fields. 

Geng: All right! Tonight, I will feed them on extra 
grass. 

[Event 37. Xi-wang's three rules for Shuang-shuang.] 

[Xi-wang appears behind Shuang-shuang, looking at her back 
impatiently, and forcing out two very loud coughs.] 

Shuang: (turning over, speaking happily with a gentle 
smile) You are back! 

Xi-wang: (face livid with rage) Well! Brigade Leader! Since 
you are done with your official duties, you should 
do some personal matters for me. 

Shuang: (struck dumb, then giggling, glancing sideways at 
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Xi-wang) Look at you! 

Xi-wang: (still in all seriousness) I am talking business. 
You pack for me. 

[Shuang-shuang looks at Xi-wang, looking puzzled.] 

I am going to take up transportation with Sun You--
to pull the carts, (in low voice) I can't stay at 
this home any longer! 

(surprised) What! You want to go to the 
transportation team? Leaving home? ... 

You be your cadre at home, and I go out to drive my 
cart. I can't be under your command. I will mind my 
own business and you mind yours, so that you may 
save some big-character posters, and I can be 
spared of some criticism. I am not going to be the 
workpoint keeper any more. I cannot accompany you 
hearing people gossip about you. After I leave 
here, even if you offend the whole world, I won't 
see it and so I won't bother about it. It won't 
have anything to do with me Xi-wang. 

[Shuang-shuang looks at Xi-wang blankly, eyebrows knit, 
speechless.] 

Take out my stuff. 

[Shuang-shuang still looks blank, speechless.] 

(standing up) I will pack myself. 

[Xi-wang takes out a piece of colored wrapping cloth and 
spreads it on the kang, takes out some clothes, and wraps the 
bundle up. Shuang-shuang walks over, snapping the bundle and 
looking at Xi-wang with deep love.] 

Shuang: What have I done that has lost your face? I won't 
let you go. Have I ever beseeched you before? Now I 
am a Brigade leader. I need your help. But you want 
to go. People elected me Brigade leader. How I need 
you to help me. Can't you just think for me? I 
won't let you go! 

[She cries while she speaks and lies her head on Xi-wang. Xi-
wang is somewhat moved and caresses Shuang-shuang's hair.] 

(looking up again) I have just become a Brigade 

Shuang: 

Xi-wang: 
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leader. You don't even think of the difficulties 
there are for me I 

Xi-wang: (Sitting dovm suddenly and talking to himself) Hey! 
Woman! (to Shuang-shuang) From now on, I will have 
to be a family member of you cadre. 

[Shuang-shuang smiles with tears.] 

(continuing) But we should make some rules. 

Whatever you say! 

From now on, your mouth should not be so quick. 
Xiao Ju's mom, you are a cadre now. You should 
think first before you speak. Which cadre is like 
you, just like a machine gun? (knocking on the lip 
with his finger) From now on, say only what you 
should, and don't say what you shouldn't. 

(nodding her head) Okay, let this be one. 

(continuing) Another one, you are a production 
Brigade leader. You care about only whatever 
related to production. Don't care about anything 
that has nothing to do with production. Don't act 
like a Kitchen God, fussy about all trifles. 

(thinking about this) Okay, I will care about 
whatever I should anyhow. 

Last, whatever you do, take into consideration of 
people's relationships. Don't put forth criticisms 
against cadres, such as Jin-qiao. He is the deputy 
Brigade leader. Can your arm twist your leg? ... 

(grabbing the bundle and throwing it outside the 
door in great rage) Get out! (tears burst into her 
eyes and roll down) 

(struck dumb, and looking blank for quite some 
time, then slowly) There is no need for you to be 
so angry. We just count two rules. Forget the last 
one. Just take it for not being said. 

[Shuang-shuang looks at Xi-wang sternly.] 

Chapter Three 

Shuang: 

Xi-wang: 

Shuang: 

Xi-wang: 

Shuang: 

Xi-wang: 

Shuang: 

Xi-wang: 
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[Event 38. Two girls ask Gui-ying to go to the opera with 
them. ] 

[Corn field. The corn grows to be like a bamboo forest. Every 
grain of corn is fat and stout. Gui-ying and several girls 
come out from the corn field. Their faces shine red in the sun 
at dusk. Two girls are greeting Gui-ying.] 

Girl A: Gui-ying! Erjiaxuan Opera Troupe will put on an 
opera at Longjuzhen Town tonight. Let's go to the 
opera together! 

[Girl B gives a push to Girl A.] 

Gui-ying: What opera? 

Girl A: 'Chasing the Fiance'. It's very good. Are you 
going? 

Gui-ying: (hesitantly) I ... 

Girl B: (to Girl A's ear in low voice) She has company! 

Gui-ying: What are you laughing at? 

A and B: (giggling) We are not going with you! You have 
company. 

[Gui-ying smiles shyly.] 
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[Event 39. A cpiarrel between Gui-ying and Er-chun.] 

[Apple orchard. Er-chun is fertilizing the apple trees. Gui-
ying comes over.] 

Gui-ying: Brother Er-chun, tonight there is an opera on at 
Longjuzhen Town. 

[Er-chun does not pay attention. He keeps on working.] 

Brother Er-chun. (going near Er-chun and helping 
him working) 

[Er-chun still does not pay attention to her.] 

(jokingly) Hey! Look at your face, like the 
Standing God in the temple! 
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Er-chun: (looking up seriously) I want to talk to you about 
a matter. Your dad got more workpoints than he 
should. Do you know or do you not know? 

Gui-ying: (staring blankly) I do know! But I ... 

Er-chun: You are even a League member! You are a workpoint 
keeper, too. What function do you have at home? 

Gui-ying: You know how embarrassed I am at home! 

Er-chun: Embarrassed? This is a matter of your standpoint. 
You don't carry out education at home, and at the 
meeting you didn't put forth criticism. You are too 
backward. 

Gui-ying: (angrily) Okay! You don't have anything to do with 
me since I am backward! 

[Gui-ying turns around and walks away. Er-chun looks at her 
leaving blankly and not know what to do.] 
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[Event 40. Er-chun looks for Gui-ying.] 

[Longjuzhen Town square, overwhelmed with noise and 
excitement, brilliantly illuminated. On the makeshift stage, 
Erjiaxuan Opera Troupe are performing * Chasing the Fiance'. 
Xi-wang is watching with his eyes and mouth wide open, 
spellbound. Er-chun is barging around in the crowds, searching 
for Gui-ying anxiously, his head sweating. He sees a girl in 
the front whose figure is very much like Gui-ying's from 
behind. He goes up in a rash. Touching the girl, he calls: 
'Gui-ying!' The girl turns toward him in surprise. Er-chun 
looks at the girl only to find his mistake. He apologizes with 
a smile in his embarrassment. The girl pouts her lips, still 
a little struck. Er-chun hurries into the crowds. Er-chun 
continues his search for Gui-ying. Shuang-shuang sees Er-
chun . ] 

Shuang: Er-chun, who are you looking for? 

Er-chun: (smiling) Sister-in-Law, I am looking for nobody. 

Shuang: Ah! I know who you are looking for! Look over 
there! 

[Er-chun looks in the direction Shuang-shuang shows him to see 
Gui-ying and several other girls watching the performance 
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together. He turns around to give Shuang-shuang a smile, and 
goes towards there. Xi-wang is still absorbed in watching the 
opera. Ke points at the stage and pulls at Shuang-shuang.j 

Xi-wang: Watch! Watch! 

[On the stage is the wonderful scene 'Catching up the Fiance'. 
Down the stage, the audience is applauding. Er-chun goes near 
Gui-ying. Since there are some other girls around Gui-ying, he 
is too shy to call her. So he has to walk back and forth near 
Gui-ying, hoping that she will see him. Gui-ying actually has 
already seen him for sometime, but she pretends not to see 
him. Er-chun has no way out. He has to muster his courage to 
go up to the girls and try to talk to them.] 

Er-chun: (deliberately to Girl A) Zhu Ying, you all come to 
the opera. 

Zhu Ying: Oh! Brother Er-chun, you just come? 

Er-chun: Yes. 

[Er-chun looks at Gui-ying. Gui-ying bites her lips with a 
little smile. But she still does not pay attention to Er-chun. 
She pretends to be watching the opera.] 

(embarrassed) I ... I am looking for a good spot. 

[Event 41. Jin-qiao introduces Xiao Wang to the S\ins.] 

[Er-chun exhales a deep breath, and leaves in disappointment. 
The girls are joking Gui-ying. Gui-ying smiles. Er-chun is 
going outside the crowds. He suddenly stops because he hears 
some people talking. They are Jin-qiao and Sun You's wife. 
Jin-qiao is introducing the driver Xiao Wang to Sun You and 
Sun You's wife.] 

Jin-qiao: Uncle Sun You, Aunt, this is Comrade Wang. 

Wang: (pulling his shirt straight in a hurry, and with 
respect) Uncle, Aunt, how are you? 

Sun You: (pushing his wife lightly) This is the man Jin-qiao 
told you about the other day. 

Wife Sun: (narrowing her eyes, making a great show of being 
serious) Oh. How old are you this year? 

Wang: Twenty-f ive. 
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Wife Sun: (nodding in great satisfaction) Ah! Born in the 
year of monkey. Stop by our place when you have the 

Wang: (nodding hurriedly) Okay! Okay! 

[Er-chun shows doubts and misgivings on his face.] 

Jin-qiao: (in low voice) Aunt, a super son-in-law! 

Wife Sun: We will have to bother you to take care of it. 

[Er-chun deliberately looks at Gui-ying in distance, and 
leaves the crowds in great anger and haste. The curtain falls 
slowly. Under the stage the audience bursts into a thunderous 
applause. The crowd is in a tumult.] 

[Event 42. Shuang-shuang tries to alleviate Gui-ying's anger 
against Er-chun.] 

Shuang: (holding Xiao Ju) Gui-ying, did you see Er-chun? 

Gui-ying: (nodding) Yes. 

Shuang: Why didn't you talk to him then? I saw him going 
back and forth, restless as an ant on a hot pan! 

Gui-ying: I don't care talking to him! He talked as if having 
swallowed gun powder. He was very unreasonable. He 
said that my dad got more workpoints than he should 
just because I had no standpoint. 

Shuang: (with deep feelings and a smile) Gui-ying! As the 
saying goes 'Two people make a good team' . 
Sometimes, you have to forgive each other. He also 
said it for your good. It doesn't matter. I will 
take care of your matter. I will talk to him. 

31 

[Event 43. Er-chun's qpiestions.] 

[Er-chun is sitting under a tree, feeling depressed. Xi-wang 
comes over, humming a segment of the Erj iaxuan opera, and sits 
by Er-chun.] 

Xi-wang: Er-chun! Tonight's opera was wonderful. 

[Er-chun is speechless.] 
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(continuing) Especially that line of feihan is 
great! (beginning to sing that line) 

[Er-chun does not respond at all, indifferent and thinking 
hard. "Xi-wang pokes at him.] 

You, why are you like a mute tonight? 

Er-chun: (forcing out a smile) Brother Xi-wang! Tell me, if 
a person really likes you, what would he/she do to 
you? 

Xi-wang: (thoughtfully) If he really likes you! Then he will 
not make distinctions between you and him in terms 
of food, drink, cigarette and wine. As the saying 
goes: 'We were one if not for an extra head!' For 
instance, you and I ... 

Er-chun: (interrupting him) Hey! I am talking about women! 

Xi-wang: (confused) Women? 

Er-chun: Yes! What will a woman do if she really likes you? 

Xi-wang: (understandingly) Oh! You did not say it clearly. 
Well ... in this case, it varies. Take your Sister-
in-Law for example, though we sometimes quarrel, 
she likes me inwardly. Sometimes she criticizes me, 
but the criticism itself shows that she is 
interested in me. Don't think she is a Brigade 
leader, she still has to listen to my ... 

Er-chun: (upset) Stop it! You are wandering farther away 
from the topic. I am out of here! 

[Er-chun stands up and goes away. Xi-wang looks at his back, 
not understanding him.] 

Xi-wang: Ah! What the hell did you ask me about? 

32 

[Event 44. At the brigade leaders' meeting: discuss feunilies 
eligible for Government Poverty Program Support.] 

[In the Brigade Office, the Brigade Committee is having a 
meeting. Those present include Shuang-shuang, Er-chun, Jin-
qiao, Xi-wang, and the accountant.] 

Jin-qiao: Yu, Yin-Hua, Liu, Zhang-si, and Wang, Da-cheng are 
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all families of difficulties and need some relief 
workpoints. We will decide it if you don't have 
^ W ̂ Q +— A 

Er-chun: Agree! 

Jin-qiao: Next, let's discuss the problem of cadres. Some 
cadres' families have difficulties. We may also 
nominate some. 

Shuang: Don't cadres get subsidiary workpoints for official 
duties? 

Accountant: Subsidy is for official duty while relief is 
relief in nature. They are not the same thing! 

[Shuang-shuang becomes speechless. There is a moment silence 
at the meeting. Xi-wang gives Shuang-shuang a stare. Shuang-
shuang also looks at Xi-wang, not paying any attention to his 
hint.] 

Er-chun: Let's nominate then I 

Accountant: If nobody speaks, I will say something. Some 
cadres' families do have difficulties. Xi-
wang' s family, for example, Sister-in-Law Xi-
wang is also a Brigade leader now. That will 
more or less influence . . . 

Shuang: (before the accountant can finish) We don't want 
it! We are not a family of relief. Cadres should 
also work. We won't miss any work time. 

Er-chun: I agree with Sister-in-Law Xi-wang's suggestion. 
Relief for cadres should be more restrictive. 

Accountant: Jin-qiao is another one. He is the deputy 
Brigade leader, and is busy all day long. His 
wife Da-feng is not good for working, either. 
In my opinion, he should get some hundreds of 
relief workpoints! 

[Shuang-shuang is about to interrupt the accountant. She is 
standing up to speak. Xi-wang hurriedly steps on her foot. 
Shuang-shuang checks herself. She tries to control herself by 
turning her head sideways and being speechless. The atmosphere 
at the meeting becomes tense right away.] 

Jin-qiao: (trying to explain) From now on, I will try to work 
more often. Or I can drive the cart! 
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Accountant: Right I Who doesn't want to work? He just 
doesn't have time! What's your opinion if we 
give oin-qiao's family several hundred points? 

[By now, Shuang-shuang becomes impatient. She stands up. Xi-
wang hurriedly hints her by stepping on her foot again. 
Shuang-shuang is annoyed, and kicks him back. She stands up to 
speak anyhow.] 

Shuang: I have some objections. I agree to give social 
reliefs to all the ordinary families, because some 
of they have too many children, and some are 
widowers, widows, orphans and the childless. That 
is our responsibility. But we cadres should not be 
like the masses. If we do not base our work on 
facts, the masses will point at our back to 
criticize us. Take Old Uncle Jin, for example, he 
is the chief Brigade leader as well as the Party 
Secretary, isn't he busier than us? But he hasn't 
missed much work time. He goes to work in the 
fields with the masses. And he has earned a lot of 
workpoints. Compared with him, Jin-qiao should not 
get the relief! (to Jin-qiao) Why can't you work? 

Accountant: Hey! People are not all the same! 

Shuang: By wandering about with arms folded, not even want 
to touch the hoe. No wonder you can't earn 
workpoints. 

Accountant: (trying to smooth things over) His wife Da-
feng cannot work, either. 

[Xi-wang is knocking on his lip, and making all gestures to 
Shuang-shuang anxiously, but Shuang-shuang does not pay 
attention. She continues.] 

Shuang: Why can't Da-feng work? She is young and strong. 
Why can't she work? 

Er-chun: Aunt Jin is already over fifty, and she goes to 
work in the fields every day! 

Xi-wang: (not able to remain silent any more, to Er-chun) 
Aunt Jin is old, but she is used to farm work, and 
she knows well how to work. How can you compare Da-
feng to her? 

Shuang: I can teach her if she does not know how to work. 
But she must work. She can't just sit at home doing 
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nothing! 

[Xi-wsng goss out of ths iroorn angirily.] 

Jin-qiao: (very unhappily) Stop here, stop here. Don't speak 
any more. From now on, I will eat if I earn 
workpoints, and I won't come to you even if I don't 
earn any workpoints! 

Shuang: (trying to smooth things over) Jin-qiao, I will go 
to persuade Da-feng to work. She can work. 

[Jin-qiao does not say a word.] 

33 

[Shuang-shuang is walking home, satisfied and content with her 
lot. No sooner does she enter the room than she finds the bed 
to be in a mess. She is shocked. She checks things, and finds 
a quilt and a pillow missing. She is more shocked. But at once 
she realizes what has happened. She runs out in a great 
hurry.] 

34 

[On the village street, Shuang-shuang is looking for Xi-wang. 
She hasn't found him. She hurries.] 

35 

[The livestock feed yard. It's empty. There are no carts 
there. Shuang-shuang runs in hurriedly. Uncle Geng hints her 
that they have already left. Shuang-shuang does not say a 
word. She turns back and runs faster.] 

36 

[The village entrance. Shuang-shuang runs over to look. In far 
distance there is the dust raised by the three carts almost 
out of sight. Shuang-shuang stops there, disappointed and 
upset, broken-hearted for Xi-wang's leaving home.] 

37 

[Event 45. Shuang-shuang cries.] 

[Night. In Xi-wang's home. Shuang-shuang comes back. She falls 
onto the bed and starts to cry. 

Three carts are going on the road. Xi-wang, Jin-qiao, and Sun 
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You are driving the carts forward. 

Old party Secretary coines to Xi-wsny's yard. Ks calls fxrst.] 

Sun Jin: Is Shuang-shuang at home? 

[He goes into the room. Shuang-shuang can't wait to wipe off 
her tears and sit up.] 

Sun Jin: (sighing, and deliberately joking) Why? You are 
crying! Xi-wang left you on the tree, right? 

Shuang: The day will turn bright no matter there is 
cockcrow or not. Without a workpoint keeper like 
him, I will walk on as a Brigade leader! 

Sun Jin: Right! That's good! It's okay that they left. They 
have talked to me about going these days, and we 
also agree that our Brigade should have some 
sideline production recently. In addition, Xi-wang 
can treat some ailments for the draught animals. 
But we mustn't relax at home. Agriculture is 
primary. The commune members all depend on this 
season's crops for living. We should not try to 
save a little only to lose a lot. Personal problems 
will cause no more than some drops of tears, but if 
the Brigade duties are neglected, some hundreds of 
people's lives will be affected. You should still 
work actively and lay stress on official duties! 

Shuang: (stopping crying and nodding, but resentful) Old 
Uncle Jin, I just want to put things straight 
whether I am wrong or he is wrong ... 

Sun Jin: I already know that Jin-qiao wants to get the 
relief workpoints. Your suggestion was very well 
proposed. One should take part in the work as a 
cadre. Production should be lead by production. 
Today the Commune Party Committee made this issue a 
special discussion topic. Later on, it will be 
formed into a system that Brigade cadres must all 
join in working. You see, your suggestion again 
says what the Party has on the mind. 

Shuang: (moved) Really, Old Uncle Jin? 

Sun Jin: Yes. From now on, inspire yourself and work! It's 
not early now. It's time you slept. 

[Old Party Secretary leaves. Shuang-shuang sees him to the 
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gate. Recalling his instruction, encouragement, and concern, 
she is thinking hard, and then goes out of the gate without 
xxco ̂  ju. wxi. • j 

38 

[Event 46. A talk between Shuang-shueuig and Da-feng.] 

[The same night. Jin-qiao's home. Da-feng is wiping tears in 
low spirits by the light at the head of the bed. Jin-qiao has 
left her at home. The door creaks open and comes in a person 
from the grey night frog. Judging from the vague figure, it's 
Shuang-shuang. Da-feng looks up at her maliciously, and does 
not talk to her. Shuang-shuang stops at the door shortly, some 
blank expression shows on her face. She makes her hair back, 
and forces herself to come over. Da-feng wipes her tears, not 
willing to show her weakness. She stares at Shuang-shuang.] 

Da-feng: What are you coming here for? You drove away my man 
and you are still not satisfied! 

Shuang: (shaking her head, softly) No! I come to see you, 
to see my commune member! I tell you, my husband, 
Xiao Ju's dad also left! 

[Women's sympathy has moved Da-feng. She lowers her head like 
a fully-ripen corn ear. Shuang-shuang takes out a baby shoe 
top from her sewing basket. She smiles as if finding a 
handle.] 

Shuang: 

Da-feng: 

Shuang: 

Da-feng: 

Shuang: 

(gently in praise) Nicely done! How many months by 
now? 

(shaking with her head low) I don't know! 

Do you want to eat sour stuff? 

(again shaking her head) I don't know! 

(going over and shaking Da-feng's shoulders 
lightly) Da-feng, in this respect I am your sister-
in-law, and more experienced than you are. You 
can't name any women who went to the Maternity 
Hospital and were not sent by me! Since Jin-qiao is 
not at home, I will take care of you. 

[Da-feng suddenly looks up at Shuang-shuang with tears all 
over on the cheeks and in the eyes. And suddenly she bends 
over into Shuang-shuang's arms.] 
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Da-feng: My dear Sister-in-Law! (weeping) 

[Oiitsids the window, two swaliows are chasing each other in 
the darkness. Inside the room, Da-feng is recounting to 
Shuang-shuang.] 

Shuang: 

Da-feng; 

Shuang: 

Da-feng; 

Shuang: 

Da-feng: 

Shuang: 

... They, men are too noble. They take to their 
heels, leaving their families behind! 

Right! But we cannot tie them to the legs of the 
bed. 

I won't be a woman in my second life. 

But you have to fulfil your this life's task, 
(signing and smiling) Don't be silly, Da-feng. 
What's so scary? We also have two hands, (taking up 
Da-feng's hands) Right these two hands! They can 
grow wheat and cotton as well. Who are noble and 
who are not? Those who can work are noble. Whatever 
you earn and obtain by working, you feel justified 
to eat and glorious to wear. 

(nodding immediately) Sister-in-Law Shuang-shuang, 
I think the same way. When I saw you go to work in 
the fields, I felt suppressed at home. But I just 
don't know how to do some of the farm work! 

I will show you. I have learned all farm work since 
I was a child. Da-feng, I am usually too out
spoken, you should forgive me. 

(moved) Sister-in-Law Shuang-shuang, don't talk 
like that! I can feel that you are very kind-
hearted. Tomorrow, I will learn from you. I will 
first learn pruning cotton plants. 

Okay! No problem, I pledge to teach you. (smiling) 
We will never regret being a woman! 

[She is going to teach Da-feng cotton pruning.] 

Chapter Four 

39 

[Event 47. Jin-qiao encourages Xiao Wang to meet Gui-ying's 
family.] 

[Village entrance road. At a whistle, a team of pulling carts 
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appear. Shuang-shuang, Da-feng, Gui-ying, Yan Fang's wife and 
other women, as well as some men, pairing with one person 
pulling and the other pushing, carry manure to the fields in 
great rejoice. The carts wind on the road never ending. Wheels 
fly, and songs fly. 

On another straight road, three rubber-wheeled carts are 
moving slowly. Xi-wang, Jin-qiao and others are driving the 
transportation carts. Xi-wang is holding a whip, sitting on 
the cart, speechless. He is having a lined jacket draped on 
his shoulders. His facial expression shows that he is bored 
for leaving home. Driver Xiao Wang is driving a truck at high 
speed in their direction to meet the carts.] 

Jin-qiao: (hurriedly) Xiao Wang, Xiao Wang! 

[Xiao Wang suddenly pulls up. Jin-qiao jumps off the cart and 
runs up to Xiao Wang.] 

Wang: Brother Jin-qiao, it's you! How are you doing? 

Jin-qiao: Hey! I've been looking for you these days. When are 
you coming to our village to meet your would-be 
fiancee? 

Wang: What's her attitude? 

Jin-qiao: No problem. Both her parents agree. As for Gui-
ying, you will feel satisfied for sure once you see 
her. She is among the best in our village. You come 
and see for yourself! 

Wang: Okey then. Tomorrow happens to be my holiday. 

[Xiao Wang drives away. Jin-qiao runs back to the cart, 
pleased with himself.] 

40 

[Event 48. Gui-ying asks Shuang-shuang for help.] 

[Gui-ying's home. The two windows suddenly open and Gui-ying's 
face appears, full of anxiety and love. She looks out of the 
window, and sees nobody. She jumps out of the window, and runs 
toward the Production Team Office very fast. Shuang-shuang is 
coming out from the office, holding an armful of new sickles. 
She sees Gui-ying coming. Gui-ying grabs her hands.] 

Gui-ying: Sister-in-Law Shuang-shuang, I am looking for you, 
hurry up, hurry! 
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Shuang: (jokingly) What's up? What makes you so panic? 

Qui.—yiriQ"! Ths tnH.n my nioin finds fo2r ms in ths city is ccrrtin^' 
to see me, 

Shuang: Are you willing to see him? 

Gui-ying: I wouldn't have come to you if I were! 

Shuang: What are you actually going to do about Er-chun and 
yourself? 

Gui-ying: I don't know! 

Shuang: You wicked girl, it's not time you hesitated. 
Whatever your decision about him is, speak it up! 
Do you really hold objections against Er-chun or 
not? 

Gui-ying: (hurriedly) No! Not at all! 

[ S huang - s huang 1 aughs . ] 

Sister Shuang-shuang, you don't laugh at me. I stay 
in the countryside not only for him but also in 
order to take part in the agricultural production. 
I am determined to work in the countryside all my 
life. So is Er-chun. 

[Shuang-shuang 1aughs again.] 

Sister-in-Law Shuang-shuang, my heart is jumping 
out for worries, how come you still laugh at me? 
That man is coming today! 

Shuang: (surprised) Really? When? 

Gui-ying: Right now! 

Shuang: (holding her hands together and thinking, then to 
herself) It seems I have to take care of it myself! 

Gui-ying: Yes! Yes! You have to! (snatching away the sickles 
from Shuang-shuang) I will take these to others. 

[Shuang shuang goes in the other direction of the village 
street.] 

41 
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[Event 49. Sxin You's wife waits for her guest.] 

tnu uixo ^ciuc ia.Xl Xu/L4. O llWlltC . OLIXX lv,/U. O «^J.X.C/ CIXJ. v^Xoooc\.u. u.^ 

in new clothes, is gazing around as if waiting for someone. 
Shuang-shuang comes up.] 

Shuang: Sister-in-Law, do you have guests today? 

Wife Sun: (putting on grand airs) Yes! A guest. I will have a 
guest from the city coming to see me. 

Shuang: Oh, aren't you going to cook something delicious 
for him? 

Wife Sun: It's all prepared. Anyhow, we cannot have exactly 
what he has in the city. 

[Shuang-shuang walks away.] 

42 

[Event 50. Shucuig-shuang sends Xiao Wemg away.] 

[At the village entrance, Xiao Wang is wearing a suit of new 
blue unifoirm, and tennis shoes. He is coming into the village. 
He comes to a crossing and asks an old woman his way.] 

Wang: Granny, where is Sun You's home? 

Granny: Right there at that well. 

Shuang: (coming up) Whose home are you looking for, 
Comrade? 

Wang: Sun You's home. Uncle Sun's home. 

Shuang: You are Driver Xiao Wang, aren't you? 

Wang: (surprised) Yes! Yes! (hurriedly pulling his 
uniform straight, suddenly not at ease) 

Shuang: (smiling) I knew you were coming today. 

Wang: (more shocked) Oh! How is Aunt? (obviously he 
mistakes Shuang-shuang for Gui-ying) 

Shuang: Aren't you here to see your prospective fiancee? 

Wang: (face red) Yes! Yes! In the city we call it 'talk 
and love'. It's all the same, anyhow. 
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Shuang: 

Wang: 

Xiao Ju; 

Shuang: 

Wang: 

Shuang: 

Wang: 

Shuang: 

Wang: 

Shuang: 

Wang: 

Shuang: 

Wang: 

Shuang: 

Wang: 

Do you know Gui-ying? 

Yes. But I have never seen her. But once we meet we 
will know each other. I am a very open-minded 
person. 

(running over) Mommy, my shoes are off, you take 
them up for me. 

Hurry here! (helping her taking up the shoes) 

(feeling as if sitting on a bed of nails, perplexed 
and puzzled) You are ... 

I am Sun, Gui-ying's cousin sister-in-law. 

Oh! So you are sister-in-law. 

Gui-ying told me to wait for you here, and to tell 
you that she does not know you, and she does not 
know about you, either. She already has a fiance in 
our village. He is our group leader Er-chun. They 
have been in love for years already! 

(depressed) What? Hey! I really didn't know! I 
really didn't know! 

Comrade, it's not your fault. We are all young 
people. As for fiancee, you can find one anywhere. 
I hope you won't interfere with them. I don't think 
you will. 

(stamping his feet and sighing) Hey! I really 
didn't know, it's all due to Jin-qiao in your 
village. He introduced me into this. Since she has 
a fiance already, why should I be here? 

Her mom does want to marry her to you, so that you 
will take her to live in the city in future. 

(putting on an air of being serious) That won't do. 
Nowadays, marriage should enjoy freedom! Ah! Her 
mom is actually this type of person. If so, I won't 
be relatives with them! How can she desire for 
food, clothing, and entertainment without working? 
Hey! This Jin-qiao! 

You are right. Do you still want to see Gui-ying? 

No, that's not necessary! This is 
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misunderstanding. Please tell Comrade Sun, Gui-ying 
I apologize to her. 

Shuang: It doesn't matter, since you didn't know. Would you 
like to drop in our place? 

Wang: No, I will go, I will go now! (turning to leave but 
taking the wrong way) 

Shuang: (shouting) Comrade, take this way! 

Wang: Oh, oh, thank you! (turning back to take the way 
back) 

[Shuang-shuang covers her mouth and laughs.] 

43 

[At the gate of Sun's home. Sun You's wife is still well-
dressed waiting for her guest.] 

44 

[Event 51. The village carts are back.] 

[On the road outside the village, Xi-wang, Jin-qiao and others 
are driving the empty carts to the village. On both sides of 
the road, crops grow prosperously. Men and women are working 
happily. Songs rise one after another. It's a new atmosphere. 
Xi-wang looks at the view, seeming lost in thought. A group of 
children who have been cutting grass come along, each carrying 
a huge bundle of grass. They come across the carts and shout: 
*The carts are back! The carts are back!' With this they all 
throw the grass onto the carts and crowd onto the carts 
themselves, too.] 

Xi-wang: Ah! You have cut so much grass! 

Child A: We get workpoints for cutting the grass! Ten jin a 
point. 

Child B: We have already cut a whole stack. I can get three 
and a half points today. 

45 

[Event 52. Xi-wang is persuaded to go home.] 

[In the cart yard. Uncle Geng has just helped Jin-qiao, Sun 
You, and Xi-wang unhitch the drought animals.] 
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Jin-qiao: (to Uncle Geng) Old Deng! Tonight, feed the animals 
more and longer. 

Geng: Okay! Okay! 

[Sun You and Jin-qiao put their quilt bundle on the shoulder 
and walk out of the cart yard. Xi-wang is holding the quilt in 
his arm. Seeing them go home, he is hesitating, not having the 
nerve to go home. He sits down by the cart rubber wheel, 
feeling dejected. Uncle Geng sees this and comes up to stop 
him. ] 

Geng: Well, well! Go home to sleep! The beasts have me to 
take care of them! 

Xi-wang: No! I will be your company here. 

Geng: Hey! I don't need you to accompany an old man. Go 
home! 

Xi-wang: (bashfully) No! No! 

[Right then, Xiao Ju appears in the yard.] 

Xiao Ju: (happily) Daddy! 

[Xi-wang turns to see Xiao Ju running up to him. He hurriedly 
holds her up and kisses her on the face. Uncle Geng is 
standing by. He suddenly gives Xi-wang a hint by pointing at 
the gate. Xi-wang looks out and finds Shuang-shuang standing 
at the gate, staring at him with her bright and beautiful 
eyes, her mouth closed tightly. She looks at Xi-wang 
expectedly. Uncle Geng gives out a cough. He leads along a 
horse and walks inside the room. Xi-wang looks at Shuang-
shuang, wanting to speak. But under his manly self-respect, he 
cannot put down his airs. He puts Xiao Ju down on the ground, 
putting the quilt on his shoulder and again about to go into 
the stock room. Shuang-shuang hurries up to snatch the quilt 
from his shoulder.] 

Shuang: Look at the dirty quilt of yours. Now we are all 
out to eliminate the 'four pests'. If we saw about 
exincting five pests, we would have eliminated you! 

[After saying this, Shuang-shuang takes Xiao Ju and walks out 
the cart yard. Uncle Geng is smiling at the side. Xi-wang 
still squats on the ground, not having the nerve to go.] 

Geng: (giving Xi-wang a push) Go home! 
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[Xi-wang slowly walks out of the cart yard. He walks slowly 
toward home. Xiao Ju runs out from the gate, shouting: 
'Daddyi-' Xi-wang holds up Xiao Ju, and walks into the gate 
very fast.] 

46 

[Event 53. A quarrel at Shuemg-shuang's yard.] 

[In the yard of Xi-wang's home. Sun You's wife. Sun You, Jin-
qiao, and the old woman by the road are around Shuang-shuang, 
blaming her for sending Xiao Wang away.] 

Wife Sun: (with gestures) ... I waited and waited till the 
sun set. Who expected you sent our guest away! It's 
heartless to break up a marriage! 

[Xi-wang is walking in, holding Xiao Ju. He stands there, 
hearing this, surprised.] 

Sun You: I tell you Gui-ying's sister-in-law, you are poking 
your nose into other's business. Do you know how 
difficult it is for us to find a relative by 
marriage in the city? 

Shuang: Her Aunt, that is not right. Your Gui-ying has 
already had a fiance in our village. You also know 
that. Now, marriage enjoys freedom. We older 
generation should think for the younger generation. 
If you arrange the marriage and they do not live 
happily together in future, you will also suffer 
with them. You should not just look at the city ... 

[Jin-qiao pats Xi-wang on the arm and points at Shuang-shuang, 
hinting him to say something.] 

Wife Sun: It's none of your business whether we will have our 
daughter married in the countryside or in the city. 
You are a production Brigade leader. You should not 
interfere with our family affairs like marriage! 

[By now Xi-wang sees that Shuang-shuang has violated the rule, 
and offended so many people, he is filled with rage. He puts 
Xiao Ju down on the ground, walks up to Shuang-shuang, takes 
the quilt, and says to Shuang-shuang with frowning brows and 
angry eyes: 'This is enough!'. Angrily, he leaves without even 
looking back.] 

Xiao Ju: (crying after Xi-wang) Daddy! Daddy! 
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[Shuang-shuang becomes extremely angry, too. She runs to get 
hold of Xiao Ju, holds her up, turns and walks into the room. 
Seeing this, the old woman by the road sneaks off quietly. The 
Sun You couple and Jin-qiao look at each other in blank 
dismay. They walk out, feeling snubbed.] 
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[Event 54. Xi-wang sleeps in the stable.] 

[Night, in the stock barn, some horses and mules are eating 
grass quietly. Xi-wang is sleeping in a bed close by, tossing 
about, not able to fall asleep. Uncle Geng is sleeping in a 
bed close by.] 

Geng: (reproachingly) Hey! You are looking for suffering. 
You have a home and you don't go to sleep there, 
but insist on staying here. 

[Xi-wang does not respond, opening his eyes wide open but 
pretending to snore. Uncle Geng turns over and falls asleep. 
Xi-wang tosses about and can hardly fall sleep. Right then two 
mules start fighting nearby. Xi-wang turns to sit up in 
vexation. He takes up a grass mixing wand, pointing at the two 
mules and cursing them.] 

Xi-wang: Damn it! What do you still want? I'll beat you if 
you make any noise again! 
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[Early morning, on the road outside the village, Xi-wang, Jin-
qiao, and Sun You are driving three carts leaving the village. 
On the road, commune members, men and women, are walking to 
the fields to work, taking their hoes or carrying their 
baskets. It's a rejoicing view.] 
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[Event 55. Transportation of water melons.] 

[By the road, under a huge willow tree, Xi-wang and Sun You 
are watering the horses. Jin-qiao is calling them under a 
water melon shed.] 

Jin-qiao: Come here! Come here! Come to eat water melons! The 
water melons are ripe and on market. 

[The owner of the water melon garden cuts open a big and crisp 
water melon with yellow pulp and black seeds. Jin-qiao, Xi-
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wang, and Sun You are eating complacently.] 

Xi-wang: Ahi It's a very good water melon! 

Owner: (pointing at the plot) Our garden does not yield 
poor quality melons. We fertilized with soya-bean 
cakes. Is it sweet? 

Sun You: Yes, yes, very sweet! 

Owner: What are you going to carry with the carts? 

Xi-wang: We are going to the Transportation Station in town 
to carry some wood materials. 

[Right then, two people are taking care of a huge pile of 
water melons by the side. One of them hears that they are 
going to town. He comes up.] 

The man: Hello! Are you going to town? What a coincidence. 
We have just bought the water melons, and are 
worrying about carrying them to town! Could you 
take them to town for us? 

Owner: This is a good idea. 

Xi-wang: We have a contract with the Transportation Station. 
We especially transport goods for them. 

The man: What does that matter? You are just doing it on 
your way! 

Jin-qiao: (coming over) How much transportation fee are you 
going to pay? 

The man: One cent a jin. 

[Sun You pulls Xi-wang and Jin-qiao to one side and they 
discuss it quietly.] 

Sun You: Let's take it for them. As for the transportation 
fee, it's not worth our reporting it. It's so hot. 
We may divide it among us. We may buy some fruits 
on our way with it! 

Jin-qiao: Whatever you think! It's okay we make some pocket 
money. 

Xi-wang: I'm afraid it's not appropriate. 
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Sun You: Hey! You ... Xi-wang, you don't know. This time I 
went home and found that Jin-qiao's family do have 
difficulties. They don't even have the money to get 
medicine. The other day the Brigade was to give 
them some relief and it was all interfered by your 
wife, well ... 

Xi-wang: No, no! All right! You divide money between you. My 
family doesn't need it. 

Jin-qiao: (standing up and 
consignor) Load! 

The consignor: Okay! Come on! 
melons to load 

waving to the water melon 

Let's load! (carrying the water 
onto the carts) 
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[Event 56. Newly-bought horses.] 

[At the edge of the cotton field, under the tree by the road. 
Shuang-shuang, Yan Fang's wife, Da-feng and other women are 
taking a rest under the tree. Baskets of newly picked cotton 
and pods are put in front of them. Er-chun is coming on a 
horse, followed by two other horses, along the road. At seeing 
them taking a rest, he jumps off from the horse.] 

Shuang: Er-chun, are these the horses our Brigade buys? 

Er-chun: Yes! Look how handsome these horses are. They are 
all young. 

Wife Yan: Now our Brigade won't need to worry about the 
autumn harvest. 

Er-chun: The Supply and r4arketing Cooperative know that this 
year crops grow well in our Brigade, so they sold 
us three horses all at once. 

[After saying this, Er-chun goes to the water pot, holding it 
up to drink water. And then he sits down, fanning himself with 
his straw hat.] 

[Event 57. Er-chvin is taught how to compromise with Gui-ying.] 

Shuang: Er-chun! Have you seen Gui-ying these days? 

Er-chun: Yes. Sister-in-Law. But she never cares for talking 
to me. Tell me what shall I do? 
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Wife Yan: You deserve it. If I were Gui-ying, I wouldn't care 
about talking to you, either. The way you talked to 
her, ahi 

Er-chun: (attacking back) I wouldn't care about talking to 
you I (to Shuang-shuang again) Sister-in-Law, talk 
to her on my behalf! 

Shuang: You lad, how can I talk to her on your behalf? 

Er-chun: You just tell her that I don't have any complaints 
about her! I still have . . . have confidence in her. 

Shuang: Don't you have a mouth yourself? You can eat and 
drink, and just can't talk? 

Er-chun: (beseechingly) Sister-in-Law, please teach me! I 
really don't know how to talk to her. 

Shuang: There are no ready-made sentences for you. Anyhow 
you should talk mildly, and don't put on your manly 
airs. 

[Er-chun hurriedly takes out a notebook, about to take notes.] 

(continuing) You should admit whatever you have 
done wrong. Since you are going to live together, 
you should concern about each other and help each 
other. 

Er-chun: Right! Right! 

Shuang: You tell her we will have a good future in the 
countryside. With education, she can use it in the 
countryside as well. Don't shilly-shally anymore 
from now on. This year we have only a small 
seasoning bumper hairvest. Next year, if we 
construct irrigation well, we will try to get 
successive bumper harvests. I think it's the most 
interesting for a human being to work to improve 
people's lives and change the outlook of the 
countryside. 

Wife Yan: (taking on the topic) Er-chun, I tell you, you 
should tell her that you promise to cut woods, hold 
children and carry water for her after you get 
married ... 

Da-feng: (interposing) Wash clothes, too. 
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[Er-chun hurriedly takes down Yan Feng's wife's words on the 
notebook as if getting a treasure.] 
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[Event 58. Er-ch\in compromises with Gui-ying.] 

[On the slope of a hill, Gui-ying is carrying a bundle of corn 
stalks forward. Er-chun catches up from behind.] 

Er-chun: Gui-yingI Gui-ying! 

Gui-ying: (stopping and asking deliberately) What's up? 

Er-chun: (stammering in embarrassment) I ... I want to tell 
you something. 

Gui-ying: (pretending to know nothing) Okay! 

Er-chun: (uncalmly) Our Brigade has bought three horses! 

Gui-ying: I know! 

Er-chun: (nervously, in embarrassment, forcing out at last) 
Sister-in-Law Shuang-shuang has criticized me. She 
said that I talked too bluntly. 

Gui-ying: What does that have to do with me if she has 
criticized you? 

[Er-chun has sweat all over his head. He is about to say 
something but not know what to say. At the end, he goes to 
snatch the bundle of corn stalks off Gui-ying's shoulder, 
putting it on him and running forward. Gui-ying is chasing him 
with a sweet and loving smile.] 
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[Event 59. Er-ch\in meets Xi-wcuig, Jin-qiao, and Sun You in 
town.] 

[In the county town, in front of the Cart Transportation 
Station. Xi-wang, Jin-qiao, and Sun You are feeding the 
draught animals. Er-chun is riding a bicycle. At the back he 
carries workpoint record books, paper, lead thread and etc.] 

Xi-wang: Er-chun! Er-chun! 

[Er-chun jumps off the bike and turns to see Xi-wang and the 
rest. He pushes the bike up to them.] 
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Jin-qiao: Er-chun, you are in town! 

Sun You: What have you bought ? 

Er-chun: I come to buy some workpoint record books as well 
as some odds and ends. When did you come to town? 

Jin-qiao: We've been back for two days already. 

Xi-wang: How are the crops in our Brigade? 

Er-chun: Weill This year, com, millet, and cotton all grow 
well! Sorghum are already gathered in. Early corn's 
ears are this long, (gesticulating with his hands) 

Sun You: Oh! So people are busy back home? 

Er-chun: Yes! We are getting ready for the general 
gathering-in! I am afraid you should go back! 

Jin-qiao: We will return after one more trip. 

Xi-wang: Er-chun, come here! Has your Sister-in-Law had 
trouble with other people recently? 

Er-chun: Hey! Having trouble! If it were not for Sister-in-
Law Shuang-shuang who has been leading the women to 
work in mud and water, the crops could not have 
been so good, working presence rate could not have 
been so high, either. People are in high spirits. 
People in the village all say that this year 
people's thinking standard has been raised. It's 
also due to the careful workpoint evaluation 
system. Let's go and see. After autumn, not a 
single family should have living problems. 

Jin-qiao: How do my family do? 

Er-chun: They've made no less than one thousand workpoints. 
(to Sun You) Aunt works veiry actively recently! 

Sun You: (pleasantly suirprised) Oh! Oh! 

Xi-wang: (moved, to himself) It's all unexpected! ... 
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[Event 60.  At the village entrance.] 

[In the fields, fully-ripen crops wave in the wind. Shuang-
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shuang is leading a group of women cutting in the millet. In 
another piece of land, corn grains are all fat. Men are 
cutting theiTi in. Xi-wang, Jm-cjiao, and Sun You are dnvmg 
the carts, passing by the rejoicing people in the fields. Xi-
wang, looking at the warm atmosphere around him, seems to be 
lost in thought. The carts are still going forward. 

Shuang-shuang and Yan Fang's wife lead several women to carry 
the millet to the village very fast, the fat millet ears are 
like brushes of wolf tails, tied on both sides of the carrying 
poles. They are carrying the harvested crops, looking so 
powerful, mighty, pleasant and happy. They can hardly suppress 
their inwardly rejoicing, and are making hilarious shouting: 
'Wu-- hu--, WU-- hu-'. In no time, the shouting is taken up by 
people back and forth and it spreads all over the fields. 

At the crossing, the carts come across the last few women 
carrying the millet. Among them is Yan Fang's wife.] 

Xi-wang: Hey! She is so energetic! She can carry the 
shoulder pole, too! 

Wife Yan: Hi, you are back! Me, I am a good hand at carrying 
the shoulder pole, now! 

Jin-qiao: (satisfied and jokingly) Lay it on the cart! We 
will take it back for you. 

Wife Yan: No! I can do it! Let the beasts take a breath! 

[Sun You sees the woman at the rear rather old. She is also 
carrying a pole of millet and hurrying forward.] 

Sun You: (somewhat jokingly) Hey! The daughter is out, and 
the mom is out, too. We don't really have to worry 
about getting in the crops. 

[The old woman turns out to be Aunt the Fourth. She turns her 
head and says in retort: 'You wait to eat the millet!' And she 
keeps on hurrying forward with her pole.] 
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[Event 61. Old Uncle Gang tells Xi-wang to go home.] 

[In the cart yard, the carts are already unhitched. Xi-wang is 
sitting by the empty cart, smoking. Uncle Geng is putting some 
green grass into a bamboo basket.] 

Geng: Xi-wang, go home to see you wife! This year, the 
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Woman Leader has really made great contributions. 
What are you still fussing about? Where can you 
x.u.xxv^ ou.N^xx A vSfxj-o: oxio iicia c;cii.iicQ c l  Dxy pxxcf Oi. 
workpoints for you. Whenever she is mentioned in 
the village, nobody does not say she is good! 

[Xi-wang stands up, putting back his pipe, striding out of the 
yard. Uncle Geng looks at him with satisfaction.] 
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[Event 62. Xi-wang is back home.] 

[On the village street, Da-feng is taking the empty shoulder 
pole.] 

Da-feng: Sister-in-Law, they are back. 

Shuang: Oh! (looking at the cart yard, and walking toward 
home) 

[Suddenly, from Xi-wang's home comes a clear and melodious 
sound of wood cutting. The sound attracts Shuang-shuang. She 
quickens her steps. 

The sound of wood cutting continues. Shuang-shuang runs toward 
her home as if flying. 

Pushing open the gate, she is struck dumb by the view in the 
yard. 

Xi-wang is bare-shouldered, swinging an ax, cutting wood. It 
seems that he wants to get rid of his guilt, shame, and 
irritable mood due to his absence through wood cutting. 

Xiao Ju is helping Dad picking up the small pieces of the wood 
by the side. 

Shuang-shuang is deeply excited by the view. She puts her 
right hand on the gate frame weakly, and lays her head on her 
hand. 

Xiao Ju finds Shuang-shuang.] 

Xiao Ju: (running to her) Mammy, Mammy! Daddy is back! 

[Hearing Xiao Ju, Xi-wang stops the ax. He looks at Shuang-
shuang guiltily and expectedly. The ax falls from his hand 
onto the ground. Shuang-shuang unconsciously holds up Xiao Ju. 
She looks at Xi-wang, trembling and with deep love.] 
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Shuang: The family won't expel you! 
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[Event 63. A talk between Shuang-shuang and Xi-Wemg.] 

[Night at Xi-wang's home. Xiao Ju is sleeping peacefully and 
sweetly on one end of the kang. Shuang-shuang takes out a pair 
of newly-made shoes. She hands them over to Xi-wang for him to 
tiry on, who is sitting on the edge of the kang.] 

Shuang: Do they fit? 

[Xi-wang nods his head gratefully and looks at Shuang-shuang, 
smiling fatuously. Shuang-shuang sits down by Xi-wang's side.] 

You people, leave home for several months, never 
thinking of home. But how about us? Everyday we 
look at the village entrance several times. 

(sighing with feeling) Shuang-shuang, don't say it 
any more. This time I return to see you make 
agricultural production so well back in the 
Brigade, I have nowhere to put my face. 

(comforting him on the contrary) What that matters? 
We work at agricultural production at home, and you 
work at sideline production outside. We all work to 
increase the Brigade's income! 

[Something on Xi-wang's mind is touched upon. He is 
speechless. He recalls Jin-qiao's corruption, unable to make 
up his mind for a while.] 

Xi-wang: (casually) Xiao Ju's mom, tell me, when can people 
be unselfish? 

Shuang: That depends on how fast people change. I think 
many people have become much less selfish. 

Xi-wang: Not really. I have seen some people still being 
selfish, taking advantage of the public benefits 
secretly. 

[Shuang-shuang senses that his words mean more than they say. 
She is afraid of offending him. Since he stops there, she asks 
him with a light smile: 'Who takes advantage of public 
benefits?' Xi-wang suddenly finds himself blurt out 
inadvertently. He tries to cover it up by saying: 'I am just 
thinking this way!' Shuang-shuang thinks about it. She knows 

Xi-wang: 

Shuang: 
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that Xi-wang won't say it.] 

Sixiiang i 

Xi-wang: 

Shuang: 

(dclibsratsTy jTslsxing) How can psoplc bs all the 
same? The ten fingers are not of uniform length. 
Who can be unselfish at all? 

That's right! Shuang-shuang, let's take Jin-qiao 
and Sun You for example, their families are not 
really that poor. But they gave a lift to some 
people, carrying water melons, and they put the 
money into their own pockets. 

(filled with rage but trying to control herself) 
How much? 

Xi-wang: Thirty-four yuan. 

Shuang: (criticizing sadly and angrily) Ah! We work at home 
without day and night. You did this type of thing 
outside again! 

Xi-wang: (hurriedly and proudly) Shuang-shuang, this time I 
am not involved. You gave me so many precautions. I 
remember them all! 

Shuang: Is it all that you are not involved? 

Xi-wang: (blurting out painfully) Hey! Shuang-shuang, what 
do you still want me to do? Anyhow I am not afraid 
of anything without guilty conscience in me! 

Shuang: (loudly) You are not good, either. You just concern 
about yourself and not others! What a kind of good 
person are you? Aren't you a commune member? 

Xi-wang: (sweating all over his head) Ah! Shuang-shuang, I 
also thought about it at that time. I knew it was 
not right. But Jin-qiao is a very good friend of 
mine. We grow up together since we were children, 
(lowering his head) 

Shuang: (going over to comfort him) Well! My good big 
brother! How come you are still like this now? Our 
People's Commune is collective production. Nobody 
is allowed to encroach on the interests of the 
public. Every stalk of grass has people's sweat. We 
should not pretend to be a good person and think of 
relations. If eveirybody behaves like this, the 
public interests will be damaged. Besides, if you 
and Jin-qiao are on good terms, you should expose 
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him, criticize him. This will not hurt him, instead 
it will save him. As the saying goes: 'A stitch in 
tiiuS saves nine. ' You want to protect him in your 
mind, actually you will do greater and greater hainn 
to him. My good big brother, you should really 
think about it. We should not let the great masses 
of commune members down I 

[Xi-wang seems to be lost in thinking. Suddenly he stands up 
and walks into the foggy night.] 
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[Event 64. Xi-Wcuig's big character poster.] 

[Village street. A new big-character poster appears on the 
wall where Shuang-shuang's big-character poster used to be. 
The masses gather in front of the big-character poster, all 
talking about the matter.] 

Who put up the big-character poster? 
Xi-wang! 
Xi-wang? This is really surprising! 
Xi-wang can also raise criticism! 
What does it say? What does it say? 
It criticizes Jin-qiao and Sun You to have acted 
wrongly out of personal considerations at the 
expense of public interests. 

[Event 65. Jin-qiao is criticized.] 

[Brigade Office. The Brigade Committee is having a meeting. 
Present are Shuang-shuang, Old Party Secretary, Er-chun, Yan 
Fang, the accountant, Xi-wang, and Jin-qiao. Xi-wang is 
criticizing Jin-qiao.] 

Xi-wang: Brother Jin-qiao! We grow up together since we were 
children. This time I can't see you take the wrong 
track, jumping into the ditch again. I put up a 
big-character poster to expose you. This is done 
all for your good, and also because I am intimate 
to you in my mind. As the saying goes: 'A stitch in 
time saves nine.' Your Sister-in-Law puts up big-
character poster against me also because she is 
intimate to me in her mind. We are now collective 
production. If public matters are all handled the 
way you and Sun You did, big mistakes will be made. 
You should also take a look, the women, ... no! 
lady comrades, they grow the crops so well at home 
this year! You come back to eat the grain, you 
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should also think whether you feel guilty in the 
mind. Even Da-feng has earned several hundreds of 
workpoints for you. But what we did outside: My 
words may not sound nice to you, and you may hate 
me in the mind. It's all up to you! As the saying 
goes: 'Good medicine tastes bitter' ! I am not going 
to wear the plain glasses any more. 

Jin-qiao: (with deep remorse) Brother Xi-wang, I don't hate 
you for what you just said to criticize me. I feel 
that you are really helping me today ... 

[Xi-wang shows expression of great shock.] 

People all have hearts. Da-feng also criticized me 
last night. You may see that from now on I am 
determined to change. Besides, I will return that 
money right now! 

Sun Jin: The money should be returned. You should also 
confess to the masses. We should admit to the 
masses if we have made mistakes. Today's meeting is 
very good. I am very satisfied. Even Xi-wang can 
put forth such good criticism. It is progress. This 
shows that our sense of responsibility for the 
collective has been raised. It's very important for 
improving production. 

[Xi-wang is very happy. He takes a stealthy look at Shuang-
shuang. Shuang-shuang is also looking at him, her eyes are 
filled with tears of happiness.] 
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[Blue and cloudless sky. In the fields, commune members are 
cutting in the crops with great rejoicing. On one end of the 
village road, there are incessant streams of carts. Crops 
harvested are carried to the threshing ground. On the 
threshing ground there is the view of harvest. Corn ears are 
tied together into long dragons and put on the high stands. 
People are working. Some are collecting, some are threshing, 
some are cutting off the millet ears, some are working at 
stone rollers, husking the grain, some are winnowing in the 
wind. There is rejoicing all over the place. 

Winnowed grain is heaped up like hills, and is shining golden 
in the sunlight. People are filling the baskets, carrying, and 
loading the grain onto the carts. On the faces are expressions 
of happiness. 
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On the threshing ground, Shuang-shuang is leading people 
collecting and threshing the grain. She gives orders at her 
will and is very happy.] 
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[Event 66. Er-chun and 6ui-ying tease Xi-wang.] 

[In the little river, water is flowing quietly. It's still the 
same river where Shuang-shuang washed clothes. By the river, 
under thick trees is a carpet of green grass. Wild flowers are 
everywhere. Autumn cicadas are singing in the trees. Two 
swallows are flying in chasing each other. 

Xi-wang is lying under a big tree, blowing a flute, imitating 
the Erjiaxuan opera. His expressions reveal his happiness and 
satisfaction. 

Er-chun and Gui-ying walk fast and quietly forward. They look 
at Xi-wang from behind a tree and laugh. They snatch his flute 
and say deliberately: 'Hey! You imitate so well!'] 

Xi-wang: Mine is opera in the millet field, not good enough 
to be heard. 

Er-chun: Brother Xi-wang, I know what you are doing here. 

Xi-wang: I am waiting for your Sister-in-Law. She went to 
town. 

Gui-ying: Well, how intimate you are! 

Er-chun: Like in love! 

Xi-wang: (jokingly) Why, just you can be in love? You love 
before you marry. We marry before we love. 

[Er-chun and Gui-ying laugh.] 

Er-chun: Brother Xi-wang, you tell me why, in the past my 
Sister-in-Law did not appear to be so outstanding 
at home. How come she has become so capable? 

Xi-wang: (in thought) You also think this way! Well! In the 
past I worried that she was too quick-mouthed and 
cared about too much. Now I see she is really a 
nice person! 

Er-chun: Don't you have a nickname called 'nice man'? 
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Xi-wang: Me, I am an out-of-date nice man! Your sister-in-
law is a new nice person. Her way of thinking is 
characteristic of having politics in command, (to 
himself) People do change. Girls change eighteen 
times, each time they become more beautiful. She 
has become beautiful ... 

[Shuang-shuang is coming up from a distant hillside, carrying 
a bag in her hand. Gui-ying sees her. She signals at Er-chun.] 

Er-chun: (at the top of his voice deliberately and jokingly) 
What, you said my Sister-in-Law has become 
beautiful? 

Xi-wang: Sure. She has also become eloquent and bright I ... 

[Shuang-shuang comes over. She smiles with her lip bit.] 

Shuang: Er-chun, are you making fun of the stupid brother 
of yours again? 

Er-chun: (jumping up) Sister-in-Law, Brother Xi-wang was 
boasting about your beauty! 

Xi-wang: (pushing Er-chun) Go away! Go away! 

[Event 67. Xi-wang's loving confession to Shuang-shuang.] 

[Er-chun and Gui-ying leave laughing. Shuang-shuang and Xi-
wang are walking shoulder to shoulder along the river.] 

Shuang: What nonsense were you boasting about to Er-chun? 

Xi-wang: (in all seriousness from the bottom of his heart) I 
said you had become beautiful. Shuang-shuang, that 
is the truth. You do have become beautiful and 
bright! 

Shuang: (as if explaining off a ridicule) I will live all 
my life with you even if I am not beautiful! 

Xi-wang: (in deep thinking and with deep love) It's not 
enough for me to live with you just one life, I am 
going to live two lives with you! 

[Little river water is flowing and galloping happily forward, 
and forward.] 
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Appendix D 

Transcription o£ the Sponbsuieous Conversational 
Data in Pin Yin 

[Event la. Sharing emswers to exam questions in class.] 

B: Ni3 de gongl shi4 cong2 narS lai2 de? Ni3 ji4 suan4 duol 
shao3 nian2 yi3 hou4 yao4, yao4, yao4 da3 yil ci4 shi4 
jie4 da4 zhan4, zen3 mo ge da3 fa3? Ai, ni3 genl ju4 
shen2 mo lai2 de? Wo3 shuol wo3 zhe4 shang4 bianrl doul 
xie3 de you3 . Wo3 jiu4 genl tal jiang3 zhei4 ge di4 zhen4 
dou4 ke3 yi3 yu4 ce4 ya, j iu4 gen2 ju4 zhei4 ge yi3 qian2 
zhei4 ge duol shao3 nian2 de zil liao4 neng2 gou4 lai2 
yu4 ce4 chul lai2 zhei4 ge j inl hou4 de di4 zhen4. Wo3 
shuol zhei4 ge shi4 jie3 da4 zhan4 ye3 neng2 gou4 yu4 
ce4. Nei4 ge Mei3 Guo2 ren2 

C; Ni3 zhe4 jiang3 de tal men sha3 yan3 le. 

B: Mei3 Guo2 ren2 shuol shi4: "Na4 ni3 zhei4 ge gongl shi4 
zen3 mo de2 chul lai2 de yu4 ce4? Ni3 zhe4 113 tou2 zhei4 
ge yil bai3 shi4 zen3 mo hui2 shir4? Zhei4 ge W shi4 zen3 
mo hui2 shi4?" Wo3 shuol wo3 zhei4 ge shi4 kan4 le zhei4 
ge yi2 ge yu4 yan2 jial de zhei4 ge xie3 de zhei4 ge shul 
yi3 hou4 de2 dao4 de qi3 f al. Wo3 gei3 tal jiang3. Wo3 
shuol De2 Guo2 ren2 xie3 le yil ge, yil, yil, yil ben3 
shul a. Jiu4 shi4 yu4 yan2 jiangl lai2 zhei4 ge shi4 jie4 
da4 zhan4 shen2 mo shi2 hou4 bao4 fal, di4 qiu2 shen2 mo 
shi2 hou4 hui3 mie4. Jiu4 gei3 ta2 jiang3. Ran2 hou4, 

E: Zhongl Guo2 de da4 zhan4 shi4 you2 wo3 dai4 tou2 de. 

B: Ba3, ba3, nei4 ge gong2 shi4 gei3 tal men wang3 na4 yi2 
nong4, ai, lao2 shil gaol xing4 de hen3. Ran2 hou4, ba3 
zhei4 ge jiang3 wan2 yi3 hou4, lao3 shil shuol: "Ba3 ni3 
zhei4 ge gei3 wo3 liu2 xia4. Wo3 ming2 tianl wan3 shang4 
yao4 gei3 wo3 nei4 ge banl del xue2 sheng2 hai2 yao4 
jiang3 yil bian4." 

A: Ni3 qu4 jiang3? 

B: Tal j iang3. Wo3, wo3 bu4 j iang3. Tal j iao4 wo3 ba3 zhe4 
liu2 xia. 

C: Ai, bu2 cuo4, bu2 cuo4. 

B: Quan2 shi4 xial zhoul de. 
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C: Xial zhoul, doul shi4 xial zhoul. Zhoul de, yao4 zhoul de 
tal 

B: Na4, na4 zen3 mo neng2 suan4 de chul shen2 mo shi2 hou4 
yao4 da3 zhang4 ! 

C: Shi4 a. 

[Event 2a. Conflict between children.] 

D : Mai ma. 

B: A? 

D: Mai ma. Mai ma. 

A: Gan4 shen2 mo? 

D: Shang4 lai2 yil xia4. 

B: You4 chul wen4 ti2 le. 

A: Ba3 tal zai4 shei2 jial fang4 yil xia4. Nong4 bu4 cheng2 
ma. Zhe4, zhe4 hai2 neng2 lu4? 

[Event 3. Hairpin.] 

C: Zhei4 ge zao4 xing2 bu2 cuo4. 

B: Wo3 jiu4 jue2 de, wo3 jue2 de nan2 kan4. 

C: En. 

B: Bu4 hao3 kan4 . 

A: Song4 gei3 G. 

B: Zhei4 ge you3 dianr3 xiang4 sha2? Xiang4 nei4 ge 

A: En. 

B: Sanl, sanl, sanl shi2 lai2 sui4 de ren2 yong4 de. Xiao3 
hair2 yong4 ba jue2 de kan4 shang4 qu4 ba tai4 ben4. 
Nian2 qingl ren2 ne nei4 ge sha2 

C: Dui4, dui4, dui4. Hai2 yao4 nei4 zhong3 xi2 fu, ao. 

B: Ai. 

C: Shi4 bu2 shi4 a? 
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[Event lb. Sharing cuiswers to exam questions in class.] 

B: Ai, wo3 zhe4 hui2 zhe4 ji3 men2 ke4 ni5 gei3 wo3 bangl 
da4 mang2 le. 

C: Hal. 

B: Yi3 hou4, yi3 hou4 you3 wen4 ti2 jin3 guan3 zhao3 wo3. 

C: You3 wen4 ti2 jin3 guan3 zhao3 ni3? 

B: Ai, ni3 you3 wen4 ti2 jin3 guan3 zhao3 wo3. Chang2 dao4 
tian2 tou2 le. 

A: Doul na2 A+, dangl ran2 chang2 dao4 tian2 tou2 le. 

B: Lao3 shil jin2 tianl yil jin4 qu4 shuol: "Ni3 xi3 huanl 
bu4 xi3 huanl ba3 ni3 de nei4 ge kao3 shi4 li3 bianrl de 
yil ge wen4 ti2 tong2 da4 jial share yil xia4 ?" 

C: En. 

B: Wo3 shuol: "Dangl ran2 ke3 yi3 ya. You3 shen2 mo bu4 ke3 
yi3 ya. Hen3 gaol xing4 ya." 

C: En. 

B: Tal xiao4 zhe genl wo3 shuol: "Ni3 yao4 zai4 ke4 tang2 
shang4 jiang3." Wo3 "Dong" de yil xia, wo3 ji2 de jiu4 
tiao4. Wo3, wo3 shuol, wo3 shuol, wo3 worry wo3 de 
English. 

C: Ai. 

B: Wo3 shuol wo3 xiang3 wo3 shuol bu4 qingl chu3. 

C: Ai. 

B: Tal shuol: "Wo3 xiang3 ni3 mei2 you3 wen4 ti2." 

C: En. 

B: "Ni3 qi3 lai2 shi4 yil xia. Ni3 jiang3 bu4 qingl chu3 de 
hua4, wo3 banl ni3 nian4." 

C: Ai. 

B: "Rang4 xue2 shengl ti2 wen4 ti2. "Ran2 hou4 wo3 jiu4 qi3 
lai2 jiang3. 
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A: En. 

£D : uxauyo wOo A.a.j.i*± w<-)o , wOo j xu*± ZnctO'i ^ixlc wu^ iicx*± g^t; 
xie3 de nei4 ge, wo3 xie3 de ju4 zi doul j ian3 danl, 
luan4 jiang3. Jiang3 le, nei4 ge xue2 shengl doul wen4: 
"Ni3 nei4 ge gongl shi4 nar3 lai2 de? Gongl shi4 dao4 di3 
zen3 mo hui2 shi4?" Wo3 ba3 gongl shi4 gei3 tal xie3 zai4 
heil ban3 shang4. Yil dianr3 yil dianr3 gei3 tal jie3 
shil. Mei3 Guo2 ren2 de shu4 xue2 xue2 de shi4 bu4 xing2. 

C: Ai. 

B: Tal, tal jiu4 yao4 wen4 ni3 zhei4 ge n-1. 

C: Wei4 shen2 mo n-1, shi4 ba? 

B: "Ni3 zhei4 ge n shi4 duol shao3?" Wo3 shuol zhei4 ge n 
jiu4 shi4 qian2 mianr4 zhei4 ge w nei4 ge n. Ni3 ru2 guo3 
shi4 er4 zhan4, zhei4 ge er4 jiu4 shi4 2 -1. Ru2 guo3 
shi4 sanl, zhei4 ge n jiu4 shi4 sanl. 

A: En. 

B: Tal shuol: "Wo3 zen3 mo mei2 you3 xue2 guo4 zhei4 zhong3 
gongl shi4?" 

[Event 4. Math teaching in the U.S.] 

C: Zhe4 Mei, wo3 jue2 deMei3 Guo2 zhei4 ge shu4 xue2 ya, 
jiao4 xue2 shi4 bi3 jiao4 qiao3. Na4 E xian4 zai4 zai4 
tal nei4 ge zhongl xue2 113 mian4 zuo4 de yil xie ying4 
yong4 ti2, yinl wei2 wo3 kan4 na4 zai4 Zhongl Guo2 liang3 
nian2 ji2, sanl nian2 ji2 jiu4 yingl gail hui4 zuo4 le. 
Zhil dao4 ba, tal men jiu4 jiaol le. Na4 xian4 zai4 na2 
dao4 liu4 nian2 ji2 tal men hai2 zai4 zhe4, zhe4 yang4 
j iang3. 

B: Wo3 gei3 ni3 jiang3 a, J nei4 ge nu3 er2, 

C: En. 

B: xian4 zai4 shang4 ji3 nian2 ji2 le? Si4 nian2 ji2 
le, hao3 xiang4. 

C: Ai. 

B: Xian4 zai4 hai2 zai4 xue2 nei4 ge cheng2 fa3 k;ou3 jue2 
biao3. 

C: Hai2 zai4 xue2 cheng2 fa3, shi4 ba? Lian2 cheng2 fa3 doul 
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bu2 hui4 cheng2? 

3: Cheng2 £a3 k;ou3 jue2 biao3 hai2 zai4 bei4. 

C: Ao you. 

B: Hai2 bu2 shi4 hui4 cheng2. Zhe4, ni3 yao4 an4 xue2 xiao4 
zhei4 zhong3 xue2 fa3 ya, ba3 hai2 zi jiu4 danl wu4 le. 

C: Dui4 ! 

B: Suo3 yi3 shuol ya, xiang4 ni3 E, zi4 ji3 yao4 zhual. 

C: Shi4 a. 

B: Zi4 ji3 zhual de ban4 fa3, E de hua4, Yingl Wen2 ni3 you3 
ban4 fa3 zhual. Na4 bu2 yong4 shuol le. Suan4 shu4 ni3 
j iu4 cong2 guo2 nei4 zhao3 shul. 

C: En. 

B: Nan2 du4 xiangl dui4 gaol, jiu4 rang4 tal qu4 zuo4. 

C: En. 

B: Tal you3 shil jian2, hui2 dao4 jial jiu4 rang4 tal zuo4 
ti2, jiu4 wan2 le. 

C: Dui4. 

B: Wo3 men D suan4 shu4 jiu4 zhe4 yang4 sui2 bian4 zhual yil 
xia, yi3 jingl chaol qian2 le. 

C: En. 

E: Ba4 --

B: Xian4 zai4 dao3 wo--, worry tal de shi4 Yingl Yu3. 

C: Ao. 

[Event 5a. Word meaning.] 

E: Ba4 ba. 

C: Ai. 

E: Toward shen2 mo yi4 si ya? T-o-w-a-r-d. 

C: T-o-w-a-r-d. Toward jiu4 shi4 chao2 shen2 mo, shen2 mo 
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fangl xiang4. Chao2 shen2 mo, shen2 mo fangl xiang4 qu4. 

[Event 6a. Recording.] 

E: Ni3 men zen3 mo hai2 bu2 lu4? 

C: Hao3, bu2 yao4 jiang3 hua4 le. Lu4 le. Na4 ni3 kan4, hao3 
ba? 

[Event 7a. Being sick.] 

A: (Ke2 shou4). Nei4 tianl xi3 ge zao3, nei4 ge fang2 men2 
mei2 guanl. Ba3 wo3 dong4 de. Gangl hao3 j iang4 wenl le. 

B: Gan3 mao4 le. 

A: Gan3 mao4 le. Bie2 de hai2 hao3, jiu4 ke2 shou4. 

[Event 8a. Steaming pear.] 

Jinl tianl ke3 bu4 gan3 zhengl, zhengl jiaol le. Zuo2 
tianl zhengl li2, yil xia4 zhengl jiaol le. Zhengl jiaol 
le. Ran2 hou4 xi3 guol de nei4 ge dongl xi ye3 bu2 zai4. 
Xi3 le ban4 tianl ye3 xi3 bu4 xia4 lai2. 

[Event 7b. Being sick.] 

C: Ni3, zhei4 ge li2 ni3 chil mei2 yong4 a. 

A: Wei4 sha2? 

C: Ni3 chil, da4 ren2 wo3 jue2 de zhei4 ge dongl xi hao3 
xiang4 shi4 

A: Zhi3 ke2 de ya. Yong4, bu2 shi4 yong4 bingl tang2 ai? 

C: Shi4 yong4 bing2 tang2 ke3 yi3 zhi3 ke2. Dan4 wo3 jue2 de 
hao3 xiang4 da4 ren2 chil zhei4 ge hao3 xiang4 genl ben3 
jiu4 mei2 shen2 mo yong4. 

A: D chil le nei4 ge xiao4 guo3 ting3 hao3. Ye3 bu4 zhil 
dao4 shi4 yao4 de xiao4 guo3 hai2 shi4 chil zhei4 ge de 
xiao4 guo3? 

C: Nei4 ge luo2 han4 guo3 ni3 hai2 you3 ma? 

B: Yao4, wo3 gei3 tal, yao4 wo3 gei3 tal chil le ji3 tianl 
la. Yingl gail qi3 xiao4 guo3 le. 

A: Luo2 han4 guo3 hai2 you3 yil ge. 
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C: Ni3 ke3 yi3 zai4 pao4 yil pao4. 

B: wo5 nei4 ge, wo3 chil nei4 ge yao4 ao, 

A: En. 

B: Wo3 chil ke4 ke2 min3, wo3 gan3 mao4 yi3 hou4 qian2 yil 
duan4 shil jianl, 

C: En. 

B: Wo3 chil ke4 ke2 min3 chil dao4 di4 er4 tianl, ran2 hou4 
di4 sanl tianl jiu4 qi3 xiao4 guo3 le. 

A: Chil na4 yao4 guangl fal kun4. 

B: Wo3 jiu4 gei3 ni3 shuol shui4 jiao4 qian2 chil yao4. 

A: Shui4 jiao4 qian2? Na4 wo3 ming2 tianl yil da4, yil da4 
2ao3 hai2 dei3 qi3 lai2. 

B: Neng2, neng2 qi3 lai2. Wo3 zhe4 liang3 tianl alergy, 
zhei4 ge yan3 j iao3 yang3 de hen3 ya. Yan3, zheng3 ge 
yan3 j ingl doul nan2 shou4. 

C: Da4 gai4 zhei4 ge ji4 jie2 shi4 fal alergy de ji4 jie2 a. 

B: Wo3 bu4 zhil dao4 shi4 bu2 shi4. Ai ya, nan2 shou a. 

C: Nei4 ge W Xianl Shengl ye3 shi4 a. Zhe4 ji3 tianl ye3 
shi4 gou4 qiang4. Xiang4 gan3 mao4, zhong4 gan3 tnao4 yil 
yang4. 

A: Hai2 shi4 li2 kail Tu2 Sangl hao3 a. 

[Event 9. Asian Olympic Games.] 

B: Ai, A, jinl tianl kail Ya4 Yun4 Hui4 you3 sha2 xiaol xi 
mei2 you3 a? Yi3 jingl, yi3 jingl doul bi4 mu4 le. 

A: Doul jie2 shu4 le. Jinl tianl mei2 xiaol xi le. 

B: Ye3 bu2 bao4 dao3 yil xia shen2 mo? 

A: Mei2 you3. Wo3 yil kan4 ye3 mei2, ye3 mei2 sha2, mei2 
you3 zhuanl xiang4, wo3 j iu4 mei2 kan4. 

B: Ya4 Yun4 Hui4 Zhongl Guo2 zhe4 hui2 ting3, ting3 you3 
ying3 xiang3 de. Lou4, lou4 lianr3 le. 
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A: Jiu4 delete diao4 le. 

C; ZongS you3 dianS xiang4 mu4. 

A: Tal shuol nei4 zhongS nan2 zi shen2 mo zhongl chang2 pao3 
ye3 na2 le yil ge guan4 junl. 

B: Nan2 zi zhongl chang2 pao3, yuan2 lai2 Zhongl Guo2 ao, 
nan2 zi3 zhongl chang2 pao3 zai4 Ya4 Yun4 Hui4 shang4 
mian lei cong2 lai2 mei2 you3 j in4 ru4 guo4 qian2 si4 
ming2. Bu4 zhanl bianrl. Yil banl lai2 jiang3 de hua4, 
jue2 sai4 doul jin4 ru4 bu4 liao3. 

C: En. 

B: Xiao3 zu3 yu4 sai4 jiu4 tao2 tai4 guangl le. 

C: En. 

B: Zhe4 hui2 Ma3 Jial Junl qu4 le sanl ge nan2 de. Shi4 Ma3 
Jun4 Ren2 pei2 yang3 de. Zui4 duan3 de yil ge cai2 xun4 
lian4 le sanl ge yue4. Zui4 chang2 de yil ge xun4 lian4 
le liu4 ge yue4 da4 gai4. 

A: Na4 yil ge yin2 pai2, yil ge 

B: Liang3 ge yin2 pair2, yil ge jinl pair2. 

A: Liang3 ge yin2 pair2, yil ge jinl pair2! 

C: Wu you. 

B: Ba3 nei4 ge Nan2 Chao2 Xian3 you3 yil ge bao3 chi2 Ya4 
Yun4 Hui4 sanl qianl mi3 j i4 lu4 de zhei4 ge ren2 gei3 
chaol le. Tal ba3 Ya4 Yun4 Hui4 j i4 lu4 doul po4 le. 

C: Zhei4 ge Ma3 Jial Junl shi4 you3 ban4 fa3. 

B: Ran2 hou4 tal de mu4 biaol, 

C: En. 

A: Zhe4 ci4 doul mei2 you3 qu4. 

B: shi4 shi4 jie4 ji4 lu4. Zhei4 ge, zhei4 ge, zhei4 
ge Ma3 Jun4 Ren2, zhei4 ge jial huo wo3 bu4 zhil dao4 tal 
you3 shen2 mo ban4 fa3. Zhe4 li3 bianrl bu4 danl danl 
shi4 yil ge xun4 lian4 wen4 ti2. Tal li3 bianrl jue2 dui4 
you3 jue2 qiao4. 
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A: Ken3 ding4 you3 jue2 qiao4, ken3 ding4 you3 jue2 qiao4. 

B: Dao4 tal shou3 3hang4 ji3 ge yue4 j iu4 neng2 qi3 lai2. 
Ni3 xiang3 xiang. 

A: Zhi3 yao4 dao4 tal shou3 shang4 de dui4 yuan2 doul na2, 
zhe4 ci4 dai4 chul lai2 de nu3 jiang4, quan2 na2 j inl 
pai2 . 

C: En. 

B: Zhe4 ci4 nu3 jiang4 cheng2 jil doul pu3 bian4 xia4 
j iang4. Dan4 shi4 quan2 doul sh.i4 j inl pai2. Doul bao3 
zhu4 jinl pair2 le. 

C: Ao, na4 jiu4 xing2 le ma. 

B: Tal suo3 canl jial de dui4 yuan2, quan2 shi4 jinl pai2. 
Mei3 ren2 yil kuai4 jinl pair2. Ran2 hou4 na2 tong2 
pair2, na2 yin2 pair2 de lei, shi4 yinl wei2 zi4 ji3 dui4 
li3 bianl you3 ren2 na2 le jinl pair2, genl zai4 hou4 
bianrl. Na4 shi4 shuangl bao3 xian3. Wan4 yil shei2 
shuail yil jiaol na2 bu2 dao4 jinl pair2, di4 er4 ge ren2 
j iu4 shang4 qu4 le. Doul shi4 zhe4 yang4. Zhe4 tai4 
qiang2 le. 

C: Shi4 zai4 Ya4 Yun4, Ya4 Yun4 Hui4 shang4 de ao? 

B: Ya4 Yun4 Hui4 ma. Ya4 Yun4 hui4 zhei4 hui2 Zhongl Guo2 
de2 le yil bai3, yil bai3 sanl shi2 duol kuai4 jinl pai2. 

C: Ao. 

B: Ri4 Ben3 he2 Nan2 Chao2 Xian3 jial qiS lai2 zhi3 you3 yil 
bai3 er4 shi2 kuai4. 

A: Zhei4 hui2 Ri4 Ben3 qi4 huai4 le. Nan2 Chao2 Xian3 hai2 
nong4 le ge di4 er4 ming2. 

B: Dan4 shi4 Zhongl Guo2, Zhongl Guo2 zhei4 hui2, jiu4 shuol 
bao4 zhi3 shang4 ping2 lun4, Zhongl Guo2 tal, jiu4 shi4 
zhei4 ge Bal Sai4 Luo2 Na4 Ao4 Yun4 Hui4 jie2 shu4 yi3 
hou4 lei, jiu4 zhi4 ding4 le yil ge Ao4, Ao4 Yun4 zhan4 
lue4 . 

C: En, en, en. 

B: Ao4 yun4 ji4 hua4. Na4 mo, zhei4 ge ji4 hua4 ding4 le yi3 
hou4 lei, jiu4 ti2 chul lai2, yao4 bao3 zhong4 dian3. 
Deng3 yu2 ba3 yil xie bu2 zhong4 dian3 de xiang4 mu4 ya. 
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bu4 tou2 zil le. 

C: En. 

B: Jie2 guo3 ba3 nu3 zi3 zu2 qiu2 k;an3 diao4 le. 

C: En. 

B: Hao3 duol sheng3 nu3 zi3 zu2 qiu2 dui4 jiu4 jie3 san4 le. 
Dan4 sh.i4 zhei4 ge nu3 zi3 zu2 qiu2 dui4 zh.ei4 ge guo2 
j ial zu2 qiu2 dui4 zhei4 ge j iao4 lian4 lei bu4 fu2 qi4. 
Tal jiu4 shuol, tal shuol tal yu4 ce4 nu3 zi3 zu2 qiu2 
jiangl lai2 hui4 genl nan2 zi3 zu2 qiu2 yil yang4, 

C: Ao. 

B: xing2 cheng2 shi4 j ie4 shang4 de yil zhong re4 
menr2. 

C: En. 

B: Er2 qie3 ye3 jiangl cheng2 wei4 Ao4 Yun4 Hui4 de bi3 sai4 
xiang4 mu4 . 

C: Ao. 

B: Yuan2 lai2 yil zh.i2 mei2 you3 lie4 wei2 xiang4 mu4. 

C: Dui4 . 

B: Zui4 hou4 zhe4 yil ci4 Ri4 Ben3, ren2 j ial ba3 nu3 zi3 
zu2 qiu2 lie4 wei2 Ya4 Yun4 Hui4 xiang4 mu4 le. 

C: En. 

B: Ri4 Ben3 nu3 zi3 zu2 qiu2 li4 hai4, tal xiang3 ba, lie4 
cheng2 zhei4 ge xiang4 mu4. 

C: En. 

B: Zhongl Guo2 cai2 congl mang2 ge4 sheng3 zhaol dui4, zu3 
jian4. Nei4 ge jiao4 lian4 lei yil zhi2 zai4 pei2 xun4 
zhei4 yil pil ren2. Zhei4 hui2 ba3 Ri4 Ben3 ren2, er4 bi3 
ling2 ba3 Ri4 Ben3 ren2 sheng4 le, na2 dao4 guan4 junl 
le. Dan4 shi4, tal jiu4 dui4 guo2 jial zhei4 ge ao4 
lin2, ao4 yun4 zhan4 lue4 you3 yi4 jian4. Tal jue2 de 
zhei4 ge qinl xie2 zheng4 ce4 dui4 zu2 qiu2 bu2 li4. Hai2 
you 3 

C: Dan4 wen4 ti2 tal bu4 qinl xie2 de hua4, tal you4 mei2 
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ban4 fa3 gu3 li4 you3 yil pil ren2. 

B: Tal suo3 wei4 de qinl xie2 jiu4 shi4 tou2 zil. 

C: Shi4 a. 

B: Zhe4 guo2 jial na2 bu4 chul geng4 duol de qian2. Ni3 k;e3 
yi3 xiang3 qil tal ban4 fa3. 

C: En. 

B: Nong4 qian2. Xiang4 zhe4 ci4 Zhongl Guo2 nei4 ge, 2hei4 
ge pi2 hua2 ting3 bi3 sai4 ya, zhei4 xie, guo2 jial zong3 
gong4 zhi3 you3 zhe4 mo yil ge dui4. Mei2 you3 dui4 shou3 
jin4 xing2 bi3 sai4 zai4 guo2 nei4 . Suo3 yi3 zhe4 yil ci4 
he2 nei4 ge Hal Shal Ke4, shi4 shi4 j ie4 qiang2 dui4, he2 
tal men de 2hei4 yil pil ren2, Zhongl Guo2 hai2 na2 le 
hao3 duol j inl pai2. 

C: En, en, en. 

B: Dan4 shi4 tal men mian4 lin2 de jiu4 shi4 mei2 you3 xinl 
shou3 . iyiei2 you3, mei2 you3 zhei4 ge miao2 zi le. 

C: Ao. 

B: Guo2 j ial hao3 duol dui4 j iu4 j ie3 san4 le. Dangl shi2 
guo2 jial bao3 zhong4 dian3 jiu4 shi4 ti3 caol, tian2 
j ing4, you2 yong3. 

C: Dui4, dui4, dui4. 

B: Sanl ge da4 xiang4, xiang4 mu4, doul shi4 j inl pai2 da4 
hu4. 

[Event 5b. Word meeming.] 

E: Zhei4 ge shi4 shen2 mo yi4 si? 

C: Zhei4 ge shi4 white dwarf. 

E: Shen2 mo yi4 si? 

C: Jiu4 shi4 ai3 ren2. A white dwarf jiu4 shi4 yil ge bai2, 
bai2 de xiao3 ai3 ren2. 

A: Zhul ru2. 

C: Dui4. 
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A: Zhul ru2, zhil dao4 ba? 

C: Zhul ru2, 2hei4 ge shi4 ge. 

E; Ao. Zhil dao4 le. 

[Event 10. 96 World Olympic Games.] 

B: Xia4 yil bu4 j iu4 gail xiang4 Mei3 Guo2 j in4 junl le. 
Mei3 Guo2 xian4 zai4 yi3 jingl, yi3 jingl kail shi3 tou2 
teng2 le. Yi3 jingl, yi3 jingl zai4 fal chou2. Ya4 Te4 
Lan2 Da4 2en3 mo yang4 dui4 fu Zhongl Guo2 ya. 

C: Shi4 ba? 

B: Ya4 Te4 Lan2 Da4 shi4 ming2 nian2, hou4 nian2. 

C: En, da4 gai4 shi4 jiu3 wu3 nian2 ba? 

A: Dui4, jiu3 wu3 nian2, ming2 nian2. 

B: Jiu3 liu4 nian2. 

A: En? 

B: Shang4 yil nian2 shi4 jiu3 si4, jiu3 er4, jiu3 er4 nian2 
ma. 

C: Jiu3 er4 nian2 ma, yingl gail si4 nian2. Jiu3 liu4, jiu3 
er4, jiu3 sanl, jiu3 si4, 

B: Jiu3 sanl, jiu3 si4, jiu3 wu3, jiu3 liu4 ma. Jiu3 liu4 
nian2 ma, Ya4 Te4 Lan2 Da4. 

A: Qu4 bu2 qu4 kan4? Mai3 zhangl piao4 kan4 qu4? 

B: Nei4 ge? 

A: En. 

B: Nei4 ge wo3 men kan4 bu4 qi3. 

C: Rang4 S chul qian2 a. 

B: Bu2 shi4 shei2 chul qian2 de wen4 ti2 ya. Wo3 men jue2 
de, ni3 dao4 nar4 qu4 kan4, na4 mo yuan3 pao3 qu4 ni3 
kan4 yil chang3 qiu2 sai4. 

A: G chul qian2, zen3 mo S chul qian2? 
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B: Kan4 yil ge xiang4 mu4, hua4 bu4 lai2. Yil banl kan4 zhe4 
zhong3 Ao4 Yun4 Hui4 de ren2 ya, doul shi4 sha2, ding4 

^ ̂ ̂  ̂ A tr. rr,. i A J-Loxi-i-/ yj--*- «-i.xxxy* jxu*± oiix** no*± x uii«± n.ux'± js.ci.xx mu'± 
shi4 dao4 bi4 mu4 shi4. Shi2 wu3 tianl j iu4 ding4 shi2 
wu3 tianl. Cong2 tou2 kan4 dao4 wei3. Zai4 Mei3 Guo2 
zhe4 zhong3 men2 piao4, kail mu4 shi4 men2 piao4 sanl 
bai3 dao4 wu3 bai3 Mei3 jinl. Zan2, kan4 bu4 qi3. 

A: Ni3 shuol yao4 shi4 quan2 bu4 kan4, suo3 you3 de xiang4 
mu4 doul kan4 yao4 duol shao3 qian2? 

B: Zhe4 kail xiaol quan2 bu4 xia4 lai2 dei3 yil wan4 kuai4 
qian2. 

C: Shi4 dei3 yao4. 

B: Nei4 ji3 tianl nei4 ge lu3 guan3 jiu4 gui4 de yao4 si3. 
Yil wan3 shang4 jiu4 ji3 bai3. Ni3, ni3 ding4 bu2 shang4 
ni3 j iu4 mei2 you3 le. 

C: Tal zhil dao4 ni3 yao4 zhu4 de hua4, ni3 ken3 ding4 shi4, 
j iu4 shi4 tal men xiangl dangl gan3 xing4 qu4. 

B: Hao3 duol, hao3 duol qu4 kan4 de ren2 doul shi4 gongl 
fei4 lu3 you2. 

C: En. 

B: Ni3 yi3 wei4 zhu4 man3 le. Na4 Zhongl Guo2 canl jial Ao4 
Yun4 Hui4 yil lai2 jiu4 shi4 ji3 bai3 ren2. Guanl yuan2, 
j i4 zhe3, doul shi4 zhei4 yil bangl ren2 zhu4 zai4 nar4. 

C: En. 

B: Ji4 zhe3, guo2 jial chul qian2; guanl yuan2, guo2 jial 
chul qian2. 

A: En. 

B: Sil ren2 shenl fen4 lai2 de hen3 shao3. Na4 chu2 feil 
j iu4 shi4 yun4 dong4 yuan2 de qinl shu3. You3 yun4 dong4 
yuan2 qinl shu3 qu4 de. Zhongl Guo2 yun4 dong4 yuan2 qinl 
shu3 qu4, doul shi4 guo2 jial gei3 chul qian2. 

A: En, en, en. 

B: Mei3 Guo2 na4, tal, iyiei3 Guo2 ren2 qu4 kan4, na4 zi4 ji3 
shi4 you3 qian2. Na4 ni3 jiu4 mei2 zhi4 le. 

[Event 8b. Steaming pear.] 
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A: Ke3 bu4 gan3 you4 zhengl jiaol le. 

oi ^iicixyx Du-* J xci«w»x . 

[Event 11. Situation in China.] 

Xian4 zai4, xian4 zai4 tnao2 dun4 de hen3. Na4 cong2 bao4 
zh.i3 shang4 k;an4 ba, ting3 shou4 gu3 wu3 . Zhongl Guo2 fal 
zhan3 zhe4 mo kuai4, j ingl j 14 ye3 hao3. Cong2 qil tal 
yil xie xiaol xi ba de2 lai2 ba, dui4 Zhongl Guo2 you4 
youl lu4 de hen3. You4 luan4 de yil tal hu2 tu. 

C: Shi4 a. 

B: J, J hui2 guo2 lai2 yil kan4, Bei3 Jingl zangl de yil tal 
hu2 tu. Dongl xi gui4 de yao4 ming4. Yil dun4 fan4 yao4 
shang4 qianl kuai4 qian2. 

C: Shi4 a. Yil dun4 fan4 shi4 yao4 shang4 qianl kuai4 qian2 
a. Ni3 xian4 zai4 dao4 yil ge fan4 dian4, jiu4 yil banl 
de ni3 xiang4 ji3 ge ren2 chul qu4 chil de hua4, chil de 
hao3, mei2 you3 liang3, sanl bai3 kuai4 chil bu2 dao4. 

B: Zai4 Mei3 Guo2 ye3 bu2 guo4 yao4 hual zhei4 ge qian2 a. 
Wo3 men hual, wo3 men j i3 ge ren2, er4, sanl shi2 kuai4 
qian2 chil de hen3 hao3. 

C: Chil de hua4, chil de hua4 ni3 mei3 yue4, shi4 a, 
er4, sanl shi2 kuai4 qian2, dan4 shi4 bian3, ren2 min2 
bi4 xian4 zai4 bian3 zhi2 le. Bu4 yil yang4. 

B: Bu4, wo3 men jiu4 an4 ren2 min2 bi4 suan4 ya, ni3, ni3 

C: Shi4 ya. 

B: Yil qianl kuai4 qian2 dao4 zher4, yil, yil bai3 Mei3 jinl 
ke3 yi3 chil de hen3 hao3. 

C: Tal nei4 ge gu3 j i4 shi4 qinl qi peng2 you3 qing3 ke4. 
Qu4 de hua4, zhi3 shao3 shi4 wu3, liu4 bai3. Mei2 you3 
wu3, liu4 bai3 doul na2 bu2 xia4 lai2. Hao3 yil dian3 de 
hua4 shang4 qianl. 

A: Sil ren2 shou3 li3 ne xian4 zai4 doul you3 qian2. Dan4 
shi4 qian2 nar3 lai2 de bu4 zhil dao4. Qi3 ye4 kail bu4 
chul gongl zil. 

C: Shi4 a. 
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B: Qi3 ye4 kail bu4 chul lai2 gongl zil, guo2 jial yin2 
hang2 jiao4 qiong2. Shei4 zhil dao4 zen3 mo hui2 shir4. 
Sil ren2 doul you3 qian2. Fan3 zheng4 jiu4 shi4, ge4 you5 
ge4 de men2 dao4. 

[Event 12a. Tutor.] 

C zai4 guo2 nei4 na4 shi2 hou, jiu4 chul qu4 dai4 dianr3 
k:e4, zheng4 dianr3 qian2 . Qil tal zai4 mei2 men2 dao4 le? 

C: En, qil, xi4 li3 mian4, zhu3 yao4 wo3 men xi4 li3 mian4 
you3 xie chuang4 shoul. 

B: Ni3 men xi4 li3 mian4 you3 shen2 mo ban4 fa3 zenl shoul? 

C: Shang4 banl yil ge, shi4 ba? 

B: C nei4 shi2 hou zhun3 bei4 kail chul zul qi4 chel lei. 

C: Bu2 shi4 xiang4 zher4 de, xiang4 zher4, zhei4 ge UA zhe4 
yil xie xue2 xiao4 gao3 yil xie shen2 mo, gao3 yil xie, 
kail yil xie ke4 ye3 shi4 zheng4 qian2, wo3 kan4. Yil 
yang4 de, ye3 shi4 zheng4 qian2. Zai4 ling4 wai4 ma, zai4 
gao3 dian3 zil liao4 le shen2 mo de. Shi4 ba, zhongl, 
xiao3 xue2 ni3 xue2 shengl doul yao4 yong4 ma, you3 xie. 

A: Gei3 ni3 zhao3 ge huor2 zheng4 qian2, ni3 za3 bu2 qu4 ma? 

C: Wo3 suan4 xia4 lai2 zhei4 ge shi2 kuai4 qian2 a, 

B: Hua2 bu4 lai2. 

C: Hua2 bu4 lai2. 

B: Yil ge xingl qil yil ci4 pao3 yil tang4 hua2 bu4 lai2, 
shi4 ba? 

A; Gei3 ni3 jial gongl zil ma. Ni3 shuol hua2 bu4 lai2, ni3 
shuol ma. Zan2 men genl tal men nei4 bianl tan2, rang4 
tal jial gongl zil ma. 

C: Bu2 shi4 a. Zhe4 yil ge xiao3 shi2, ni3 j iu4 xiang3 W 
gei3 wo3 men, shang4 W Lao3 Shil de ke4, 

A: En. 

C: Na4 yil ge xiao3 shi2 doul shi4 tal zai4 jiang3. Zhei4 ge 
shang4 yil xiao3 shi2 ke4, he2 fu3 dao3 qil tal zhe4 
zhong3 yil xiao3 shi2 bu4 yil yang4 de. 
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A: En. 

o: ou*± , iix-5 JS.CJ i.ciiiy'± ucix 

C: Xiang4, ni3 xiang4 rang4 xue2 shengl tan2, jiaol, wo3 
hui4 tan2 gangl qin2, lal qin2, zhe4 shi2 kuai4 qian2 yil 
yang4, jiang3 yil jiang3, xue2 shengl lal yil lal. Zhi3 
dian3 yil xia4, ni3 ke4 doul bu2 yao4 bei4. 

A: Na4 ni3 yao4 duol shao3 ma? Zan2 men genl tal qu4 tan2 
ma. 

C: Bu4, bu4, bu4. Zhei4 ge wo3 zhil dao4, Zhongl Guo2 ren2 
tan2 de gaol de hua4, ren2 jial jiel shou4 bu4 le. 

A: Jiel shou4 bu4 le jiu4 suan4 le. 

C: Dil de hua4 ne, dil de hua4 wo3 jue2 de zhe4 yil xiao3 
shi2 shi2 kuai4 qian2 zhe4 yang4 zi, 

B: Zhe4 fan3 ying4 le, 

C: Zhei4 ge jia4 zhi2 wo3 jue2 de hua2 bu4 lai2. Zhei4 ge 
shi2 kuai4 qian2 a, 

B: Zhe4 fan3 ying4 le C de pin3 zhi4. Ni3 zhil dao4 zai4 
nar3 bu4? B de ke4 bu2 yao4 qian2 ye3 hual liang3 ge 
xiao3 shi2 zuo4 zai4 nar4 gei3 wo3 gao3 le yil ci4. 

A: Na4 shi4 you3 qian2 ti2 tiao2 jian4 de ya. 

B: Na4, na4 ren2 j ial gei3 qian2 wo3 doul bu4 gei3 ni3 
nong4. Bu2 cuo4, wo3 ting3 shou4 gan3 dong4 de. Zhenl de. 

C: Zhei4 ge yao4 qui2 bu4 yil yang4, zhil dao4 ba? Zai4 
ling4 wai4 yil ge, chul le qian2 le ne, tal j iu4 ren4 
wei4 ni3 dao4 shi2 hou xue2 bu4 hao3 jiu4 shi4 ni3, jiu4 
shi4 wo3 de ze2 ren4. Shi4 ba? You3 ge qian2 ti2 ya. 
Zhei4 ge dongl xi j iao4 shil shi4 yil ge fangl mian4, 
xue2 shengl 

B: A, shi2 zai4 bu4 xing2 na, gei3 ni3 shuol, jiu4 gei3 tal 
hui2 ge dian4 hua4, j iu4 shuol zhei4 ge ren2 bu4 hao3 
zhao3, xian4 zai4 da4 jial doul mang2, ke4 cheng2 doul 
anl pai2 de ting3 jin3. Jiu4 wan2 le. Bu2 yao4 guan3 tal 
na4 mo duol shir4 le. 

A: Hai2 bu4 doul shi4 ni3 men nar4 de ren2 zhao3 de shir4! 

B: Ye3, ye3 bie2 zhao3 F le. 
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A: F yuan4 yi4 qu4. F yuan2 lai2 zhao3 guo4, ye3, ye3 shi4 
dao4 ren2 jial jial C[u4 tutor. 

B: Bu2 guo4 F nei4 ge tutor bu4 yil yang4. Wo3 zhil dao4, 
tal shi4 xiaoS xue2. Pima xue2 xiao4 gei3 tal anl pai2 
de. Yil ge xiao3 shi2 pay, pay de hen3 gaol. Zhil dao4 
ba? Tal dao4 nar4 qu4 shi4 fu2 dao3 yil ge chul yil, chul 
er4 de yil ge xue2 shengl xue2 Yingl Wen2. Zhil dao4 ba? 

C: Wo3 bu4 zhil dao4, ni3, ni3 ke3 yi3 da3 dian4 hua4 wen4 
wen4 F tal you3 wei4 kou3 a? Dan4 wo3 jue2 de zhei4 ge 
ke4 tal bu4 yil ding4 hui4, shi2 kuai4 qian2 yil 
tang2 ke4. Ni3 zhun3 bei4 zhe4 tang2 ke4 ni3 yao4, zhei4 
ge shi2 j ianl ni3 xiang3 yil xiang3. 

B: Bu2 shi4. Tal zhenl zheng4 yao4 fu2 dao3 bu2 shi4 shang4 
ke4. 

C: Ai. 

B: Shi4 ni3 qu4, ni3 you3 shen2 mo wen4 ti2, ti2 xie wen4 
ti2 ya, huo4 zhe3 zen3 mo yang4. 

C: Ao. Zhei4 ge xian4 zai4 tal shi4 ye4 yu2 de, bu2 shi4 
zhei4 ge zhuanl ye4 de. 

B: Shi4 ba? 

C: Liang3 ma3 shi4 a. Gongl zuo4 zhu3 yao4, zhei4 ge jin4 
xiul shi4 ci4 yao4 de. Zhei4 ge wo3 doul, wo3 yi3 
qian2 jiaol de nei4 xie cheng2 ren2 xue2 shengl duol shu4 
doul shi4 ye4 yu2 de. Er2 qie3 ye4 yu2 de ke3 yi3 shuol 
ji2 shao3 neng2 gou4 jiu4 shi4 quan2, quan2 shenl xinl de 
tou2 ru4 qu4 xue2, xiangl dangl shao3. 

B: Suan4 le. Ba3 zhe4 shir4 gei3 tal tuil diao4 suan4 le. 

[Event 13. You can't see me.] 

E: En, ni3 kan4 bu2 jian4 wo3 le ba. 

[Event 12b. Tutor.] 

C: Shi4 a. Suo3 yi3 ni3 ke3 yi3 wen4 wen qil tal, ke3 
yi3 xiel xie. Ni3 zai4 wen4 wen qil tal, qil tal ren2 
yuan4 yi4 de hua4, 

B: Bu2 yao4 guan3 tal, 

C: Xiang4 liu4 kuai4 qian2 nei4 yang4 chang4 de hua4, 
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chang4, chang4 yil ge xiao3 shi2 xia4 lai2 shi4 gou4 
qiang4. Suo3 yi3, wo3 bu2 shi4 wen4 ni3 ya, j iul jing4 
zen3 mo ge chang4 fa3? 

B: Bu2 shi4, wo3 de yi4 j ian4 shi4 suan4 le. Bu2 yao4 guan3 
tal le. Shi4 shen2 mo yang4 de ren2, wei4 xue2 xi2 hai2 
yuan4 yi4 hual qian2 qing3 ren2? 

C: Bu4, bu4, zhe4 j ingl shen2 dao3 ke3 j ial, dao3 bu2 cuo4. 
Jingl shen2 bu2 cuo4. 

[Event 6b. Recording.] 

E: Ni3 men kail shi3 lu4 le inei2 you3? 

[Event 12c. Tutor.] 

C: Yinl wei2 tal j iang3 de nei4 ge Norton Anthology of 
Literature, American Literature wo3 yi3 qian2 doul du2 
guo4, zhil dao4 ba? Tal zhu3 yao4 shi4 iyiei3 Guo2 de, Mei3 
Guo2 de zao3 qil de wen2 xue2 he2 yil xie shil gel. Dao4 
er4 shi2 shi4 j i4 zhu3 yao4 doul shi4 xiao3 shuol duol. 

A: Tal xian4 zai4 guanl jian4 shi4 shen2 mo ne, reading tai4 
duol. Zai4 yil ge tal tingl, tingl ke4 tingl bu4 dong3. 
Tal shuol tal cha2 zi4 shi2 zai4 shi4 cha2, cha2 bu2 guo4 
lai2 . 

B: En. 

C: Na4 shi4 ken3 ding4 de ma. 

A: Xiul bu2 xia4 lai2. 

C: You3 hao3, you3 xie zi4 you3, you3 xie ci2 doul shi4 xie 

A: Wo3 gu3 ji4 ke3 neng2 jiu4 shi4 you3 xie ci2 da4 gai4 
gei3 tal shuol yil xiar4. Tal jiu4 bu2 yong4 cha2 zi4 
dian3. Zai4 yil ge ne, mei3 yil pianrl da4 yi4 gei3 tal 
tongl yil xia4. 

B: Xiul bu2 xia4 lai2 zhe4 yang4 de ke4 j iu4 bu2 yao4 qu4 
xiul . 

C: Ye3 gao3 bu4 dong3 tal zen3 mo hui4 xuan3 zhei4 ge wen2 
xue2 ke4. 

B: L de 
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A: Tal shi4 L de lin2 jul. 

B : Na.4 j iu4 shi4 X tna.. 

A: En? 

B: X he2 tal men zhu4 lin2 jul ya. 

A: Bu2 hui4 shi4 X ba. X wo3 tingl de dongS. Tal zhi2 jiel, 
X pao3 lai2 zhao3 wo3? 

B: Bu4, nei4 ge ren2 yi3 j ingl 

A: Na4 tal ti2 ni3 de ming2 zi4, ren2 jial za3 neng2 zai4 
lai2 zhao3 wo3? 

B: Nei4 ge ren2 yi3 jingl gei3 ni3 shuol le, 

A: Nei4 ren2 xing4 B. 

B: Ao. 

A: Shi4 ge nu3 de. 

B: Na4 wo3 bu4 zhil dao4. Fan3 zheng4 tal men, X he2 tal men 
shi4 zhu4 lin2 jul. Zhu4 zai4 yil qi3. 

[Event 14. Taking the pear from the pot.] 

A: Zhe4 wan2 le, keng3 ding4 you4 na2 bu4 chul lai2 le. 
Shui3 za3 zhe4 mo duol? Jinl tianl k;e3 zhenl tang4. Ni3 
ye3 na2 bu4 chul lai2. 

B: Wo3 lai2, wo3 lai2, wo3 lai2, wo3 lai2, 

A: Keng3 ding4 na2 bu4 chul lai2. 

B: Na2 bu4 chul lai2? Nuo, zai4 jiao4 liang2 yil huir4 zai4 
na2, xing2 ba? 

[Event 15a. Boiling and drinking water.] 

A: Zai4 gei3 ni3 shaol dianr3 shui3, yao4 bu4 yao4? 

C: Xing2 a. Zai4 shaol yil dian3. 

[Event 12d. Tutor.] 

Que4 shi2 shi4, zhei4 ge dongl xi 
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A: Yi2? 

C: Dao4 3h.x2 liou zai4 kao3 sh.i4, tai kao3 bu4 hao5, 

B: Gei3 ni3 shuol zhei4 ge shi4 qing bu4 hao3 chan2. Zhe4 
bu4 yil ding4 

C: Zhei4, zhei4 ge qian2 na2 le tang4 shou3 de. 

B: Shi4 a. 

C: Zhil dao4? Zhei4 ge wen4 ti2. 

B: Ni3 hui2 tou2, hui2 tou2 hai2 luo4 yil ge, luo4 ge sha2 
ming2 lei, C gei3 nei3 ge Zhongl Guo2 ren2 jiang3 yil 
dianr3 dongl xi hai2 yao4 qian2. Ni3 tingl shuol guo4 
nei4 yil hui2 shi4? Luo4 ge hui2 tou2 you3 ren2 dao4 jil 
chang3 qu4 jiel ge, jiel yil ge Zhongl Guo2 xue2 shengl 
hai2 hui2 lai2 wen4 ren2 jial yao4 

A: Na4 bu4 yil yang4, ni3 shuol de. Ren2 jial you4 bu2 shi4 

C: Zhei4 ge dao3, wo3 dao3 shi4 qi2 ci4. Dan4 zhu3 yao4 shi4 
shen2 mo ne, xiang4 zhei4 ge xue2 

A: Suan4 le, suan4 le. Hui2 tou2 L ye3 ren4 shi C, shi4 ba? 

B: En. 

A: Hui2 tou2 tingl, tingl shuol wo3 zhao3 le ban4 tianl, 

C: L ren4 shi wo3, wo3 bu2 ren4 shi tal. 

A: Wo3 zhao3 le ban4 tianl, zhao3 le C, 

B: A? 

C: Wo3 zen3 mo ren4 shi tal? 

B: L bu2 shi4 zai4 M canl guan3 da3 gongl ma? 

C: L wo3 bu2 ren4 shi a. 

B: Ni3 hai2 bu2 ren4 shi? 

C: Wo3 bu2 ren4 shi. 

A: Ni3 bu2 ren4 shi ren2 jial, ren2 jial ren4 shi ni3, wo3 
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xiang3. 

1 inisxz, yvjuo ^iicx*± &n.x*± 

A: Ni3 na4 mo you3 ming2 de. 

B: Tal zhil dao4 ni3, wo3 gei3 tal jie4 shao4 guo4 ni3. 

C: Shi4 a? 

B: Jie4 shao4 guo4 ni3. 

[Event 16. I will eat myself.] 

A: Zi4 ji3 chil le ao. Bu4 guan3 ni3 men le ao. 

[Event 17. Bringing stuff from China.] 

B: Ai, G you3 xiaol xi le mei2 you3? 

C: Mei2 you3. 

B: Hui2 guo2 hai2 mei2 you3 da3 dian4 hua4? 

A: Ai, G yao4 shi4 da3 dian4 hua4 lai2 de hua4, 

C: E. 

A: Jiao4 tal bangl wo3 dai4 ge re4 shui3 dai4. Wo3 dangl 
shi2 xiang3 qi3 lai2 le, wo3 mei2 you3 hao3 yi4 si shuol. 
Nei4 yil tianl you4 shi4, ni3 wen4 tal, tianl shaol weil 
yil liang2, wan3 shang4 wo3 nei4 ge jiao3, ai ya, jian3 
zhi2 j iu4 bingl de ya. 

B: Tal zhei4 ge re4 shui3 dai4 dao4 !yiei3 Guo2 lai2 ji3 nian2 
le 

A: Yi3 jingl xiang3 le ji3 nian2 le. 

C: G da3 dian4 hua4 lai2 de hua4, wo3 

A: Xiang3 le ji3 nian2 le. Ran2 hou4 wo3 nei4 ge, nei4 ge 
ren2 bu2 shi4 dai4 le ma, nei4 ge ren2, 

C: En. 

A: Lian2 yil fu dai4 sha2 quan2, dongl xi quan2 kou4 xia4 
le. 

B: Dai4 dao4 bie2 de di4 fangl qu4 le. 
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A: Jiu4, jiu4 zong3 ye3 dai4 bu4 lai2, ni3 shuol. 

C! I ^x3 f ri0x4 gs f faiTg4 j xang4 yGiJi2 n€x4 gs tong3 a, yo3 
ke3 yi3 dangl re4 

A: Bu4 xing2, bu4 xing2, bu4 xing2, bu4 xing2, nong4 bu4 
hao3 yao4 ba3 bei4 zi li3 de chuang2 nong4 shil le. 

B: Na4 nong4 bu4 hao3 j iu4 

A: Genl ben3 bu4 xing2. Na4 bu4 xing2. Na4 bu4 gan3 mao4 
xian3. 

B: Re4 shui3 dai4 bu4 zhan4 di4 fangl. 

C: En. 

B: Bao2 bao2 de yil pianr4. 

A: Shi4, bao2 bao2 de, ye3 qingl. Wo3 nei4 yil tianl qil 
shi2 G zai4 zher4 wo3 xiang3 qi3 lai2 le. Wo3 you3 dianr3 
bu4 hao3 yi4 si. Dan4 shi4 nei4 liang3 tianl na4 jiao3 
liang2 nei4 huir4 ji2 xiang3 re4 shui3 dai4. Hai2 you3 
shi2 hou wei4 teng2. 

C: J hui2 qu4 ni3 mei2 you3 tuol tal dai4? 

A: Wo3 genl ben3 bu4 xiang3, jiu4 shi4 yil banl ren2 hui2 
qu4 wo3 doul bu2 rang4 dai4 dongl xi. 

B: Yil banl ren2 hui2 qu4, 

A; Shen2 mo doul bu2 dai4. 

B: Shen2 mo, shen2 mo doul bu2 dai4. 

A: Ren4 he2 dongl xi doul bu2 dai4. 

C: AO. 

A: Wo3 men yuan2 lai2 zai4 er4 jiel, 

B: Ni3 xiang3, ni3 xiang3 xiang, ni3 xiang3 xiang J hui2 qu4 
mang2 de yil tal hu2 tu. 

A: Wo3 yil dian3 dongl xi bu2 rang4 tal dai4. 

C: Ai. 

A: Hai2 you3 nei4 ge yuan2 lai2 N, N tal men jial hui2 qu4. 
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tal wen4 wo3 dai4 sha2 dongl xi, wo3 doul bu2 rang4 tal 
dai4. 

C: Ao, N. 

A: Ni3 bu2 shi4 hai2 rang4 ren2 jial dai4 le liang3 benr3 
shul ma? 

C: Ao. Dui4, dui4, dui4, dui4, dui4. 

A: Jiu4 nei4 ge ren2. Wo3 genl ben3 bu2 rang4 dai4. 

B: Yil banl guarxl xi4 de ren2 doul bu2 rang4 dai4. 

A: Yil banl wo3 doul bu4, wo3 doul bu4 kail kou3 de. Ren2 
j ial wen4 wo3 doul bu4 kail kou3. 

C: Shang4 ci4 ye3 shi4 hen3 qiao3. 

[Event 18. Someone going back to China.] 

B: G zhei4 hui2 hui2 guo2 shi4 bu2 shi4 he2 Y yan2 j iul suo3 
you3 yil ge shen2 mo xiang4 mu4? 

C: He2, Y yan2 j iul suo3. 

B: He2 Y yan2 j iul suo3. 

C: Y yan2 jiul suo3 zhei4 ci4 you3 yil xie xiang4 mu4 yao4 
j iu4 shi4 tal 

B: Tal qu4 da2 bian4 qu4 le? 

C: Dui4 ya. Ren2 jial, wo3 qian2 tou2 zil gei3 ni3 le, dan4 
shi4 ni3, ni3 you3 xie dongl xi yao4 wen4 qingl chu3 a. 

B: Deng3 yu2 ke3 xing2 xing4 yan2 j iul a. 

C: Dui4. 

A: Zhei4 ge tan2 hua4 hai2 bu4 rong2 yi4 ne. 

B: Na4 zhi3 

A: Hai2 yao4 tan2 qingl chu3, hai2 bu4 neng2 ba3 zhei4 ge 
mi4, mi4 mi quan2 bu4 xie4 lu4 chul qu4, dui4 ba? 

C: Na4 dangl ran2 shi4. Bu4 ran2 de hua4 

A: Xie4 lu4 chul qu4 yi3 hou4, ren2 jial nei4 bianl gao3 
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shang4 le, ba3 ni3 zhe4 bianl shuai3 le. 

W. î lU.U.'X ̂  V-4.C4.-I_1 / J.OXX̂  J _LCi J- V_4.Wia.U. O J.A-1--X ĈLOJ J J.-* 01XU.-X f J J."S 

ran2 yil tingl 

B: Ai, zhe4 ci4 G, tal, wei4 sha2 G lei, zhei4 ge bi4 xul 
gao3, dong3 zhuanl ye4 er2 qie3 you3 kou3 cai2, you3 nao3 
zi de ren2. 

C: Ai. 

B: Gan4 de2 liao3 zhe4 shir4. Qu4 nong4 bu4 hao3 ni3 da2 
bian4 hai2 tongl bu2 guo4 ne. 

A: Shi4 a. 

[Event 19a. Opening a company.] 

B: Ni3 men G hui2 tou2 gan4 yil gan4, zai4 zhei4 ge di4 
fangl jiu4 cheng2 le da4 na2 le, zhe4 lao3 ban3 ye3 dei3, 
ye3 dei3 yao4 qiu2 tal le, gei3 ni3 shuol shi2 hua4 ba. 
Tal nong4 dao4 yil ding4 cheng2 du4 yi3 hou4, zhe4 bu2 
pian4 ni3. G shi4 neng2 gan4 . 

C: Ai, guo4 j iang3 luo. 

A: G zi4 ji3 gan4 shang4 le, ba3 wo3 men zhe4 xie ren2 doul 
gu4 shang4. 

B: Xia4 ci4 G hui2 lai2 wo3 j iu4 gei3 tal chul zhu3 yi4. Wo3 
jiu4 yuan4 yi4 gei3 tal chul dianr3 soul zhu3 yi4. Hao3 
haor3 gan4. Ba3 nei4 li3 bianrl xin4 xil, qing2 bao4 
nong4 qingl chu3, qian2 zheng4 gou4 le, G gongl sil yil 
kail zhangl, zan2, zan2, zan2 men ji3 ge gei3 tal, gei3, 
gei3 G dangl shou3 xia4. 

C: Na4 ye3 bu4 rong2 yi4 a, gao3 zhei4 ge. 

B: You3 qian2 j iu4 neng2 gan4 qi3 lai2. Zhenl de. Wo3 xian4 
zai4 zuo4 meng4 doul zai4, doul zai4 meng4 j ian4 zhe4 
shir4 lei. 

A: G j i4 shu4 shang4 xing2. Nong4 ge ren2 zai4 bi3 jiao3 
liao3 jie3 Mei3 Guo2 she4 hui4, jingl ji4 zai4 dong3 yil 
dian3, jiu4 neng2 qi3 lai2. 

B: Bu4, ru2 guo3 ni3 gongl sil yao4 da4 le a, 

A: En. 
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B: Yil ding4, cai2 wu4 shang4 yil ding4 dei3 you3 ge, you3 
ge neng2 gan4 de ren2. 

[Event 15b. Boiling and drinking water.] 

C: Hel dian3 shui3. 

[Event 19b. Opening a compeuiy.] 

B: Yao4 shi4 xiao3 gongl sil jiu4 wu2 suo3 wei4 le. Xiao3 
gongl sil fan3 zheng4 mei2 you3 tai4 da4 de jue2 ce4. 
Gongl sil yao4 da4 le, ni3 yao4 xiang3 2uo4 da4 shengl 
yi4, you2 qil zhe4 fang2 di4 chan3, dui4 fang2 di4 chan3 
zhei4 ge fa3 liu4 zhil shi a, dui4 zhei4 ge hang2 qing2, 
dui4 k;uai4 j i4 zhil shi quan2 mian4 doul dei3, doul dei3 
qingl chu3. 

C: Dui4, dui4, dui4. 

B: Na4 gao3 qi3 lai2 jiu4 rong2 yi4. 

[Event 20a. Dreaming of becoming prosperous.] 

Wo3 xian4 2ai4, hui2 tou2 tnan4 man4 j iu4 zuanl j in4 qu4, 
yan2 j iul. You3 zhaol yil ri4 ke3 neng2 jiu4 fal qi3 lai2 
le. 

A; Fal na4 mo rong2 yi4? 

B: Wo3 nei4 tianl wan3 shang4 zuo4 le yil ge meng4, ni3 bie2 
xiao4. 

C: Ai. 

B: iyieng4 j ian4 sha2, tneng4 jian4 wo3 yil ye4 zhil jianl wu3 
shi2 wan4. Zao3 shang4 qi3 lai2 wo3 zi4 ji3 zai4 xiao4. 
Na4 meng4 zuo4 chul lai2 hai2 shi4 zhenl de. Zhe4 wu3 
shi2 wan4 zen3 mo lai2 de, wo3 gei3 ni3 j iang3. Meng4 
j ian4 shuol shi4 wo3 men er4 j iel hou4 bianl nei4 kuai4 
di4 pi2 ren2 jial yao4 mai4. A hai2 ji4 de bu2 ji4 de? 
Jiu4 shi4 D tuol er2 suo3 zhei4 bianrl nei4 ge jiao3 jiu4 
shi4 you3 yil da4 kuai4 di4 pi2 . 

A: Dui4, dui4, dui4, you3 yil da4 pian4 huangl di4. En. 

B: Wo3 zou3 nei4 kuair4 guo4. Zai4 yil kan4 ren2 jial yao4 
mai4 di4 pi2 . 

A: Ai, nei4 yil kuai4 di4 bu2 cuo4 lei. 
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B: Ran2 hou4 lei wo3 shuol zhe4 qu4, zen3 mo qu4 zhao3 
owner? Nei4 ge di4 fangl you3 ge dian4 hua4. Wo3 jiu4 
iiu.i2 lax2 Is. Wo3 j xii4 da3 dxan4 hLia4. Da dian4 liu.a4 
shuol ban4 tianl shuol bu4 qingl chu3. Ba3 wo3 qi4 de. 
Wo3 shuol zhe4 shi2 hou C dao4 nar3 qu4 le? Ran2 hou4 wo3 
you4 gei3 ni3 da3 dian4 hua4. Ran2 hou4 ni3 jiu4 guo4 
lai2 le. Guo4 lai2 yi3 hou4 da3 dian4 hua4 yil wen4, 
shuol shi4 nei4 kuai4 di4 pi2 yao4 shi2 wan4 kuai4 qian2. 
Wo3 shuol zhe4 tai4 gui4 le ba. Zhe4 dian3 di4 pi2 yao4 
shi2 wan4. C shuol: "Wo3 men qu4 zhao3 tal tan2. " Ran2 
hou4 qu4 tan2 le yi3 hou4, C genl tal mo2, mo2, mo2, ren2 
jial shuol, "Wu3 wan4 kuai4 qian2 jiu4 mai4 gei3 ni3 le." 
A, dangl shi2 gaol xing4 huai4 le. Ran2 hou4, wo3 hui2 
lai2 jiu4 cou4 qian2. Wu3 wan4 kuai4 qian2 ba3 nei4 ge 
di4 pi2 mai3 xia4 le. Mai3 xia4 yi3 hou4 lei, ran2 hou4 
jiu4 shuol, she4 ji4 gai4 lou2, she4 ji4 gai4 lou2. Ran2 
hou4, wo3 jiu4 zi4 ji3 hua4 tu2 zhi3 . Hai2 hua4 le hao3 
duol. Ran2 hou4, 

[Event 15c. Boiling and drinking water.] 

A: Shui3 kail le. Ba3 huo3 yil guanl. 

[Event 20b. Dreaming of becoming prosperous.] 

B: Tu2 zhi3 hua4 hao3 le. Zui4 hou4 you4 xiang3 zhe yao4 
gai4 lou2 fang2. Zhe4 you4 mei2 you3 qian2 za3 ban4? 

C: En. 

B: Jiu4 yao4 dai4 kuan3. Gan3 kuai4 jiu4 luan4 pao3. Zui4 
hou4 gei3 yin2 hang2 shuol wo3 men you3 zhe4 mo da4 yil 
kuair4 di4 pi2, hai2 hai4 pa4 gei3 ni3, bu4 gei3 ni3 dai4 
kuan3 ? 

C: En. 

B: You4 gei3 wo3 men dai4 kuan3. Yil jial huo gai4 le ji3 
dong4 lou2. Lou2 gai4 hao3 le yi3 hou4 you4 gei3 mai4 le. 
Yil jial huo mai4 le wu3 shi2 wan4. Ran2 hou4 zhei4 ge 
qian2, mai4 gei3 ren2 jial hou4 zhei4 ge qian2 yil xia4 
jiu4 hui4 dao4 wo3 men de zhang4 hu4 shang4 lai2 le. Ran2 
hou4 zong3 gong4 bu4 zhil dao4 shi4 zen3 mo hui2 shir4, 
xil li3 hu2 tu de jiu4 shi4 ba3 nei4 ge mai3, nei4 ge 
mai3 di4 pi2 quan2 bu4 kou4 chul lai2 yi3 hou4, wo3 men 
yin2 hang2 hai2 j ing4 luo4 le wu3 shi2 wan4. Ai xiang3, 
wo3 xiang3 zen3, zen3 mo zhe4 mo yil xia4 jiu4 zuan4 le 
wu3 shi2 wan4 le? Wo3 shuol: "Bu2 dui4 ba? Wo3 men hai2, 
hai2 you3 yin2 hang2 de dai4 kuan3 ne ya." Zui4 hou4 lei 
yil suan4 zhang4, shuol zhei4 ge yin2 hang2 de dai4 kuan3 
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lei yao4, yao4 fenl shi2 j i3 nian2 cai2 huan2 qingl lei. 

. no ̂ 110.^ ^tCLKJ^ . 

B: Hai2 zao3 de hen3. Zhei4 ge huan2 dai4 kuan3 wo3 men j14 
xu4 zai4, wo3 men zhe4 wu3 shi2 wan4 zai4 qu4 mai3 dianr3 
fang2 zi chul zul, ran2 hou4 qu4 h.uan2 tal de dai4 kuan3 . 
Na4 sheng4 xia4 de qian2 j iu4 shi4 wo3 men j ing4 zhuan4 
de le. Dangl shi2 jiu4 zuo4 le zhe4 yang4 yil ge meng4. 
Zui4 hou4 wo3 hui2 tou2 f an3 guo4 lai2 yil xiang3, wo3 
shuol Mei3 Guo2 ren2 hao3 duol ren2 ke3 neng2 jiu4 zhe4 
yang4 zhuan4 de qian2. Jiu4 zhe4 yang4 lai2 hui2 yil 
dao3 . 

[Event 21. Real estate market.] 

A: En. Ni3 jiu4 zui4 jin4 kan4 fang2 zi ru4 mi2 le. Mi2 jin4 
qu4 le. Cheng3 tianl xiang3 mai3 fang2 zi. 

B: Wo3 zui4 jin4 yi3 jingl fal xian4 zhei4 ge xin4 xil le. 
Bu4 neng2 mai3 fang2 zi. Bu2 pian4 ni3. Zui4 jin4 yao4 
mai3 fang2 zi, ye3 xu3 hai2 ke3 yi3. 

C: Zui4 jin4 yi3 jingl bu4 xing2 le, shi4 ba? 

B: Ye3 xu3 shuol ni3 mei2 you3 tai4 da4 de zhuan4 tou le. 
Jiu4 zhe4 ni3 ke3 neng2 chil bu4 liao kuil. 

C: En. 

B: Yinl wei2 sha2 lei, xian4 zai4 wo3 fenl xil le yil xia4 
zheng3 ge zhei4 ge shi4 chang3, xian4 zai4 shi4 zen3 mo 
yil ge shi4 chang3 ne, 

C: Bao3 he2 le. 

B: Shi4 mai3 fangl shi4 chang3. 

C: Ao. 

A: Mai3 de ren2 duol, shi4 ma? Mai4 de ren2 shao3. 

B: Mai3, mai3 de ren2 

C: Mai4 de ren2 duol. 

B, A: Mai3 de ren2 duol. 

B: Mai4 de ren2 shao3 . Mai4 fang2 zi de shao3 , mai3 fang2 zi 
de duol. 
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A: Na4 jiu4 shi4 mai4 fang2 zi de zou3 qiao4. 

o: ^nc:x«± yc ofii^ in^u ^ciio mO ya.xiy*t xc iic, j-ctiiy^ j xct.<± js.cn.o 

ding4 j ian4 zhang3 . Zhil dao4 ba? Ni3 ru2 guo3 xian4 zai4 
you3 fang2 zi, xian4 zai4 wang3 wai4 mai4, zhuan4 qian2. 
Ni3 yao4 mai3 fang2 zi, ke3 neng2 j iu4 hui4, j iu4 hui4 
j ia4 ge2 gaol. 

C: En. 

B: Shi4 zhe4 yang4 zi de qing2 kuang4. Dan4 shi4 ni3 you4 
mol bu4 zhun3 tal zhei4 ge shi4 chang3 yil zhi2 yao4 gaol 
dao4 shen2 mo cheng2 du4. Suo3 yi3, dan4 shi4 xian4 zai4 
ken3 ding4 de jiang3, xian4 zai4 mai3 fang2 zi zhuan4 tou 
bu2 hui4 hen3 da4. Jiu4 shi4 shuol mai3 fang2 zi mai4 
fang2 zi zhuan4 tou bu2 hui4 hen3 da4. Dan4 ni3 mai3 
fang2 zi chul zul, hai2 ke3 yi3. Yinl wei2 ni3 zhei4 ge 
fang2 zi yil zhi2 bu2 mai4. Wo3 bu2 zhuan4 qian2, wo3 
zhuan4 de shi4 zhei4 ge zul jinl de hua4, fang2 jia4 ye3 
zai4 zhang3, zul j inl hai2 zai4 zhuan4. Zhei4 ge hai2 ke3 
yi3. Zhei4 ge, qil shi2 xue2 jingl ji4 ting3 you3 yi4 si, 
ting3, ting3 you3, ting3 you3 xing4 qu4. 

[Event 22a. Stocks.] 

Hui2 tou2, hui2 tou2 wo3 zhun3 bei4 xia4 yil bu4 j iu4 
hao3 hao3 yan2 jiul yil xia4 zhei4 ge gu3 piao4, 

C: Gu3 piao4 shi4 chang3 shi4 ba 

B: Dao4 di3 shi4 zen3 mo hui2 shi4. Nei4 ge Z, 

[Event 23. Put there.] 

A: Fang4 nar4. 

[Event 22b. Stocks.] 

B: Z nei4 ge ren2 ao, 

C: Ao. 

B: Ni3 zhil dao4 Z ba? 

A: Zhil dao4. 

B: Mei2 duol gaol shui3 ping2. 

C: En. 
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B: Ba3 gu3 piao4 yan2 j iul de bu2 cuo4. Cheng2 tianl gao3 
gu3 piao4. 

A: En, hai2 zhuan4 le. 

C: Hai2 zhuan4 le yil dian3, shi4 ba? 

A: En. Jiu4 kao3, kao3 shi4 ma, kao3 preliminary, hai2 gei3 
fail le. Kao3 nei4 ge oral, gei3 fail le. Zheng3 tianl 
j iu4 mai3 gu3 piao4 zhuan4 qian2. 

C: Tal nei4 ge nao3 zi quan2 bu4 fang4 nei4 ge shang4 tou 
le. 

A: Ai. 

C: Nei4 ge dongl xi shi4 xiangl dangl fei4 shil jianl de. 
Zhil dao4 ba? Ni3 ru2 guo3 du2 shul de hua4, ni3 gao3 
nei4 ge dongl xi ken4 ding4 shi4 mei2 shil jianl zai4 
kao3 liu4 shen2 mo xue2 wen4 shang4 de dongl xi. 

B: Dui4. 

C: Zhe4 lao3 xiongl you4 fan4 dian4 da3 gongl. Ye4 yu2 shi2 
hou zai4 qu4 dao3 gu3 piao4, na3 hai2 you3 shil jianl qu4 

[Event 24. Engaging in studies.] 

B: Ai, zai4 Mei3 Guo2 ya, zai4 Mei3 Guo2 ni3 bu2 dong4 nao3 
zi zuo4 shengl yi4 zen3 mo neng2 ? 

A: Zuo4 xue2 wen4 bei. 

B: Zuo4 xue2 wen4, wo3 zhe4 ren2 mei2 dao4 nei4 yil bu4. Wo3 
yao4 xue2 dao4 ni3 zhei4 ge bo2 shi4 le ao, wo3 jue2 dui4 
da4 xue2 li3 bianrl zhao3 gongl zuo4, zuo4 xue2 wen4. Wo3 
ting3 xi3 huanl zhei4 ge gongl zuo4, zhenl de. 

C: Tingl dao4 le ba? 

A: Ye ni3, ni3 tingl dao4 le ba? Hai2 wo3 tingl dao4 le bai 

B: Wo3 jue2 dui4, wo3 gei3 ni3 shuol C ya, 

A: Ni3 cai2 shi4 na4 zuo4 xue2 wen4 de ren2 ne. Ni3 

B: C, wo3 zhe4 ren2, gei3 ni3 shuol ba, ni3 bie2 kan4 wo3 
Yingl Wen2 bu4 hao3, wo3 jue2 dui4 bu2 pa4 xie3 paper. 
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C: En. 

S; IjUSI14 vJXx bSx ZS.Cx dc papSlT, W03 2hx3 y3.04 Zhongl W<SN2 
xie3 chul lai2, Yingl Wen2 yil fanl, ken3 ding4 doul bu2 
cuo4 . 

C: Xian4 zai4 bu2 shi4 xie3 paper de wen4 ti2. Ni3 xian4 
zai4 zhu3 yao4 shi4 lao3 shil you3 shi2 hou gei3 ni3 gao3 
de yil xie ge k;uang4 zi. Xie3 paper shei2, kan4 shen2 mo 
yang4 de paper ni3 men yao4 xie3 a. Suo3 yi3 xie3 dongl 
xi, writing dui4 wo3 lai2 shuol yuan2 lai2 shi4 yil jian4 
hen3 enjoy, enjoyable de shi4 qing. 

B: You2 qil dangl wo3 xie3 wo3 na4 yang4 de wen2 zhangl 
shi4, zui4 enjoy. 

C: Shi4 ba? Xiang4 xie3 ni3 zhei4 ge dongl xi zhenl shi4 

B: C kan4 wo3 nei4 ge li4 shi3 shul ye3, ye3 feil chang2 
enj oy. 

A: Li4 shi3 shi4 you3 yi4 si a. 

B: Hai2, hai2 you3 ji3 ge ti2 wo3 hui2, hui2 tou2 rang4 ni3 
kan4 . 

A: Bu4 guan3 za3 yang4 tal, tal bu2 hui4 zuo4 wen2 zi4 you2 
xi4. Shi4 zhenl shi2 de dongl xi, dui4 ba? Li4 shi3 
shang4 de zhenl shi2 fal shengl de shi4 qing. Genl kan4 
gu4 shi4 yil yang4. 

C: Ai. Zhei4 ge dongl xi, ni3 xiang4 xian4 zai4 wo3 kan4 de 
paper nei4 zhong3 hypothesis ti2 chul lai2 de jia3 she4, 
hao3 duol jia3 she4, you3 xie genl ben3 jiu4 shi4 zhu3 
guanl de, shi4 ba? Ai, cong2 yil ge fangl mian4 qu4 
xiang3, ai, ke3 neng2 shi4 zhe4 yang4 de. Ye3 jiu4 xiang4 
A j iang3 de you3 shi2 hou gao3 de wan2 quan2 shi4 mo2 
zui3 pi2 zi. Er2 qie3 na4 di4 fangl de requirements zai4 
zhe4 yang4 zi ti2 chul lai2 yao4 qiu2 de hua4, you3 shi2 
hou jue2 de zhenl shi4, bu2 shi4 yil zhong3 shen2 mo, 
shi4 ni3 yuan4 yi4 qu4 zuo4 de shi4 qing. Suo3 yi3 xiang4 
tong2 yang4 xie3 shul, ni3 xie3 xiao3 shuol, xie3 shil 
gel, zhe4 ke3 neng2 shi4 jian4 hen3 gaol xing4 de shi4 
qing . 

[Event 2b. Conflict between children.] 

A: You4 za3 le? 
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E: Tal chongl xia4 lai2 le. 

V-.: ^clxo uiu yxx uux^ Sux*± r 

D: E gel ge qi4 wo3. 

C: Zen3 mo E gel ge you4 qi4 ni3 le? 

E: Hu2 shuol bal dao4. Wo3 bu4 wanr2 le. 

C: E kan4 shul. Shi4, liang3 ge ren2, D bu4 yil yang4 da4, 
bu2 tai4 rong2 yi4 wan2 dao4 yil qi3. 

A: D shir4 duol. 

C: Nao3 zi zhuan3 de )cuai4. 

[Event 25. Finding a job.] 

Suo3 yi3 anl xinl da4 xue2 li3 mian4 jiaol shul. 

A: Zan2 zhao3 bu2 dao4 gongl 2Uo4 a, jiaol shen2 mo shul a? 

C: Zen3 mo zhao3 bu2 dao4 gongl zuo4? S nar4 qu4. S ye3 dal 
ying4 guo4. 

A: Shen2 mo S dal ying4? Dong4 bu2 dong4 S 

C: Ni3 nei4 ge you3 bao3 ren2 nar4 ye3, ye3 ke3 yi3 zai4, 
tal nei4 ge bu2 shi4 ye3 shi4 zai4 nei4 ge community 
college ma? 

A: Ai, bu4 xing2. Tal zao3 tui4 xiul le. Ren2 yil tui4 xiul, 
shei2 hai2 neng2, shei2 hai2 neng2 guan3 ne? 

C: Tal yuan2 lai2 shi4 nei4 ge community college li3 mian4 
shi4 zuo4 

A: Xiao4 zhang3. 

C: Xiao4 2hang3. 

A: Zuo4 le er4 shi2 nian2 xiao4 zhang3. 

C: AO. 

A: Nei4 ge xue2 xiao4 jiu4 tal, jil ben3 shang4 jiu4 tal 
nong4 qi3 lai2 de. 

[Event 2c. Conflict between children.] 
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Lai2, guo4 lai2, guo4 lai2, za3 le? 

D: E gel ge ba3 wo3 qi4 kul le. 

A: Tal za3 qi4 ni3? Ni3 gei3 wo3 shuol za3 qi4 de? 

D: Wo3 zai4 wanr2, wo3, tal jiu4 feil yao4 re3 wo3, ba3 wo3 
ji3 guo4 qu4, zi4 ji3 wanr2, bu2 rang4 wo3 wanr2. 

A: Wanr2 shen2 mo ne? 

D: Wanr2 nei4 ge game. 

A: Na4 liang3 ge ren2 yil k;uair4 wanr2 ma. 

D: Tal j iu4 bu2 rang4 wo3 wanr2 game. 

B: Ni3 ken3 ding4 shi4 zi4 ji3 qiang3 zhe wanr2. 

A: Ni3 ken3 ding4 shi4, ken3 ding4 shi4 ni3 qu4 genl ren2 
j ial qiang3. 

D: Mei2 you3. 

A: Liang3 ge ren2 kan4 zhe biao3. Yil ren2 wanr2 shi2 fenl 
zhong4 . Qu4, qu4 . 

D: Wo3 mei2 you3. 

A: A? iyiei2 you3 a? 

D: Mei2 you3. 

B: E yi3 jingl shengl qi4 le, bu4 wan2 le. 

A; Na4 ni3 yil ren2 qu4 wanr2 qu4, qu4. 

C: E gel ge bu4 wan2, ni3 zi4 ji3 qu4 wanr2 qu4. 

A: Qu4. 

C: Ao, E gel ge zai4 nar4 kan4 shul, bu4 wanr2 le. 

B: Zi4 ji3 qu4 ba. 

D: Wo3 bu4 chuanl nei4 ge yil fu. 

B: Kuai4 guo4 qu4, zi4 ji3 zhao3 shi4 qing zuo4. 

A: Ni3 ba3 E gel ge qi4 shengl qi4 le. 
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D: iyiei2 you3, tal ba3 wo3 qi4 kul le. 

A: Tal ba3 ni3 qi4 kul le. 

C: Zhe4 liang3 ge you3 yi4 si. Zhe4 wanr2 bu2 dao4 yil 
kuair4, ai ya. 

B: E shi4 xiang3 dai4 zhe tal hao3 hao3 wanr2 yil huir3 . 
Jiel guo3 tal hai2 xia4 lai2 gao4 zhuang4. 

C: Bu4 ye3, E, E da4 gai4 ye3 E, suan4 le, yao4 mo, 
B, ni3 qu4, qu4, qu4 rang4, rang4 tal kan4 dian4 shi4, 
nei4 ge ji4 suan4 jil rang4 tal qu4 yong4 ba. 

A: Da, ni3 zi4 ji3 qu4 wanr2, hao3 bu4 hao3? 

D: E gel ge. 

[Event 2 6. Teaching j ob.] 

C: Zhe4 liang3 ge you3 yi4 si. Zhe4 wan2 bu2 dao4 yil 
kuair4, ai ya. 

B: E shi4 xiang3 dai4 zhe tal hao3 hao3 wanr2 yil huir4. 
Jie2 guo3 tal hai2 xia4 lai2 gao4 zhuang4. 

C: Bu4 ye3, E, E da4 gai4 ye3 E, suan4 le, yao4 mo, 
B, ni3 qu4, qu4, qu4 rang4, rang4 tal dian4 shi4, nei4 ge 
ji4 suan4 jil rang4 tal qu4 yong4 ba. 

A: Da, ni3 zi4 ji3 qu4 wanr2, hao3 bu4 hao3? 

D: E gel ge. 

C: Zhe4 liang3 tianl shang4 ke4 dangl xinl a. Hou2 long2 bu2 
yao4 j iang3 de tai4 xiang3. 

A: Na4 ni3 dei3 jiang3 a. Ni3 bu4, ni3 jiang3 ke4 ni3 bu4 
gei3 ren2 jiang3, na4 neng2 kong4 zhi4 de zhu4? 

C: Shi4 jiang3. Dan4 shi4 ni3 zhei4 ge hou2 long2 zuo4 jiao4 
shil de jiu4 zhei4 ge shangl nao3 jinl. 

A: Wo3 yi3 jingl, wo3 jiu4 shi4 man4 xing4 hou2 yan2. 

C: Ni3 zhei4 ge gan3 mao4, ke2 shou4, ni3 zai4 yil shang4 
ke4 de hua4, zhei4 ge yan2 zheng4 jiu4 bu2 tai4 rong2 yi4 
ma3 shang4 xiaol chu2. 

A: Mei2 ban4 fa3. Ming2 tianl zui4 hou4 yil tianl. 
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C: Ai. 

A: Xingl qil wu3 mei2 ke4. Xiul xi sanl tianl ke3 neng2 jiu4 
hao2 le. 

C: Shi4 a. Wo3 jue2 de zuo4 jiao4 shil zui4 tou2 teng2 jiu4 
shi4 zhei4 ge. Yil gan3 mao4, ke2 shou4 de hua4, ni3 zai4 
shang4 ke4, ai, zhei4 ge bing4 jiu4 deng3 yu2 shi4 tuol 
chang2. 

[Event 27. Age.] 

B: E dong3 shi4. "Ni3 men qu4 gongl zuo4, wo3 ba3 tal dai4 
hao3." 

C: Ai, xiangl cha4 liu4 su4 a, zhe4 liang3 ge ren2. D qil 
sui4 le ba, yi3 jingl? 

B: Qil sui4 le. 

A: Qil sui4. 

C: Shi2 ji4 shang4 xiangl cha4 wu3 sui4. 

B: Eng. 

A: Wu3 sui4 xiang4 tal zhe4 nian2 ling4 cha4 de yuan3. 

B: Xiangl cha4 wu3 sui4. C bi3 wo3 da4 ji3 sui4? 

C: Wo3 bi3 ni3 da4 shi2 sui4. 

A: Jiu3 sui4. 

C: Jiu3 sui4. 

[Event 2 8. Marriage.] 

B: Na4 ni3, ni3 jiel hunl bi3 wo3 zao3 de duol ya. Zao3 le 
wu3 nian2 ya. 

C: Zen3 mobi3 ni3 zao3 a? Ni3 bi3 wo3 zao3 a. 

A: Ni3 zao3. Tal, za3 neng2 tal zao3? 

C: Wo3 jiel hunl, E dao4 xian4 zai4 cai2, 

B: Ao, na4 shi4 wo3 zao3. Zhe4 zhenl 

C: Ni3 zao3 de duol la. 
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B: Na4 wo3 yil dao4 ni3 zhei4 ge nian2 ling2 de shi2 hou, D 
yi3 jingl duol da4 le? 

C: Shi4 a. 

B: D jiu4 sh.i2 wu3, sh.i2 liu4 sui4 le. 

C: Dui4 ya. 

B: Ao you. Na4 ni3 wan3 hunl. Wo3 yi3 jingl, dangl shi2 wo3 
jue2 de wo3 hen3 wan3 le. 

C: Zen3 mo wan3? 

B: Yi3 jingl er4 shi2 liu4, qil sui4 le wo3 doul. 

C: Er4 shi2 liu4, qil sui4. Wo3 men sanl shi2 sui4. 

B; Ni3 wei4 sha2 gao3 zhe4 mo wan3? G yil zhi2 bu2 zai4, 
shi4 bu2 shi4? 

C: Ye3, ye3 shi4 shen2 mo, fenl jul liang3 di4. Dangl shi2 
tal zai4 C cheng2. 

B: Du2 yan2 jiul shengl? 

C: Du2 yan2 j iul shengl ma. 

A: Na4 ni3 za3 bu4 zhao3 bie2 ren2 ne? Hai2 yil xinl yil yi4 
de deng3 zhe? 

C: Zhao3 bie2 ren2 a? Ai. 

A: Ai ya, jiang3 yil jiang3. 

C: Ye3 mei2 you3 qil tal ren2 ke3 yi3 zhao3 ma. 

B: Mei2 you3 he2 shi4 de ren2 xuan3. 

C: Shi4 ma. 

A: Na4 G lei? 

C: En? 

A: G lei? 

C: G a, G wo3 bu4 zhil dao4. Wo3 xiang3 ye3 mei2 you3 qil 
tal de ren2 ma. Suo3 yi3 da4 jial doul peng4 dao4 yil qi3 
la. 
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B: G xiang3 zai4 zhao3 bie2 ren2 ye3 bao3 zheng4 bi3 C hao3 
bu4 liao3 na3 qu4 le. 

A: Bu2 shi4 shuol you3 ge da4 tou2 ma? 

C: Yil ge da4 tou2 a. Qil shi2 na3 you3 da4 tou2 a. Na3 you3 
da4 tou2 ? 

[Event 29. Getting the car fixed.] 

B: H de chel nong4 hui2 lai2 le ba? 

C: lsrong4 hui2 lai2 le. 

B: Hual le duol shao3 qian2? 

C: Tal shuol zai4 nar4 da4 gai4 hual le si4 bai3 duol kuai4 
qian2 ba. 

B: Nei4 113 bianrl, hual le zhe4 mo duol qian2. 

C: Wo3 bu4 zhil dao4. Tal shuol nei4 113 bianl da4 gai4 gei3 
tal xiul chel zi de nei4 ge ren2 

A: Bu2 shi4 nei4 tianl shuol shi4 yao4 shen2 mo liang3 bai3 
wu3 shi2 zuo3 you4? 

C: Liang3, sanl bai3 kuai4, yuan2 lai2 shuol ru2 guo3 shi4 
pump hual4 le de hua4 

B: En. 

C: Na4 mo pump xiul yil xiul da4 gai4 ye3 jiu4 shi4 liang3, 
sanl bai3 kuai4, liang3 bai3 duol kuai4. 

B: En. 

A: Hou4 lai2 sha2 wen4 ti2 ne? 

B: Hou4 lai2 bu2 shi4 nei4 ge huai4 le? 

C: Hou4 lai2 bu2 shi4 nei4 ge wen4 ti2. Tianl zhil dao4 shi4 
bu2 shi4 nei4 ge wen4 ti2. Xiul de shi2 hou shei2 ye3 bu2 
zai4 bianl shang4, shi4 bu2 shi4 a? Zhi3 hao3 tingl na4 
yil ge xiul chel ren2 jiang3. Da4 gai4, da4 gai4 yao4 si4 
bai3 duol kuai4 qian2. Y hual le liu4 bai3 duol kuai4 
qian2, bu4 yil yang4. 

A: Na4 shi4 bu2 shi4 nei4 ge shen2 mo transmission ne? 
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B: Ni3 shi4 bu2 shi4 doul dei3 ba3 transmission da3 kail. 
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B: Ni3 dao4 dealer li3 bianrl qu4 yil da3 kail jiu4 shi4 
zhei4 ge jia4. Jiu4 shi4 wu3, liu4 bai3 kuai4 qian2. Ru2 
guo3 transmission huai4 le yao4 huan4 you2, huan4, huan4 
sha2 le na4 yao4 shang4 qianl kuai4 qian2. 

A: Na4 shuol ming2 tal de transmission mei2 wen4 ti2. Fu3 
ze2 bu2 hui4 shoul si4 bai3 duol kuai4 qian2. 

B: Transmission mei2 huai4. 

C: Dui4, dui4, dui4. 

B: Wo3 jue2 de ke3 neng2 hai2 shi4 chel fu4 za2 le yil 
dian3. Ren2 jial ben3 lai2 shuol shi4 di4 er4 tianl zao3 
shang4 jiu4 neng2 gei3 tal chel. Jie2 guo3 da4 gai4 shi4, 
jinl tianl doul di4 sanl tianl le cai2 gei3 tal. 

C: Di4 sanl tianl le shi4 ba. 

B: Xing2 le, tal zhei4 ge chel yi3 jingl hual le 

C: Shang4 qianl you3 ba? 

B: Yil qianl wu3, liu4 le. 

C: Hual le yil qianl wu3, liu4 le? 

B: En. 

C: Mai3 de shi2 hou liang3 qianl, shi4 ba? Sanl, sanl, sanl 
qianl duol le. 

A: Liang3 qianl wu3, tal shuol de. 

B: Wo3, wo3 gei3 ni3 shuol, yinl wei2 sha2 lei, wo3 zhil 
dao4 tal zhei4 ge chel, na4 yil ci4 nei4 ge zha2 huai4 
le. 

A: En. 

B: Hual le sanl bai3 duol kuai4 qian2. 

C: Jiu4 na4 mo yil ge zha2 ye3 sanl bai3 duol kuai4? 

A: Na3, tal shi4 da4 zha2 diao4 le. 
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B: Da4 zha2 duan4 le, kongl tongl yil j ial huo. Hou4 lai2 
dao4 Luo4 Shanl Jil kongl tiao2 huai4 le. Chel nei4 ge, 
v^xiou. xxJ j^xaxiITx xxcx*x ^xcixx*x XU.'X/ 

A: Fengl shan4 . 

B: Fengl shan4, xian4 lu4 zheng3 ge hunS, hun3 luan4 le. 

C: Ao. 

B: You4 hual le si4 bai3 duol kuai4. 

C: Si4 bai3 duol kuai4 qian2 zai4 Luo4 Shanl Jil xiul de? 

B: En. Ran2 hou4 zhe4 you4, zhe4, zhei4 yil hui2 you4 shi4 
ge si4, wu3 bai3 . Sanl bai3, si4 bai3, jiu4 yil qianl le. 

C: Yil qianl duol le. 

B: Yil qianl duol le. Ling4 wai4 tal hai2 xiao3 

A: Shang4 yil ci4 chel lou4 you2 le, hai2 you4 hual le duol 
shao3 qian2, bu4 zhil dao4. 

B: Na4? Hual le yil bai3 duol kuai4 qian2. 

A: Ao. 

B: Tal, xian4 zai4 tal zhei4 ge chel jiu4 luan4 qil bal zaol 
jial qi3 lai2 yil gong4 baol kuo4 shen2 mo wei2 xiul a, 
huan4 lun2 tail ya, yil qianl doul guo4 le. 

A: Na4 ni3 bu4 neng2 suan4. Lun2 tail suan4 zheng4 chang2 
de. 

B: Wo3 shuol ni3 yao4 quan2 bu4, wo3 men zhei4 ge ye3, lun2 
tail ye3, ye3 suan4 ma. Ye3 jiu4 na4 mo hui2 shir4. Doul 
suan4 ma. 

C: Doul shi4 shang4 di4 bao3 you4, wo3 men zhei4 ge chel a 

B: C zhei4 ge chel, shi2 shi2 zai4 zai4 jiang3, hual qian2 
shi4 zui4 shao3 de le. Zhenl de. 

C: Ye3 hual a. 

A: Ren2 jial sha2 nao3 zi, ren2 jial hui4, hui4 mai3 ya. 

B: C zhei4 ge chel hual qian2 hual zai4 nar3, huan4 lun2 
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tail. 
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B: Hai2 you3 dian4 chi2. 

A: Cong2 lai2 mai3 dongl xi doul shi4 hua2 de lai2. 

B: C zhei4 chel xiul hai2 mei2 za3 hual qian2. 

C: Xiul bu2 shi4 hual le liang3 bai3 duol, shang4 ci4? 

B: Gan4 shen2 mo? 

C: Automaton ma. Hai2 you3 shang4 ci4 na4 li3 mian4 sanl 
genl pi2 dai4 you4 huan4 le. 

B: Na3 you3 liang3 bai3 duol kuai4 qian2? 

C: Shi4 a. Wo3 zen3 mo pian4 ni3. Ni3 

B: Ni3 jial, jial shang4 huan4 lun2 tail liang3 bai3 kuai4 
qian2. 

C: Jia4 qian2, jia4 hai2 zai4 nei4 ge di4 fangl. 

B: Jial shang4 huan4 lun2 tail le. 

C: Mei2 you3, mei2 you3, mei2 you3. Automaton liang3 bai3 
duol kuai4 qian2. 

B: Ao, dui4, ni3 huan4 le ge nei4 ge, nei4 ge 

C: Sanl ge pi2 dai4 ma. 

B: Bu4 guangl shi4 sanl ge pi2 dai4 quanl ya. 

C: Sanl ge pi2 dai4 quanl, yil ge automaton, jiu4 shi4 nei4 
ge, jiu4 nei4 ge dongl xi gui4. Yil kail shi3 wo3 xiang3 
da4 gai4 shi4 yil bai3 kuai4 zuo3 you4 ma liao3 bu4 de2 
le. 

B: Ai, bu2 cuo4. Ni3 zhe4 chel hai2 neng2 kail hao3 duol 
nian2. 

C: Zhi3 yao4 neng2 gou4 zai4 Tucson zhe4, zhe4 yil duan4 ri4 
zi neng2 gou4 kail wan2, shi4 bu2 shi4? Bu4 chul wen4 
ti2, xing2 le. 

B: Ri4 Ben3 chel bi3 jiao4 fang4 xinl de yil dian3, 
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C: Ai . 

B: Yil banl engine, Lranstnission bu4 chul wen4 ti2. 

C: En. 

B: Jiu4 hual bu4 liao3 tai4 duol de qian2. 

C: Dui4, dui4, dui4, zhe4 shi4 zhuS yao4 de, zhu3 yao4 de 
jil jian4 neng2 gou4 bu4 chul da4 shi4 qing. 

[Event 3 0. Buying a car.] 

B: H nei4 tianl gan3 kai3 lei, zuo4 zai4 wo3 de chel shang4 : 
"Ai, wo3 yao4 you3 qian2 le, mai3 Ri4 Ben3 chel. Hai2 
yao4 mai3 Toyota." 

C: Tal dangl chul mai3 de shi2 hou zen3 mo mei2 xiang3 dao4? 

B: Doul quan4 tal. Tal jiang4 de yao4 si3. 

C: A? Tal dangl shi2 mai3 chel ni3 zai4 zhe4, ye3, ye3 

B: Mai3 de shi2 hou wo3 bu2 zai4. 

A: Tal mai3 chel de shi2 hou4 hai2 bu2 ren4 shi ne. Dao4 
zui4 hou4 

B: Ren4 shi le. 

A: Mai3 wan2 le yi3 hou4 cai2 zhil dao4 ma. 

B: Wo3 men ren4 shi. H wo3 men shi4 ren4 shi. Dan4 shi4 bu4 
shu2 ni3 zhil dao4 ba. 

A: Tal mai3 chel de shi2 hou hao3 xiang4 hai2 shi4 pao3 qu4 
zhao3 de F. Tal men doul qu4 gei3 tal kan4. 

B: F, 

C: AO. 

A: Kan4 le zui4 hou4 tal mai3 le yi3 hou4, wo3 na4 shi2 hou 
ye3 bu2 tai4 dong3, genl tal shuol, wo3 shuol: "Zhei4 ge 
chel hao3 xiang4 bu4 hao3, ni3 kan4 na4 hou4 bianl 
zhuang4 de ao." 

C: En. 
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A: "Zai4 yil ge ni3 nei4 ge mileage nei4 ge biaoS gei3 ni3 
tong3 huai4 zhe4 113 tou jiu4 you3 wen4 ti2." 

C: Dui4, dui4, dui4. 

A: Wo3 shuol: "Ni3 ganl cui4 , " 

C: Yao4 wo3 kan4 113 blanl nel4 ge yl2 ql4 de hua4 chul mao2 
bing4 de hua4, wo3 jlu4 bu2 hul4 mai3. 

A: Wo3 shuol: "Ni3 xian4 zai4 gangl na2 dao4 shou3, ni3 ganl 
cul4 mai4, mal4 diao4 suan4 le. Ran2 hou4 zai4 chong2 
zhao3 yil ge. Zai4, zai4 chong2 mai3." Tal shuol: "Suan4 
le, pa4 tna2 fan2 ." 

C: Bu2 shi4, tal qu4 k;an4 de shi2 hou j iu4 bu2 yao4 mai3 le. 

A: Tal bu4 dong3, tal ye3 bu4 dong3. Ren2 jial doul gei3 tal 
shuol hao3. 

B: Zhei4 ge chel shi4 cong2 Mo4 Xil Gel guo4 lai2 de. New, 
New Mexico. 

C: Ao. 

B: Pai2 zhao4 doul mei2 you3 huan4. Shi4 New Mexico de pai2 
zhao4. Shi4 nei4 ge fan4 chel de nei4 ge ren2, zan2 men, 
ni3 mai3 zhei4 ge chel, shi4 tal na4 113 lai2 de. 

C: A? Shi4 nei4 ge ren2 mai3, zhuan3 mai4 gei3 

B: H de. 

C: H. 

B: Wo3 gei3 ni3 shuol shi4 za3 hui2 shir4. Tal men cong2 New 
Mexico nong4 lai2 de chel. Nong4 lai2 yi3 hou4, zhei4 ge 
ren2 lei, shi4 tal nong4 lai2 de chel. Tal dangl shi2 
you3 shi4 zou3 le, dao4 Pheonix qu4 le. Tal wei3 tuol tal 
de yil ge peng2 you3 bangl tal mai4 zhei4 ge chel, ni3 
zhil dao4 ba? 

C: En. 

B: Ran2 hou4 tal men dangl shi2 ding4 de jia4 lei liang3 
qianl kuai4 qian2 mai4 chul qu4 jiu4 xing2. Zhil dao4 ba? 

C: Ao, jiu4 shi4, jiu4 shi4 nei4 ge shang4 ci4 wo3 men qu4 
mai3 de nei4 ge dealer? 
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B: Jiu4, bu2 shi4, jiu4 ni3 mai3 de chel jiu4 zhei4 ge, jiu4 
zhei4 ge chel. 

C: Dui4, dui4, dui4, dui4. 

B: Ni3 cong2 tal shou3 shang4 mai3 de chel. Ni3 zhei4 ge 
chel jiu4 shi4 tal nar4 mai3 de. 

C: En. 

B: Tal rang4 tal peng2 you3 gei3 zhuan3 mai4 de. 

C: En. 

B: Jie2 guo3 lei, tal nei4 ge peng2 you3 lei mai4 gei3 H 
mai4 le liang3 qianl wu3. 

C: En. 

B: Tal gei3, gei3 nei4 ge ren2 shuol lei tal mai4 le liang3 
qianl. Cong2 zhongl zuan4 le wu3 bai3. Na4 mo, wo3 xiang3 
tal men zhongl jianl lei, zhei4 ge chel lei, tal men mai3 
lai2 ke3 neng2 j iu4 shi4 yil qianl wu3. Tal men yao4 mai4 
liang3 qianl ma jiu4 zuan4 wu3 bai3. Ke3 zhei4 ge ren2 
lei, tal you4 zhuan4 le. 

[Event 15d. Boiling and drinking water.] 

Lai2, C a, hel dian3 cha2. 

[Event 31. Schedule.] 

B: Wo3 hel cha2 shui4 bu4 zhao2 jiao4. 

C: Zen3 mo hui4 shui4 bu4 zhao2 jiao4 ne? 

B: Wo3, wo3 hel cha2 ke3 neng2 shui4 bu4 zhao2 j iao4. 

C: Zai4 zhei4 ge di4 fangl bu4 ke3 neng2 shui4 bu4 zhao2 
j iao4. 

B: Wo3 chang2 chang2 wan3 shang4 shui4 bu4 zhao2 jiao4. Bu2 
pian4 ni3. Ai. 

C: Na4 ni3 shui4 bu4 zhao2 jiao4, A zen3 mo ban4? 

B: Tal, wo3 chang2 chang2 mei2 shui4 jiao4, tal jiu4 shui4 
zhao2 le yi3 jingl. 

C: Yi3 jingl shui4 zhao2 le. 
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B: Ai, zao3 doul shui4 zhao2 le. 
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Mei3 tianl zao3 shang4 ni3 wen4 tal ji3 dian3? 

B: Liu4 dian3 duol j iu4 qi3 chuang2 le. 

A: Zao3 zao3 de jiu4 xing3. Dao4 nei4 shi2 hou jiu4 xing3. 
Mei2 ban4 fa3. Bai2 tianl you4 bu2 shui4. Bai2 tianl 
xian4 zai4 hen3 shao3 shui4. Shu2 feil ren2 shi2, shi2 
zai4 nan2 shou4 de bu4 xing2 le, shui4 yil huir4. Yil 
tianl zao3 shang4 ye3 bu4 zhil dao4 nong4 sha2 . Yil da4, 
da4 ban4 tianl yil nong4 jiu4 guo4 qu4 le. Zao3 shang4 
bal dian3 shang4 ke4, shang4 wan2 lce4 j iu3 dian3. Ran2 
hou4, L zhuanl ye4 nei4 bian ban4 dian3 shir4 . Zai4, zai4 
dao4 U lou2 ba3 yil xie shi4 chu4 li3 yil xia4, cha2 yil 
cha2. Zai4 ba3 nei4 ge gan4 chul lai2 de huor2 yin4 yil 
yin4, nong4 yil nong4. 

B: Xiang4 ni3 men nei4 ge, ni3 men xi4 li3, ni3 

A: Jiu4 gail hui2 lai2 le. Shi2 yil, shi2 yil, er4 dian3 le. 

C: Dui4, dui4, dui4 . 

B: Ni3 men xi4 li3 ni3 bu4 yil ding4 mei3 ci4, mei3 tianl 
doul yao4 qu4. Xia4 wan2 k;e4 you3 shi2 hou zi4 ji3 yao4 
gan4 sha2, duanl zhi2 jiu4 gan4 sha2. Wo3 gei3 ni3 shuol 
ao, shi4 zhe4 yang4. Wo3 zao3 shang4 ni3 zhil dao4 ba, 
qi3 lai2, xi3 wan2 lian3, gei3 D nong4 qi3 lai2, nong4 
hao3, mei3 tianl 2ao3 shang4 ba3 tal song4 dao4 xue2 
xiao4 qu4, yil hui2 lai2 jiu4 jiu3 dian3 duol le. Nong4 
dian3 fan4 yil chil, yil nong4 hao3, jiu3 dian3 ban4. Wo3 
shi2 dian3 duol yil dianr3 shang4 ke4. Deng3 yu2 shi2 
dian3 zhongl yi3 qian2 ya, shang4 ke4 yi3 qian2 shen2 mo 
shir4 ye3 gan4 bu4 liao3. 

C: Ao. 

B: Yil yang4 de. Nei4 bianrl ke4 yil xia4 wan2, shi2 er4 
dian3. Yil shang4 wu3 shang4 yil tang2 ke4. Jiu4 zhe4 
yang4 de. Zui4 hou4, gan3 kuai4 jiu4 dao4 cafeteria qu4 
ba3 fan4 yil re4 yil chil, jiu4 dao4 tu2 shul guan3 qu4. 

A: Dao4 shi2, shi2 yil dian3 zhongl jiu4 dei3 wang3 hui2 
pao3. Bu4 hui2 lai2, xianl e4 de xianl bu4 xing2. Zao3 
shang4 congl congl, congl congl mang2 mang2 qi3 lai2, 
nong4 dian3 dongl xi wang3 na4 yil zhuan4, zhuan4 shang4 
yil fenl zhongl, na2 chul lai2, chil yil banr4 jiu4 pao3 . 
Doul chil bu4 liao3 ge sha2. 
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B: Ni3 na4 sheng4 fan4 doul shi4 wo3 chil de, zao3 shang4. 

A: Sixi2 yil dxsn3 jxu.4 dsi3 liui2 iai2. Noiig4 dianxS fan4 yil 
chil. Ren2 hai2 guai4, chil dian3 re4 fan4 ba, chil wan2 
j iu4 kun4. 

B: Yil shui4 liang3, sanl dian3. 

A: Hai2 mei2 shui4. Hai2 bu4 gan3 shui4. Ai ya. 

B: Shi2 j ianl shi4 hun4 de kuai4 de hen3, ai ya. 

A: Wan3 shang4, wan3 shang4 ni3 zhe4 k;an4 zhe lei. Zheng3 
tianl wan3 shang4 za3 pao4 ne. Nong4 nong4 zhe4, nong4 
nong4 na4, za2 qil za2 bal na4 shi4 qing. Zai4, ba3 D 
zai4 dui4 fu dui4 fu. 

C: Ni3 xian4 zai4 mei3 tianl hai2, wan3 shang4 hai2 jiaol D 
ren4 zi4 ba? 

A: Ni3 wen4 tal. 

B: You3 shi2 hou. Wo3 men lia3 huan4 zhe doul zai4 nong4. 

C: En. 

B: Yi3 hou4 ya, yi3 hou4 ya yao4 mang2 qi3 lai2 le, A ya, 
ni3 ji4 hua4 jinl tianl wan3 shang4 yao4 gan4 sha2, chil 
wan2 f an4, kail shang4 chel j iu4 zou3. Qu4 xue2 xiao4, 
neng2 chul huor2. Zai4 jial li3 bu4 xing2. 

[Event 32. Dissertation and conference presentation paper 
writing.] 

A: Wo3 xian4 zai4 sheng4 le liu4 ge yue4, yao4 ba3 zhe4 xie3 
wan2. Zhe4 dissertation yao4 wan2. 

B: Zhenl zheng4 kail shi3 xie3, 

C: Yil bai3 duol ge page. 

A: Ai ya. 

C: Gao3 de chul lai2. 

A: Gao3 de chul lai2? Ni3 shi4, ni3 neng2 xie3. Wo3 zhe4 
ren2 shi4 xie3 dongl xi bu4 xing2. Zi4 ji3 xie3 chul lai2 
dongl xi doul, doul mei2 yong3 qi4 qu4 du2. 

B: Ai, suan4 le ba. 
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A: Zong3 jue2 de bu4 dei3 jinr4. 

5: Xi.s3 Xs.x2 3x114 zhxX d5.c4 Xe. 

A: Bu4 xing2. 

B: Ni3 zhe4 ci4 Jial Na2 Da4 nei4 ge hui4 bu2 shi4 cheng2 
gongl de hen3? 

C: Dui4. 

A: Cheng2 gongl sha2 cheng2 gongl. Ren2 jial wen4 wo3 yao4 
paper, wo3 doul bu4 gan3 gei3 ren2 jial ji4. Zhe4 paper, 
zong3 jue2 de bu4 xing2. 

B: Ni3 zi4 ji3 bu2 yao4 zhe4 yang4. Gail ji4 jiu4 ji4 gei3 
tal men. Duol, duol yil dianr3 lian2 xi4. 

C: Dui4. 

B: Mei2 you3 huai4 shu4. Ni3 neng2 gou4, na4 presentation 
doul na4 mo cheng2 gongl de, pa4 shen2 mo? 

[Event 33. Selected course in Western Civilization.] 

Wo3 na4, xiang3 dao4 nei4 ge, wo3 nei4 ge ju4 zi ya, doul 
bu2 shun4 a, na4 lao3 shil hai2 kan4 shang4 le. 

A: Hai2 dao4, hai2 dao4 banl shang4 jiang3 lei. 

B : Ai . 

A: Ai ya, xia4 ci4 j iang3 ba3 C dai4 shang4. Rang4 C qu4 
gei3 ni3 jiang3. 

C: Kail wan2 xiao4. 

B: C bangl wo3 nong4 de zhei4 ge ti2 shi4 jinl tianl zao3 
shang4 de nei4 ge ke4. 

C: En. 

B: Qu4 le wo3 rang4 lao3 shil yil kan4, wo3 shuol: "Ni3 kan4 
wo3 zhe4 zhong4 dian3." Ni3 gei3 wo3 nong4 le wo3 doul 
zheng3 li3 chul lai2 le, bi3 ji4 ben3 shang4. Kao3 shi4 
de shi2 hou lei, ti2 qian2 yao4 ba3 zhe4 xie ji4 xia4 
lai2. Wo3 shuol: "Lao3 shil ya, kan4 wo3 zhe4 zhong4 
dian3 dui4 bu2 dui4?" Wo3 shuol: "You3 de zhong4 dian3 
tai4 duol, ni3 kan4." Tal yil kan4: "Feil chang2 hao3. 
Ni3 zhe4 shi4 zhong4 dian3 de zhong4 dian3. Qiao2 qiao 
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ni3 doul, wo3 kan4 ni3 doul highlight le. Zhei4 ge di4 
fangl ni3 hen3 zhun3 que4. Wo3 wen4 de j iu4 shi4 tal." 
Tal kan4 zhe wc3 . Tal shuol; "Ni3 zhe4 xue2 xi2 feil 
chang2 ren4 zhenl. Ni3 bi3 Mei3 Guo2 xue2 shengl xue2 de 
ren4 zhenl." Tal shuol: "Yil kail shi3 ni3 hen3 worry, 
wo3 ye3 hen3 worjry. " Tal shuol: "Xian4 zai4 kan4 lai2 bu2 
yong4 worry. E, ni3 de Yingl Yu3 hen3 hao3 . " Tal kan4 wo3 
na4 mo fu4 za2 de ju4 zi doul kan4 dong3 le. Hui2 dal de 
tal yil dian3 dian3 doul zai4 na4. Wo3 hai2 mei2 gan3 
rang4 tal, gei3 tal, tnei2 gan3 gei3 tal, ba3 shul gei3 
tal kan4. Wo3 hai4 pa4 tal yil kan4 shul: "Zhe4, zhe4 
shang4 bianrl zi4 zen3 mo xie3 de, bu2 shi4 ni3 xie3 de 
zi4 lei?" Na4 za3 ban4? 

A: En. 

B: C hai2 gei3 wo3 xie3 le yil ge zhong4 dian3 zai4 nar4. 

C: Na4 zhu3 yao4, zhu3 yao4 shi4 ba3, na4 tal zhei4 ge doul 
shi4, yil banl shi4 wen2 zhangl li3 mian4 de yil xie yao4 
dian3. Tal wen4 de doul shi4 yil xie zhong4 dian3. 

B: Wo3, wo3 di4 yil ci4 kao3 de 

C: Rang4 ren2 jial kan4 le, you3 hao3 duol dongl xi ya, yao4 
hui4 zai4 yil qi3. 

B: Wo3, wo3 hen3 fei4 jin4, hen3 fei4 jin4 cong2 li3 bianrl 
shail xuan3 chul lai2 zhong4 dian3. Wo3 you3 shi2 hou 
shail xuan3 bu4 chul lai2 jiu4 zheng3 da4 dunr4 de chaol 
shang4 qu4 le. 

C: Ao. 

B: Tai4 fei4 jinr4 le. Ai. 

C: Tal zhe4, tal zhei4 ge kao3 shi4 hai2 shi4 yil banl jiu4 
shi4 kan4 ni3 ke4 wen2 kan4 le mei2 you3. You3 xie di4 
fangl, shi4 ba, jiu4 shi4 hual le duol shao3 gongl fu ye3 
ke3 yi3 kan4 de chul lai2. 

B: Dui4. 

C: Wo3 zou3 ma3 guanl hual kan4 yil bian4, tal you3 shi2 hou 
hui2 dal wen4 ti2 bu4 yil ding4 jiu4 shi4 hui2 dal dao4 
dian3 zi shang4 le. Zhei4 ye3 shi4 wo3 zai4 gei3 ni3 
zhao3 de shi2 hou4 lai2 hui2 fanl a. 

B: Suo3 yi3, wo3 jue2 de tal zhei4 ge ke4 dui4 yu2 wo3 lai2 
j iang3 bu2 suan4 tai4 j ian3 danl. 
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C: En. 

B: XU.£2 x5.i2 txny3 f£x4 J in4 d.s. 

A: Za3 neng2 jian3 danl? Wo3 kan4 na4 mo da4 yil benr3 dongl 
xi rang4 zan2 men qu4 du2, ye3 dei3 hual dian3 shil jianl 
du2, ni3 shuol shi4 bu2 shi4? 

C: Dui4. 

B: Jiu4 wo3 wan3 shang4 zhei4 ge ke4, ni3 shuol de tal zhei4 
ge rang4, tong2 yi4 wo3 dai4 hui2 jial kao3 shi4 le, 
ping2 shi2 na4 zuo4 lai2 ya, yil nong4 jiu4 shi2 ji3 er4 
shi2 ye4. Wo3 xian4 zai4 yi3 jingl yal le liang3 ci4 zuo4 
ye4, yal zai4 zher4 le. 

C: En. 

B: Zhei4 ge lao3 shil hao3 zai4 ni3 de zuo4 ye4 lei zai4 
fang4 j ia4 yi3 qian2 ni3 zhi3 yao4 gei3 tal, doul ke3 
yi3. 

C: En. 

B: Tal ao, tal mei2 you3 nei4 ge sha2, mei2 you3 xian4 zhi4 
yil, yil ci4 ye3 yao4 jiaol yil ci4 de. 

C: En, en. 

B: Er2 qie3 wo3, xian4 zai4 ziao4 ye4 zai4 banl shang4 jiaol 
de shi4 zui4 duel de. Wo3 de zong3 fenrl yi3 jingl da2 
dao4 yil bai3 qil shi2 fenl le. 

C: En. 

B: Xian4 zai4 tal men you3 de cai2 yil bai3 er4 shi2 fenrl. 
You3 de cai2 jiu3 shi2 duol fenrl. 

A: Zong3 fenrl duol shao3? 

B: Zong3 fenl wu3 bai3 duol fenrl. Sanl ci4 kao3 shi4 ma. 
Sanl ci4 kao3 shi4 wo3 kao3 le yil ci4. Deng3 yu2 hai2 
you3 liang3 bai3 fenrl. Hai2 you3 ping2 shi2 zuo2 ye4. 

C: En. 

B: Wo3 xian4 zai4 ping2 shi2 zuo4 ye4 na2 le qil shi2 fenrl, 
shi4 zui4 gaol de le. Ping2 shi2 zuo4 zuo2 ye4 you3 liu4 
shi2 fenrl. Zhi3 zuo4 le liu4 ci4, mei3 ci4 shi2 fenrl. 
Tal gei3 wo3 le qil shi2 fenrl. Tal shang4 ci4 ke4 tang2 
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shang4 jiang3 lei. Tal shuol: "Da4 jial xian4 zai4 doul 
dui4, dui4 yil xia4 ao, zhe4 shi4 di4 j i3 ci4, di4 ji3 
ci4. Xian4 zai4 ru2 giic3 ni3 liu4 ci4 zuo4 ye4 doul jiaol 
le, ni3 xian4 zai4 yingl gail shi4 liu4 shi2 fenrl." Zui4 
hou4 wo3 yil lcan4 wo3 zhe4 shang4 mianr4 zen3 mo yi3 
jingl qil shi2 le. Wo3 jiu4, wo3 jiu4 xia4 lai2 wen4 tal 
le. Tal shuol bu2 dui4, yingl gail shi4 liu4 shi2 ya. Wo3 
j iu4 ba3 wo3 nei4 ge gei3 tal. Tal qu4 cha2 le ban4 
tianl. "Ao!" tal shuol: "Wo3 duol gei3 ni3 le shi2 fenl. 
Keep it. " 

C: Bonus. 

B: Tal doul bu4 zhil dao4 zai4 na3 ge, shen2 mo di4 fangl 
gei3 de. Wo3 ye3 bu4 zhil dao4. Fan3 zheng4 jiu4 duol 
gei3 le shi2 fenrl. Keep it. 

C: Ye3 bu2 shi4 shi2 kuai4, ye3 bu2 shi4 shi2 k;uai4 qian2. 

A: Tianl xiao3 de. 

B: Nei4 ge, ni3 dao4 zui4 hou4 nei4 ge shi2 fenl zhil cha4 
ya jiu4 shi4 A he2 B de ju4 li2 ya. 

C: Dui4, dui4, dui4. 

B: Nei4 ge hen3 zhong4 yao4, wo3 gei3 ni3 shuol. 

[Event 34. C Department enrollment requirements.] 

C: Dangl shi2 nei4 ge GRE ye3, ye3 duol gei3 ni3 shi2 fenl, 

A: Nei4 ge GMAT. 

C: GMAT shi4 ba? 

A: GMAT zai4 gei3, duol gei3 shang4 shi2 fenrl. 

B: Zai4 gei3 shi2 fenl jiu4, jiu4 tongl guo4 le accounting 
de xian4. 

A: Mei2 you3, tal yao4 wu3 bai3 er4. 

B: Mei2 you3, tal shi4 nei4 ge bai3 fenl zhil liu4 shi2 ya. 

A: En. 

B: Bai3 fenl zhil liu4 shi2 da4 gai4 jiu4 shi4 wu3 bai3 yil 
zuo3 you4. Wo3, wo3, wo3 yi3 j ingl 
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C: Shi2 ji3 er4 shi2 fenl, xiangl cha4 shi2 ji3, shi2 ji3 
fenl. 

B: Wo3, wo3 yi3 jingl da2 dao4 bai3 fenl zhil wu3 shi2 duol 
le ma. Wo3, wo3 dangl shi2 kao3 de bai3 fenl zhil wu3 
shi2 ji3 de xian4 ma. Jiu4 cuo4 yil dian3 dian3 ma. 

A: Zai4 kao3 yil ci4 bei. 

B: Zai4 kao3 yil ci4 shuol bu2 ding4 kao3 bu4 liao3 zhe4 mo 
gaol lei. 

A; Bu4, ni3 xianl xue2 shang4 yil nian2 ban4, ganl cui4 . Ba3 
zhei4 ge xue2 wei4 na2 dao4, ni3 zai4 kao3. 

B: Wo3 zhei4 ge xue2 wei4 na2 dao4 jiu4 bu2 yong4 zai4 kao3 
le. Jiu4 tongl guo4 le. 

A: Shei2 shuol de? 

B: Dangl shi2 xi4 li3 bianrl nei4 ge ren2 jiang3. Tal shuol 
yao4 bu4 ran2 ni3 qu4 chong2 kao3 yil ci4. Yao4 bu4 ran2 
ni3 qu4 xiul yil xie under de zhei4 ge ke4. 

A: Ao, na4 xing2. 

B: Wo3 xian4 zai4 ba3 zhei4 ge, zhei4 ge under xue2 wei4 
doul na2 dao4 le, ni3, dui4 bu2 dui4? Tal dangl shi2 gei3 
wo3 xie3 le ge danl zi ma, rang4 wo3 qu4 xiul xie ke4 ma. 

A: Ao. 

C: Suo3 yi3 ni3 na2 dao4 le zhei4 ge xue2 wei4 de hua4, ni3 
zhe4 xie, zhe4 xie yao4 qiu2 doul yi3 jingl gao3 dao4 le. 

B: Shi4 a. 

[Event 35. C Program.] 

A: J shuol shi4 shen2 mo, shuol Master de zhei4 ge C Program 
cancel le. Bu4 zhaol shengl le. 

B: Close le. 

C: Zhe4 chil bu4 zhun3. Na4 yuan2 lai2 qu4 lian2 xi4, tal 
men zhe4 accounting zhei4 ge master he2 Ph. Da shi2 ji4 
shang4 j iu4 shi4 .... 

B: Shi4 yil ge program. 
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C: Ai, shi2 ji4 shang4 jiu4 shi4 ke3 you3 keS wu2. You3 jiu4 
duol zhaol, bu4 zhaol ye3 xing2. 

A: Na3 yil ge? Na3 yil ge? 

C: C xi4 zhei4 ge kou3 qi4 

B: C xi4 ya, Master, Ph. D, tal men doul zai4 yil ge bu4 
men2 guan3 zhe lei. 

C: Dui4. 

A: Tal, na4 xian4 zai4 wen4 ti2, tal shuol, wei4 shen2 mo 
shuol cancel le? Na4 jiu4 shi4 shuol guangl you3 Ph. D, 
mei2 you3 Master? Shi4 za3 hui2 shi4 qing2? 

C: Ye3 bu2 shi4. Wo3 gu3 ji4, 

B: Tal jiu4 shi4 ting2 zhi3, zhil dao4 ba? 

A: Wei4 sha2 ma? 

B: Mei2 you3 cancel. Wo3 wen4 le. Tal jiu3 liu4 nian2 kail 
shi3 chong2 xinl zhaol shengl. 

A: Ao. 

[Event 36. S Program.] 

B: Bu4 guangl shi4 zhei4 ge accounting, zhei4 ge xue2 xiao4 
zheng3 ge de j i4 hua4, baol kuo4 S xi4 ye3 shi4. 

C: Gu3 j i4 ke3 neng2 xian4 zai4 guo4 sheng4. 

B: K j iu4 shi4 yinl wei2 zhei4 ge shir4 ba3 ming4 song4 le. 

C: Ao. 

B: S xi4 cancel le ma. 

C; Dui4, ru2 guo3 bu4 

B: Ye3 shi4 bu4 zhaol shengl le. Ran2 hou4 lei ye3 yao4 
dao4, deng3 dao4 jiu3 liu4 nian2. Tal j iu4 shenl qing3 
bie2 de xue2 xiao4. Bie2 de xue2 xiao4 gei3 tal qian2 le. 

A: S xi4 hao3 xiang4 shi4 gei3 cancel le. Jiu4 shi4 che4 di3 
hao3 xiang4, e, qu4 diao4 le. Lian2 jiao4 shil doul fire 
diao4 le ma. 
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B: Ao, shi4 ba? 

A: Liaii2 3l'ien2 mo Tenui'e. 

B : Ao. 

A: Na4 jiu4 zheng3 ge jiu4, jiu4 mei2 you3 gongl zuo4 le. 

C: Shi4, ni3 qu4 kan4 xian4 zai4 mei3 ge xi4 zi4 ji3 doul 
you3 ren2 zai4 shang4 S ke4. Ni3 men xi4 da4 gai4 ye3 
you3 ren2 shang4, shi4 ba? 

A: Dui4. 

C: Jiao4, jiao4 xue2 yingl gail you3 ren2 

A: Na4 jiaol de bu4 yil yang4. 

C: Bu4 yil yang4? 

A: Bu4, bu4, bu4, tal bu2 shi4 shang4 de zhei4 ge S zhuanl 
ye4 de S ke4. 

C: Dui4, shi4, shi4, shi4, yil banl 

A: Wo3 men shang4 de nei4 zhong3 de jiao4 yu4 S ke4. 

C: Dui4, dui4, dui4, dui4, j iao4 yu4 S ke4. Ni3 shang4 de 
nei4 ge S ke4 shi4 ling4 wai4 yil ge, shi4 ba? 

A: Tal hai2 you3 xinl li3 S ke4. Wo3 wang4 le. Fan3 zheng4 
shi4 jiao4 shen2 mo Educational S ke4. 

B: Xing2 wei2 S ke4. 

C: Shi4 zai4 nar3 shang4 de? Zai4 nei3 ge xi4? 

A: Zai4 nar3 shang4 de? Zai4 E Building. 

C: Ao, da4 gai4 jiu4 shi4 wo3 men xi4 de nei4 ge. 

A: En. Jiu4 shi4 ni3 men xi4 de nei4 ge. 

B: Tal nei4 ge jiao4 xing2 wei2 kel xue2 S ke4. 

C: Dui4, dui4, dui4. 

A: Dui4, dui4, dui4, xing2 wei4 kel xue2 S ke4. 

C: Dui4, dui4, you3 yil ci4 guai4 bu4 de wo3 kan4 dao4 nei4 
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ge shen2 mo, nei4 ge lao3 tai4 tai jiao4 shen2 mo ming2 
zi a? Nian2 ji4 man2 da4 de ma. Gao3 nei4 ge Chomsky, 
nei4 ge yil tianl dao4 wan3 hua4 nei4 ge tree de nei4 ge 
lao3 tai4 tai? Zui4 da4 de yil ge? Ji4 de ba? Jiao4, 
jiao4, jiao4 Hel--, Hellen hai2 shi4 shen2 mo? Jiao4 

A: Mei2 you3. Jill ba? 

C: Nian2 ji4 zui4 da4 de yil ge. 

A: Jill. 

C: Jill. Da4 gai4 shi4. Ai, nei4 tianl zai4 na4. Da4 gai4 
shi4 jinl nian2 tai zai4 xuan3 zhei4 ge S ke4. 

A: En. 

[Event 37. Credit transfer.] 

C: Nei4 tianl he2 Y jiao4 shou4 tan2 le. Tai shuol; "Ni3 
hai2 yao4 zai4 xuan3 ge 600." Wo3 shuol wo3 yi3 qian2 
xue2 guo4 S ke4 le. 

A: En. 

C: Shi4 a. Tai shuol na4 ke3 neng2 shi4 yao4 qiu2 bu4 yil 
yang4. Shi2 ji4 shang4 Ph. D wo3 zhil dao4 xue2 nei4 ge 
S ke4 ye3 bu2 guo4 j iu4 shi4 na4 mo yil xie dongl xi bu2 
hui4 shi4 na4 S zhuanl ye4 de. 

A: Ni3 xian4 zai4, ni3 xian4 zai4 neng2 zhuan3 ji3 men2 ke4 
ma? 

C: Tai nei4 tianl kan4 le a. Tai shuol de: "Ni3 zhe4 xie ke4 
jil ben3 shang4 doul " 

A: Doul ke3 yi3 zhuan3. Shi4 ke3 yi3 zhuan3 ma. 

C: Doul shang4 dao4 le. Tai shuol jiu4 shi4 doul shang4 dao4 
le. 

A: Shi4 a. 

C: Tai dui4 wo3 kan4 le yi3 hou4, "You3 xie ke4 ni3 xiang4 
zai4 Yingl Guo2 xue2 de ke3 yi3 zhuan3 guo4 lai2. Zuo4 
wei4 out of the E College zhe4 xie ke4 cheng2 lai2 
zhuan3." Wo3 xiang3 zhei4 ge dao3 ye3 ke3 yi3, ao, shi4 
ba? Zai4 ling4 wai4, wo3 yinl wei2 wo3 men nei4 ge shi4 
qil shi2 er4 ge xue2 fenl ma. 
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A: Dui4. 

: û.*± Q-lciu*± &iix^ Dct.x yc. 

A: En. 

C: Sheng4 xia4 lai2 jiu4 zhi3 you3 wu3 shi2 si4 ge. 

A: En. 

C: Wo3 suan4 le yil xia4, shi4 ba, qil shi2 er4 ge xue2 fenl 
qu4 diao4 shi2 bal shi4 bu2 shi4 wu3 shi2 si4 ge? 

B: Dui4. 

C: Wu3 shi2 si4 ge wo3 xian4 zai4 zhei4 ge yil nian2 ban4 
xia4 lai2 jiu4 jiangl jin4 jiu4 shi4 sanl shi2, sanl shi2 
duol ge xue2 fenl. 

B: Hai2 you3 er4 shi2 duol ge xue2 fenl. 

C: Shi2 bal, sanl shi2 si4 ge, ai. 

A: Ni3 zai4 zhuan3 shang4 shi2 ji3 ge, you3 mei2 you3? 

C: Zai4 zhuan3 shang4 ma, wo3 xiang3, neng2 gou4 duol zhuan3 
dangl ran2 hao3 le. 

B: Ke3 neng2 zhi3 neng2 zhuan3 liu4 ge xue2 fenl. 

C: Shi4 a. 

A: Tal gei3 ni3 neng2 zhuan3 duol shao3? 

C: Tal xian4 zai4 mei2 zui4 hou4 j iang3 ding4. Tal j iao4 wo3 
hai2 yao4 he2 0 jiao4 shou4 qu4 jiang3 a. Shang4 ci4 0 
jiang3, jiang3, zhei4 ge lao3 xiongl, jiu4 shi4 zhuan3, 
ni3 yao4 zhuan3, suan4 liu4 ge xue2 fenl. Tal wen4 ni3 
doul zhuan3 guo4 lai2 hao3 le ni3 bu2 yao4 du2, ni3 zhei4 
ge di4 fangl jiu4 ke3 yi3 na2, ma3 shang4 j iu4 ke3 yi3 

A: Ni3 shuol: "Wo3 inei2 you3 doul, doul, doul zhuan3. Dan4 
shi4 liu4 ge xue2 fenl zhuan3 de you3 dian3 tai4 shao3 
le. " 

C: Shi4 a. 

B: Ni3 zhuan3 le duol shao3? 
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A: Wo3 men zhe4 you3 zhuan3 shi2 men2 ]ce4 de, zhuan3 sanl 
shi2 ge de. 

C: En. 

A: Zhuan3 man3 de. Wo3 men zhe4 bianl zhi3 yao4 ni3 xue2 de 
neng2 gou4, neng2 gou4 fu3 he2 tal de yao4 qiu2 ma, dui4 
kou3 . 

B: Dan4 tal lei you3 de xi4 you3 guil ding4. Zui4 duol zhi3 
neng2 zhuan3 liu4 ge xue2 fenl. 

C: Wo3 xian4 zai4 

A: Dan4 liu4 ge you3 dian3 tai4 shao3. 

C: Xian4 zai4 zai4 shen2 mo di4 fangl ne? Zheng4 hao3 wo3 a 
fal xian4 le Mei3 Guo2 zhei4 ge jiao4 yu4, tal zhei4 ge 
dao3 shi4 dian3 xing2 de ji4 hua4 jin4 xing2. Ji4 hua4 
xing4 de chan3 wu4. Ni3 dao4 nar3 qu4, bi3 ru2 shuol 
zhei4 ge ke4, ke4 cheng2 doul shi4 tong3 yil de jiao4 
f a3. Suo3 yi3 nei4 ge xue2 f enl zhuan3 qi3 lai2 j iu4 
rong2 yi4 zhuan3. 

B: Dui4. 

C: Zhil dao4 ba? 

B: Cong2 guo2 wai4 wang3 guo4 zhuan3 j iu4 nan2. 

C: Ai, zhei4 ge jiu4 shi4, jiu4 xiang4 tal men zao4 nei4 ge 
qiangl zhil yil yang4 de, doul shi4 zhei4 ge assembly 
line. 

B: En. 

C: Yil ge xing2 hao4. Zhei4 ge ke4 ye3 shi4 zhe4 yang4 zi. 
Bu4 guan3 shang4, ju4 ti3 shang4 bu4 guan3. 

B: En. 

C: Dan4 tal zhe4 jiao4 fa3 jiu4 shi4 zhe4 yang4 yil ge jiao4 
fa3. Bi3 ru2 shuol 600, shi4 ba, zhe4 ge Quantitative 
Study. 601, Qualitative Study. Dao4 qil tal da4 xue2, tal 
ye3 shi4, tal ye3 

B: Zhe4 li3 bianrl jiu4 you3 ge jingl yan4 jiao4 xun4 a. 

C: Suo3 yi3 xian4 zai4 ne, peng4 dao4 zhe4 ge ni3 xiang4 
Yingl Guo2 de he2 tal j iu4, j iu4 bu4 xing2. 
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B: Jiao4 fa3 bu4 yil yang4. 

C: 5h,i4 ba? M6i2 you3 lDan4 f a3. 3uo3 yi3 you3 slix2 hou nci4 
ge ke4 cheng2 nan2 wei4 tal men zuo2 mo ban4 tianl, 2he4 
ge jiul jing4 yingl gail dui4 nei3 yil ge, nei4 ge dui4 
shen2 mo. 

A: Ni3 xian4 zai4 jue2 zhe ni3 neng2 zhuan3 ji3 ge ne? 

C; Wo3 xian4 zai4 xinl zhongl xiang3 ni3 zhi3 shao3 de hua4, 
ni3 dei3 gei3 wo3 zhuan3 liu4 ge. Duol wo3 gu3 ji4 shi2 
er4 ge. 

A: Liu4 ge shi4 zui4 qi3 ma3 de. En. 

C: Shi4 bu2 shi4 a? Neng2 gou4 liu4 he2 shi2 er4 zhil jianl, 
j iu4 yi3 j ingl reasonable. 

B: Liu4 ge shi4 qi3 ma3 de. 

C: Shi4 bu2 shi4 a? 

B: Na4 mo jiu4 zhuan3 liu4 ge, ni3 ye3 sheng4 de bu4 duol le 
ya. Sheng4 er4 shi2 lai2 ge xue2 fenl. Zai4 you3 yil 
nian2 duol j iu4 wan2 le. 

C: Shi4 a. Wo3 jiu4 shi4 yil ge xue2 fenl bu4 zhuan3 de 
hua4, ye3 bu2 guo4 jiu4 shi4 zai4 yil nian2 ban4. 

B: En. Shi4? C, ni3 suan4 xue2 de kuai4 de. 

[Event 38. Assistazitship.] 

C: Y j iao4 shou4 shuol de ni3 zhaol shen2 mo j i2 ya? Zhe4 
yil ge 

A: Ni3 shuol de, e, na4 wen4 ti2 shi4 ni3 men you4 bu4 gei3 
qian2 na. Zen3 mo bu4 zhaol ji2? 

C: Shi4 a. Tal shuol zher4, zher4 you3 ge xue2 shengl du2 le 
jiu3 shi2 duol ge xue2 fenl a. 

A: Du2 na4 mo duol na4 ren2 jial ke3 neng2 na2 de you3 zil 
zhu4 a. Ni3 mei2 you3 zil zhu4 ni3 zhe4 yang4 du2 xia4 
qu4 zen3 mo ge nong4 fa3? Ni3 genl tal jiang3, ni3 shuol 
hai2 dai4 er2 zi ne. 

C: En. 

B: Ni3 yao4 wen4 tal men yao4 qian2. 
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C: Ai, shi4 a. Suo3 yi3 mei2 ban4 fa3. Zhei4 ge hai2 nong4 
le ge P da4 xue2, P da4 xue2 bu2, bu2 duan4 de gei3 wo3 
lai2 xin4, jiao4 wo3 qu4. Shenl qing3 nei4 bianl. 

B: Gei3 bu4 gei3 qian2 ma? 

C: Bu4 qingl chu3 a. Wo3 ye3 lan3 de zai4 qu4 shenl qing3. 

A: Na4 jiu4 shi4 R du2 de nei4 ge xue2 xiao4 ma. 

C: Ai. 

A: R dangl shi2 qu4, ren2 jial gei3 tal de nei4 ge zil zhu4 
shao3 de ke3 lian2. 

B: Dui4. 

A: Te4 bie2 shao3, nei4 ge Program. 

B: Nei4 ge xue2 xiao4 lei yi3 jingl 

A: Er2 qie3 tal shi4 shen2 mo Quater zhi4. 

B: Nei4 ge xue2 xiao4 wo3 zhil dao4, tal shi4 gei3 xue2 
shengl ao, wai4 guo2 xue2 shengl tal neng2, zil 2hu4 
neng2 gei3 ni3 da3 dao4 bai3 fenl zhil bal shi2. 

C; Ao. 

B: Dan4 shi4 lei mei3 ge ren2 doul hen3 shao3. Jin3 jin3, 
jin3 jin3 gou4 fu4 ge, fu4 ge xue2 fei4. Lian2 shengl 
huo2 fei4 doul bu2 gou4. 

C: Ao. 

B: Tal bu4 gei3 ni3 duol. Suo3 you3 xue2 shengl doul bu4 
gei3 duol. Tal jiu4 shi4 mian4 da4, qian2 shao3. Bu2 
xiang4 zhei4 ge xue2 xiao4, gei3 ni3 yil ge half time 
huo4 zhe3 quarter time. 

C: Shi4 a, shi4 a. 

B: Tal na4 ke3 neng2 2ui4 duol doul shi4 quarter. 

C: Ai. 

B: Zui4 gaol jiu4 shi4 quarter. 

C: Xian4 zai4 sui2 tal qu4 ba. Wo3 xiang3 jiu4 shi4 chengl 
de hua4 ye3 bu2 guo4 jiu4 shi4 chengl tal ge, hai2 you3 
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yil, liang3 nian2. Ba3 zhei4 xie ke4 xiul wan2 zhil hou4 
a, 

A: Ni3 hai2 shi4 zai4 zher4 du2, wo3 jue2 de ni3 

C: Ai. 

A: Yinl wei2 ni3 bu4 guan3 za3, zhei4 ge, tal, ni3 xian4 
zai4 du2 le zhei4 ge zhuanl ye4 yi3 j ingl du2 le zhe4 mo 
duel xue2 fenl. 

C: En. 

A: Ni3 dao4 bie2 de di4 fangl ren2 jial hui4 bu2 hui4 gei3 
ni3 zhuan3 zhe4 mo duol? 

C: Shi4 a. 

A: Zai4 ling4 wai4 yil ge, fan3 zheng4 0 jiao4 shou4 hao3 
lai4 hai2 you3 dian3 ming2 qi4, dui4 ba? 

C: En. 

B: Jiu4 shi4 zhanl zhe zhei4 ge 0 jiao4 shou4 de ming2 qi4 
le. 

A: Dui4 ya. 

B: Yi3 hou4 zhao3 gongl zuo4 ke3 neng2 hao3 yil dian3. Zai4 
yil ge, C hai2 shi4 ke3 yi3 ji4 xu4 zai4 zhengl, zhengl, 
zhengl qu3 zhei4 ge qian2 ya. Yinl wei2 ni3 hai2 you3, 
lun4 wen2 j ial shang4 de hua4, hai2 you3 yil, liang3 
nian2 ne. Liang3, sanl nian2 lei. 

C: Shi4 a, ru2 guo3 genl ju4 zuo4, ba3 zuo4 lun4 wen2 de 
shil jianl suan4 j in4 qu4 de hua4, shi4 hai2 dei3 yao4 
you3 ge liang3 nian2 ban4 dao4 sanl nian2. 

B: Shi4 a, ni3 suo3 yi3 shuol hai2 shi4 yingl gail ji4, ji4 
xu4 zhengl qu3 zhei4 ge qian2. 

C: Liang3 nian2 ban4 dao4 sanl nian2 de shil jianl. 

A: Ni3 mei2 genl tal men zui4 jin4 zai4 tan2 yil tan2? 

B: Wo3 sha2 shi2 hou qu4 zhao3 ni3 men O j iao4 shou4. Wo3 
shuol C bu4 xul yao4 qian2 le, tal lao3 po2 yi3 j ingl 
2heng4 qian2 le. 

C: Xing2 a. Shuol lao3 shi2 hua4, wo3 doul lan3 de2 zai4 qu4 
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zhao3 tal tan2. Tan2 le liangS, sanl ci4, doul mei2 you3 
ge jie2 guo3. Zhenl de. Suo3 yi3 wo3 xiang3 xiang zhei4 
ge shi4 ne, yinl wei2 shen2 mo daixgl chul 2hao3 ye3 shi4 
you3 dao4 113 de. Zhil dao4 ba? 

B: Ni3 dong4, ni3 dong4 dong, dong4, ni3 dong4 dong4 nao3 
zl, zal4 zhei4 ge xue2 xiao4 fan4 wei2 nei4 dong4 dong 
nao3 zi. Kan4 bie2 de xi4 you3 mei2 you3 qian2 ya zhil 
lei4 de. 

A: Ren2 jial ge4 ge4 xi4, ge4 ge4 xi4 doul zhang3 wo4 le. 
Ni3 xiang4 zhe4 T xi4, ni3 xiang3 dao4 T xi4 qu4 na2 zil 
zhu4? 

C: Zhei4 ge, zhei4 wo3 bu2 zai4, zhei4 ge zuanl bu2 jin4 qu4 

B: V, V wei4 shen2 mo neng2 gou4 zai4, zai4 bie2 de xi4 
neng2 nong4 dao4 qian2? 

C: Tal zhe4, bu2 shi4, tal, tal zhuan3 

A: Bu2 shi4, na4 tal zhuan3 guo4 qu4, tal shenl qing3 nei4 
ge xi4, ren2 j ial gei3 tal qian2, tal j iu4 guo4 qu4 le. 

C: Tal zhe4 shi4, tal jiu4 shi4 dao4 nei4 ge di4 fangl qu4, 
bian4 nar4 de xue2 shengl le. 

A: Jiu4 bian4 cheng2 nar4 de xue2 shengl le. 

B: Wu, bu4, ni3 ye3 ke3 yi3 zhe4 yang4 qu4 ya. 

A: You, na4 tal na4 du2 na4 mo duol ke4 jiu4 deng3 yu2 bai2 
fei4 le. 

C: Ai you. 

B: Bu2 fei4. 

A: Dangl ran2 fei4. 

B: Ni3 gei3 wo3 qian2 jiu4 xing2 a. Ni3 jiu4 qu4 zhao3 . 

C: Bu2 shi4 a. Wen4 ti2 ni3 xiang4 xian4 zai4 

A: Na4 you4 dei3 cong2 tou2 du2 wa. Ni3 na3 you3 na4 mo doul 
shi2 jianl? 

C: Xian4 zai4, xian4 zai4 ru2 guo3 jiao4 wo3 zai4 zhuan3 
dao4, zhuan3 dao4 tal men nei4 ge zhuanl ye4 qu4, zai4 
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chong2, you3 xiel ke4 a 

B: Ai, yil, yilf yil ge yue4 gei3 ni3 yil qianl duol kuai4 
qian2, ni3 qu4 bu2 qu4 a? Gel dao4 wo3, wo3 j iu4 qu4 le. 

C: Dan4 shi4 wo3 yao4 kao3 lu4 ya. Ni3 zhei4 ge shi2 jianl 
ru2 guo3, ni3 yi3 wang3 du2 de zhei4 xiel doul suan4 j in4 
qu4 ya, na4 mo dao3 

B: Na4, lcen3 ding4 neng2 zhuan3 yil bu4 f enl ba? 

A: Ao, na4 ni3 yao4 shi4 dao4 wo3 men xi4, ni3 nei4 ge Yingl 
Guo2 de ke4 doul zhuan3 le. 

B: Hao3 duol ke4 doul, hai2 shi4 ke3 yi3 zhuan3. 

A: Na4 dao3 shi4 ke3 yi3 ba3 shi2 jianl zhuan3 guo4 qu4 de. 
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Appendix E 

Transcription o£ bhe Spontaneous Conversational 
Data in English Translation 

[Event la. Sharing cuiswers to excun questions in class.] 

B: Where did you get the fonnula? As calculated, some years 
later there will, will, will be a World War. How will it 
be fought? Well, what did you base on to get it? I said 
I wrote all that on here. I then told him that even 
earthquake could even be predicted, just according to 
some previous years' data, and we could predict future 
earthquakes. I said world wars could also be predicted. 
That American .... 

C: You talked them into dumbfoundedness. 

B: The American said: "Then how does your formula make the 
prediction? What does this 100 mean here? How comes this 
w?" I said this was the enlightenment I got from a book 
by a prophet. I told him, I said a German wrote a, a, a, 
a book, just to predict when world wars would break out, 
when the earth would be destroyed. I just told him. Then, 

E: The Chinese war is lead by me. 

B: I put the formula there for them, wow, the teacher was 
very happy. Then after I finished this, the teacher said: 
"Leave this of yours here for me. I will talk about this 
to my students in the other class tomorrow night." 

A: You go to talk? 

B: He talks. I, I won't talk. He asked me to leave this 
there. 

C: Well, not bad, not bad. 

B: All is made up by me. 

C: Make up, everybody is making up. As long as your making, 
making up will make him .... 

B: How can that, that calculate when we will fight? 

C: Right. 

D: Mother. 
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B: Yes? 

[Event 2a. Conflict between children.] 

D: Mummy, Mummy. 

A: What? 

D: Come up here. 

B: They have a problem again. 

A: Put her at somebody's home for a while. We can't manage. 
How can, can we record like this? 

[Event 3. Hairpin.] 

C: This modelling is not bad. 

B; I just think, I think it is ugly. 

C: Yes. 

B: Not good-looking. 

A: Give it to G. 

B: What is this somewhat like? Like the .... 

A: Yes. 

B: What thir, thir, thirty-year-old would use. This I think 
looks too clumsy on little kids, and too that on young 
people. 

C: Right, right, right. Should be on married women, right. 

B: Yes. 

C: Right? 

[Event lb. Sharing answers to exam questions in class.] 

B: Well, this time you have helped me a great deal with my 
courses. 

C: Not mention it. 

B: From now, now on come to me if you have problems. 
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C: Come to you if I have problems? 

B: Yes, come to me if you have problems. I have got benefit. 

A: You even got A+, of course you have got benefit. 

B: Today the teacher entered and said: "Would you like to 
SHARE an answer in your test with the others?" 

C: Yes. 

B: I said: "Of course. Why not? I am glad to." 

C: Yes. 

B: He said with a smile: "You will talk in class." I with a 
"dong", I jumped in worries. I, I said, I said, I WORRY 
my English. 

C: Yes. 

B: I said I thought I could not speak clearly. 

C: Yes. 

B: He said: " I think you will have no problem." 

C: Yes. 

B: "You stand up and make a try. If you don't explain it 
clearly, I will read it for you." 

C: Yes. 

B: "Ask the students to ask questions." Then I stand up to 
talk. 

C: Yes. 

B: I talked. I looked at mine, I just followed what I had 
written, my sentences were all simple, and talked at 
will. The students all asked: "Where did you get that 
formula? What's the formula about?" I wrote the formula 
on the board, and explained to him bit by bit. The 
Americans' math is not good. 

C: Yes. 

B: He, he just wanted to ask you about the n-1. 
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C: Why n-1, right? 

B: "Whac's che number of your n?" I said chis n is jusn the 
n of the previous w. If you [are predicting] World War 
II, this II will be 2-1. If you predict III, this n will 
be 3 . 

A: Yes. 

B: He said: "Why haven't I learned this type of formula?" 

[Event 4. Math Teaching in the U.S.] 

C: The Ame-, I think American math, math is shallow. The 
applied problems that E works with at his High School 
now, because I think in China you will be able to do in 
Second or Third Grade. You know, they have already 
taught. And now they take them to the Sixth Grade and 
still teach like, like this. 

B: I tell you, J's daughter, .... 

C: Yes. 

B: .... in which grade already? Grade Four, maybe. 

C: Yes. 

B: She is still learning the Multiplication Table. 

C: She is still learning multiplication, right? She can't 
even do multiplication. 

B: She is still memorizing the Multiplication Table. 

C: My goodness. 

B: She cannot even multiply. Then, if you follow the 
school's way of learning, you will hold the child up. 

C: Right! 

B: So, your E should be taken care of by yourself. 

C: Right. 

B: The way to teach by yourself, in E's case, English you 
know how. It's not necessary to mention. As for math, you 
may find some books from China. 
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C: Yes. 

B: Its difficult level will be comparatively high. You just 
ask him to work. 

C: Yes. 

B: He has time, once he gets home, you just ask him to do 
the exercises, that's all. 

C: Okay. 

B: Our D's math, just taught casually, has already improved. 

C: Yes. 

E: Daddy. 

B: Now, what we WO--, WORRY about is her English instead. 

C: I see. 

[Event 5a. Word Meem.lng.] 

E: Daddy. 

C: Yes. 

E: What does TOWARD mean? T-O-W-A-R-D. 

C: T-O-W-A-R-D. TOWARD means in such and such a direction. 
Go in such and such a direction. 

[Event 6a. Recording.] 

E: Why don't you still record? 

C: Okay, don't talk. We will record. Then you read the book, 
okay? 

[Event 7a. Being sick.] 

A: (Coughing badly) . I was taking a bath the other day. The 
door was not closed. I was about frozen. There was just 
a temperature drop. 

B: She has caught a cold. 

A: I've caught a cold. I am okay in other respects but 
coughing. 
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[Event 8a. Steeuning pear.] 

I should not steam, steam the pear till all the water 
evaporates and the pear is burnt today. Yesterday I 
steamed the pear, and it was burnt, it was burnt. Then 
the thing for washing the pot was not here. I washed it 
for a long time and could not make it clean. 

[Event 7b. Being sick.] 

C: You, the pear won't work on you. 

A: Why? 

C: You eat, for adult I think this thing seems to be .... 

A: Isn't it cough relief, with, with crystal sugar? 

C: Crystal sugar can be used to relief cough. But I think 
for adults to eat this seems hopeless. 

A: D ate it and the effect was very good. I don't know if it 
is the effect of the medicine or the effect of taking 
this. 

C: Do you still any luohan quo (a Chinese medicine)? 

B: The medicine I have given her, the medicine I given her 
to take for a few days already. It should produce an 
effect already. 

A: I still have one luohan guo. 

C: You can still brew it. 

B: I, I took that medicine, .... 

A: Yes. 

B: I took kekemin, just when I caught the cold, .... 

C: Yes. 

B: I took kekemin on the second day, and the third day it 
worked. 

A: You feel drowsy after taking that medicine. 

B: I told you to take it before you go to bed. 
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A: Before bedtime? But I still have to get up early tomorrow 
mozning. 

B: You can, you can get up. These couple of days, I have got 
allergy. My eye corners are very itchy. The eye, the eyes 
feel awful. 

C: Maybe this season is the season for allergy. 

B: I don't if it is. Well, awful. 

C: That Mr. I, too, has a hard time these days. Like a cold, 
a heavy cold. 

A: We'd better leave TUCSON. 

[Event 9. Asian Olympic Games.] 

B: Hi, A, is there any news about the Asian Olympic Games 
today? It is already, already closed. 

A: It is already closed. There is no news today. 

B: They haven't reported anything? 

A: No. I glanced at it and there was no, nothing, no special 
report, I then did not read. 

B: In the Asian Olympic Games this time China is very, very 
influential. China shows, shows off. 

A: I then DELETED it. 

C: There must be some items. 

A: He said, the what, Male Intermediate Long Distance 
Running China also gets a Championship. 

B: In the past, Male Intermediate Long Distance Running, 
China's Male Intermediate Long Distance Running was never 
able to enter the first four. China had nothing to do 
with it. Generally speaking, it was not able to enter the 
final. 

C: Yes. 

B: It was eliminated in the Group Preliminary match. 

C: Yes. 
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B: This time, the Ma Family Team sent three men. They were 
trained by Ma, Jun-ren. The one with the least training 
had a training period of just three months, and the one 
with the most training undertook a 6-month training 
perhaps. 

A: And one silver medal, one .... 

B: Two silver medals, and one gold medal. 

A: Two silver medals, one gold medal! 

C: Wow. 

B: He even surpassed the rival from South Korean, who had 
maintained the Asian Olympic Games record. He even broke 
the record of the Asian Olympic Games. 

C: This Ma Family does know how. 

B: Then his goal, .... 

C: Yes. 

A: This time they didn't even go. 

B: .... is the world record. This, this, this Ma, Jun-ren, 
this guy, I don't know how he did it. It's not as simple 
as just training. He must have some secrets. 

A: He must do, he must do. 

B: Anyone who comes to him for a few months will be good. 
You think about it. 

A: All members that have come to him all get medals. This 
time the female generals he brought all got gold medals. 

C: Yes. 

B: This time, the females' results have a general decrease. 
However, all got gold medals. All maintained gold medals. 

C: Well, that's okay. 

B: The members of his team who participated all got gold 
medals. Everybody got one. As for those who got copper 
and silver medals, members from their own team got the 
gold. So they were just following. That was a double 
security means. If anyone should fall and could't get the 
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gold, the second one would come up. All is like this. 
This is too strong. 

C: Was it at the Asian Olympic, Asian Olympic Games? 

B: Asian Olympic Games. At the Asian Olympic Games this 
time, China has obtained over a hundred, a hundred and 
thirty gold medals. 

C: Yes. 

B: All the medals of Japan and South Korea put together 
amount to only a hundred and twenty. 

A: This time Japan is really upset. South Korea even get the 
second place. 

B: But China, China, this time, I mean newspaper comments, 
that China, after the Barcelona Olympic Games, made an 
Olympic, Olympic Strategy. 

C; Yes, yes, yes. 

B: Olympic Strategy. Then, after this Strategy was made, 
China put forward that it should stress the primairy 
items. That is to say, China will not invest in the non-
primary items. 

C: Yes. 

B: As a result, the Woman Soccer was eliminated. 

C: Yes. 

B: Many Provincial Teams were dismissed. But the coach of 
the State Woman Soccer Team was not convinced. He then 
said, he said that he predicted that the woman soccer 
would be in the future as the man soccer .... 

C: Yes. 

B: .... become a world craze. 

C: Yes. 

B: And it would become an Olympic Games item. 

C: Yes. 

B: It has never been set as an item before. 
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C: Right. 

B; And this time Japan, they set the woman soccer as the 
Asian Olympic item. 

C: Yes. 

B; The Japanese woman soccer is very strong, he thought I 
guess, they set it an item. 

C: Yes. 

B: China then hurriedly recruited players and organized a 
team. That coach had been training these people for quite 
some time. This time, they beat the Japanese, the 
Japanese, at 2 to 0, and got the Championship. But he 
just has objections toward the State Olympic, Olympic 
Strategy. He thinks that this biased policy is not good 
for soccer. And .... 

C: But the problem is if he is not biased, he has no way to 
encourage some people. 

B: The so called bias by him is but investment. 

C: Yes. 

B: The State cannot provide more money. You may think of 
other solutions .... 

C: Yes. 

B: To get money. For example, this time China's rowboat 
race, these, the State has just this one team. There is 
even no domestic rivals to hold a race with. So this time 
with the Kazak, a world strong team, with these people, 
China still got a lot of gold medals. 

C: Yes, yes, yes. 

B: But what they are facing is that there are no new hands. 
There are no, there are no young successors. 

C: I see. 

B: Many teams in the country were dismissed. At that time, 
what the state took as primary were gymnastics, track and 
field, and swimming. 

C: Right, right, right. 
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B: Three big items, items, are all gold medal items. 

[Event 5b. Word meaning.] 

E: What does this mean? 

C: This is WHITE DWARF. 

E: What meaning? 

C: This just is short man. A WHITE DWARF is just a white, 
white little short man. 

A: Dwarf. 

C: Right. 

A: Dwarf, do you know? 

C: This is a dwarf. 

E: Okay. I know. 

[Event 10. 96 World Olympic Games.] 

B: Next China will march into the U.S. The United States 
already has a headache, is already, already worrying. How 
should it deal with China at Atlanta. 

C: Is that right? 

B: Atlanta will be next year, the year after the next. 

C: Well, maybe 1995? 

A: Yes, 1995, next year. 

B: 1996. 

A: What? 

B: The last was 1994, 1992, 1992. 

C: 1992, it should be four years. 1996, 1992, 1993, 1994, 

B: 1993, 1994, 1995, and 1996. 1996, Atlanta. 

A: Are you going to watch? Are you going to buy a ticket to 
watch? 
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B: That? 

A: Yes. 

B: That we cannot afford. 

C: Ask S to pay. 

B: It is not an issue of who will pay. I think you go there 
to watch, you go that far to watch just one ball match. 

A: G pays, why should S pay? 

B: It's not worth it that you just watch one item. Usually 
people who watch such Olympic Games, they what, reserve 
rooms. They reserve rooms from opening to closing if ever 
they reserve rooms. They will reserve the rooms for 
fifteen days if the games are fifteen days. They watch 
from the beginning to the end. In the United States, such 
entrance ticket, opening ticket will cost $300 to $500. 
We, cannot afford it. 

A: How much do you think will it cost if you watch all the 
items? 

B: All the expenses together should cost about $10,000. 

C: It should be that much. 

B: During those days, the hotels will be terribly expensive. 
One night will cost some hundreds. You, you won't get one 
if you are able to reserve. 

C: He knows if you want to stay, you must be, that is they 
are very interested. 

B: Many, many people who go there travel at the state 
expenses. 

C: Yes. 

B: You think all the hotels are occupied. China participates 
in the Olympic Games, some hundreds of people will come. 
Officials, reporters, it is all these people who live 
there. 

C: Yes. 

B: For reporters, the state pays; for officials, the state 
pays. 
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A: Yes. 

B: Very few come as individuals except the spores people's 
relatives. There are sports people's relatives who go. 
Chinese sports people's relatives are paid by the state 
to go. 

A: Right, right, right. 

B: Americans, he, Americans who go to watch have money 
themselves. That you are no match. 

[Event 8b. Steaming pear.] 

A: We should not have it burnt. 

B: We won't have it burnt. 

[Event 11. Situation in China.] 

B: Now, now it is very contradictory. From what is in the 
newspaper, we are inspired. China is developing very-
fast, economy is good, too. But from other sources of 
information, we worry about China. It is in a great mess. 

C: Right. 

B: J went back to visit, Beijing was very dirty. Things were 
terribly expensive. One meal cost over a thousand yuan. 

C: Right. One meal does cost more than a thousand yuan. If 
you go to a restaurant now, normally if several people go 
out to eat, you can't eat well without two to three 
hundred yuan. 

B: Even in the United States, it won't cost more than that. 
We spend, we several people can eat well with twenty to 
thirty dollars. 

C: As far as food, food is concerned, every month you, .... 
right, twenty, thirty dollars. But renminbi devalues, now 
has devalued. Not the same. 

B: No, we count by renminbi, you, you .... 

C: Right. 

B: One thousand yuan here, with $100, $100 we can eat very 
well. 
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C: His I think is an occasion of relative and friend 
invitation. If they, that at least will be five, six 
v»i ̂  T ^ T ^ ^ v>o ^ v> to o l^Q 

y KUGLXM m lllctivc ^ooo 
than five, six hundred yuan. If food is better, it will 
cost more $1,000. 

A: Individuals all have money in their hands. But nobody 
knows where their money comes from. Enterprises have no 
money to pay salaries. 

C: Right. 

B: Enterprises have no money to pay salaries. National Banks 
complain to be poor. Who knows why it is so. Individual 
people all have money. Anyhow, everyone has his own way. 
When you C were in China, you just went out to teach some 
classes to make some money. Did you have any other way? 

C: Well, other, in the Department, mainly our Department had 
some income. 

B: What did your Department do to increase income? 

C: Work was one, right? 

B: C were about to drive a taxi at that time. 

C: Just as here, as here, schools like the UA have some, 
have some, offer some courses also for the purposes of 
making money, I think. The same. Also for making money. 
Besides, we compiled some materials. Right. Some high 
school and primary school kids, you all need to use them. 

[Event 12a. Tutor.] 

A: I found work for you to make money, why don't you go? 

C: I have calculated and the ten dollars, .... 

B : Not worth it. 

C: Not worth it. 

B: One week a trip is not worth it, right? 

A: She will increase your wage. If you think it's not worth 
it, you speak out. We may talk with them, asking her to 
increase her payment. 

C: No. This one hour, you just think about the course W, we 
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had from Teacher W, .... 

"a . rx: lea • 

C: He did the talking for the whole hour. Teaching one hour 
is different from tutoring one hour. 

A: Yes. 

B: No, you may tell her to .... 

C: For, for example, if you ask students to play, you teach, 
if I can play the piano, violin, it's also ten dollars, 
you do some talking, the students do some playing. You do 
some tutoring, you don't even need to prepare for class. 

A: How much do you want then? Let's talk to her. 

C: No, no, no. I know this. If you want too much from the 
Chinese, they cannot accept it. 

A: Forget it if they cannot accept it. 

C: If it's too low, too low, I think this ten dollars an 
hour like this, .... 

B: This reflects, .... 

C: This value I think is not worth it. This ten dollars. 

B: This reflects C's character. Do you know where? B does 
not pay any money and yet he once spent two hours sitting 
there and helping me. 

A: But there is premise for it. 

C: The requirements are not the same, you know? Also, if she 
pays money, she will think that it is you, is my 
responsibility if you don't learn well. Right? There is 
a premise. As far as this is concerned, teacher is one 
factor, the student .... 

B: A, if this is not going to be worked out, I tell you, you 
just call her back, and tell her that tutor is not easy 
to be found. Everybody is busy right now. Courses are all 
tightly arranged. That's all. Don't bother her matter 
anymore. 
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A: This is all brought up by people at your place 1 
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A: F will like to go. F looked for this type of work before, 
he also, also went to TUTOR people at their house. 

B: But F's TUTOR is different. I know, he is primary school. 
PIMA school assigned him to the position. They paid very 
high for an hour. You know? He went there to tutor a 
first year, second year junior high student in learning 
English. You know? 

C: I don't know. You, you may make a call to ask F if he has 
the appetite. But I think this course he may not, .... 
ten dollars a class. You prepare for this class, you will 
spend, you think about the time. 

B: No. What she really wants is tutoring not teaching 
classes. 

C: Yes. 

B: That is, you go, if you have questions, you ask the 
questions, or what. 

C: Well. Now she is a sparetime student, not a full time 
student. 

B: Yes? 

C: Two different things. Work is primary. The study is 
secondary. This I had all, .... the adult students I 
taught before were mostly part-time. And very few part-
time students can be said to devote to study whole-
heatedly, very few. 

B: Forget it. Say no to her about this matter. 

[Event 13. You can't see me.] 

E: Well, you can't see me. 

[Event 12b. Tutor.] 

C: Yes. So you may ask other, .... may wait. You ask some 
other, other people if they are willing to, .... 

B: Tell her no. 
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C: If you perform it as if at six dollars, after you 
perform, perform one hour it is tough. So, didn't I ask 
you how should I perform it. 

B: No, my opinion is to forget it. Don't bother about her. 
What a kind of person is she, she is even willing to pay 
people for study? 

C: No, no, her spirits are admirable, not bad. The spirits 
are not bad. 

[Event 6b. Recording.] 

E: Have you started recording already? 

[Event 12c. Tutor.] 

C: Because I have read the NORTON ANTHOLOGY OF LITERATURE, 
AMERICAN LITERATURE before which she mentioned. You know? 
It's mainly American, early American literature and some 
poetry. In the twentieth century, it is mostly novels 
mainly. 

A: Her main problem now is that there is too much READING. 
And also she could not understand, understand in class. 
She said she could not possibly look up so many words in 
the dictionary. 

B: Yes. 

C: That's for sure. 

A: She could not handle the course. 

C: There are many, many words, some words are all .... 

A: I anticipate that there are some words that you explain 
to her roughly. She then doesn't need to consult the 
dictionary. In addition, you explain the gist of every 
piece to her roughly. 

B: She should not go to the course if she cannot handle it. 

C: I don't understand why she should take the literature 
course. 

B: L's .... 

C: She is L's neighbor. 
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B: That should be X. 

A: What? 

B: X is their neighbor. 

A: This cannot be X. I could tell X's voice. She directly, 
X came to ask me? 

B: No, that person already .... 

A: Then how could she come to ask me after she mentioned 
your name? 

B; That person has already told you, .... 

A: That person is surnamed B. 

B: I see. 

A: She is a woman. 

B: I don't know that. Anyhow they, X and they are neighbors. 
They live together. 

[Event 14. Taking the pear from the pot.] 

A: This is spoiled. This cannot be taken out at all. Why is 
there so much water? It's so hot today. You cannot take 
it out, either. 

B: Let me, let me, let me, let me try, .... 

A: You cannot possibly take it out. 

B: I cannot take it out? Here, let it cool a little bit 
before taking it out, okay? 

[Event 15a. Boiling and drinking water.] 

A: Shall I boil some more water for you, do you want some? 

C: Okay. Boil some more. 

[Event 12d. Tutor.] 

Really, this thing .... 

A: What? 
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C: When it's examination time, and if she does not score 
well, .... 

B: I told you this matter was not easy. This maybe .... 

C: This, this money will burn your hand if you take it. 

B: Yes. 

C: You know? This problem. 

B: You will eventually, eventually be considered what, C 
gets money from teaching some Chinese person. Have you 
heard of the story? Someone who went to the aiirport to 
pick up a, pick up a Chinese student and asks the student 
to .... 

A: That is not the same as you said. He is not .... 

C: This is, this is secondary to me. But what's primary is, 
a student like this .... 

A: Okay, okay. L also knows C, right? 

B: Yes. 

A: If she eventually gets, gets to know that I look for a 
long time .... 

C: L knows me, I don't know her. 

A: I look for a long time to get C, .... 

B: What? 

C: How can I know her? 

B: Isn't L working at the M Restaurant? 

C: I don't know L. 

B: You still don't know her? 

C: I don't know her. 

A: You don't know her, and she knows you, I think. 

C: That's not possible. 

A: You are so famous. 
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B: She knows you. I introduced you to her. 

C: Is chac right? 

B : I introduced you. 

[Event 16. I will eat myself.] 

A: I will eat by myself. I won't care about you. 

[Event 17. Bring Stuff from China.] 

B: Hey, is there any news from G? 

C: No. 

B: She hasn't called since she went back to China? 

A: Hi, if G calls, .... 

C: Yes. 

A: Tell her to bring a hot water bag for me. It hit upon me 
at that time, but I did not say it. The other day was 
again, you ask him, when it is a little cold, my feet at 
night, well, feel very icy. 

B: This hot water bag of hers, during all these years in the 
United States, .... 

A: I have been yearning for years. 

C: If G calls, I .... 

A: I have been yearning for years. Then my, the sponsor of 
mine brought for me, the other person, .... 

C: Yes. 

A: Kept the clothes and everything. 

B: He took them elsewhere. 

A: They can, can never be brought here, you see. 

C: You, the, the container for soy sauce, can also be used 
for hot .... 

A: No, no, no, no, that will wet the bed in the quilt as an 
accident. 
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B: If there is an accident .... 

A: No way. That won't do. I won't take that risk. 

B: A hot water bag does not take much space. 

C: Yes. 

B: Just a thin piece. 

A: Yes, thin and light. That day I acctually though of it 
when G was here, I thought about it. But I was a little 
bit hesitant. But during those two day when the feet were 
so cold, I really missed a hot water bag. And also 
sometimes when I have a stomachache. 

C; Didn't you ask J to bring one when he went back? 

A; I didn't even think about it. Usually I don't ask people 
of ordinary relationship to bring anything. 

B: Casual friends go back, .... 

A: I don't ask them to bring anything. 

B: Nothing, she doesn't ask them to bring anything. 

A: I don't ask them to bring anything. 

C: I see. 

A: We used to live on Second Street, .... 

B: You think, you think, you thing, J was so busy when he 
went back. 

A: I did not ask him to bring anything. 

C: Yes. 

A: There is also that N, N's family went back, he asked if 
I wanted anything, I did not even ask him to bring 
anything. 

C: Oh, N. 

A: Didn't you ask them to bring some books? 

C: Okay, yes, yes, yes, yes, yes. 
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A: Just that person. I wouldn't ask anybody to bring 
anything. 

B: She would not ask people of ordinary relation to bring 
anything. 

A: Usually I don't, don't ask, even if they ask me. 

C: Last time it was really a coincident. 

[Event 18. Someone going back to China.] 

B: Don't they have some project with the Y Research Institue 
this time that G goes back? 

C: With the Y Research, Research Institute. 

B: With the Y Research Institute. 

C: This time the Y Research Institute has some projects and 
they want her to .... 

B: She goes to reply query? 

C: Right. They, I invest money to you, but you, you have 
something I should make clear. 

B: It's like a feasibility research. 

C: Right. 

A: This conversation won't be easy. 

B: That just .... 

A: She will explain clearly, and at the same time should not 
reveal the secret, the whole secret, right? 

C: That's for sure. Otherwise .... 

A: If she reveals, their side will conduct the projects and 
leave your side aside. 

C: Right, right. They are all engaged in technology, since 
they hear .... 

B: Well, this time, G, why should it be G, this must be 
someone who knows the area, and is eloquent and witty. 

C: Yes. 
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B: To be able to perform this task. You won't be able to 
pass the query if you do anything inappropriate. 

A: Yes. 

[Event 19. Opening a compcuiy.] 

B: Your G will become a person with power after working for 
a while. The boss even has to listen to her, to tell you 
the truth. After she has worked to certain degree. I'm 
not kidding you. G is capable. 

C; Well, I am flattered. 

A: If G works by herself, employ us people. 

B: Next time G comes back I will suggest to her. I would 
like to put forth some bad suggestions to her for her to 
work well and get the information. After she gets enough 
money, and once G Company is established, we, we, we will 
work under her. 

C: This is not easy, to do this. 

B: You can do it if you have money. Really. Now even in 
dreams , I dream of this. 

A: G is good at technology. If she can have someone who 
knows about the American society and knows some 
economics, she will be able to make it. 

B; No, if your company is big, .... 

A: Yes. 

B: You must have someone capable for accounting. 

[Event 15b. Boiling and drinking water.] 

C: Drink some water. 

[Event 19b. Opening a company.] 

B: If it's a small company, it doesn't matter. A small 
company does not have very big strategic decisions to 
make. But if the company is big, and if you want to do 
big business, especially real estate, you should clearly 
know about the real estate law, the market, and 
accounting knowledge. 
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C: Right, right, right. 

B: Thau way should be easy. 

[Event 20a. Dreaming of becoming prosperous.] 

Now I, slowly will devote in it and study. Some time in 
future I will possible prosper. 

A: Is it so easy to prosper? 

B: The other night I had a dream. Don't you laugh. 

C: Yes. 

B: What I dreamed, I dreamed that I overnight got $500,000. 
I woke up in the morning to laugh to myself. The dream 
was like real. How this $500,00 came about, I tell you. 
I dreamed that behind us on Second Street they were going 
to sell the piece of land. A, do you still remember? 
There is a big piece of land beside D's preschool. 

A: Yes, Yes, Yes, there is a large piece of wasteland. 

B: I was passing there and saw that they were selling the 
estate. 

A: Well, that piece of land is not bad. 

B: Then I said how to find the OWNER? There was a telephone 
number there. Then I came back. Then I called, called and 
I could not express clearly after a long time of talking. 
I was very angry. I said where is C now? Then I called 
you. Then you came. After you came and called, they said 
that the land cost $100,000. I said this was too 
expensive. Just this little piece of land cost $120,000. 
C said: "Let's talk to him". Then we went to talk to him. 
C bargained, bargained, and bargained, they said: "I'll 
sell it to you for $50,000." Wow, I was so glad then. 
Then, I came back to pool money. With $50,000 I bought 
the land. After I bought it, then I said I would design 
and construct buildings. Design and construct buildings. 
Then I made the drawing of the building, and made a lot. 
Then, .... 

[Event 15c. Boiling euid drinking water.] 

A: The water is boiling. Turn of the stove. 

[Event 20b. Dresuning of becoming prosperous.] 
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B: The drawings were made. Finally I thought about 
constructing the building. What shall I do without money 
again? 

C: Yes. 

B: I would ge loans. Then I ran everywhere. Finally I said 
to the bank that we had such a large piece of land. Do 
you still worry they would not give, give you loans? 

C: Yes. 

B: They gave us the loans. We then constructed several 
buildings. After the buildings were constructed, we sold 
them. And we got $500,000. Then the money, after we sold 
them, the money was mailed to our account. Then 
altogether, I don't know how, mud-headedly, after we 
subtracted all the money for buying the land, we still 
had a net $500,000 in the bank. Well thought, I thought, 
how come I made $500,000 already just this way? I said: 
"Can it be right? We still, still have loans from the 
bank." Finally, I calculated and they said the loans from 
the bank would take over ten years to pay back. 

C: Well, that's still far away. 

B: It's still far away. We pay back the loans, and we 
continue to, with this $500,000 we can still buy some 
houses for lease then to return his loans. And the money 
left will be our net profit. At that time, I had such a 
dream. When I thought back later, I said many Americans 
may have made money this way. They just buy and sell like 
this. 

[Event 21. Real estate market.] 

A: Yes. Recently you look at houses and get enchanted, 
enchanted. You think about buying a house every day. 

B: I have found the information already recently. We should 
not buy a house. I am not kidding. Recently people should 
sell houses. It might still be okay if people buy houses 
recently. 

C: Buying Market is already not good recently, right? 

B: Maybe we can say you can't make much profit. Even so you 
may not lose. 

C: Yes. 
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B: Why, I have analyzed the whole market, what is the market 
like now, .... 

C: Saturated. 

B: It's a market for the buying. 

C: Yes. 

A: There are more buyers, right? There are less sellers. 

B: Buyers, buyers .... 

C: There are more sellers. 

A&B: There are more buyers. 

B: There are less sellers. People who sell houses are less, 
and people who buy houses are more. 

A: That means sellers are in great demand. 

B: What will happen at this time then, house prices will 
certainly go up, you know? If you have a house and sell 
it now, it may, may be high in price. 

C: Yes. 

B: This situation is like this. But you cannot figure out 
how high the market can reach. So, but now definitely 
speaking, there is no much profit in buying houses, that 
is, in buying and selling houses. But if you buy houses 
to lease it will still be okay. Because you don't sell 
the house. I don't make money, I make profit of the rent, 
house prices are going up, and I still make profit of the 
rent. This way is still okay. This, economics is actually 
very interesting, very, very, very interesting. 

[Event 22a. Stocks.] 

Later, later, next I will study what stocks, .... 

C: The stock market, right? 

B: Are about. That Z .... 

[Event 23. Put it there.] 

A: Put it there. 
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[Event 22b. Stocks.] 

B: That person of Z, .... 

C: Yes. 

B: Do you know Z? 

A: I know. 

B: He is very capable. 

C: Yes. 

B: He has studied stocks very well. He is playing with 
stocks every day. 

A: Yes, and he makes money. 

C: He still makes money, right? 

A: Yes. He took, took, took PRELIMINARY, and FAIL -ed. He 
took the ORAL, and FAIL -ed. Every day he is just buying 
stocks to make money. 

C: He put all his mind on it. 

A: Yes. 

C: That stuff takes a lot of time, you know? If you go to 
school, you certainly won't have time to think about your 
studies if you play with that. 

B: Right. 

C: This guy works in the restaurant, and buys and sells 
stocks in sparetime, how can he have time to .... 

[Event 24. Engaging in Studies.] 

B: Well, in the United States, in the Unite States if you 
don't think about doing business, how can you ....? 

A: Get into academic professions. 

B: Get into academic professions, I have gone that far. If 
I had achieved in doctorate like you, I will certainly 
find a job in a university, to engage in academic life. 
I really like this job, really. 
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C: Do you hear that? 

A: Well you, do you hear that? Why I hear it. 

B: I will certainly, I tell you C, .... 

A: You are the academic professional type. You .... 

B: C, I, I tell you, don't you think my English is not good, 
I am not afraid of writing PAPER at all. 

C: Yes. 

B: All kinds of PAPER, as long as I write in Chinese, they 
surely are good if translated into English. 

C: Now it's not question of writing PAPER. Now the problem 
is that the teacher sometimes gives you a format to 
follow. Writing PAPER who, it depends on what kind of 
PAPER you will write. Therefore, writing, WRITING to me 
used to be an ENJOY, ENJOYABLE thing. 

B: Especially when I write my type of paper, I ENJOY the 
most. 

C: Right? Such as writing your paper is really .... 

B: When C reads that history book of mine, he also, also 
enjoys a lot. 

A: History is interesting. 

B: I still have some question that I should like you to have 
a look. 

A: No matter what, it, it won't play a game of words. It's 
something real, right? It is what really occurred in 
history. It's like reading stories. 

C: Well, this, for example, the HYPOTHESIS, the hypothesis 
proposed by someone, many hypotheses, some are basically 
subjective, right? Well, to think about it from one 
perspective, well, it may be this way. Just like what A 
said, sometimes it's made to be like a matter of word 
game. In addition, if REQUIREMENTS are also put forth 
like this, you sometimes feel really that it's not a kind 
of, is not what you are willing to do. So in case of 
writing books, if you write a novel, poetry, it might be 
an enjoyable thing. 
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[Event 2b. Conflict between children.] 

A: What happened again? 

E: She dashed down. 

C: What happened? 

D: Brother E made me unhappy. 

C: How did he make you unhappy again? 

E: Nonsense. I am not going to play anymore. 

C: E read. The, the two, D is not the same age, they cannot 
play nicely together easily. 

A: D is too fussy. 

C: She is quick-minded. 

[Event 25. Finding a job.] 

So keep your mind on teaching at the university. 

A: I can't find a job. How shall I teach? 

C: How come you can't find a job? Go to S. S has also 
promised you. 

A: What do you mean S has promised me? You always mention S 

C: That sponsor of yours can also .... Isn't he at a 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE? 

A: Well, that won't work. He was retired long time ago. Once 
you retire, who will, who will care about you? 

C: At the COMMUNITY COLLEGE he used to be 

A: President. 

C: President. 

A: He had been President for twenty years. 

C: I see. 

A: That school was, was basically set up by him. 
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[Event 2c. Conflict between children.] 

A: Come, come over here, over here, what happened? 

D: Brother E made me cry. 

A: How did he annoy you? You tell me how he has annoyed you? 

D: I was playing. I. He deliberately provoked me. He pushed 
me aside, and himself played. He did not let me play. 

A: What were you playing? 

D: We were playing the GAME. 

A: Then you two play together. 

D: He would not let me play the GAME. 

B: You must have played it all by yourself. 

A: You must have. You must have snatched with him. 

D: No. 

A: You two look at the watch. Each plays ten minutes. Go, 
go. 

D: I haven't. 

A: What? You haven't? 

D: No. 

B; E already get angry. He is not going to play. 

A: Then you go to play alone. Go. 

C: Brother E is not going to play. You go to play yourself. 

A: Go. 

C: Okay, Brother E is reading there. He is not going to 
play. 

B: You go yourself. 

D: I don't want to wear that shirt. 

B: Hurry, find something to do yourself. 
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A: You have made Brother E angry. 

D: No, he made me cry. 

A: He made you cry. 

C: These two are interesting. They cannot play together, 
well. 

B: E does want to play with her well, but she still came 
down to bring a case against him. 

C: No, E, E may have also .... E, forget it, or, B, you go, 
go let her TV, let her use the computer. 

A: D, you go to play yourself, okay? 

D: Brother E. 

[Event 26. Teaching job.] 

C: Be careful when you teach these days. Don't talk too 
loud. 

A: But you have to talk. If you, you don't talk in class, 
how can you help it? 

C: Yes, talk. But your throat, this is a headache for 
teachers. 

A: I already, I already have chronic pharyngitis. 

C: Your cold, and cough, if you still teach, your 
inflammation won't disappear soon easily. 

A: I have no way out. Tomorrow will be the last day. 

C: Okay. 

A: There is no class on Friday. I may recover after three 
days' rest. 

C: Yes. I think the biggest headache for being a teacher is 
this. Once you catch a cold and have cough, you still 
teach, well, the illness will stay longer. 

[Event 27. Age.] 

B: E is sensible: "You all go to work, I will take good care 
of her." 
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C: Well, they are six years different. These two. Is D seven 
already? 

B: Seven. 

A: Seven. 

C: Actually they are five years different. 

B: Yes. 

A: Five years for her age makes great difference. 

B: They are five years different. How many years older is C 
than I? 

C: I'm ten years older than you. 

A: Nine years. 

C: Nine years. 

B: Then you, you got married much earlier than I. Five years 
earlier. 

C: How can I be earlier than you? You are earlier than I. 

A: You are earlier. How can he be earlier? 

C: I got married, E is now just, .... 

B: Oh, then I am earlier. This really .... 

C: You are much earlier. 

B: Then once I reach you age, how old will D be? 

C: Right. 

B: D will be fifteen, sixteen years old. 

C: Right. 

[Event 2 8. Marriage.] 

B: Oh, then you married late. I already, at that time I 
thought I was already late. 

C: How come? 
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B: I was already twenty-six, twenty-seven. 

C: Twenty-six, seven, we were thirty. 

B: Why did you wait till so late? G had not been there, 
right? 

C: Also, also, we lived in two places. At that time she was 
in C City. 

B: Doing her master's? 

C: Doing her master's. 

A: Then why didn't you find someone else? And wait for her 
whole-heatedly? 

C: Find someone else? Well. 

A: Come on, tell us. 

C: There was nobody I could find. 

B: There was no appropriate candidate. 

C: Right. 

A: Then how about G? 

C: What? 

A: How about G? 

C: G, G I don't know. I think there was nobody else, either. 
So we came together. 

B: Even if G found somebody else, he could not be better 
than C. 

A: Didn't you say there was a guy? 

C: A guy. Where was that guy, where was that guy? 

[Event 29. Getting the car fixed.] 

B: Hasn't H's car taken back? 

C: His car has been taken back. 

B: How much did he spend? 
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C: He said he spent about $400 there. 

B; He Spoilt SO mclCil tilGSTo. 

C: I don't know. He said the person who repaired the car for 
him .... 

A: Didn't he say the other day that he asked for around 
$250? 

C: $200, $300. At first he said if the pump was broken .... 

B: Yes. 

C: Then to get the pump repaired may cost $200, $300, over 
$200. 

B: Yes. 

A: What is the problem then? 

B: It's not the pump that was broken. 

C: It is not that problem. God knows if it is that problem. 
Nobody was there at time of repair, right? He had to 
listen to the repair man. He may, may have asked for 
$400. Q spent more than $600, not the same. 

A: Is it the TRANSMISSION? 

B: Nor is it, you have to open the TRANSMISSION. 

C: I don't know. Right. You have to .... 

B: If you go to the DEALER, it is this price to open it, 
$500 or $600. If the TRANSMISSION is broken, and needs 
changing oil, changing, changing something, that will 
cost more than $1,000. 

A: That shows his TRANSMISSION has no problem. Otherwise he 
could not have asked for just over $400. 

B: TRANSMISSION is not broken. 

C: Right, right, right. 

B: I think maybe the car is complicated. They at first said 
that they gave him the car the second morning. However, 
maybe, today is already the third day, they just gave it 
to him. 
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C: The third day, right. 

B: Okay, this car of his has already cost .... 

C: Over $1,000? 

B: $1,500 or $1,600. 

C: It has already cost $1,500 or $1,600? 

B: Yes. 

C: $2,000 when he bought it, right? Three, three, more than 
$3,000 already. 

A: $2,500, he said. 

B: I tell you why. I know about his car. The other time the 
break was broken. 

A: Yes. 

B: He spent more than $3 00. 

C: Just a break cost more than $300? 

A: Well, his was the big break fell off. 

B: The big break broke off suddenly. Then they went to Los 
Angeles the air conditioning was broken. The car, the 
circuit in the car, .... 

A: The fan. 

B: The fan, the whole circuit was, was in mess. 

C: Yes. 

B: He again spent more than $400. 

C: He got the car fixed in Los Angeles with more than $400? 

B: Yes. Then this, this, this time is another $400 or $500. 
$300 and $400 is already $1,000. 

C: More than $1,000. 

B: More than $1,000. In addition he still some small .... 

A: Last time the car was leaking oil, I don't know how much 
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it cost again. 

B: That? It cost more than $100. 

A: Yes. 

B: He, the car of his now including everything such as 
repair, tire changing is already over $1,000. 

A; You should not include that. Tire changing is normal. 

B: I think you should include everything, our tire is also 
counted. It is just that. We may include. 

C: Owing to God's blessing, our car .... 

B: C's car, honestly speaking, costs the least money, 
really. 

C: It also costs. 

A: What a kind of brain he has got, he is, is a good buyer. 

B: Where does C's car cost money? Changing tires. 

A: He also bought the batteiry. 

B: There is still battery. 

A: He always buys at good price. 

B: C's car hasn't cost much for repair. 

C: Didn't I spend more than $200 for repairing? 

B: For what? 

C: AUTOMATON. Also last time the three belts inside were 
changed. 

B: How can this be more than $2 00? 

C: Yes. I am not lying to you. You .... 

B: You plus changing the tire is more than $200. 

C: Price, the price is still there. 

B: You have added the tire changing. 
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C: No, no, no. AUTOMATON is more than $200. 

B: Okay, right, you changed, the, the .... 

C: Three belts. 

C: Not just the three belts. 

C: Three belts, one AUTOMATON, just that, that thing is 
expensive. At first I thought it might be around $100 at 
most. 

B: Yes, right. Your car can still run many years. 

C: As long as it can run during the time in TUCSON, right? 
It does not have any problem, okay. 

B: One thing that Japanese cars are good is .... 

C: Yes. 

B: Generally speaking, the ENGINE, TRANSMISSION don't have 
problems. 

C: Yes. 

B: So they won't cost a lot of time. 

C: Right, right, right. This is, as long as the primary, the 
primary parts don't have big problem. 

[Event 30. Buying a car.] 

B: H was sighing with emotions sitting in my car: "Well, if 
I have money, I will buy a Japanese car, and I will buy 
a TOYOTA." 

C: Why didn't he think about it at the time he bought it? 

B: All tried to stop him. He was very stubborn. 

C: What? When he bought the car, you were also here, .... 

B: I was not present when he bought the car. 

A: We did not know him when he bought the car. Later .... 

B: We knew him already. 

A: We got to know each other after he bought the car. 
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B: We knew him. H we did know but were not very familiar 
with, you know? 

A: When he bought, he seemed to go to F. They all went to 
look at the car for him. 

B: F 

C: I see. 

A: They looked at the car, after he bought the car, I did 
not quite know about cars, I told him. I said the car 
seemed to be bad. You look at the bump at the rear. 

C: Yes. 

A: Also they have damaged the mileage meter. There must be 
something wrong. 

C: Right, right, right. 

A: I said: "You simply .... 

C; If I see that the mileage meter is broken, I won't buy 
the car. 

A: I said: "You just got the car, you simply sell, sell it. 
Then you find another one. You buy another, another one." 
He said: "Forget it, I don't take the trouble." 

C: No, he should not buy that car when he went to see the 
car. 

A: He didn't know, he didn't know, either. They all told him 
it was good. 

B: This car came from Mexico. NEW, NEW MEXICO. 

C: Yes. 

B: The license plate was not even changed. That was NEW 
MEXICO license plate. The car was from the man who 
traffics in cars, we, the car you bought was from him. 

C: What? That man bought, bought and sold to .... 

B: H. 

C: H. 
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B: I tell you about it. They got the car from NEW MEXICO. 
After they got the car. This man, it was he who got the 
car. Ke left because he got something to do at that time. 
He went to PHOENIX. He entrusted a friend of his to sell 
the car for him. You know? 

C: Yes. 

B: Then the price they decided upon for selling the car at 
that time was $2,000. You know? 

C: Okay, it's the, the DEALER we went to last time to buy 
something? 

B: The, no, the car you bought, just this car. 

C: Okay, okay, okay, okay. 

B: It was from him that you bought this car. Your car was 
bought from him. 

C: Yes. 

B: He asked his friend to sell the car for him. 

C: Okay. 

B: However, that friend of his sold the car to H for $2,500. 

C: Okay. 

B: And he told that, that man that he sold the car for 
$2,000. He made $500 from it. Then, I think between them, 
the car they bought maybe for $1,500. If they sell the 
car for $2,000, they would make $500. But this man, he 
made money again. 

[Event 15d. Boiling and drinking tea.] 

B: Here, C, drink some tea. 

[Event 31. Schedule. ] 

B: I can't sleep if I drink tea. 

C: How come you can't fall asleep? 

B: I might not be able to fall sleep if I, I drink tea. 

C: You possibly cannot fail to fall asleep at this place. 
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B: Very often I can't fall asleep. I am not lying to you. 
Yes. 

C: Then you can't fall asleep, what about A? 

B: She, veiry often she is already asleep before I go to bed. 

C: She is already asleep. 

B: Yes, she is already asleep long ago. 

A: When do I go to bed, you think? And every morning, you 
ask him when? 

B: She gets up at about 6:00. 

A: I wake up very early. I always wake up at that time. I 
have no way out. I don't sleep during the day. I very 
seldom take a nap during the day unless I really feel, 
feel bad, then I sleep for a little while. I don't even 
know what I do in the morning before most of the day is 
over. I teach at eight in the morning. It is nine after 
class. Then I do something at the L Program. And then, 
then I go to the U Building to do something, check the 
mail, and print out the work I have done, check it 
somewhat. 

B: Like you, your department, you .... 

A: Then it is time I came back. It's 11:00, or 12:00, 12:00. 

C: Right, right, right. 

B: You don't necessarily need to go to your department 
every, every day. You may directly do what you need to do 
after class. I tell you, it is like this. You know in the 
morning, I get up, wash my face, help D get up, and take 
her to school every morning. It already passes nine 
o'clock after I come back. I fix something to eat, after 
that, it is 9:30. I have a class after 10:00. That means 
that before 10:00, I can't do anything at all. 

C: Yes. 

B: Same. After class is over there, it's 12:00. The whole 
morning, I just have one class. Finally, I hurry to the 
CAFETERIA to heat and eat lunch, and then I go to the 
library. 

A: At 10:00 or 11:00, I have to come back. If not, I am 
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hungry. I get up in a great hurry in the morning, get 
something to turn for a minutes there, take it out, and 
have to run after I have finished half the food. I can't 
really eat anything. 

B: Your leftover is all eaten by me, in the morning. 

A: I have to come back at 11:00. I get something to eat. I 
feel it strange, if I eat something warm, I am sleepy 
after I eat. 

B: You then sleep till 2:00 or 3:00. 

A: I don't sleep. I dare not sleep. 

B: Time does fly, yes. 

A: You have seen the evening, how I spend the time in the 
evening. I do this and that, all kinds of things. And I 
have to deal with D also. 

C: Do you still teach D words every night? 

A: You ask him. 

B: Sometimes. We take turns, both are doing that. 

C: Okay. 

B: Later, later if you are busy. A, if you plan to do 
something in the evening, drive to leave right after 
dinner. You can get things done at school, not at home. 

[Event 32. Oissertation euid conference presentation paper 
writing.] 

A: I have just six months left now before I finish this. The 
DISSERTATION has to be finished. 

B: Once you start writing, .... 

C: More than a hundred PAGE. 

A: Well. 

C: You will make it. 

A: I can make it? You, you can write. I don't write well. I 
don't even have the courage to read of my own writing. 
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B: Well, no. 

A; I 5.xw5.yS fcSx SCulGuiixIiy WiTOiiy , 

B: You will know once you write it. 

A: No. 

B: Weren't you successful at the Canadian Conference this 
time? 

C: Right. 

A: What successful. I don't even dare to give my paper to 
people who asked me for the PAPER. I always feel this 
PAPER is not good enough. 

B: You don't feel that way. Send them the paper if 
necessary. You'll have some more, more contact. 

C: Right. 

B: It won't do bad. You can, the PRESENTATION was so 
successful, what are you afraid of? 

[Event 33. Selected course in Western Civilization.] 

I, think of the, my sentences are not even grammatically 
correct and the teacher likes them. 

A: You even, even talk about them in class. 

B: Yes. 

A: Hi, next time you talk, take C with you. Let C to talk 
for you. 

C: You are kidding. 

B: The question that C helped me with is this morning's 
class. 

C: Yes. 

B: I showed it to the teacher after I got there. I said: 
"You look at my key points." I have sorted out the part 
you helped with into notes. I will write these down 
before the exam. I said: "Teacher, do you think my key 
points are correct? I have got too many key points. Here 
you are." He read those: "Very good. Yours are keys 
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points of the key points. See you have, I see you have 
all highlighted. You are very accurate here. I was just 
asking aijout it." He looked, at iTis. Ke said: "You study 
very carefully. You are more attentive than American 
students." He said: "You WORRY a lot at the beginning, I 
also WORRY." He said: "Now it looks that we don't need to 
worry. Well, your English is very good." He thought that 
I even understood such complicated sentences, and 
answered every point. I did not dare to show him, show 
him, did not dare to show him the book. I was afraid that 
if he saw the book: "Why the handwriting here is not 
yours?" What shall I do then? 

A: Yes. 

B: C also has written a key point there for me. 

C: That mainly, mainly to, his are all, usually are the main 
ideas in the article. What he asked were some main ideas. 

B: The exam I, I took for the first time .... 

C: He let you people read and there are a lot of things that 
you need to put together. 

B: I, I selected some main ideas in a, in a very hard way. 
Sometime I copied the whole paragraph if I could not 
select the main ideas. 

C: Yes. 

B: That was too difficult. Well. 

C: His, his test is to see if you have read the textbook. He 
can find out how much work you have done at certain 
places. 

B: Right. 

C: If I go through the reading to get just the superficial 
meaning, I cannot answer the questions to the point 
sometimes. This is also why I go back and forth when I 
looked for the main ideas for you. 

B: So, I feel this course is not easy for me. 

C: Yes. 

B: The study is difficult for me. 
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A: How can it be simple? I think even we have to spend quite 
some time if we read such a big thing. Don't you think 
so? 

C: Right. 

B: Take my evening course for example, you said he already 
allowed me to take the exam home, but the homework each 
time is ten to twenty pages. Now I have already two 
assignments here late. 

C: Yes. 

B: What's good about the teacher is as long as you submit 
your assignment to him, it'll be fine. 

C: Yes. 

B: He, he does not have, does not give restrictions that you 
must hand it in every time. 

C: Yes, yes. 

B: And among the class, the assignment I have handed in is 
the most. My total score has already reached a hundred 
and seventy. 

C: Yes. 

B: Some of them have only a hundred and twenty. And some 
have only over ninety. 

A: What's the total score? 

B: The total is over five hundred. There are three tests. I 
have take one test out of three. That means there are 
still two hundred. There are still assignments. 

C: Yes. 

B: Now I have got seventy from assignments which is the 
highest. There are only sixty points assignments so far. 
We have got only six times, each one ten points. He was 
talking in class last time. He said: "Now you check. 
This, and this is which assignment. If you have handed in 
all the six assignments, you should have got sixty 
points." Finally I looked at mine and how come I have 
already seventy. I then, I then asked him after class. He 
said it was not right. It should be sixty. I then showed 
it to him. He went to check for quite some time. "Oh!" he 
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said: "I have given you ten more. KEEP IT." 

C: BONUS. 

B: He even didn't know where he gave them. I don't know, 
either. Anyhow he gave me ten more points. KEEP IT. 

C: It's not ten, not ten dollars. 

A: God knows. 

B: Well, at the end, your ten points difference will make 
the difference between A and B. 

C: Right, right, right. 

B: That is very important, I tell you. 

[Event 34. C Department enrollment req[uirements. ] 

C: If the GRE also, also gave you ten more points, .... 

A: The GMAT. 

C: GMAT, right? 

A: If the GMAT gave, gave ten more points. 

B: With ten more points, I will, will pass the C Xi4 de 
line. 

A: No, they require five twenty. 

B: No, theirs is sixty percentile. 

A: Yes. 

B: Sixty percentile is about five ten. I, I, I already .... 

C: Ten to twenty points, ten to twenty points difference. 

B: I, I have already reached over fifty percentile. I, I 
surpassed the fifty percentile line. Just a little bit 
less. 

A: Take another test. 

B: I may not do better if take another test. 

A: No, you simply study for a year and a half first. You 
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take the test after you get this degree. 

B: I won't need to take the test again if I get the degree. 
I will pass then. 

A: Who said it? 

B: The person in the Department said at that time. He said 
you either take another test or take some UNDER courses. 

A: Oh, okay. 

B: If I obtain this, this UNDER degree, you, right? He wrote 
me a list at that time and asked me to take some 
undergraduate courses. 

A: I see. 

C: So if you get this degree, you meet all these, these 
requirements. 

B: Yes. 

[Event 35. C Progrcum.] 

A: What J said, he said that the C MASTER PROGRAM is CANCEL 
-ed. It won't have any enrollment. 

B: The Program is CLOSE -d. 

C: I don't know for sure. When we went there at that time, 
their MASTER and PH.D C major are actually .... 

B: One PROGRAM. 

C: Well, their existence may actually be or not be. If there 
are students it will enroll more, and it may also not 
enroll. 

A: Which one? Which one? 

C: C Department sound .... 

B: C major, MASTER and PH.D both are under the control of 
the same administrative unit. 

C: Right. 

A: He, the problem now, he said, why did he say it was 
CANCEL -ed? That is to say there is only PH.D, and no 
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MASTER? Or what is it? 

C: Not really. I guess, .... 

B: They just stop enrollment, you know? 

A: Why? 

B: It is not CANCEL -ed. I have checked. They will start 
enrollment in 1996. 

A: Okay. 

[Event 36. S Progrcun.] 

B: Not just C Department, it's the school's overall plan 
including the S Department also. 

C: Maybe there are too many people. 

B: It is because of this K lost his life. 

C: Yes. 

B: The S Department was CANCEL -ed. 

C: Right, if it were not .... 

B: They also don't enroll, and have to wait till 1996. He 
then applied to other schools. The school gave him money. 

A: The S Department seems to have been CANCEL -ed. That is 
thoroughly, eh, canceled. Even the professors are FIRE -
d. 

B: Is that right? 

A: Including TENURE. 

B: I see. 

A: Then they lose the job completely. 

C: Yes, you go and see every department has its own students 
taking S course. There are perhaps people from your 
Department, too, right? 

A: Right. 

C: There should be people teach, teaching .... 
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A: That is taught differently. 

C: Differently? 

A: No, no, no, he does not take the S course for the S 
major. 

C: Right, yes, yes, yes, usually .... 

A: The S course we take is the educational S course. 

C: Right, right, right, right, educational S course. The S 
course you took is a different one, right? 

A: They still have psychological S course. Anyhow that is 
called EDUCATIONAL S course. 

B: Behavioral S course. 

C: Where did you take the course? In which Department? 

A: Where did I take the course? In E BUILDING. 

C: Oh, maybe that is the one in our E Department. 

A: Yes, just the one in the E Department. 

B: The one she took is called Behavioral S course. 

C: Right, right, right. 

A: Right, right, right, Behavioral S course. 

C: Right, right. No wonder once I saw the, what's that old 
lady's name? She is rather old. She studies CHOMSKY, the 
old lady who draws TREE every day. The oldest one? Do you 
remember? She is, is, is called Hellen, Hellen or what? 
She is .... 

A: No. Jill? 

C: The oldest one. 

A: Jill. 

C: Jill. Maybe. Well, the other day at there. Maybe she is 
taking S course this year. 

A: Yes. 
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[Event 37. Credit trsmsfer.] 

C: I tza.l}cGci witxi Y tils other dsy. She Saxd: "You stxll need 
to take 600. I said I had taken S course before. 

A: Yes. 

C: Yes. She said maybe the requirements were not the same. 
Actually the Ph.D S courses are but those contents. That 
cannot be the S course for the S major. 

A: Now you, how many courses can you transfer? 

C: She looked at my transcript the other day. She said: "All 
your courses can basically be ...." 

A: All can be transferred. True, all can be transferred. 

C: I have taken all the courses. She said that I have taken 
all the courses. 

A: Yes. 

C: After she looked at the transcript for me, "Some course 
you took in Great Britain may be transferred, transferred 
as courses OUT OF THE EDUCATION COLLEGE." I think this is 
okay. Well, right? In addition, I, since there are 
seventy-two credits for us. 

A: Right. 

C: Subtract eighteen. 

A: Yes. 

C: There are only fifty-four left. 

A: Yes. 

C: I have calculated, right, isn't it fifty-four to subtract 
eighteen from seventy-two credits? 

B: Right. 

C: Fifty-four, after the one and a half years, I have 
already obtained about thirty, more than thirty credits. 

B: There are still more than twenty credits. 

C: Eighteen and thirty-four, yes. 
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A: If you transfer about ten or so, are there? 

w. x \^a.xx uj.cixx5j.5x/ x uxxxixrw/ uxxciu aiiOuxQ Dc i^fcuucx xx x 
transfer more. 

B: Maybe you can transfer only six credits. 

C: Right. 

A: How many can she transfer for you? 

C: She hasn't made the final decision yet. She asked to talk 
with Professor O. Last time Professor O said, said, he, 
that even if you transfer, six credits only. He asked if 
you transferred all, okay you wouldn't need to study, you 
may get, right now you may get .... 

A: You say: "I don't transfer everything, but six credits 
are too few." 

C: Right. 

B: How many have you transferred? 

A: Our program has people who transfers ten courses, thirty. 

C: Yes. 

A: Transferred fully. In our program as long as what you 
learned can, can meet their requirements, fit. 

B: But some departments have restrictions. You may transfer 
no more than six credits. 

C: Now I .... 

A: But six are too few. 

C: Where is the problem now? I just find that American 
Education, is but typically conducted in a planned way, 
a planned product. Wherever you go, for example courses, 
courses are called uniformly. Thus credits can be 
transferred easily. 

B: Right. 

C: You know? 

B: It's difficult to transfer credits from abroad. 
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C: Right, this is, is just like they making the rifles, 
everything is ASSEMBLY LINE. 

B: Yes. 

C: One model. Courses are the same. They don't care, don't 
care specifically. 

B: Yes. 

C: But they call it the same way. For example 600, right, is 
QUANTITATIVE STUDY. 601, QUALITATIVE STUDY. In other 
universities, they also, they also .... 

B: There is a lesson in this. 

C: So now, in case of, for example, British courses won't 
fit them. 

B: Different way of calling. 

C: Right? No way out. So sometimes the course give them a 
hard time figuring out, which course should this one fit, 
and which would that one fit. 

A: How many do you think you may transfer? 

C: I think to myself that you should at least transfer six 
for me. Twelve if more, I think. 

A: Six is minimal. Yes. 

C: Is it? Between six and twelve is already REASONABLE. 

B: Six is minimal. 

C: Is it? 

B: Then even if you transfer six, you don't have many left. 
About twenty left. You may finish in more than a year. 

C: Yes. Even if I don't transfer a single credit, there is 
but a year and a half. 

B: C, you are fast. 

C: Y said: "Why are you in a hurry?" The .... 

[Event 38. Assistantship.] 
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A: She said that. Well, the problem is you don't give money, 
why not in a hurry? 

C: Right. She said here, here there is a student who has 
taken more than ninety credits. 

A: He may have assistantship to get so many credits. You 
don't have any assistantship, how can you continue like 
this? You talk with her, and say you still have a son 
here. 

C: Yes. 

B: You should ask them for money. 

C: Well, yes. So no way out. And here still the P, P 
University keeps writing to me, asking me to apply there. 

B: Do they offer you money? 

C: I'm not clear. I don't want to take the trouble of 
applying again. 

A: That is the school R used to study. 

C: Yes. 

A: When R was there, the assistantship they offered her was 
very little. 

B; Right. 

A: Very little, that PROGRAM. 

B: That school has already .... 

A: And also it is what QUARTER system. 

B: I know about that school. It may, may give as many as 
eight percent foreign students assistantships. 

C: Yes. 

B: But very little for each person. Just, just enough to pay 
the tuition, not enough for living. 

C: Yes. 

B: It won't give you much. No student is given much. It just 
covers many people with little money. Unlike this school 
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which gives you a HALF TIME, or QUARTER TIME. 

C; Yss/ yss 

B: There the most maybe just QUARTER. 

C: Well. 

B: The highest is QUARTER. 

C: Forget it for now. I think there are no more than one or 
two years if I will have to hold out. After I finish the 
course work, .... 

A: You should still stay here. I think you .... 

C: Well. 

A: Because no matter what you, this, it, you have already 
obtained so may credits in this program. 

C: Yes. 

A: Will they transfer this many if you go another place? 

C: Right. 

A: In addition. Professor 0 is well-known, right? 

C: Yes. 

B: Just for Professor O's name. 

A: Right. 

B: It might be good when you look for a job in the future. 
And also, C can still try, try, try to get some money. 
Because you still have, plus the dissertation, one or two 
years, two or three years. 

C: Yes, if according to, including the time I write the 
dissertation, I do still need two and a half years to 
three years. 

B: Yes, So you should still continue try for the money. 

C: Two and a half to three years. 

A: Haven't you talked with them again recently? 
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B: I will go to talk to your professor. I will say that C 
does not need money. His wife is already making money. 

C: Okay. To tell the truth, I don't want to go to talk to 
him. I already talked two or three times. All resulted in 
nothing. Really. So I think about it, because what, when 
I talked to him before, I had good reasons. You know? 

B; You do, you do, do, do some thinking, thinking about 
something within this school, to see if there is money in 
other departments. 

A: Each department, each department has their control on the 
money. T Department for example, do you want to get money 
in T Department? 

C: This, I don't, this I cannot break in .... 

B: V, why can V get money from another, another department? 

C: This he, no, he, he transferred .... 

A: No, he transferred. He applied to that department. They 
gave his money, so he transferred. 

C: He, he just transferred, became a student there. 

A: He has become a student there. 

B: Well, no, you may also go this way. 

A: Well, then the many courses he has already taken will be 
wasted. 

C: Ouch. 

B: No. 

A: Of course yes. 

B: If you give me the money. You just go to search. 

C: No. The problem is that now you .... 

A: Then he will have to start again. How can you have so 
much time? 

C: Now, now if you ask me to transfer, transfer to their 
program, and once more, some courses .... 
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B: Hi, will you go if any place gives you more than $1,000 
a, a, a month. I would go if I were you. 

C: But I must think about it. Your time, if you consider all 
the courses I have taken, then .... 

B: Part of that can be transferred for sure? 

A: Well, if you come to our program, all your British 
courses will be able to be transferred. 

B: Many courses are, still can be transferred. 

A: That way you may transfer some time over. 
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